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SUMMARY 

This thesis relates to the area of short term scheduling and control in batch 
process plants. A batch process plant consists of individual plant items linked by 
a pipe network through which product is routed. The structure of the network 
and the valve arrangements which control the routing severely constrains the 
availability of plant items for configuration in routes when a FI~t is operating. 
Current approaches to short term scheduling contain simplitying assumptions 
which ignore these constraints and this leads to unrealistic and infeasible 
schedules. The work undertaken investigates the use of techniCl!les from the 
areas of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Discrete Event Simulation (DES) in order 
to overcome these simplifying assumptions and develop good schedules which 
can be implemented in a plant. 

The main divisions of work cover a number of areas. The development of a 
representation scheme for batch plant networks, and procedures for reasoning 
about the constraints imposed by their structure to infer the actual availability 
of plant items for routing purposes at any time. The development of a dynamic 
rule-based route configuration procedure which takes into account the 
constraints on plant item availability. The development of an activity scheduling 
framework for batch plants based on this. The development of a dynamic 
simulation model to take account of finite capacity constraints in a batch plant. 
The integration of these elements in a hybrid structure to make best use of the 
techniques available from the areas of AI and DES. 

The representation scheme and procedures developed for reasoning about the 
constraints in a plant network enable the simplifying assumptions of other 
approaches to be overcome so that the system can produce good feasible 
schedules. The hybrid structure is a practical one to take for implementation and 
enables the best use of techniques from AI and DES. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

l.Q.THE AREA OF RESEARCH 

This research was initiated to investigate the use of hybrid systems based on 

procedural Discrete Event Simulation (DES) and declarative knowledge based 

programming techniques from the area of Artificial Intelligence (AI) for the 

purpose of short term scheduling and control in the batch process industry. 

The aim of the research was to demonstrate that the use of a hybrid approach 

could produce a tool for this that overcomes particular difficulties with respect 

to the constraints introduced through the typical network structure of batch 

process plants. This thesis is therefore written for a reader who has some 

familiarity with the batch process industry, and the principles and techniques 

used in DES and AI. 

The rest of this chapter will briefly describe a number of areas as an 

introduction to the remainder of the thesis. These areas are: 

I.The characteristics of the batch process industry and batch process plants 

which give rise to the particular scheduling problems which have been 

addressed. 

2.0verall production planning and control of batch plants and the 

importance of short term scheduling and control within this. 

3.The application of techniques from Operations Research, DES, and AI to 

short term scheduling and control. 

1.1.THE SEMI-CONTINUOUS BATCH PROCESS INDUSTRY 

This area of manufacturing encompasses industries such as dairy processing, 

pharmaceuticals, food, and brewing. It is generally characterised by the 

production of a diverse range of final products starting from a few basic raw 
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materials, often in liquid or powder form, which are processed in batches of 

varying size at one or more stages to produce the final product. In many cases 

the final product processing stage consists of filling and packing a bulk 

product into large numbers of discrete units such as packs of yoghurt. A 

processing stage could involve a chemical reaction which occurs in a batch 

reaction vessel, or it could involve moving the product through a plant item 

which carries out the process. This second type of processing may involve 

splitting of a product into one or more components or the blending of one or 

more component into a single product. Processing of this type tends to be 

intermittent in that one or more intermediate product batches will be 

processed through a plant item with gaps in between the batches. Therefore it 

is termed semi-continuous processing. Because of these characteristics short 

term scheduling and control effort is aimed at carrying out the production of 

intermediates at each stage in a timely manner to supply the requirements of 

all following stages in a process. 

1,1.1,Process Plant Structure 

The equipment which is in a batch process plant can be classified into a 

number of plant item types including storage and reaction vessels, and semi

continuous process plant items such as separators, heat exchangers, in line 

mixers, and evaporators. These are all linked by a complex network of pipes 

with product routing and movement controlled by pumps and a large number 

of valves. A simplified picture of the network structure in a batch plant is 

given by a Process Flow Diagram an example of which is shown in Figure 1.1. 

The network structure and possible openJ shut valve configurations will 

constrain the feasible routing between plant items. Also because different 

production activities which involve product routing often share some route 

components such as a semi-continuous process plant item or are controlled by 

a common set of valves this can constrain whether a potentially feasible route 

can be set up or not. 



D 
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Figure 1.1. Example Process Flow Diagram 
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There is a high capital investment in the equipment and process control 

systems which means there is often a requirement for a large degree of 

operational flexibility and high utilisation from it even though individual 

product requirements may be small so that long production runs of a single 

product are not possible. In order to achieve high levels of utilisation the 

efficient scheduling and management of the production of batches within the 

plant is taking on progressively more importance as discussed by Simmons [1]. 

The development of techniques for scheduling and automation of the 

management function is therefore the subject of a lot of recent research. 

However, the effects of the plant network structure and the constraints on 

product routing have not so far been properly addressed in this context. 

1.2.PROPUCTION PLANNING AND CONTROL 

The production planning and control process can be split into an integrated 

hierarchy of functions which address different levels of detail and have a 

correspondingly suitable time horizon. In 1981 the American Production and 

Inventory Control Society CAPleS) published a report containing a framework 

for such a hierarchy for the process industry [2]. This consisted of three levels 

of Resource Requirements Planning, Production Planning, and Production 

Scheduling. To this can be added two lower levels of Batch Management and 

Process Control to give the hierarchy as shown in Figure 1.2. 

Resource Regyirements Plannilli 

The APICS report described Resource Requirements Planning as concerned 

with long term decision making using long range forecasts based on 

aggregated information to develop ' .. acquisition plans for facilities, workforce, 

raw materials, energy and information.' The sort of time horizon covered by 

this planning function is usually measured in years. The results from this 



RESOURCE 
REQUIREMENTS 
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PRODUCTION 
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PRODUCTION 
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BUSINESS 
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Figure 1.2. Production Planning 
and Control Hierarchy 
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level of planning can result in constraints on lower levels through the 

resources which are available to meet production demands. 

Production Planning 

The Production Planning function is concerned with the development of 

' . .intermediate range operating plans in response to demand forecasts so as to 

optimize the utilisation of resources.' Typical time horizons for this sort of 

planning are measured in months, and the outputs are operating plans 

associated with annual and quarterly operating budgets. The results of this 

sort of planning result in aggregate production levels and production 

campaigns to optimize factories and departmental output over the medium 

term planning horizon. This type of planning is often carried out using 

analytical techniques such as Linear Programming. For example Benseman 

[3] describes the use of a Linear Programming model to help a large New 

Zealand dairy company allocate available milk supplies to its various 

production sites. Mauderli and Rippin [4] describe a system called 

BATCHMAN to derive an optimal production plan of production campaigns 

for a batch plant to meet a particular demand pattern. A campaign is defined 

as the production of one or more products simultaneosly and refers to the 

whole plant. It uses a technique of enumerating alternative production 

campaigns which could be carried out in the plant coupled with a screening 

procedure to eliminate inefficient ones before using a Linear Programming 

procedure to assign campaigns to a production plan. 

Production Scheduling 

Production scheduling is concerned with meeting specific production demands. 

This consists of a number of sub-modules according to the APICS report 

including finished product scheduling of packing of finished products, master 

production scheduling which ' .. disaggregates the production plan into a 
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production schedule for specific finished products, blend stocks, intermediate 

products or components to be produced in specific time periods at a particular 

manufacturing facility.', material plannning which is used to calculate when 

intermediate products should be manufactured and raw materials ordered, 

and material control which includes final scheduling of production at a finer 

level of detail to meet the requirements of material plan and the master 

production schedule. Short term scheduling for material control is carried out 

for a scheduling horizon ranging from a few shifts to a few days and involves 

the determination of when production activities should be carried out to meet 

product demands and how resources and materials should be allocated to 

them. Demand over these short time periods is usually fluctuating so the 

ability to meet demand may be constrained by plant capacity and raw 

material availablity fixed at a higher level based on an aggregate demand 

forecast. The actual production process and the relationships between 

production activities to be carried out for an individual product must be 

considered at this level. In determining how to allocate plant items to 

activities the suitability and availability of individual plant items must be 

considered in conjunction with both the static network structure of the plant 

and how the feasible connectivity of plant items changes as routes are set up 

in it. In addition the requirement to carry out cleaning activities between 

different processes should also be considered. This can be a severe constraint 

on production scheduling both in terms of the time available for scheduling 

and the availability of resources. Cleaning is typically carried out using a 

Cleaning In Place (CIP) system which is part of the plant network structure 

and will therefore have an effect on the availability of routing within the 

plant. Other factors which must be considered include operating policies 

related to product quality such as whether storage vessels can be filled and 

emptied at the same time or must be filled, emptied and then cleaned before 

re-use. 
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Batch Management 

The implementation of the schedule must be managed which is the next level 

of the Production Planning and Control hierarchy and requires some kind of 

supervisory control of the plant. This is typically carried out in a completely 

manual fashion with a plant operator or supervisor deciding when to start 

production activities listed in the schedule and setting appropriate process 

parameters for the process control system to work to. However there has been 

recent work on the automation of this function. Cott and Machietto [5] 

describe work carried out to develop a batch management system for batch 

plants with a flow shop structure which is situated at a level between the 

production scheduling system and the process control system. In this case the 

batch management system monitors the status of production in the plant and 

determines when to start a production activity subject to rules about 

precedence between activities and the availability of resources. The actual 

rates or durations of a process when the schedule is implemented may well 

differ from those used at the scheduling stage. The system described by Cott 

and Machietto includes an on-line schedule algorithm called Projected 

Operation Modification Algorithm (POMA) which ' .. monitors the equipment 

allocations specified by the production plan and attempts to deal with 

processing time variablities by modifying the time element of the schedule.' In 

addition unforseen interruptions such as plant breakdown or delays in supply 

of raw material may occur, so that after a period of time the variance between 

the original schedule and the actual situation may be considerable. Therefore 

this stage must also include decision making about whether to simply adjust 

the current schedule or re-schedule the plant taking into account its new 

status, for example using procedures put forward by Bhattacharyya, Roy and 

Huang [6]. 
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Process Control 

Process control is the lowest level in the hierarchy operating over a short time 

horizon ranging from milliseconds to minutes. It is concerned with individual 

processes, for example the maintenance of the product temperature level 

through a heat exchanger, and also the co-ordination of several plant items 

together to carry out particular production activities scheduled at the 

scheduling level and initiated at the batch management level. For many years 

the process industries have accomplished this through plant automation. 

Automation was originally "hardwired" into banks of relays, and since the 

1950s has been accomplished using mini and micro-computers, and 

programmable controllers, programmed with timed sequences controlling 

on/off activation of pumps and valves associated with particular product 

routes. Many sequences may be required to operate in parallel, with 

interlocks, either in hardware or software, between the plant items to ensure 

that they operate in synchronisation as described by Simmons [1]. 

1.2.1.Tbe importance of Short Tenn Schedulin~ 

It can be seen that, as described by Dempster et al. [7], carrying out the 

activities at each level of the hierarchy depends to an extent on the output 

from the previous level in the hierarchy which will impose some constraints 

on it. If the activities carried out at one level do not consider the practicalities 

of implementation at the next level then the hierarchy may not function very 

well. In the case of the production scheduling function it is particularly 

important that it fully takes into account the constraints that exist in a plant 

or it will not be possible to implement the schedule on-line and any effort put 

into the development of a batch management system will be wasted. The 

material control sub-module is the one addressed by the work described in this 

thesis because the related issues of plant representation and allocation have 

not been properly dealt with by other approaches documented in the 
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literature, and without doing this the remaining levels in the hierarchy of 

batch management and process control cannot function properly. 

l.a.APPROACHES TO SHORT TERM SCHEDULING 

There has been a considerable amount of research undertaken on sequencing 

and scheduling in both the batch process industry and manufacturing 

generally through the application of techniques from Operations Research 

(OR), AI and DES. OR approaches use analytical techniques which attempt to 

optimise the performance of a plant with respect to some criterion such as the 

minimisation of the flow time of batches through the plant. However, this type 

of goal is un-related to the real concern of production management which is to 

meet demand for products by their due dates while meeting quality 

requirements and minimising cost. Also, in order to make the scheduling 

problem fit the solution method analytical approaches use simplifying 

assumptions which make the schedules produced infeasible under real 

conditions. AI and DES based approaches are much more concerned with 

meeting real constraints and producing realistic feasible schedules. The 

strength of AI based approaches lies in the use of declarative programming 

languages and representation schemes which enables a system developer to 

concentrate on the representation of constraints, and the development of 

procedures to reason about the constraints and take them into account during 

the scheduling process. DES systems have efficient event scheduling 

mechanisms which can co-ordinate the activities of large numbers of entities 

over time. On this basis they can form part of an efficient forward scheduling 

tool as described by Roy [8]. However both approaches have weaknesses. The 

representational power of the procedural languages used for DES is not as 

great as that of declarative AI languages and AI based approaches tend to be 

less well developed than DES systems for carrying out the procedural time 

based part of scheduling. 
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1.4.0BJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH 

As stated earlier, unless the short term scheduling function in the Production 

Planning and Control hierarchy can properly take account of the constraints 

which are inherent in a batch process plant it will not be possible to carry out 

the batch management and operation of the plant properly. On this basis, the 

objectives of the work carried out and described in this thesis were: 

I. To investigate what features are necessary in a short term scheduling tool 

to take account of these constraints and produce good feasible schedules. 

2.The development of a system structure to implement a short term 

scheduling tool incorporating these features. 

The remainder of the thesis is organised to review the areas of OR, DES and 

AI as they relate to the work which has been carried out, and then describe 

the representation scheme and procedures for short term scheduling which 

have been developed and implemented in a hybrid knowledge based system to 

meet these objectives. 
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CHAPTER 2 ANALYTICAL APPROACHES TO BATCH PLANT 

SCHEDULING 

2.0.INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this chapter is to briefly describe the research reported in 

Chemical Engineering literature on the use of Operations Research (OR) 

techniques to carry out short term scheduling and their applicability to the 

real requirements of batch plant operations. In a review of batch process 

operations scheduling Reklaitis [9] defines short term scheduling as ' .. the 

methodology according to which the order in which products are to be 

processed in each of the units of a plant is determined so as to optimize some 

suitable economic or systems performance criterion. Scheduling is always 

required whenever a processing system is used to produce multiple products 

by sharing the available production time between products.' Reklaitis [9] 

describes a number of factors which must be taken into account by a 

scheduling technique. 'The solution of the scheduling problem will be critically 

affected by the structure of the processing network, the processing times 

required for each product, the presence or absence of intermediate storage, the 

lost production time or cost associated with product changeovers, the cost or 

performance criterion used to rank schedules, as well as any due dates which 

are assigned to individual products.' 

Because of the range of factors which affect the scheduling problem there is no 

general analytical method which can be applied to any particular plant 

configuration, product mix and performance criterion. Therefore, researchers 

classify problems and their solution method on the basis of the plant 

configurations which it can handle subject to specific assumptions made to 

further simplify the problem. Most of the approaches to the short term 

scheduling problem described in the Chemical Engineering literature 

originate from the area of OR on the scheduling of flow-shops and job-shops in 
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discrete manufacturing. A classification scheme for the representation of plant 

structure and problem structure, and solution procedures are typically 

adapted from this to the batch process industry as described by Reklaitis [9], 

Rippin [10], and Ku, Rajagopalan and Karimi [11]. The remainder of this 

chapter will describe the assumptions made in the classification scheme, the 

approaches which have been put forward, and their applicability to real 

scheduling situations. 

2,1,CLASSIFICATION OF BATCH PROCESS PLANT STRUCTURE AND 

PROBLEM STRUCTURE 

The classification scheme used for batch process plants is based on adapting 

the classifications used for job-shops and flow-shops as described by French 

[12]. According to French the assumptions made are often quite restrictive 

and inappropriate to real scheduling problems. Their purpose is to allow a 

mathematical theory of scheduling to be developed based on assumptions 

which might be made rather than to solve practically occuring problems. On 

this basis it is likely that a similar classification scheme will be innapropriate 

to real scheduling problems in batch process plants. 

2.1,I,Plant ConfiM"ation 

Under this scheme a batch plant can be described by its configuration and the 

classes of plant items in it. A configuration is described in terms of the stages 

through which a batch of product passes during its manufacture. The plant 

items which make up a particular stage are described as units. The 

configuration scheme used is as follows: 

I.Single stage in which the product is manufactured in a single stage. 

2.Multistage in which the product is manufactured in several stages. 
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The multistage classification is further subdivided as follows: 

1.Multiproduct (Figure 2.1.) in which all products manufactured on the 

plant follow the same basic sequence of processing steps. This is typically 

equated to the flow shop from discrete manufacturing literature. 

2.Multipurpose (Figure 2.2.) in which different products follow different 

paths through the plant. This is typically equated to the job-shop from 

discrete manufacturing literature. 

A production stage can be divided into two subclasses; one with a single unit 

at each stage, and one with multiple parallel units at each stage. Multiple 

parallel unit stages can also be classified according to the properties of the 

units: 

l.Identical units where all units at a given stage are the same in their 

properties. 

2.Non-identical units where all units at a given stage are not the same in 

their properties. 

This classification scheme represents a significant simplification of the 

situation in a real plant, because it does not attempt a proper representation 

of the network structure and feasible connections between plant items. It 

appears to have been taken primarily to allow the OR approaches for 

scheduling job-shops and flow-shops to be adopted based on perceived 

similarities with batch plants rather than to allow an independent theory of 

scheduling to be developed for batch plants based on their own specific 

configuration characteristics. 



Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 

Figure 2.1. Multiproduct Configuration 

All 
products 
go through 
all 
stages 

Product A 

ProductB 

1--- Product C 

Figure 2.2. Multipurpose Configuration 

Different products 
take different 
routes through 
variable numbers 
of stages 
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The plant items which constitute the different stages are classified by their 

properties as: 

I.Serni-continuous units which process product at a fixed rate as it is moved 

through them, for example a heat exchange unit, but do not run 

continuously throughout the production period. 

2.Batch units, for example an incubation vessel, in which a static batch of 

product undergoes some reaction process. 

3.Storage units which are used to decouple the production stages and 

simply provide temporary storage for the product between intermediate 

stages during the production process. 

The availability of intermediate storage between production stages in a 

system is further classified as follows: 

I.Unlimited Intermediate Storage (UIS), in which there is deemed to be no 

capacity restriction on the number of batches of product which can be 

stored at a particular stage. 

2.Finite Intermediate Storage (FIS), in which the number of batches that 

can be stored at a particular stage is subject to a capacity restriction. 

3.No Intermediate Storage (NIS), in which there is no intermediate storage 

between stages so they are directly coupled However, a batch may be 

stored in the batch vessel in which it was processed or is going to be 

processed at the next stage. 

4.Zero Wait (ZW), or No Wait (NW). In this mode there is also no storage 

between stages and the batch cannot be held in the batch vessel in which 

it was just processed, it must be moved directly to the next production 

stage. 

Most batch plants have a combination of these interstage storage categories in 

them and are typically referred to as Mixed Intermediate Storage (MIS) 
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systems. The category of UIS is very unlikely to exist in reality although the 

categories of FIS, NIS, ZW and MIS are all reasonable. However, it is usually 

assumed that an interstage storage unit in the FIS category or a reaction 

vessel at an NIS production stage can hold a batch of any size which is not a 

reasonable assumption to make. In this case the finite nature of the storage 

simply represents the number of batches which can be in process at any time. 

Semi-continuous processor units are also classified according to their 

processing rate: 

1. Uniform units have a distinct processing rate which applies to all 

products for which they are used. 

2.Unrelated units have different processing rates for different products. 

2.1.2.Problem structure 

In order to derive a particular problem structure for which analytical solutions 

can be formulated a number of assumptions are made which can include some 

or all of the following: 

1. The plant is usually assumed to have a multiproduct configuration (a 

flow-shop) with a combination of multiple and single processing units at 

each stage. 

2.The problem is usually viewed as non-passing, so that once a batch is in 

the system it cannot be bypassed by another batch introduced later, and 

the sequence of batches at each stage is always the same. Schedules 

produced on this basis are known as permutation schedules. 

3.There is no pre-emption so that a batch cannot be interrupted by another 

batch once it has commenced processing on a unit. 

4.The problem is usually assumed to be deterministic, so that all problem 

parameters are known in advance. 
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5.The problem is static, so that the production requirement remains 

unchanged for the duration of the scheduling period. 

6.Batch transfer times between stages are negligible. 

7.Unit set-up times are negligible. 

B.A single interstage storage policy is used for the whole plant. 

Some of these assumptions are highly unrealistic in the context of scheduling 

real plants. It is difficult to match the structure of a real plant against a 

simple flow-shop representation. Batch transfer times are a significant factor 

in the operation of many plants such as dairies in which a lot of semi

continuous processing is carried out. The problem is typically not static or 

deterministic, because additional orders may be received during the 

scheduling period and the plant items may be subject to variation in their 

processing times, and subject to random breakdowns. 

The scheduling problem structure which is adapted from the literature on job

shop and flow-shop scheduling is viewed as one of producing a schedule which 

is optimal with respect to a particular performance criterion under some or all 

of the simplifying assumptions just described. A particular scheduling 

problem can be classified according to a set of parameters which are typically 

presented as follows: 

1.A set of N product batches to be produced. 

2.A set of M available processing units. 

3.A performance criterion for which the schedule is to be optimised. In most 

cases the minimisation of makespan for all products is used, although 

other criteria, such as minimisation of mean tardiness, are also 

considered in some approaches. 

4.A matrix of production times (Tij) associated with each product i and unit 

J. 
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5.A matrix of changeover times/costs associated with each ordered product 

pair. 

6.A set of rules for the production process including: 

a)The order in which the operations for each product must be carried out. 

b)The manner in which intermediate storage between processing units is 

regulated. 

c)The allowances which are made for subdividing product runs. 

This is not a particularly useful problem structure for developing schedules for 

real plants. The representation of batches as discrete entities which move 

from stage to stage is unrealistic in many cases where batches of intermediate 

products are produced at one stage to act as a generic product to feed a 

number of later stages and do not move through the plant from start to finish. 

The representation of available production units is a significant simplification 

on the real situation where availability is severely constrained by the 

structure of the network and the way that product routing is controlled 

through the plant valve arrangement. The criteria by which a schedule is 

judged are not those by which real schedules are judged. In a recent survey of 

batch process manufacturers conducted by Musier and Evans [13] it was 

confirmed that the main pre-occupation of production management is in 

meeting production demand and customer due-date rather than optimising 

some performance measure of the plant. 

2.2. APPROACHES DESCRIBED IN THE LITERATURE 

The earlier approaches described in the literature present methods for 

scheduling based on the most simplified and restricted plant configuration 

classification and problem formulation as described above. Later work has 

built on this by attempting to overcome some simplifications and assumptions 

made and make the approaches more applicable to real world problems. 
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The most common plant configuration for which scheduling approaches are 

described is the multiproduct plant or flow-shop although some researchers 

have also developed approaches for the multipurpose or job-shop 

configuration. Approaches described include Mixed Integer Linear 

Programming (MILP), heuristic algorithms, heuristic search using branch and 

bound, and complete enumeration of all feasible schedules. 

Birewar and Grossman [14], Rich and Prokapakis [15] and Kondili, 

Pantelides, and Sargent [16] describe MILP approaches in which the problem 

is put into a suitable formulation such that it can be solved by a MILP search 

procedure. The formulation involves the specification of an objective function 

representing the performance criterion and the variables for which values are 

sought such as batch start times. In addition the constraints, such as 

precedence between operations, on the values that can be taken by the 

variables in the objective function must be specified. The approach of Kondili, 

Pantelides and Sargent [16] attempts to address some of the simplifications 

and assumptions of other models and describes a structure called a State Task 

Network (STN) to define the process structure of the plant in the formulation. 

However, the STN only implicitly represents the configuration of the actual 

plant network in that each task in a given process has a set of units associated 

with it which can perform the task. In addition, as described by Machietto [17] 

practical use of the model requires that the resolution of time used is fairly 

coarse, for example discretised to half hour intervals, and a scheduling 

problem formulation may still involve several thousand variables. 

Approaches which use heuristic algorithms are described by Kuriyan and 

Reklaitis [18] and [19], Rajagopalan and Karimi [20] and [21], Hasebe, 

Hashimoto and Takamatsu [22] and Daugherty and Felder [23]. Such 

approaches are generally carried out in two stages in which an initial starting 

sequence of batches to be processed through a plant configuration is generated 

by an heuristic, and then an attempt is made to improve this initial sequence 
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through a recursive technique such as neighbourhood search. Daugherty and 

Felder [23] describe an approach which uses a heuristic search for schedule 

improvement in conjunction with an expert system for choosing the initial 

scheduling heuristic based on an analysis of the problem characteristics. The 

definition of these characteristics appears to be restricted to a plant 

configuration as a flow-shop or job-shop and a performance criterion such as 

minimise makespan, so the approach does not appear to try and overcome the 

simplifying assumptions described previously. The approach described by 

Kuriyan and Reklaitis [19] and [20] develops sequencing heuristics and 

recurrence relations for scheduling the network flow-shop configuration in 

which there can be multiple parallel units at each stage. However, this 

flexibility is restricted because a series of stages with parallel units is treated 

as a set of parallel serial flow-shops with no crossovers of batches allowed 

between flow-shops "mid-stream" so the true network structure of a plant 

cannot be properly represented. Also the flexibility of the representation is 

restricted by the single storage policy which must be used, either UIS or ZW. 

Rajagopalan and Karimi [20] and [21] describe an approach called Idle Matrix 

Search (IMS) which generates an initial sequence using a modified Rapid 

Access procedure and then uses a neigbourhood search technique and 

recurrence relations for sequence improvement and evaluation. The aim in 

this approach is to move away from the representation of the plant as one 

with a UIS policy with negligible batch transfer times and setup times to one 

with a MIS policy with transfer times and setup times for batches. However, 

the plant is still restricted to being a serial flow-shop with a single batch unit 

or semi-continuous subtrain at each stage and the performance criterion is 

still minimise makespan. 

Heuristic search using branch and bound is described by Knopf [24] and Ku 

and Karimi [25] for scheduling multiproduct plants, and by Felder, Kester and 

Moldin [26] for multipurpose plants. A branch and bound procedure is a 

carried out as a tree search of possible sequences coupled with an elimination 
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procedure to remove the requirement to explore all branches through a bound 

calculation. This calculation gives an estimate of whether it is worth exploring 

a branch further in comparison with the best sequence developed so far. Knopf 

[24] is concerned with scheduling of a two stage flow-shop representation of a 

dairy in which batch transfer times are significant because of the semi

continuous processing carried out and in which the effects of finite 

intermediate storage must also be taken into account. He comments that these 

factors mean that there will be both discrete and continuous changes in the 

values of system variables, for example the continuous rate of a processor will 

undergo a discrete change when a storage vessel becomes full, and that 

'Because of these inherent difficulties, an analytic solution to the generalised 

FIS problem is not expected.' The approach uses a combined discrete! 

continuous simulation model in order to take these factors into account. The 

simulation is first used to evaluate the completion time of an initial sequence 

generated using Johnson's algorithm which serves as an intial upper bound. It 

then uses a branch and bound procedure in conjunction with the simulation 

which stops the evaluation of a potential sequence once its simulation 

execution time exceeds that of the current upper bound. This approach uses a 

representation which is much closer to a realistic situation because the factors 

of transfer time and the effect of finite capacity on plant operation are taken 

into account. However, the problem formulation still assumes that the plant is 

structured as a flow-shop in which only permutation, non pre-emptive 

schedules are considered and the performance criterion is to minimise 

makespan. 

Egli and Rippin [27] describe an approach which involves complete 

enumeration of all possible schedules. The approach is directed towards 

multipurpose plants and allows the user to specify a number of realistic 

constraints about the problem such as the specific assignment of process tasks 

to plant items, the stability of product intermediates, maximum levels of 

demand on utility resources such as steam and electricity, and maximum, 
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minimum and buffer stock levels for intermediate and final products. Each 

feasible schedule of batches which satisfies product demands subject to these 

constraints is generated and evaluated on a least cost basis, with the lowest 

cost schedule retained at the end of the search. However, it still relies on some 

unrealistic simplifying assumptions. For example, the stock levels for products 

are specified as simplified aggregate values, and because the approach relies 

on complete enumeration of feasible sequences the size of the problem must be 

necessarily restricted. 

It is commonly recognised that algorithmic approaches are restricted in their 

applicability because the real world situation will include additional factors 

that make it more complex than any single one of these approaches can cope 

with. As well as the classification scheme for intermediate storage, the policy 

used for it's operation can have a marked effect on the performance of the 

plant, for example whether a vessel is operated according to a fill and empty 

policy, effectively as a balance! surge tank, or whether a policy of fill then 

empty is adopted. The necessity to clean the plant in between batches or after 

a period of operation of the plant is also a factor which must be considered, 

particularly in sections of the industry such as the food industry where 

hygiene and quality cannot be ignored. The size of intermediate storage units, 

and batches does not necessarily correspond one to one as is usually assumed 

if finite storage is taken into account. The choice of which plant item to use in 

a given process route is often situation specific and cannot be generalised in 

an algorithm. 

Wiede [28] discusses problems with the use of algorithmic approaches for 

scheduling as follows; ' .. the solution algorithms available for various forms of 

the scheduling problem are quite diverse and specific to problem structure. 

The scheduling problem under consideration must be very well defined 80 that 
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it is clear which algorithm is appropriate .... Moreover, specialised constraints, 

schedule interruptions and other non-ideal problem constraints may make it 

difficult to force the resulting scheduling problem to conform to any of the 

standard forms.' 

The approach put forward in by Wiede [28], and Musier and Evans [29] among 

others to overcome these limitations is to integrate the algorithmic approaches 

into an interactive system, so that the scheduler can either manipulate the 

way that the schedule is generated by the algorithm, or adjust the schedule 

after generation by the algorithm. Ventker, Baker and Neville [30] describe 

the use of PROSIT (PROcess Scheduling with Interactive Technology) which 

was introduced for use in the process industry with these types of facilities. 

They comment that the manual scheduling facilities were well used, but there 

was a resistance to the use of the algorithms through lack of understanding 

and a lack of control over schedule development when they were used. In 

addition, the representations of the plant and the problem assumptions used 

in these approaches are still limited by the algorithms used, which means that 

the schedule feasibility must still be questionable. 

For any short term scheduling technique to be of practical use in a batch 

process plant it must take all relevant factors into account and produce a 

schedule which is feasible as well as meeting the required performance 

criteria. It is no use having a sophisticated process control and batch 

management system if the schedule driving it is poorly formulated and cannot 

be implemented. For example, some recent research which has been described 

by Cott and Machietto [5] on the Computer Aided Operation (CAO) of batch 

plants includes on-line modification of a schedule to account for process 

variations. However, this type of system requires a scheduler which can 

correctly take the real plant constraints into account in order for it to function 

well. Therefore, the pre-requisite for application of scheduling and control in a 

batch process plant is a model of the plant for scheduling and control that will 
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accurately represent the constraints within the plant and allow the generation 

of feasible schedules for the plant which can then be implemented. 

It seems unlikely that general algorithmic approaches to the modelling of 

batch process plants will be able to incorporate the complexities in a typical 

plant sufficiently well to produce schedules which can actually be 

implemented. The use of Discrete Event Simulation (DES) and Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) techniques enables these complexities to be represented. 

Knopf [24] recognises this and uses a simulation model to more accurately 

represent a batch plant as part of his procedure. The remainder of this thesis 

will concentrate on the application of appropriate techniques from these areas 

in a batch process scheduling and control system. 
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CHAPTER 3: SIMULATION BASED SCHEDULING AND CONTROL 

3.Q.INTRODUCTION 

There has been a considerable amount of research into the use of Discrete 

Event Simulation (DES) based systems for scheduling and on-line control in 

manufacturing systems generally, because it can co-ordinate the activities of a 

large number of entities in a complex finite capacity system over time. This 

has resulted in a number of products such as PROVISA [31] which are now 

available commercially and in use for this purpose. However, there is a certain 

amount of debate about the validity of simulation for scheduling because it 

uses deterministic data. Its suitability is also questioned considering it's 

traditional role as a descriptive rather than a prescriptive technique. In this 

traditional role simulation has been used for the analysis of the operating 

characteristics of existing manufacturing systems and the design of new ones. 

Pegden [32] comments on the two uses of simulation 'Although the basic 

manufacturing modelling requirements are the same in both design and 

control applications, there are some basic differences in the requirements on 

the simulation tools needed in these applications.' In addition to these 

differences in the requirements, there are also marked differences between 

the way simulation is used in these applications. This is because the objectives 

of the two uses are different, so the characteristics of a particular system 

being modelled are viewed differently, and given different emphasis in their 

relative importance in terms of modelling and experimentation. 

This chapter will briefly describe the objectives, features and use of simulation 

for analysis and design purposes. The use of simulation for scheduling and 

control will then be described to indicate differences from its analysis and 

design role and the requirements for a simulation tool developed for this 

purpose. The validity and suitability of using simulation for scheduling will be 

discussed in the light of the objections which have been raised. 
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The objectives of simulation in this role are descriptive, to illustrate the 

behaviour of a system, rather than to indicate how to arrive at a particular 

solution (prescription). Systems are characterised and classified by their time 

dependent behaviour and the behaviour of the entities in them. Most systems 

have at least some entities which are subject to stochastic variation and 

random occurrences such as breakdowns. In this role it is concerned with 

estimating values for response variables (outputs) of interest, such as the 

makespan of batches! jobs in a system, for a given set of inputs. Each input 

which can be controlled by the user is called a factor and can be set at a 

particular level for a specific run of the simulation. It has three main modes of 

use with respect to the type of objectives which could be defined as described 

by Davies and O'Keefe [33]: 

1.Prediction of output variable values from a single system configuration, to 

determine ' .. average results and confidence limits of a simulation run 

which has specific factor levels.' 

2.Compari80n of system configurations ' .. to determine whether one option 

is better than another .. ' 

a.Investigation of one or more system configurations, typically using VIS, to 

' .. indicate the major factors which affect the flow of entities in a system, 

but is not required to provide precise answers.' 

Determining the objectives according to one of the above criteria will indicate 

which output response variables are of interest, how accurately they need to 

be estimated, and which input factors! levels are thought to affect them. The 

focus of all these objectives is on "typical" system behaviour. Law and Kelton 
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[34] sum up the traditional use of simulation and say that ' .. a simulation is a 

computer based statistical sampling experiment.' 

3.1.2.BuUding a Simulation for Design and Analysis 

A simulation model which is used in this role is typically built for a "one-oft" 

study of system behaviour. It must be built so that the input factors and levels 

can be varied as required, but the ability to easily update the model structure 

apart from this is not necessarily a high priority, so the data structures, 

behaviour, and control rules may all be coded in the simulation program itself. 

A typical approach to this type of requirement is the Simulation Programming 

Language (SPL) SIMAN [34], where the behavioural model is built separately 

from the experimental "frame", so that the changes to input factors and levels 

can be made easily without altering the model code. In such a simulation the 

control logic will typically be based on simple probabilities that an entity will 

take one path or another as described by O'Keefe and Roach [35], or the use of 

simple dispatching rules which choose entities from queues based on the value 

of an attribute associated with that entity. 

Because of the emphasis on modelling stochastic behaviour and the occurrence 

of random events an important part of building a simulation model is choosing 

the correct discrete and continuous probability distributions and defining 

their parameters for the entities in the system. Discrete distributions are used 

to model things such as random branching in the possible behaviour choices of 

entities, and the setting of values for entity characteristics when they enter 

the model. Continuous distributions are used to model such things as the 

duration of an activity, and the time between random occurences such as 

plant breakdowns. Simulation tools usually contain comprehensive features 

for defining these distributions and sampling from them as a simulation run 

progresses. 
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3.1.3.Experimentation with a Model 

Assuming that a model has been built incorporating the correct control logic, 

distributions, and other data, and has been properly validated using an 

appropriate technique it can be used for experimentation. When using a 

simulation for analysis and design purposes measuring response variable 

values from the typical behaviour of the system in relation to the defined 

objectives is usually the reason for running the simulation. In some cases 

accurate estimation of response variable values is required because of the 

stochastic nature of the system and this requires careful experimental design 

and analysis. In some other cases the observation of trends in results or 

comparison of difference in magnitude between results are more important 

than accuracy although this still requires careful experimental design and 

analysis. 

In designing the experiments to be carried out and analysing the results the 

simulation userl analyst must take into account the purpose of the study, and 

the number of input factors and levels involved. Techniques which can be 

applied so that statistical analysis of the results can be carried out are 

described by authors such as Law and Kelton [34] and Pidd [36]. It is often 

important to get rid of any bias in the results due to initial starting conditions. 

This can be achieved by starting the model empty, and looking for the point at 

which a steady state is reached by using the cumulative moving average 

approach. Recording of the output for steady-state analysis is started from 

this point in all replications of the experiment that are made so that the 

results which are used for analysis do not stem directly from a real system 

initial state. 

In order to predict the mean and confidence limits of particular response 

variables of interest for a single system configuration a set of Independent 

Identically Distributed (lID) sample values for each variable must be 
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generated, so that the sample mean and variance can be calculated, and a 

confidence interval constructed for the precision of the sample mean as an 

estimate of the population mean. However, simulation output data is 

generally autocorrelated, in that one value depends to an extent on the 

previous value, so the output from a single run of the simulation cannot be 

used to calculate the sample variance. Therefore, a number of independent 

replications must be made so that an unbiased sample variance can be 

calculated from the different replication response variable means, and thus a 

confidence interval can be constructed. 

In a large number of cases the simulation will be being used for comparison 

purposes. In the most basic case, where two different factors at one level or 

one factor at two levels are being compared, then the experimental process 

involves running enough replications of each system configuration to get good 

response variable estimates and then carrying out a parametric test to obtain 

a confidence interval of whether any difference between the response 

variables is significant. 

It can be seen from this brief description that the use of simulation in this way 

is usually based on a relatively inflexible model, containing simple control 

logic, and using data sampled from distributions rather than real system data. 

The experimental process may require a large number of long runs of the 

simulation to be made, and the results obtained are of a statistical nature 

referring to a model of the system run under "typical" conditions. 

3.2.THE OBJECTIVES AND USE OF SIMULATION FOR SCHEDULING 

3.2.1.0bjectiyes 

Scheduling is a prescriptive task in which the aim is to determine the best 

sequence for the production of a set of batches or jobs and their assignment to 

plant items over time to meet the scheduling objectives subject to constraints 
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imposed by the finite capacity of the system, the structure of the system, and 

operating restrictions such as the requirement to clean plant items in a batch 

plant. The main reasons for using simulation in this context are based on its 

ability to accurately co-ordinate the activities of a large number of entities 

over time in a complex system taking into account the actual constraints that 

exist. This means that a schedule produced with a suitably developed 

simulation will enable a user to predict realistic completion times for the 

production which is to be carried out, and predict whether the scheduling 

objectives can be met. In addition the output from a suitably formatted trace 

of the simulation can act as a detailed timing plan of the allocation of 

resources to production activities which can be used for control within a 

manufacturing plant. 

3.2.2.Building a Simulation for Schedulini 

In order to accomodate these objectives requires a suitable modelling tool to be 

used. It is important that the complexities of system structure and specific 

control logic can be modelled if the schedule is going to be feasible and 

acceptable for implementation. In a scheduling simulation, which is used on a 

very regular basis, it is important that the static model structure, control 

logic, and the behavioural logic are kept separate to facilitate changes to the 

structure, and control logic if necessary. For example, the scheduling 

objectives of the plant may change over time, and the model of the plant 

configuration must keep up with any changes made to the real plant. It is also 

important that these changes can be facilitated through changes to the data of 

the model rather than the code of the program. The range of possible 

approaches to building a simulation model is quite diverse, especially when 

knowledge-based approaches are taken into account. It goes from using a 

general purpose procedural or declarative programming language (FORTRAN, 

PROLOG), to a general purpose procedural language simulation library (SEE

WHY), or an AI simulation toolkit (Simulation Craft), to a SPL (SlMAN), to a 
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simulation program generator (CAPS! ECSL), to a generic modelling system 

(WITNESS), (Figure 3.1. (after O'Keefe and Haddock [37]). The scope of these 

approaches, in terms of the classes of system which they can model, ranges 

from any class using a general purpose language, to a specific class or sub

class using a generic tool. The modelling effort and development time required 

for modelling a specific system decreases as the scope of applicability is 

narrowed, because more of the work has already been done by the developer of 

the tool used, so more of the modelling can be done through data input rather 

than through writing code. In the case of a generic tool which is aimed at a 

specific system or class of systems it should be possible to build up a detailed 

model through data input only. Therefore, a suitable generic simulation tool 

should enable the requirements for building a scheduling simulation to be met 

and most simulation systems which have been developed for scheduling are 

based on the generic approach. The development of an appropriate generic tool 

for scheduling will be discussed in detail in Section 3.3. on generic simulation. 

Control Logic 

Some scheduling simulation approaches, such as that described by Bollino 

[38], simply allow the user to specify which of a number of standard queuing 

priority rules should be used to control production through a plant. However, 

In a scheduling system a true representation of decision making based on the 

global system state is desirable as described by Larsen and Alting [39] 

because queueing priority rules only use local information based on the 

operation for which the batches! jobs are queueing, which implies limited 

decision scope. Bhattacharrya, Roy and Huang [6] say that the effects of this 

are that ' .. requirements of customer demand are not specifically considered, 

nor is any consideration given to potential capacity shortages'. This is 

particularly true of a batch process plant in which the activities carried out in 

different parts of the plant are very interdependent. For example Barnes and 

Gardner [41] describe a simulation for scheduling a batch process plant where 
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the ability to produce good schedules depends on assessing upstream storage 

availability when sequencing an earlier stage. Therefore the ability to include 

complex control logic in the model is important. However, there are problems 

with the use of procedural simulation languages to develop appropriate tools 

in this respect. Moriera da Silva and Bastos [41] and Bhattacharyya, Roy and 

Huang [42] who are concerned with the development of generic simulation 

based control systems for Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) comment on 

the restrictions of simple priority rules and describe the need for more 

comprehensive control rules based on total system state. They comment on the 

lack of flexibility in traditional procedural simulation languages for 

representing more complex decision rules in a generic scheduling system. 

Moriera da Silva and Bastos [41] discuss the development of their system; 

'During the initial stages of development of VISUALPLAN the decision 

mechanisms were materialised by a FORTRAN 77 library of subroutines with 

classic (e.g. FIFO, MOR, LPr, etc.) priority rules which could be chosen 

interactively by the user at any stage of the run. Soon it became apparent that 

more sophisticated rules that could take into consideration the total state of 

the system needed to be developed ... The modelling of such rules was then 

tried in FORTRAN but, even for incipient ones, the approach was soon 

dismissed because of the difficulty of dealing with recursivity in that 

environment: To overcome these problems both sets of authors have proposed 

the use of a knowledge-based hybrid approach to combine the procedural 

generic behavioural simulation model with a declarative knowledge base to 

provide the flexibility for representing the complex control logic in the 

simulation. 

Structural and Control Data Representation 

In a simulation which is used for scheduling the static data such as activity 

durations and process rates used to drive the simulation is deterministic. The 

stochastic nature of activities is not modelled, and random events such as 
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breakdowns are not incorporated explicitly because this is inappropriate for 

the short time-scale for which the simulation is run. Much more emphasis is 

put on the ability to represent the structure of the system and to handle large 

amounts of real control data about the manufacturing system required for 

scheduling purposes. Wyman [43] comments on the features of traditional 

simulation tools and their applicability to scheduling applications saying that 

' .. manufacturing companies need a far richer set of modelling features to 

express realistic details that can be followed on the shop floor.' There should 

be a number of features in a scheduling simulation tool for this purpose to 

enable the output from the model to be used for control of a batch plant. It 

should be possible to represent specific orders and their status. It should be 

possible to correctly represent the network structure of a batch plant and the 

connectivity of plant items. It should be possible to represent control 

information such as process plans or production recipes which describe how to 

manufacture a particular product, what possible routings could be taken 

through the plant and which plant items could be used for each stage 

including preferences. In a batch plant scheduling tool Bill of Process 

information is needed which describes how much material at each stage of a 

process is required for the manufacture of a particular product and how the 

material balance of the system is affected by a process. The degree to which 

these features are provided by current tools documented in the literature, and 

importance of them to scheduling in a batch process plant will be described in 

detail in Chapter 6 on the specific modelling of batch plants. 

3.2.3.Use of Simulation for Scheduling 

Validation of a model of a particular plant should be carried out to test 

whether it will produce schedules which are feasible and reasonable. A 

simulation model will never be able to reproduce a schedule produced in real 

life because human schedulers are inconsistent. Therefore this validation 

should look at things such as the levels of plant utilisation and whether 
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resources are correctly assigned to production activities taking constraints 

into account and the control rules incorporated in the model. This level of 

validation should be distinguished from assessment of the schedules that are 

produced and this is discussed further in Chapter 9 on model implementation. 

In order to develop a schedule with a simulation model it must be initialised 

with the current plant status, and then run using an appropriate strategy. 

Simulation Initialisation 

In a scheduling simulation it is important that the conditions at the start of 

the simulation run match those of the real plant at the start of the scheduling 

period, rather than using "typical" conditions as in traditional simulation. The 

aim is not to get rid of the effect of these initial conditions, but to predict 

whether it can meet the scheduling objectives starting from them. Two types 

of data are required to initialise the simulation for scheduling: data on the 

production requirements to be met, and data on the state of the plant at the 

start of the scheduling period. The simulation may be initialised through data 

input by the user of the system, for example Sturrock and Higley [44] describe 

the use of data files for configuration and initialisation of a model. The 

parameters of the model are set through one file, and the plant can be 

preloaded with work through another, together with a list of items to be 

processed in a desired order and any planned downtimes such as maintenance 

work. However, automation of the initialisation process is desirable, because 

of the time taken to enter large amounts of data manually, and the potential 

for errors in a manual approach. Grant [45] describes the features of SCHED! 

SIM, (now renamed FACTOR), and comments on the integration of the 

simulation into the other components of the manufacturing environment, 

saying that an important feature is ' .. an interface to the MRP system to 

extract master schedule information as well as shop floor data ... This interface 

collects the current list of orders to be processed at the production department 
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and automatically loads those into the SCHEDI SIM system. A similar 

interface is provided to collect information regarding the current location and 

status of released orders from the shop floor data collection system.' The 

information is stored in a local database which can be accessed and edited by 

the scheduler. He further comments that this interface has to be custom 

developed for the particular system that the scheduler is interfaced to. The 

issue of initialisation is an important one in developing a scheduling system 

that can be successfully implemented in a real environment. However, there 

are some aspects which have not yet been fully addressed. For example, how 

to initialise the model if it is desired to carry out scheduling in advance of the 

current time when the actual plant status at the start of the scheduling period 

will not be known, or the system is operating in an environment where there 

is no cut off point in production so that the status of the real system can be 

downloaded to the simulation database. These issues will be discussed in 

Chapter 9 on system implementation. 

Simulation Execution 

In a scheduling system, the period for which the simulation is run depends on 

the scheduling horizon which may be based on the timescale of the objectives, 

or the potential for the schedule to be corrupted as described by Sturrock and 

Higley [44]. In a batch process plant such as a dairy producing Fast Moving 

Consumer Goods (FMCG) short term scheduling is typically carried out daily. 

In a discrete parts manufacturing environment the requirement might only be 

to carry out scheduling weekly because the potential for the schedule to 

become corrupted is less. In addition the simulation might be used for more 

than one level of scheduling. Spooner [46] describes the use of a simulation 

model over two time horizons in a discrete parts batch manufacturing 

environment with long lead times. It is run on a long term basis, for example a 

few months, to determine the likely overloads in the plant and any lateness of 
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batches, and on a day to day basis to control the flow of batches through the 

various manufacturing stages. 

Simulation will not search directly for an optimal solution to the scheduling 

problem, although it has been used by Knopf [24] as part of a branch and 

bound procedure for scheduling in a dairy. It always moves forward through 

the search space of system states, with no potential for backtracking once a 

scheduling decision has been made. It is basically up to the user of the model 

to consider whether the results from a particular simulation run, with a given 

set of input parameters and control rules, are satisfactory with respect to the 

scheduling goals or not. A number of different approaches have been put 

forward for the use of simulation in this respect. 

Iteratiye Approach 

Some researchers such as Grant and Lagoni [47] recommend an iterative 

approach is taken, so that after analysis of the results of a particular 

simulation run changes may be made to the parameters of the model, for 

example altering batch priorities, which is then run again, and re- analysed to 

see if any improvement to the schedule can be obtained. A number of 

researchers have tried to automate this approach through the use of an expert 

system linked to the simulation model. Sun [48] describes an Intelligent Front 

End (IFE) combination of an expert system and simulation model to develop 

the control policy for a production system over a short term scheduling 

horizon. The expert system contains rules to analyse the results of the 

simulation output to assess reasons why a specifed production objective has 

not been met. This is in order to make control decisions to improve the 

schedule for the system in conjunction with queries to the user. Modifications 

are made to the model inputs as a result of this dialogue, which is re- run to 

produce a new set of results. The procedure is repeated until the specified 

objective for the system, typically to meet due dates, is met as far as possible. 
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Control Stratea Approach 

Other researchers have put forward the view that a control strategy approach 

should be adopted, with only limited iterative experimentation being 

appropriate or necessary. Roy, McCarthy and Klapatyj [49] base this approach 

on Optimised Production Technology (OPr), with initial use of the simulation 

to analyse the behaviour of the system to determine a good input control 

policy for release of work into the system. This should maintain lead times at 

predetermined levels, and keep critical resources loaded with just enough 

work to keep them working at full capacity. The input policy is then used to 

run the model for the scheduling period, with any experimentation to 

eliminate job lateness restricted to the resolution of capacity constraints 

through available options such as overtime, sub- contracting, or reducing the 

workload on the system through changes to the Master Production Schedule 

or re- negotiation of due date with the customer. The aim of this approach is to 

make the task of the scheduler more manageable because the system already 

has the rules for developing efficient schedules built in. In a real life situation 

there will only be a few options for changing how a short term schedule is 

derived so there are only a limited number of experimental options to 

concentrate on. This is particularly true in a batch plant environment such as 

a dairy, where the scheduling time-scale is very short so both the options for 

change to a schedule and the time to carry out experimentation will be 

limited. 

Interactiye Apj>roaches 

Visual Interactive Simulation (VIS), in which the course of the simulation 

over time is animated and can be halted either by the user or the model for 

interaction in which the user may change some of the model parameters or 

entity data, was developed by Hurrion [50], and demonstrated through a 

number of models including a job- shop and a coal merchants yard. These 
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models basically relied on the user to judge how to control the operations of 

the system, using the status of the simulation to guide them. The main aim 

was to demonstrate that the ability of the user to interact with the model gave 

results which benefitted from the incorporation of complex decision making 

logic rather than using a simple priority rule scheme for controlling the 

simulation. Early applications of the approach were developed for the batch 

and continuous process industries. Secker [51] developed a VIS for scheduling 

a batch process plant, and Fisher [52] developed a model for the control of a 

continuous process plant. Both these systems were intended to be used in real 

environments for scheduling! decision making purposes. Fisher describes the 

use of the model in this respect as an exploratory one. The evaluation of 

alternative strategies initiated and controlled through user interaction is 

carried out by watching how a final outcome is reached through the iconic 

graphic display. 

The use of visual interactive techniques for scheduling has moved towards the 

use of interactive planning board approaches, rather than the use of 

interactive simulation, because this gives the user a broader cumulative 

picture of the status of the system over time. O'Keefe and Haddock [37] 

comment on the problems with using the iconic display of a VIS for scheduling 

saying 'An iconic display is very useful for micro- level simulation ... When we 

want to look at scheduling and flow issues, however, the iconic display is too 

detailed and provides no cumulative information.' In the case of a planning 

board based system, an initial schedule is generated by the system and output 

in the form of a Gantt chart. This chart may be the output from a rule-based 

simulation as in the PROVISA system described by Beadle [31], or a batch 

sequencing algorithm as in the approach for batch process plants described by 

Musier and Evans [29]. Generally speaking, after the initial schedule has been 

generated, the user can manipulate the jobs or batches on the planning board, 

with warnings from the system if constraints are breached, to attempt to 

improve the schedule if possible. However, planning boards are difficult to use 
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for large and complex systems when there may be a considerable number of 

'1ive" jobs or batches and it will be difficult to see all the consequences of 

making any manual changes to a schedule. 

Simulation Output 

The required output from the simulation is not just summary statistics for the 

values taken by the output measures of interest, but a detailed schedule of the 

start and end times of the activities of entities, the progress of batches! jobs 

through the plant, and the allocation of resources during the simulation. Thus 

the output from the system is based on a trace of the events which occured, 

formatted appropriately into reports which are useful to the user. Sturrock 

and Higley [53] describe how the information in a sequential event trace can 

be formatted to view the operations of the plant from different perspectives 

such as a machine loading schedule, and a product tracking schedule. The 

output can also be formatted graphically, typically in a Gantt chart or 

planning board format, for example as in the PROVISA system [31]. 

It can be seen from this description that in contrast to models developed for 

analysis and design purposes scheduling simulation models are deterministic, 

require the incorporation of complex control logic and a detailed structural 

description of the system being modelled, are generally run once only for a 

particular scenario representing a short time-scale, and the behaviour of 

interest is the specific behaviour based on the real initial conditions of the 

system. 

3.3.GENERIC MODELLING FOR SCHEDULING 

A generic simulation tool is most specific in the range of systems that it can be 

used to model (Figure 3.1.), because most of the modelling requirement to 

build a representation of a specific system has been moved from code to data. 
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The "core" of the system class behaviour is left as code, which can be detailed 

through data input to produce a specific model from the system class. This 

means that as long as the specific system to be modelled is within the class of 

systems that the generic tool is aimed at then it can be modelled through data 

input only without compromise in the detail of the model produced. This is 

unlike a program generator approach which also allows the user to build up a 

model through data input, but aims to have more general applicability and 

only produces a model which is perhaps 70% complete as described by Crookes 

[54] and relies on the user to customise the code to produce the final model. 

The generic approach has been widely adopted for the simulation of 

manufacturing systems for all types of analysis. O'Keefe and Haddock [37] 

describe two generic systems for analysis of FMS behaviour; one traditional 

batch simulator for developing statistics on traditional performance measures 

such as part flowtime, and one with VIS facilities for investigative purposes. 

Hills and Rogers [55] describe the use of a generic system for modelling batch 

process plants to improve the understanding of the dynamics of an existing 

plant in an effort to improve efficiency. 

A generic modelling tool can vary considerably in its coverage of real systems 

and the detail with which they can be modelled. For example Crookes [54] 

describes the building of a simulation model which is generic with respect to a 

particular plant. Bhattacharyya, Roy and Huang [42] describe the 

development and features of a generic simulation system for the FMS class of 

manufacturing systems and comment that the class of systems for which the 

tool is developed must be well defined and restricted so that ' .. the general 

behaviour pattern is sufficiently similar in nature for this to be embedded in 

such a model..'. However, O'Keefe and Haddock [37] comment on system 

complexity and generic models; saying that they would 'provide sufficient 

detail for sizing and looking at the effect of various constraints, but may not 

be appropriate for detailed scheduling. Control issues, such as complex 
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interaction between AGV s, where timing is liable to be crucial, will almost 

certainly will require a SPL of some sort.' Moreira da Silva and Bastos [41] 

and Bhattacharyya, Roy and Huang [42] have put forward the use of a hybrid 

approach which allows the control logic and system structure to be 

represented in a declarative format so that it can be tailored to the specific 

plant being modelled. This overcomes these reservations about the use of 

generic models for scheduling because a declarative language makes it easier 

to increase functionality incrementally. 

3.4.DISCUSSION 

3.4.1.Tbe Validity of Simulation as a tool for Scheduling 

From the preceding descriptions of the use and development of traditional and 

scheduling! control simulation models it can be seen that there are a number 

of differences between the two but the main reason some researchers question 

the validity of simulation for scheduling is the use of deterministic data. This 

stems primarily from the original role of simulation as an experimental tool 

for analysing the behaviour of systems containing stochastic elements. For 

example, Harmonosky [56] discusses the decision making mode of an on-line 

simulation used to evaluate alternative control strategies over an 8 - 24 hour 

period and says 'The question must be addressed of what types of random 

events are reasonable to include during these types of run- lengths and! or 

what would be the innaccuracies introduced with assuming deterministic 

behaviour'. In fact the use of randomness in such short periods of time is 

statistically invalid so the use of deterministic data for scheduling simulation 

is the correct approach to take. Therefore the validity of the technique is not 

questionable in this respect. However, this does not mean that randomness 

should not be taken into account at all. Pegden [32] comments on the 

assumption that random events should simply be left out of the scheduling 

model with no consideration of their effects saying that I .. any performance 
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values ... generated by the simulation run using this approach are optimistic 

because they are based on an unrealistic facility corresponding to no 

breakdowns. This approach to scheduling creates a situation where the actual 

performance is worse than the performance predicted by the simulation.' Roy, 

McCarthy and Klapatyj [49] describe the use of conservative activity durations 

and bringing forward due dates to give some protection against the stochastic 

nature of the system and possibility of random events, which will overcome 

the reservations made above. They say that 'The use of such protective 

measures could be reduced as managements confidence in the control system 

increases and the reliability of the physical systems is understood and 

improved where necessary.' so the performance of the system can be increased 

without raising expectations that cannot be met. 

3A,2.The Suitability of Simulation for Scheduling 

As discussed by Roy [8] simulation is able to accurately represent the finite 

capacity of a system, the logic of interacting entity operations, complex control 

logic can be incorporated, and it's internal clock means that it will predict 

realistic start and finish times for activities within the system. Thus it is very 

suitable for scheduling because it can predict a realistic completion time for a 

job within a system and ' .. produce a detailed timing plan for the start and end 

times of each of it's operations, which can be used for effective day- to- day 

control.' This is what the main management requirement from a scheduling 

system is because their prime concem is to meet production obligations 

through an acceptable feasible plan. If a simulation model is carefully 

developed and validated and contains the appropriate decision logic then the 

user can have confidence that the standard of schedules produced will be 

within an acceptable performance range for a prescribed range of inputs. The 

issues which have been raised against the suitability of simulation for 

scheduling are concemed with the efficiency of the schedule produced and are 

secondary concems in the light of this main requirement. In a general review 
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of scheduling approaches Rodammer and White [57] said that the 

experimental nature of simulation is its principal disadvantage because' .. even 

highly accurate modelling does not guarantee that optimal or even good 

schedules will be found experimentally.' As described earlier scheduling in a 

real situation is based on a number of conflicting goals so trying to find an 

optimal schedule with respect to single goal such as minimisation of 

makespan will probably bring no benefits and may be detrimental to the 

business through missed due dates for example. In addition an optimal or 

"good" schedule produced using an analytical technique which relies on a 

model of the plant that contains so many simplifying assumptions that it 

cannot actually be implemented is of little use in a practical situation. 

3.4.3.Features Required in a Simulation Model for Scheduling of Batch Plants 

The system must be generic and should include the ability to represent 

complex control logic, structural and control data at a sufficient level of detail 

through data input only to properly represent the control strategy and 

constraints on schedule development. Appropriate methods of representation 

for these features are therefore required. AI research is concerned with 

knowledge representation issues and ways of reasoning about constraints, and 

approaches from this area are reviewed in the next chapter. Some of the 

required features cannot easily be represented in a generic model with 

sufficient flexibility and detail using a procedural language. Therefore, the 

hybrid approach has been put forward to overcome reservations on the use of 

simulation for scheduling, and this will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 4 THE APPLICATION OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

RESEARCH TO SCHEDULING AND MODELLING 

4.Q.INTROpUCTION 

The reasons put forward for applying AI based approaches to modelling and 

scheduling are essentially the same as the reasons for applying simulation 

based approaches. That is to overcome the simplifying assumptions of 

analytical approaches in order to determine good feasible schedules which 

meet scheduling goals. The issues adressed are knowledge representation, and 

control of the search for a schedule. In a system for scheduling batch process 

plants these are both important. This chapter will review approaches which 

are applicable to the representation of the plant network and the constraints 

on the connectivity of plant items, the representation of the production 

activities and how they are related in production "recipes", the representation 

of the control strategy, and how the plant items should be allocated to 

resources as scheduling proceeds. 

4.1.APPROACHES TO SCHEDULING 

Fox [58] discusses techniques used in AI based scheduling saying that a core 

AI concept is search and the aim of AI techniques used in scheduling is to 

reduce the search space of alternative schedules to manageable proportions. 

Techniques used to do this include the use of situational knowledge in rule

based systems, the reformulation of the problem as a simpler task whose 

solution can be used to guide the original problems solution (heuristically 

guided search), the use of opportunism, and the development of powerful 

knowledge representation techniques which allow pattern representation and 

abstraction. 
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4. I. l.Rule-based Systems 

Rule-based or expert systems have been implemented successfully in a 

number of fields concerned with manufacturing, such as process diagnostics 

described by Sachs et al.[59] and process control described by Efstathiou [60]. 

The success of expert systems generally has prompted researchers to apply 

the technique to scheduling as reviewed in a number of recent papers, for 

example Kanet and Adelsburger [61], and Kusiak. and Chen [62]. Rule-based 

systems are typically dynamic in their approach to scheduling, containing a 

set of domain specific scheduling rules, and making decisions based on the 

current system state. This state may be derived directly from the plant, or 

from a model of the plant which has an appropriate time advancement 

mechanism. Well known examples which operate in this way include those 

described by Ben- Ariah [63], and Bruno et al, [64]. There are also a number of 

systems reported where the purpose of the expert system is not to carry out 

the scheduling directly but to use the rule-base to determine how to schedule 

the system. For example Daugherty and Felder [23] describe the use of an 

expert system to choose a heuristic for the initial scheduling of a multipurpose 

batch process plant. Copas and Browne [65] describe the use of a rule- based 

system which analyses a manufacturing system to determine potential 

bottlenecks and aids the user in the selection of a heuristic for scheduling. 

4.1.2.Heurlstically Guided Search 

The use of rule-based systems for scheduling has been questioned by some 

researchers such as Fox [58], and Kempf et al. [66]. They cite a number of 

reasons which they argue make purely rule-based systems unsuitable: 

I.There are difficulties with building a rule- base both in terms of correctly 

understanding the methods used by schedulers, and translating these 

methods into rules to be used by the system. 
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2.The rule- base must be sufficiently comprehensive to adapt to a wide 

variety of situations. The production environment is often subject to 

change which quickly makes a system rule-base obsolete. 

3.Expert systems which only consider the current state of the plant tend to 

be myopic in their scheduling strategy. 

4.Factory scheduling is so complex that the schedules produced by human 

schedulers are not necessarily particularly good, so simply implementing 

their scheduling rules in an expert system will not result in a better 

schedule. 

5.Human schedulers use manual methods, which tend to focus on 

individual decisions and their immediate effects rather than the global 

effects. 

Fox [58] and Kempf et al. [66] say that computerised scheduling systems 

which maintain a "map" of resource availability over time, and use extensive 

search, can focus on global system performance much better. Scheduling is 

viewed as a heuristically guided search in these approaches. In order to 

reduce the complexity of the search space it may be decomposed into a 

hierarchy of levels of problem aggregation. 

The most well known examples of the heuristically guided search approach 

are the Intelligent Scheduling and Information System (ISIS) developed by 

Fox [67], and its more recent evolution the Opportunistic Intelligent Scheduler 

(OPIS) [68] which were both developed for job-shop scheduling in particular. 

There are also examples of similar systems for job-shop scheduling from other 

researchers, such as SOJA [69], CHRONOS II [70], and OPAl) OSCAR [71], 

and a system from Steffen [72] for scheduling a batch! continuous process 

plant. These systems are known as constraint directed systems. More recently 

the aim has been to reformulate parts of the problem topology as a Constraint 

Satisfaction Problem (CSP) in order to use applicable techniques from this 

area of research. Among examples of systems which include the use of these 
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techniques is the Distributed Asynchronous Scheduler (DAS) described by 

Burke and Prosser [73] which distributes the scheduling process across a 

number of autonomous agents each of which attempts to solve its own 

particular dynamic CSP. Elleby et al, [74] describe a dynamic adaptive 

scheduling system in which sets of schedules are implicitly maintained as the 

set of solutions to the current CSP. Fox et a1. [75] call this type of approach 

Constrained Heuristic Search (CHS) as opposed to constraint directed search, 

and also describe a factory scheduling system in which parts of the problem 

are restructured as a constraint graph. The scheduling strategy embodied in 

both constraint directed and constrained heuristic approaches varies from 

essentially a "fixed" predictive strategy, for example as in ISIS, to an 

opportunistic reactive strategy, for example as in OPIS and DAS. 

4.2.KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION 

To produce a good feasible schedule requires appropriately representing real 

system constraints and the knowledge to reason about them. Rich and Knight 

[76] comment on the role of knowledge representation in problem solving. Real 

knowledge must be "mapped" into a suitable internal format so that it can be 

manipulated by the problem solving program. The solution can then be 

"mapped" back to the format of real knowledge, and output so that it appears 

to have come from the initial real knowledge. 'If no good mapping can be 

defined for a problem, then no matter how good the program to solve the 

problem is, it will not be able to produce answers that correspond to real 

answers to the problem.' In both dynamic rule-based and heuristic search 

approaches, one of the key issues addressed is knowledge representation. 

In rule-based systems both the knowledge about the constraints and the 

scheduling rules which take the constraints into account are represented in 

production rules of the form IF <conditions> THEN <actions>. In a batch 

process plant the knowledge about the constraints in the sytem must include a 
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representation of plant item connectivity and how the connections set up 

between plant items affect their availability for allocation to production 

activities. This could be represented in a rule-based format. As an example 

some of the connectivity constraints between two storage vessels (vessell and 

2) and two semi-continuous process items (separator 1 and separator 2) might 

be represented as follows: 

IF vessel 1 has an input from separator 1 

THEN no input is possible from separator2 

IF vessell has an input from separator 2 

THEN no input is possible from separator 1 

IF separator 1 has an output to vessell 

THEN no output is possible to vessel 2 

A rule-based system would require a large set of complex domain specific rules 

to represent all the connectivity constraints in a typical batch plant with a 

large number of plant items each of whose connectivity constraints had to be 

represented in this way. In this sort of representation there is a danger that 

gaps could exist, or contradictions could be expressed on the connectivity of 

plant items. Also any changes to the real plant structure would require careful 

updating of the rule-base. Therefore, although this would be a feasible 

approach to take to representing these connectivity constraints it is not a very 

satisfactory one. 

In heuristic approaches the representation of constraints is more structured 

with the aim of guiding how the system operators which carry out the 

scheduling function generate new states in the search space. Constraints are 

represented explicitly through data structures rather than implicitly through 

rules. Smith et al. [77] describe the partioning of the factors that 
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influence factory scheduling into two classes of constraints; scheduling 

restrictions, and scheduling preferences. Scheduling restrictions are further 

classified into causal restrictions such as precedence, or resource 

requirements; physical restrictions such as plant unit capabilites; and 

resource availability restrictions for example machine breakdowns that are 

outside the schedulers control. Scheduling preferences must be considered to 

focus the scheduling on good solutions. These preferences are also further 

classified. There are organisational preferences for goals such as meeting due 

date or maximising resource utilisation and there are operational preferences 

which ' .. express preferred choices at the level of individual scheduling 

decisions (that is, the selection of specific operations, resources, and time 

intervals) and reflect the heuristic knowledge present in a given scheduling 

environment.' [77]. The classification of constraints used varies slightly from 

system to system. For example Burke and Prosser [73] describe four classes of 

constraints in their system; precedence, technological, temporal, and 

preference. They further classify these constraints into non- negotiable 

(technological and precedence) and negotiable (temporal and preference). 

Restrictions or non- negotiable constraints cannot be breached, whereas 

preferential or negotiable constraints can be breached or relaxed in order to 

generate a feasible schedule. 

In a representation of a batch plant if the constraints related to the 

connectivity of plant items could be represented through data structures then 

the availability of a plant item to make a connection to another plant item at 

any time could be inferred through a general procedure. The model of a plant 

and its constraints could be developed in a more structured way than through 

using a purely rule-based representation and would not suffer from the 

dangers and problems described earlier. In order to achieve this 

representation a suitable data structure is required on which to build the 

representation of a plant item and the constraints on its use. 
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4.3.FRAMES AND RELATED STRUCTURES 

Minsky [78] developed the concept of frames originally to represent 

stereotyped situations, in order to match against particular situations or 

scenarios encountered by a system to help it in reasoning about them. In 

visual scene analysis for example, where there might be a collection of frames 

which represented the scene from different viewpoints. The key thing about a 

frame representation is that it provides a compact way to collect and classify 

data about something whether it is a production activity or a batch plant item 

and provides a structure that can be manipulated easily. One of the major 

themes of the work done on ISIS and related systems was knowledge 

representation using frames. A frame-based language for building complex 

domain models was developed called Schema Representation Language (SRL) 

in which frames are called "schema". This has been used in a number of 

related systems such as OPIS, CALLISTO for project management [79], and 

the Knowledge-based Simulation system (KBS) [80], and now forms the basis 

of the knowledge representation language CRL in the knowledge-based 

system development tool Knowledge Craft. 

Fox [67] describes the key features of SRL for building a factory model; 'It 

provides the structural primitives in which the domain's conceptual entities 

are defined.' 'On top of this, concepts germane to scheduling are defined, and 

these are instantiated as a model for a particular plant. The key feature of 

SRL which allows this layered approach is the user- definable relations. High

level, domain- dependent relations may be constructed from low level, domain 

independent primitives.' The basic syntax of a schema in SRL is typical of a 

frame- based system. It is a data structure composed of a collection of slots, 

which define the attributes of the structure. The attributes defined for a 

schema perform two functions. They define the characteristics of the specific 

object itself, and allow it to be related to other schemata in the knowledge 

base. The ability to use attributes to define relations is one of the most 
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important and basic features of frame-based systems, because it allows the 

concept of classification and inheritance to be used through IS- A and 

INSTANCE- OF relations. SRL also allows domain specific relations to be 

defined by the user. The ability to define and represent domain specific 

relations between entities in a scheduling system is an important part of 

knowledge representation, which enables the representation of some classes of 

constraints, particularly temporal and precedence constraints, and 

technological constraints resulting from composite requirements or the 

structure of the domain. Therefore, a frame-based system with the types of 

features described for SRL would be a suitable one with which to develop a 

representation scheme for batch plants in which some of the constraints need 

to expressed as relations about the ability of plant items to connect to each 

other. 

4.4.REPRESENTING RELATIONS. ENTITY CHARACTERISTICS AND 

PREFERENCES 

Relations may specify composite or alternative conditions. For example, in 

SRL, there are a number of schema, such as AND, OR, and XOR representing 

composite or alternative states required for some activity to take place. In 

other systems similar AND/OR structures are used to represent relations 

between activities or tasks. For example, Canzi et al, [70] represent process 

plans as an AND/OR graph which shows tasks which must be carried out 

together and alternative ways of carrying out tasks. AND/ OR graph 

structures can also be used to represent aspects of the structural relationship 

between entities. For example, Homem de Mello and Sanderson [81] describe 

an AND/ OR representation of the feasible sequences that can be used to put a 

particular assembly together, where the structural relationships of the 

components enable the assembly to be put together in a number of ways. They 

say that the AND/ OR graph representation of assembly plans combines all 

possible assembly sequences in a compact way. 
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A number of researchers have looked at ways to define temporal and causal 

relations between actions and states, using point and interval notations. For 

example Allen [82] has defined a representation of time based on intervals and 

relations between them such as BEFORE, MEETS, and DURING. Allen 

commented that this scheme could be used to represent process plans and 

infer relationships between intervals not explicitly represented in the plan. 

This interval based representation scheme has been used by a number of 

researchers for representing process plans in scheduling and related systems. 

For example, Parthasarathy and Kim [83] have used a hybrid point and 

interval derivative of the representation in developing a temporal reasoning 

system for use in a real-time dynamic decision making in an automated 

manufacturing system. Sathi et ale [79] use it to represent and reason about 

activities in project planning systems. In ISIS Fox also introduces a number of 

causality relations as well as the temporal relation to enforce precedence 

relations between activities. This is because the temporal relations do not 

explicitly specify that one activity must be performed to some degree before 

another. 

In addition to the use of attributes to specify relations, they are used to specify 

characteristics of the entity itself. The value or values taken by an attribute at 

any particular time may be variable but may well be restricted to come from a 

continuous or discrete range of choices. The restrictions may represent 

technological or temporal constraints, for example, a set of plant units which 

could be used to perform a particular task or operation, or a due date on a 

particular job. SRI... approaches this through the use of range-constraint 

schema which can be attatched to slots and constrain the values that the slot 

can take. Other systems such as DAS [73] typically represent choices as a list 

or range of values in a "possible choices" slot, and then have a "mirror" slot 

which holds the actual current value taken. In general, if an attribute may 

take a range of values, then depending on circumstances some of these values 
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may be currently inadmissable due to constraints already present, or if they 

are admissable, then some values may be more acceptable or preferential than 

others. 

The preference for a particular value or values, may vary depending on 

circumstances. Preferences are represented in various ways by different 

researchers. In SRL and ISIS, preferences are determined by a relaxation 

specification, which may be a set of discrete alternative choices which each 

have a utility value associated with them, or a rating of how preferrable a 

continuous value is. In SOJA [69] where choices exist for satisfying 

constraints in the scheduling phase of its operation, then preferences about 

these choices are represented as production rules. In DAS [73] operations to 

be scheduled on a resource are selected on the basis of a predefined strategy 

such as "most constrained". 

These representation schemes are applicable to the batch plant scheduling 

model for a number of purposes. The connectivity constraints between plant 

items in a batch plant are based on the structure of the plant and affect how 

they can be feasibly connected together. A representation scheme to show this 

must be able to show the alternative ways in which plant items can be put 

together without breaking the constraints. The AND/ OR structure is 

appropriate for this purpose and would enable it to be done in a compact way. 

It is also an appropriate structure for production "recipes" to show 

alternatives between production activities or the requirement to carry them 

out together as described above. The scheme for representing temporal 

relations in process plans as described by Allen [82] is an appropriate one for 

the representation of precedence relations between production activities in a 

production recipe. The use of production rules is the most flexible way to 

represent preferences both at the level of production recipes and activity 

scheduling, and the allocation of resources to activities. 
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a consequence of a rule firing and typically form the first condition of one or 

more other rules. Therefore they can be used to structure the search by 

restricting the number of rules which could fire on any recognise-act cycle to a 

set which have the context in their conditions. For example, the system 

developed by Bruno et al [64] is written in OPS5 which supports the use of 

contexts and they are used to structure its execution as an activity scanning 

simulation through a number of tasks, and enforce a partial ordering on the 

firing of rules concerned with scheduling. In the system described by Ben

Ariah [63] written in PROLOG, rules are matched and fire according to their 

order in the rule-base, because the basic PROLOG search mechanism operates 

in a depth first fashion. Therefore, in this case the order of the rules in the 

rule-base will have a considerable effect on the way that the system operates 

and will require careful consideration by the system developer. The use of 

rules can allow a great deal of flexibility in the strategy adopted for scheduling 

which is determined by the current state of the system. In the approach 

described by Sackett and Fan [85], determination of which job! task to 

schedule next is based on a series of cases which define what to do in different 

circumstances, and may specify the use of a particular rule-base. The system 

is also written in PROLOG, and the importance of cases is reflected by their 

order in the database. Because the scheduling strategy is embodied in the 

rules of the system it can be altered simply by adding or deleting rules. This is 

easier if the system is based on a full expert system structure, because the 

order of the rules would not then matter. 

One of the reservations about the use of rule-based systems for scheduling is 

the inability to look at the entire time horizon at once in order to assess the 

global effect of a local decision based on the current system state. To overcome 

this, and also to allow reasoning at a higher level of abstraction algorithmic 

procedures may be incorporated into the structure of the expert system. Wu 

and Wysk [86] describe a number of features which they say should be 

incorporated into an expert system for factory control and scheduling 
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including 'An interface for algorithmic procedures, which allows the 

integration of analytical models to an ES.' and 'A look- ahead mechanism (for 

example a simulation model) to conduct "what- if' analysis. The system of 

Ben- Ariah [63] includes a dynamic routing algorithm written in PASCAL. 

The system described by Bruno et al [64] is for scheduling an FMS and uses 

two analytical procedures in the decision making process to determine lot 

priority (defined as time! (due date - release date» and maintain the system 

loading within predefined capacity limits. In order to ensure that the 

introduction of a lot to the system as determined by the application of the 

scheduling rules will not break predefined capacity constraints, it uses a 

queueing network algorithm to estimate the performance of the FMS if the lot 

were introduced. 

In heuristic search approaches, the schedule is developed by generating states 

which represent feasible allocations of jobs! tasks to resources over the whole 

scheduling time horizon, and rating these states against the scheduling 

objectives for the system. In a number of systems a hierachical decomposition 

of the scheduling task is done to direct the search, and limit the number of 

states in the search space that have to be generated. For example, the ISIS 

architecture has a four level hierarchy as described by Smith [77]. It takes an 

order based scheduling perspective, and the first level prioritises all orders for 

the scheduling horizon on the basis of a priority class and the closeness of the 

order due date. Scheduling then proceeds on an order by order basis. At the 

second level, a critical resource capacity analysis is carried out to propagate 

the temporal consequences of the requested start and due dates assigned to a 

selected order and results in a coarse schedule. At the third level, resource 

analysis, the full range of restrictive and preferential constraints that 

surround the production of the current order are considered. Operating over 

the set of possible routings for the order ' .. a heuristic search is performed that 

proceeds either forwards from the order's requested start date or backward 

from it's requested due date. Alternative schedules for the order are explored 
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incrementally: On each iteration of the search, the current set of candidate 

partial schedules is expanded by considering one additional scheduling 

decision . .' 'Using a beam search, ISIS retains and extends only the n best 

partial schedules.' Constraints are collected and applied ' .. to assess how well 

each candidate satisfies relevant preferences; this method provides the basis 

for pruning.' At the completion of the search, the highest rated schedule for an 

order is passed down to the final level together with corresponding 

constraints. The final level, resource assignment, makes the final allocation 

decisions for each resource in the schedule of the order within the time-bounds 

derived from the previous level. The decisions resulting from the scheduling of 

this order are added to the overall shop schedule and will constrain the 

scheduling of subsequent orders. 

In contrast to rule- based approaches the scheduling strategy in heuristic 

search approaches is "embedded" in the system and mayor may not be 

adjustable by the user. For example the strategy in ISIS was essentially fixed 

on a single order based scheduling perspective, so OPIS [68] extended this 

approach to consider two scheduling perspectives simultaneously, resources 

and orders, because it was found that ISIS could not handle conflict for 

resources very well. In OPIS, the order in which scheduling decisions are 

made is not fixed in advance, but is determined dynamically according to ' .. the 

structure of the constraints implied by the current solution state.'. This is 

known as an opportunistic approach to problem solving and is the strategy 

adopted in other systems such as DAS. OPIS uses a blackboard architecture, 

and a number of knowledge sources specific to particular sub- problems 

identified by the system manager. In the context of generating a schedule, a 

capacity analysis knowledge source is used to identify bottleneck resources. 

Schedules of operations are first generated for these resources, using an 

iterative dispatch based approach. A shift to an order based perspective is 

then made, to determine the remainder of the schedule around the already 

scheduled resources. In DAS as described by Burke and Prosser [73] the user 
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has some more control over the scheduling strategy. By assigning priorities to 

the objects in the system, the scheduling effort can be focussed, for example, 

onto critical resources and critical operations. 

4.7.KNOWLEPGE MAINTENANCE 

IT the system is scheduling on the basis of a model, then the consequences of 

any local decision or event must be propagated through the model. The 

consequences could either result in a change in system state, or change the 

bounds of constraints on entities affecting the way that scheduling 

requirements could be satisfied. This is discussed by Burke and Prosser, [73]; 

'It is not uncommon for constraints (scheduling decisions and significant 

events) added in this way to have implications for the global hypothesis which 

are not fully represented within the constraints themselves.' Propagation 

ensures that local decisions can be focussed on with the assurance that global 

consistency will be maintained. In a batch plant, a local decision to use a plant 

item for a particular activity could affect the availability of other plant items 

because of the structure of the plant network. Therefore, for a scheduling 

application using a model of a plant network a method of propagating these 

effects is necessary. 

Researchers in the area of Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP) have 

developed structures for representing groups of variables in a constraint 

graph where the nodes represent variables to which a value is to be assigned 

from some applicable range. Each individual node is subject to unary 

constraints on the value it can be assigned. In addition the nodes are 

connected together by arcs which represent relations between them and 

further constrain the values that they can take. Whenever a node is assigned 

a value the effects must be propagated to some or all of the other nodes in the 

network. Researchers have developed constraint propagation algorithms for 

updating the status of the system as a result of a particular decision. For 
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example Mackworth [87] developed algorithms for maintaining consistency of 

a network subject to unary and binary constraints, and Allen [82] developed 

an algorithm for propagating the effects of changes in the status of relations in 

a network of temporal intervals. The problem with constraint propagation 

algorithms is that they can do a lot of redundant work, which can lead to 

inefficiency in large networks. In the most basic case, as described by 

Mackworth, every time a change is made to a network, then propagation must 

be repeated from the start of the network because of any possible 

consequences of this new change on other parts of the network. However, in 

knowledge-based scheduling applications where the parts of problem 

representation can be formulated as a network of nodes linked by relations, 

constraint propagation algorithms have been found very useful to update the 

status of the model. This approach is usually applied to update the temporal 

relations among activities in production processes. Parthasarthy and Kim [83] 

describe the use of constraint propagation algorithms for updating a network 

of temporal intervals used for real- time control. LePape and Smith [84] 

describe the propagation of changes up, down and across hierarchies of 

knowledge at different levels of abstraction in the OPIS system. In a purely 

rule- based system, the consequences of a rule firing may be propagated 

through other rules. In a mixed rule! frame or purely frame-based system, 

then daemons attached to a particular entity slot which is updated may be set 

up to propagate the effects to other entities in the system. This mechanism is 

used in CHRONOS II [70] and the Constraint Maintenance System (CMS) in 

DAS [73] in which the frames in the system represent the nodes in the 

network. 

4.8,KNOWLEDGE-BASED CONFIGURATION OF INTERCONNECTED 

SYSTEMS 

The rule- based and heuristic search approaches described in this chapter 

tackle a number of issues such as the classification and representation of the 
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real constraints in a manufacturing system, and reasoning about the temporal 

relations between process actvities. Scheduling in a batch process plant is 

subject to an additional constraint that is not found in discrete part 

manufacturing environments addressed by these approaches. A typical batch 

process plant is an interconnected network of plant items and finite capacity 

storage vessels. The valve arrangements in the network enable different 

configurations of plant items to be linked together to route product through 

the plant and carry out particular processes. In this respect routing within a 

batch process plant has characteristics which make it very similar to the 

generic configuration task as described by Mittal and Freyman [88]: 

'Given: (A) a fixed pre- defined set of components, where a component is 

described by a set of properties, ports for connecting it to other components, 

constraints at each port that describe the components that can be connected 

at that port, and other structural constraints (B) some description of the 

desired configuration; and (C) possibly some criteria for maJdng optimal 

selections. 

Build: One or more configurations that satisfy all the requirements, where 

a configuration is a set of components and a description of the connections 

between the components in the set, .. ' 

In a batch process plant the situation is also further complicated by the fact 

that resources available for configuring routes are strictly limited, and the 

level of availability changes dynamically, because of changes in the set of 

routes which are rnnning at any particular time. Also, because of the valve 

arrangements, even if a plant item is not in use it may still be unavailable to 

be used in a particular route configuration. This is one of the key issues which 

must be addressed in developing a short term scheduler for batch process 

plants. 
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Configuration is a search problem, and a number of approaches to the problem 

in general have been described, although they normally ignore the problem of 

restricted levels of resources. The most well known example is the RlIXCON 

system for configuring Vax computer systems, [89]. This is a rules- based 

approach, which works on the basis that it is possible to dynamically define a 

decision order for a given configuration problem such that each decision brings 

the system closer to a successful solution with no requirement to backtrack. 

Some other researchers define the problem as a CSP. Havens and Rehfuss, 

[90] describe a constraint based reasoning system for configuration 

applications which comprises four components in its architecture: a model 

based reasoning representation, a rule processor engine, a constraint 

propagator, and a truth maintenance system. They describe the configuration 

process as a search which continually constrains the search space. 'Search and 

constraint propagation form a positive feedback system ... The choice of an 

hypothesis provides constraints on the search space which help choose 

another hypothesis and so on.' Crone and Julich, [91] describe a system for 

dynamically reconfiguring communications networks under varying 

conditions. Each node in the constraint graph represents a particular object 

class instance with associated variables, and as the search proceeds and 

variables become instantiated, the effects are propagated through the 

network. A recent paper by Sathi et al [92] tackles the problem of configuring 

a number of artifacts when resources are limited and can be used across more 

than one artifact configuration. This causes problems because ' .. supplying one 

configuration can affect an inventory managers ability to supply other 

configurations.'. They use a constrained heuristic search approach to tackle 

the configuration and resource allocation problem at the same time. The ways 

in which artifacts can be configured are decomposed into a number of levels. 

In general, each level represents a number of choices, so the decompostion is 

represented as an AND/ OR tree. The topology is traversed from top to bottom, 

and for a given artifact generates a constraint graph representing the feasible 

ways that it can be constructed. After all feasible configurations of a product 
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have been determined, a resource allocator is used to assign quantities of 

components to each feasible configuration based on component inventory and 

predefined quantity and composition constraints, where alternative 

components exist. 

4.9.DISCUSSION 

There are two main approaches to scheduling from the area of AI research, 

the use of rule-based systems which effectively carry out dynamic scheduling 

based on the current system state, and the use of search based techniques 

which attempt to look at the whole time horizon during the scheduling 

process. In both cases, the aim is meet scheduling goals while satisfying a set 

of constraints which are either fixed, or can be relaxed to some degree. The 

rule-based approach effectively adopts the same strategy as simulation based 

approaches, and may be structured as a simulation model as done by Bruno et 

al. [64]. However, the use of an expert system development tool such as OPS5, 

or a declarative language offers considerably more flexibility in representing 

control rules than a traditional simulation language. In addition, there are 

several aspects of the research into knowledge representation, reasoning 

about constraints, constraint satisfaction, and configuration systems which 

are directly applicable to the modelling and scheduling of batch process 

plants. 

Batch process plants are typically complex highly interconnected structures, 

so for scheduling and control purposes it is important that they are 

represented at the correct level of detail. The importance of representing the 

problem at the right level of detail is stressed by researchers using AI 

techniques for scheduling, and powerful representational languages have been 

developed for this purpose, for example SRL [67]. The use of a frame-based 

system in which slot values can represent relations between objects, enables 

semantic networks of complex data structures to be built to accurately model 
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the physical and control structures of a manufacturing system. Representing 

the constraints which exist on possible configurations of batch plant items is 

particularly important. Homem de Mello and Sanderson [81] discussed the use 

of AND/ OR structures for representing assembly plans, saying that they 

represented all possible assembly sequences, but in a compact way. This 

comment also holds for configuration purposes where alternatives exist for the 

component parts of the final "artifact", for example a process route in a batch 

plant, where not all components are compatible with all other components but 

can all form part of a configuration. It has been demonstrated that alternative 

configurations of artifacts can effectively be represented through the use of 

AND/ OR structures by Sathi et al [92], so this structure has the potential to 

be a suitable for the representation of plant item connectivity in a batch plant. 

Production in batch process plants is controlled by "recipes" of activities which 

may have to be carried out in sequence, or may be able to proceed in parallel. 

Therefore, a scheduling system must be able to represent these "recipes" 

correctly, and be able to reason about how to proceed with the activities. AI 

researchers have developed representation schemes for temporal relations 

between time intervals, which can be used to build models of control 

structures, and reason about precedence and causal relations in process plans. 

Batch plants are highly interconnected, so the results of a scheduling decision 

in one part of the network tend to affect other parts of the network as well, for 

example making resources unavailable even though they are not currently in 

use in an activity. The research into the area of constraint satisfaction has 

resulted in the development of constraint propagation algorithms which 

enable the effects of decisions to reach all parts of the system that are affected 

by them, ensuring that the model remains globally consistent. 

Correctly configuring the plant to route and process product through it is an 

important aspect of the scheduling and control process. The configuration 
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problem in batch plants appears to match the generic configuration task as 

described by Mittal and Freyman [88]. It has been demonstrated that a rule

based approach can be used successfully for configuration purposes because it 

enables a situation dependent decision order to be imposed which moves the 

system forward to a solution as described by McDermott [89]. In batch process 

plants, the decisions concerning configuration of routes are typically situation 

dependent and, because resources are limited and interconnected, each 

decision has a constraining effect on the remaining choices. Therefore, in a 

batch plant both the decision order and constraints imposed by the decisions 

should be taken into account during the configuration process. Havens and 

Rehfuss [90] have demonstrated the use of constraint propagation to account 

for the constraining effects of decisions made during a configuration process. 
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CHAPfER 5 HYBRID KNOWLEDGE-BASEP SIMULATION 

5,Q,INTROPUCTION 

In Chapter 3 it was argued that a flexible generic modelling architecture was 

required for the development of simulation models which could address the 

scheduling of real batch process plants. Appropriate knowledge representation 

schemes and reasoning schemes from AI based approaches to modelling, short 

term scheduling and configuration were discussed in Chapter 4. This chapter 

will discuss how simulation can benefit from being combined with AI 

modelling approaches to produce a suitable hybrid environment for scheduling 

and control. 

5.1.A COMPARISON OF SIMULATION AND AI BASED MODELS 

The comparison between AI and simulation modelling has been made by a 

number of researchers including Vaucher [93], Shannon et al.[94], O'Keefe 

[95], Doukidis [96], and Humon [97]. The comparison made generally refers to 

the area of AI concerned with rule- based or expert systems. However, there 

are other areas where a comparison can also be made, for example with AI 

planning systems as described by Rich [76] which use operators very similar 

to the production rules in knowledge-based systems. Simulation and AI can be 

compared from the point of view of their use, their knowledge representation, 

and the structure and execution mechanism of simulation and AI programs. 

5,1,1.The Use of Simulation and AI 

Vaucher [93] discusses differences in the use and operation of simulation and 

rule- based programs and comments that although they are not trying to 

achieve the same thing the two approaches have much in common in that 
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' .. progress is achieved via a series of transitions subject to preconditions, 

events in one case and deductions in the other.' 

The purpose of running a simulation experiment is to predict what the future 

will look like, or what levels of output can be expected from a system, or what 

trends are apparent in the behaviour of the system. A simulation starts from a 

set of initial conditions, and using a particular set of operating rules moves 

forward along a single path through it's state space until it reaches a point in 

time or an event where it is terminated. The results collected from the 

experiment can be analysed to make inferences about the behaviour of the 

system. The purpose of a running a rule-based AI program is to solve a 

particular problem with a specified goal, for example to determine the cause of 

a set of observed conditions in a diagnostic system. It attempts to solve the 

problem by a search process through it's state space, either forwards from 

initial conditions to the goal, or backwards from the goal to the initial 

conditions. During the search it may well backtrack if it can no longer 

progress along a particular path, whereas (except in a few limited cases) 

simulations do not backtrack. 

Although the use of simulation and rule- based programs appears quite 

different from this description their knowledge representation and structure 

and execution mechanisms cover a lot of common ground. They are both 

concerned with building models of complex systems, specifying relationships 

between entities which interact in complex ways, and whose behaviour is 

difficult to analyse. Vaucher [93] discusses knowledge representation saying 

that only relatively recently AI researchers have concluded that to exhibit 

intelligent behaviour systems must' .. have some knowledge of the properties of 

the objects they manipulate as well as general common sense world 

knowledge. This is more than just data; knowledge also involves awareness of 

attributes, relations, rules of deduction, rules of evolution, etc ... Exactly the 
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sort of things that simulation workers have been integrating into their 

models, AI needs to put into its reasoning systems.' 

5.1.2.Knowledge Representation 

In a procedural simulation model, the structure and state of the system is 

represented by the permanent and temporary entities and their attributes. 

The entities are typically classified according to their general characteristics, 

and the data about the state of each specific entity in a simulation is 

represented by a record structure, which lists the values of its class specific 

static and dynamic attributes. In a knowledge-based system information about 

the objects within it may be represented by simple facts or predicates, 

semantic networks which indicate how objects are interrelated, or more 

complex object, frame, or schema structures. Simulation entity records are 

very similar to frames in that they list the static and dynamic attributes of 

specific instances of object classes in a set of data fields or slots. However, 

frames may also include more complex information than simulation entity 

records, for example lists of values rather than a single attribute value and 

they may define relations with other frames. 

In a simulation the behaviour and interaction of entities is specified by 

activity cycles or similar structures. These specifications are translated into 

procedures in the simulation language to control the progress of an entity 

through the simulation. Some procedures specify the conditions under which 

an entity may start an activity, known as a conditional event, and determine 

the time when that activity will end, known as a scheduled event. At a 

scheduled event, a procedure specific to that event determines how the state of 

the entity and the system is changed. In a knowledge-based system, the 

behaviour and interaction of objects is typically represented through 

production rules of the form IF <conditions> THEN <actions> or IF 

<conditions> THEN <goal>, which may alter the current state of the system, 
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or direct the way that the system is moving. The conditional event and the 

production rule are very similar, in that both specify a set of preconditions 

which must be present for the event to occur or the rule to be applied, and 

both specify what actions should be taken in this case. 

It can be seen from this comparison that the concepts such as frames and 

rules which are being used in AI have existed in simulation for a long time 

although the terminology is different. However, the declarative language 

based tools available in AI give more powerful and flexible ways of 

representing these structures. 

5,l,3,Stmcture and Execution: 

A number of researchers such as O'Keefe [95] and Doukidis [96] have 

commented on the similarity between the structure of an expert system and a 

simulation, in that both contain a model of the system, rules about the 

behaviour of the system, and a mechanism for applying the rules to change 

the state of the system or infer something about it. However, Shannon et ale 

[94] commented that although the structure is similar a rule-based system is 

generally more separated and modular, so that the model database, 

knowledge-base and control structure are separate and each can easily be 

modified without affecting the others. Many procedural simulation models 

tend to have integrated information and control logic which makes them 

difficult to maintain and modify, although this is addressed to an extent by 

generic models where the model data is separated out from the procedural 

code. 

As discussed by O'Keefe [95] one of the key things that makes simulations and 

rule-based systems similar is that the control mechanism is independent of 

the other modules of the system such as rules or events, and can theoretically 

work with any number of these modules in any order. In the case of a 
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simulation this mechanism is the executive, and in the case of the expert 

system this mechanism is the inference engine. In particular, O'Keefe [95] and 

Doukidis [96] point out the similarity between the way in which the executive 

of a three phase event simulation and the inference mechanism of an expert 

system work. The 'e' phase of a three phase simulation and the recognise- act 

cycle of an expert system both involve scanning a collection of possible rules 

which could be applied depending on the current state of the model. However, 

the mechanism for applying the rules in the three phase event simulation is a 

simple and restricted form of the recognise- act cycle of an expert system as 

discussed by Doukidis [96]. In an expert system, before a rule is chosen and 

applied, a conflict set of all possible rules which could be applied is assembled, 

whereas in the 'C' phase of a simulation, the rules are applied in their order in 

the rule-base. Therefore, as described by Pidd [36] a simulation developer 

must be careful to order the 'C' phase events carefully so that conditions in the 

simulation are tested in the right order. Both Vaucher [93] and O'Keefe [95] 

comment that although the recognise- act cycle of an expert system is more 

flexible than a simulation executive it is less efficient. Also, as described by 

Vaucher [93], the simulation executive, with it's event list, is better suited to 

synchronising parallel activities to produce global behaviour over time than 

the inference engine in a rule-based system which cannot handle the complex 

dynamics of changes in system state over time. 

5.2.RESTRICTIONS OF PROCEDURAL SIMULATION LANGUAGES 

O'Keefe and Roach [35] describe one of the major limitations of procedural 

simulation languages as ' .. the inability to model intelligent behaviour: Simple 

approximations have to be used instead, such as determining the path of 

entities through the use of probabilities, or simple decision rules, such as 

"always join the shortest queue". Marsh and Williams [98] describe other 

disadvantages of using procedural languages, in particular FORTRAN, for 

modelling simulations of battles which involve complex tactical decisions. The 
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properties of individual entities have to be held in separate arrays, depending 

on their type, so they lack clarity. 'The representation of interactions between 

entities during events is obscure. It is often difficult to determine and model 

all the possible outcomes of an event, or to isolate the effects of one type of 

event upon the movement of entities into successive events ... Representation of 

tactics is difficult. This is because the data structures are unsuited to 

representing preconditions of tactical conditions, and because FORTRAN code 

becomes cumbersome when representing complex decision rules.'. 

Another limitation of FORTRAN and other procedural languages particularly 

when building a generic modelling tool is the requirement for the system 

designer to determine all model class data structures in advance so that they 

are flexible enough to build models to the right level of detail. A possible 

consequence from this is that there may be a lot of redundancy in models built 

with the system. There may be cases where the structures are not flexible 

enough to incorporate the desired level of detail. For example, difficulty in 

modelling the number of connections that can be made from a plant item may 

limit the size and complexity of batch plants which can be modelled. O'Keefe 

and Haddock [37] cite limitations in the level of detail which can be modelled 

as a reason why procedural generic simulation systems are not suitable for 

scheduling purposes. 

5.3.KNOWLEDGE-BASED SIMULATION 

The recognition that simulation modelling and work in some areas of Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) share the common goal of seeking to model some aspect of the 

real world has led to researchers from both fields combining techniques which 

will benefit them in their aims. Areas covered by researchers in simulation 

include intelligent aids to parts of the simulation study cycle, such as model 

building using a natural language interface described by Paul [99] and Ford 

[100], statistical analysis of simulation results described by Haddock [101], 
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and the development of goal- directed simulation systems described by 

Prakash and Shannon [102]. Reddy et al. [80] describe a large number of 

facilities which should be incorporated in an "ideal simulation environment" 

such as ' .. declarative model representation, behavioural representation of 

system entities through an object- oriented (frame- based) knowledge 

representation that lets entities be altered without altering the simulation 

model interpreter', and ' .. expression of events as rules to make models more 

readable'. 

The desire to incorporate complex decision making into the simulation control 

process led to the development of VIS systems. Research into knowledge-based 

simulation systems is a step forward from the use of VIS to achieve this by 

incorporating this decision making directly in the model and overcoming the 

limitations of procedural simulation languages in this respect. The 

requirement to accurately represent system structure at the right level of 

abstraction is an equally important factor in the use of simulation for real 

world control applications which is difficult in procedural simulation 

languages, and can be more easily accomplished using knowledge-based 

techniques. 

5,3.1.Approaches to KnowledG-based Simulation 

The use of applicative languages such as Lisp or declarative languages such as 

PROLOG for the construction of simulation models to give more flexibility for 

knowledge representation, and the execution of the model, has been the main 

way put forward to overcome the restrictions of procedural simulation 

languages. There are a number of examples of simulation systems developed 

commercially using Lisp including the Rule Oriented Simulation System 

(ROSS) [l03], the Knowledge-based Simulation (KBS) (which is part of the 

Knowledge Craft environment) [80], and SIMKIT [104]. They are described as 

object-oriented modelling systems, and the object-oriented approach is 
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probably the most common one taken in developing knowledge-based 

simulation models. The language Sma1ltalk- 80 [104], which was developed 

specifically for object- oriented programming has also been used for building 

simulation models including a generic visual interactive batch process 

modelling system developed by Vaessen [105], a model for scheduling dairy 

packing lines described by Alasuvanto et al. [106], and a graphical simulation 

program generator for material handling systems developed by Thomasma et 

al. [107]. In a completely object-oriented system modelling system such as 

Smalltalk-80 all knowledge about the objects in the simulation is encapsulated 

in the objects themselves in the form of properties and methods or behaviours. 

Properties represent the static and dynamic data detailing the object. Methods 

are expressed as rules or procedures which represent the behaviour of the 

object. All the behaviour of the objects in the system is governed by message 

passing from one object to one or more other objects to either update data 

slots, or activate methods. The Smalltalk- 80 environment includes a 

predefined simulation object to control the execution of a simulation model 

using a process interaction approach. 

The other main approach to developing knowledge-based simulations stems 

from the comparison of expert system and simulation structure, 80 that the 

expert system structure is integrated with the simulation structure to produce 

an expert simulation system. Some researchers have taken the basic inference 

engines of expert system tools and added a time advancement mechanism in 

order to achieve an expert simulation structure. Probably the most well 

known example of this is the system of Bruno et al [64] described in Chapter 

4. Other rule-based simulation systems described by Robertson [l08] and 

Shivnan and Browne [109] also use an OPS based inference engine. In this 

approach the static and dynamic data about the system entities is separate 

from the rules concerned with modelling their behaviour, and the data 

representation format can range from simple facts or predicates to frames or 

schema. Shivnan and Browne [109] comment that the best knowledge 
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representation scheme in a system of this type for production activity control 

would be a hybrid one of frames for domain knowledge and rules for heuristic 

control knowledge. 

Some researchers have attempted to alter the way that simulation models 

execute. Futo and Gergely [110] have developed a system called TS- PROLOG, 

which allows the simulation to backtrack so that it can be given goals to work 

towards and try different ways of achieving them. In the system described by 

Robertson [108] the objects in the simulation have an agenda of goals rather 

than a process description, and the rules in the system are applied to 

determine how the objects should behave to achieve these goals in relation to 

the current system state. Cleary, Goh and Unger [111] have developed a 

simulation system in Concurrent PROLOG (CP) called T- CP which runs by 

attempting to move all entities through their processes defined as procedures 

concurrently, rather than sequentially as in standard PROLOG. 

5.3.2.Advantages of Knowledge-based Simulation Approaches 

The main advantage of the knowledge-based approach to simulation comes 

from the flexibility for representing data structures and rules through using a 

declarative language. Fan and Sackett [112] say that a language such as 

PROLOG frees the system developer to a large extent from the constraints on 

the size and complexity of data structures and behaviour rules which can be 

developed. PROLOG enables complex interconnected data stuctures to be 

represented flexibly and easily, for example Vaucher [113] demonstrates how 

a network structure can be easily represented as a set of simple PROLOG 

facts representing the arcs and their node connections. Asfahl and 

Balagamwala [114] describe the use of PROLOG for modelling and simulation 

of complex logic circuits saying 'PROLOG has been found to be capable of 

modelling all structural elements (gates) ... interconnected in any fashion in 

any logic circuit.' Haddock and O'Keefe [115] describe the ability to include 
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complex decision making rules in the PROSS simulation system, a process 

description network simulation system developed in a PROLOG dialect. 'The 

scheduler is modelled as a process description with a number of associated 

rules that model the scheduling heuristics' 'If the scheduling heuristics 

changed, or the scheduling constraints changed... then only the rules need 

changing. The process descriptions are still valid models of material behavior'. 

Ruiz-Meyer and Talavage [116] describe the inclusion of complex decision 

rules in simulation objects as the main benefit in the SIMYON simulation 

system, an object- oriented modelling system developed in a PROLOG like 

language. The use of rules and properties in an object which allow it to keep 

track of its own history enables the modelling of adaptive behaviour. Ruiz

Meyer and Talavage [116] give an example of this approach for routing of an 

AGV through a manufacturing system given a message to pick up a part from 

a particular machine. 

The object-oriented approach is the one most taken in developing a 

knowledge-based simulation and Rothenburg [117] describes it's advantages. 

It 'provides a rich, lucid modelling paradigm whose strength lies in it's ability 

to represent objects and their behaviours and interactions in a cogent form 

that can be designed, compehended, and modified by domain experts and 

analysts far more effectively than than with previous approaches'. Irrelevant 

details of the modelling of objects are hidden from the user, and the concept of 

encapsulation associates the behaviour of an entity with its state definition. It 

allows the modelling of certain real world objects, such as vehicles, in a 

natural way. 'Similarly, it provides a natural way of modelling static, 

taxonomic relationships among objects by the use of sub- class hierachies, 

while minimising the redundancy (and possible inconsistency) of their 

definitions through the inheritance of attributes and behaviours over these 

hierarchies.' He says that message passing also provides a natural way of 

modelling the dynamic interactions between some kinds of real world entities. 

Objects provide comparable features to frames when looked at as a way of 
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data representation, and the two terms can be used interchangeablely in this 

respect. However, the message passing approach of object-oriented 

programming is not ideal for a scheduling simulation as will be described in 

the next section. 

5.3.3.Problems with Declarative LanguaRs and Knowledge-based Ap,proaches 

For the most part, except for the simple backtracking and parallel simulation 

systems developed in PROLOG, the development of simulation systems in 

declarative languages has been driven by the desire to increase the flexibility 

of knowledge representation and control rules, rather than to significantly 

change the way that the simulation executes. Therefore, the procedural 

simulation executive is simply duplicated in the declarative language of the 

knowledge-based system. For example, there are many examples of simulation 

systems developed for research purposes in PROLOG reproducing one of the 

"world view" executives, typically the process interaction approach as 

described by Haddock and O'Keefe [115] and Vaucher [113]. Ahmad [118] has 

developed a system for automatic generation of models using the process view 

or the three phase view which provides the same basic simulation procedures 

as the FORTRAN based Micro- Vision system. However, there are problems 

with using a declarative language to develop a simulation. Fan and Sackett 

[112] comment on some disadvantages of using PROLOG including the 

requirement to use awkward constructs for some procedural tasks, and the 

slowness of long numeric computations. They say that 'PROLOG is definitely 

not the language for continuous simulation where differential equations are 

involved.' Shannon [119] indicates speed of execution as the primary 

disadvantage of knowledge-based simulation, and Reddy et al. [80] commented 

that KBS ran very slowly when used to model a complex manufacturing 

system. Therefore the use of a purely declarative approach is unlikely to be 

practical for an application such as scheduling where the model is likely to be 

complex and speed of execution is important. 
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Restrictions with pure object-oriented approaches to simulation are discussed 

by Rothenburg [117] and Radiya and Sargent [120]. The main drawback for a 

scheduling application is the essentially local and reactive behaviour of the 

simulation entities, which is governed by receiving stimuli in the form of 

messages from other objects, rather than taking into account the global 

system state. As described in Chapter 3 decision making based on global 

system state is a desirable feature of a scheduling simulation, so a pure object

oriented approach would not be the best approach to take in this respect. 

Radiya and Sargent [120] describe the integration of a rules-based approach 

with an object-oriented approach to overcome this. 

There are also difficulties with the use of expert system tools to develop 

simulations. Walker et al. [121] comment on difficulties with simply 

augmenting a expert system development tool such as OPS5 with a time 

advancement mechanism. ' .. the production rules used within many KBS 

applications are not ideally suited to the representation of complex domain 

models and the associated model manipulation operators. This is a particular 

problem in situations where the application of individual operators has effects 

which must be propagated throughout different parts of the domain model. 

The number of individual production rules required to implement procedures 

for applying operators and propagating their effects throughout the domain 

model can lead to large and unmanageable domain models.' N adoli et al. [122] 

comment that the inference mechanism of a rule- based system may result in 

asynchronous state changes in a simulation. The event scheduling mechanism 

of a procedural simulation language is better at handling the co-ordination of 

interacting entities than the inference engine of an expert system. 
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5.4.MIXED ARCHITECTURE HYBRID SIMULATION 

Haddock and O'Keefe [115] and Ruiz-Meyer and Tavalage [116] describe their 

systems as hybrid because the control rules and data structures have been 

separated out from the procedural simulation logic. However, the procedural 

logic is still implemented in a declarative language, with the potential 

associated problems as described above. Some of the main procedural tasks in 

a simulation are carried out by the executive. The executive has to maintain a 

time ordered list of future events in the simulation which is subject to 

constant updating through adding new events and deleting events which have 

occurred. The procedural simulation languages are well proven in this respect, 

using linked- list, and binary tree techniques as described by Marsh and 

Williams [98]. They also provide good facilities for other procedural tasks such 

as numerical computation, and for updating graphic displays of the simulation 

progress. Therefore, rather than recode the whole simulation in a declarative 

language, the main benefits of the declarative approach can be obtained 

through a mixed language hybrid architecture, where the advantages of the 

declarative language are used for knowledge representation and complex 

control logic, and the simulation executive and basic system behaviour is 

retained in the procedural language. 

O'Keefe [95] discusses how expert systems could be integrated with a 

simulation model and lists four basic structures with the expert system 

containing some or all of the decision logic for the model. This provides a 

suitable structure for a mixed architecture model, and a number of 

researchers such as Moreira da Silva and Bastos [41], Flitman [123], 

Bhattacharyya, Roy and Huang [42] Marsh and Williams [98] and Walker et 

al, [121] have followed this approach in developing or proposing mixed 

language architectures. 
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Flitman [123] has developed a link between an expert system component 

developed in PROLOG and a procedural simulation model developed using the 

FORTRAN simulation library Micro- Vision. The configuration of the system 

was developed on two machines connected through an RS- 232 cable in order 

to ensure ' .. that the full capacities of the simulation, and in particular the 

PROLOG expert system were maintained . .' through being completely separate 

programs. The communication link between the two programs was facilitated 

through a number of assembly language predicates! routines linked to the 

respective high level languages, and providing a common data area and a 

handshake protocol to synchronise the data transfer between the two 

machines. The feasibility of the mixed architecture was demonstrated in a 

number of areas such as expert system development through monitoring 

interactive users of the simulation, controlling the simulation through 

parameter adjustment, and the incorporation of simulation control logic into 

the expert system to control the routing of AGV s through a model of an FMS. 

Marsh and Williams [98] used a hybrid approach to develop simulations of 

battle scenarios containing psuedo- continuous processes. PROLOG was used 

for the logical and static structural data sections of simulations, and 

FORTRAN for the numericall algorithmic and dynamic data sections. It was 

concluded that this hybrid architecture gave a number of benefits for 

developing simulations in this environment. The advantages arising from the 

PROLOG part of the architecture were stated as ' .. rich data structures are 

possible (not just arrays), hence enhancing clarity;' ' .. the dynamic data

structuring capability of PROLOG makes modifications easier;' and ' .. the 

unification algorithm makes it possible for one piece of code to handle many 

different data structures, thus simplifying the code.', The advantages arising 

from using FORTRAN for the dynamic part of the model included ' .. a 

substantial amount of existing FORTRAN code can be retained;' ' .. the speed of 

FORTRAN in performing the frequent environment data updates is not lost' 

and ' .. it is possible to add psuedo- continuous simulation processes without 
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losing efficiency.'. The architecture was assessed in terms of the clarity of 

mixed programs, the ease with which they could be written or modified, the 

performance of a mixed architecture program relative to an equivalent all 

FORTRAN program, and implementation issues covering hardware and 

software. It was concluded that the use of PROLOG improved the clarity of 

programs making them easier to develop and modify, and using it to control 

the simulation improved the structure of the FORTRAN code. The 

performance of the architecture was slower with the degree of degradation 

depending to a large extent on the complexity of event logic and run control 

coded in PROLOG. The complexity of the tactics modelled in PROLOG also 

had a small effect on performance, although the benefits in terms of clarity for 

their representation outweighed this drawback. As far as implementation was 

concerned it was concluded that suitable hardware! software configurations 

are now available to achieve satisfactory performance from the PROLOG 

portion of the models. 

5.4.l.Difficulties with DevelQping a Mixed Architecture: 

There are certain difficulties associated with adopting a mixed architecture 

hybrid approach. Round [104] states 'There are two requirements for using an 

existing numerical simulator with a knowledge-based component. First, the 

outputs of one component must be compatible with the inputs of the other 

component.' 'Second, the numerical simulator and the knowledge- based 

components must be compiled and linked together into an executable form.' 

Marsh and Williams [98] comment that the dynamic environment data must 

remain ' .. resident in memory throughout a simulation run: the values must 

not be lost when control returns from FORTRAN to PROLOG'. 

To make the outputs of one component compatible with the inputs of the other 

component may require overcoming a number of difficulties as discussed by 

Flitman [123] and Borchardt [124]. These difficulties include accounting for 
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different data structures in the languages used, different methods of program 

execution (interpreted or compiled), different variable types between the two 

languages, and the same data types but different internal representations. In 

the approach taken by Flitman [123] the duplication of integer and atom data 

types from PROLOG in FORTRAN was not seen as a problem, but replicating 

PROLOG list data structures in FORTRAN proved more difficult. PROLOG 

lists can contain mixed data types so they had to be represented in FORTRAN 

using separate arrays with pointers between the list elements. Borchardt 

[124] discusses an approach which attempts to overcome the necessity to 

duplicate data between a symbolic and non- symbolic language. He describes 

the symbolic language STAR, which uses data structure which can contain 

pointers to data and procedural functions in non- symbolic languages. 

The configuration of two machines used by Flitman [123] overcame the 

problem of compiling and linking the numerical simulator with the 

knowledge-based component. A similar solution can be used in a multitasking 

environment. Lin and Yang [125] describe communication using a virtual 

communications port set up as a common file between an OPS5 application 

and FORTRAN with the handshake being co- ordinated through this file 

instead of via registers in the serial port control chips of two linked machines. 

These types of configuration also overcome any problems with potential loss of 

data, because each program will always have its dynamic data resident in 

memory. 

The use of a handshake protocol will ensure that the transfer of a piece of data 

between the two programs is synchronised whether they are interpreted or 

compiled. However, a declarative language such as PROLOG has a very 

different mode of execution from a procedural language because it's 

mechanism includes automatic backtracking in order to try and prove goals. 

Thus another difficulty to be overcome is ensuring that the PROLOG part of 

the system does not backtrack and re- attempt a data transfer which has 
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already been carried out, so that the overall execution of the two programs 

remains properly co- ordinated. 

It must be determined where to split the model between the declarative 

language and the procedural language. Marsh and Williams [98] discuss the 

''boundary'' in an event based model with psuedo- continuous components. The 

boundary was put between the event logic and the numerical computation 

procedures to ensure that the PROLOG component was not involved in a large 

number of small increment time steps which would lead to unacceptably high 

run- times. 

5.5.DISCUSSION 

As discussed in Chapter 3, the incorporation of global decision rules and a 

flexible data representation is an important feature in improving the value of 

simulation for scheduling and control. The use of a declarative language such 

as PROLOG to build a generic simulation tool is therefore a way in which this 

can be acheived. However, the use of a declarative language such as PROLOG 

to develop the procedural event scheduling and activity co-ordination part of 

the simulation will not give any advantages in terms of the way in which the 

simulation executes, but it may well give some disadvantages through 

slowness of execution and requiring awkward programming constructs. The 

use of an expert system tool such as OPS5 also presents difficulties because of 

the lack of facilities for synchronising parallel activities in inference engines. 

In addition procedural simulation languages and tools have been undergoing 

development for many years and can offer many facilities such as graphics 

and interactive capabilities. There would be little benefit to be gained from re

programming a simpler version of these features in a declarative language. 

The use of a mixed PROLOG/ FORTRAN hybrid architecture approach for 

simulation has been shown to be feasible by Flitman [123] and Marsh [98] 
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among others, and it overcomes the difficulties described above associated 

with using declarative languages or experts system tools on their own for 

developing knowledge-based simulation systems. The part of the simulation 

which contains the complex control logic can be transferred to the knowledge

based portion of the system, and the application of rules can be controlled by a 

inference engine. The basic behavioural part of the model can be retained in 

the procedural language with a simpler but more efficient simulation 

executive which will maintain the state of the system correctly. The benefits of 

frame-based programming for flexibility in structuring of data can be obtained 

through holding the model database in the declarative part of the model. In 

terms of scheduling and control using a generic system this architecture will 

overcome the reservations put forward by O'Keefe and Haddock [37] on the 

specific level of detail which is required for this type of application because it 

will allow the necessary flexibility in modelling the structure of a particular 

system and its control rules. 
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CHAPTER 6 CURRENT APPROACHES TO SIMULATION AND AI 

MODELLING OF BATCH PROCESS PLANTS 

6,0, INTRODUCTION 

In Chapter 2 the representation of batch process plants used in analytical 

approaches to developing short term schedules was described. In order for 

these approaches to work, a number of simplifying assumptions had to be 

made about the plant network representation and other features such as 

product transfer times and storage capacity. It has been argued that the use of 

simulation and AI based tools can enable these simplifications to be overcome 

so that schedules produced and controlled using systems based on these tools 

would be feasible and could be implemented in the plant. 

This chapter will review the documented approaches which use simulation 

and AI tools specifically for modelling batch process plants and how they 

currently address the features which should be present in a hybrid generic 

system which can be used for short term scheduling and control purposes. 

6.I,THE USE OF SIMULATION AND AI TOOLS FOR MODELLING BATCH 

PROCESS PLANTS 

The use of simulation for the study of batch process plant operations is by no 

means a new phenomenon. An early example of it's use is described by Youle 

[126], who built a simulation model to study the operation of a hypothetical 

multiproduct, multistage batch plant. It used the Activity Scanning (AS) 

approach, and recognised the activities that batch process plant units would 

typically go through, such as being charged from a previous stage unit, 

processing, waiting empty, waiting full, and discharging to a unit at the next 

stage. The plant modelled was of a fairly complex configuration, consisting of 

seventeen vessels in four stages. The discharge of a reactor at one stage to a 
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reactor at another stage was handled by a specific transfer routine for each 

stage involved in the transfer in order to account for' .. restrictions due to plant 

layout.' Since that time a number of researchers have developed generic 

modelling tools specific to batch process plants for example Joglekar and 

Reklaitis [127], Vaessen [105], Ready, Simmonds and Taunton [128] and 

Roberts et al. [129] who approach the modelling of specific class features in a 

number of ways. The initial example of a batch plant model by Youle [126] 

illustrates some of the specific class features of batch process plants such as 

plant unit activities and the configuration of the plant, that need to be 

accounted for in a generic simulation system for scheduling and batch 

management. Features which need to be included in a system of this type are: 

l.Plant unit activities. 

2.Plant layout and network structure. 

a.Production recipes 

4.Product representation. 

5.Plant scheduling and configuration. 

6.Product transfer and material balance. 

7.Cleaning in Place (CIP) systems. 

6.2.MODELLING OF UNIT ACTIVITY 

Any generic simulation system for a batch process plant must model the 

activities of the basic system components at a certain level of detail. If the 

results of the simulation are to be used for scheduling and batch management 

of the plant, then its activities should "map" onto the activities of the real 

plant items at the relevant level of detail. For example as discussed by Cott 

and Machietto [5], a batch reaction carried out in a reactor vessel will include 

a number of "phases" such as Fill Reactor, Carry out Reaction, Empty Reactor. 

These phases will naturally be reflected in the activities of the simulation. The 

low level process control, such as the sequencing of valve and pump operations 
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associated with each of these phases does not need to be represented at the 

level of plant control concerned with batch management. It is implicit that 

each activity requires a number of low level control operations to happen. The 

plant activities must be modelled at the right level of abstraction for efficient 

execution without sacrificing accuracy of output. 

6,2,l,Continuous Actiyities and Discrete Eyents 

Some activities may need to be modelled as continuous processes if the value 

of a variable associated with the process changes continuously over time. For 

example, a storage vessel may be in use both filling and emptying, and the 

level of product in this vessel may be changing over time. There will also be 

discrete events associated with this activity, for example when the vessel 

becomes full there must be a "stop filling" event. The state of a batch of 

product undergoing some process in a reaction vessel will be changing 

continuously over time, and there may be a discrete event which occurs when 

it reaches a threshold such as a particular temperature. Other types of 

discrete events such as the arrival of vehicles into the system can be 

scheduled by sampling from a distribution, or by using some real deterministic 

data in a scheduling application. Roth [130] said that the overall mix of 

discrete events and continuous activities in a batch process plant implies the 

need for a combined continuous! discrete event approach rather than a 

straightforward DES approach. 

A few general purpose simulation languages such as SIMAN [131] include 

facilities for carrying out combined simulation through the use of state 

variables which are used to represent continuously changing values over time. 

The user can define state equations, and differential equations for the 

derivatives of state variables which are integrated over the course of the 

simulation to update the values of the state variables. Threshold levels can be 

set by the user for these variables to model the occurrence of discontinuities 
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such as a storage vessel becoming empty. If a state variable value crosses a 

threshold level in a particular direction during the course of the simulation, it 

will be detected and can be treated as an event with appropriate action being 

taken. A number of researchers describe the use of simulation languages with 

these facilities to model batch process plants, for example Knopf [24] and 

Felder [132]. 

The continuous facilities are used to model the flow of product through a 

plant. However, the use of state variables requires that the simulation 

executive must do a lot more work than a straightforward DES, because the 

integration routines require that the simulation time is moved forward in 

small increments, and the values of the state variables are updated at every 

step. The simulation system BOSS by Joglekar and Reklaitis [127], (now 

renamed BATCHES), attempts to address the problem by only calculating 

"active" state variable values as the simulation progresses rather than 

updating all the defined values each time. In addition, as described by 

Joglekar, determining the actual time that the threshold level for a state 

event was crossed during the integration time increment may require the use 

of an iterative backtracking procedure if the threshold tolerance is exceeded, 

and if more than one state event occurs during the time increment then they 

have to be correctly ordered as well. However, if it is accepted that the 

internal dynamics of a batch reaction can be ignored then it can be modelled 

as an activity bounded by a discrete conditional start event, and a discrete 

scheduled finish event, with the duration of the activity based on observations 

of the time required for such reactions in the plant. This reduces the 

continuous modelling requirement on the model substantially, and most 

models described which are built to look at the behaviour of a complete plant, 

as opposed to process dynamics, use this approach, for example models 

described by Felder, Mcleod and Moldin [133], Leggett [134], White [135], 

Kuriyan and Reklaitis [136] and Young and Reklaitis [137]. 
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Researchers have also described approaches to avoid the use of state variables 

in modelling product transfers in a batch plant model. Secker [51] comments 

on modelling a complex batch process plant in which the time to transfer 

batches between vessels was significant, saying that using a "time-slicing" 

approach caused the simulation to run unacceptably slowly. He overcame this 

problem in modelling batch transfers between vessels by determining the 

transfer time for a batch as the quantity of material divided by the pumping 

rate. The time that a transfer was complete could then be scheduled as a 

discrete event on the batch. However, the transfer ' .. activity could not be 

interrupted until all the material had been transferred.' Morris [138] describes 

a similar approach, in which batches are modelled as discrete entities which 

sieze groups of resources for the times required for transfer and processing. 

Fisher [52] developed a different psuedo-continuous approach in his model for 

visual interactive management of a continuous process chemical plant. In this 

model he was concerned with maintaining the balance of material within a 

number of interconnected vessels in the plant. For this purpose he needed to 

add a continuous activity modelling facility to the event scheduling system 

Micro-Vision [139]. This was achieved by adding a vessel entity data structure 

and a set of procedures to operate on it to the Micro-Vision modelling library. 

Each vessel possesses a number of valves. The flows are modelled by setting a 

rate on a valve; in-flows are positive, and out-flows are negative. Adding all 

the flows for a vessel gives a nett rate, whose sign indicates whether the 

vessel is filling or emptying. Fisher [52] comments; 'Given the current 

contents and a maximum and minimum level it is possible to determine the 

time at which one of these critical conditions will be reached. An event may 

then be scheduled for this time, at which the necessary control must be 

exercised to stop the in- or out-flows which caused the condition. This permits 

the continuous flows to be modelled by an event scheduling approach.' Each 

time a change is made to the nett rate on a vessel the system events on that 

vessel are rescheduled in line with the new rate and current contents of the 

vessel. To ensure that the efficiency of DES is maintained the current contents 
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of a vessel are only updated when a request is made by the user program, or a 

change to a vessel parameter is made. This is much more efficient than 

updating the contents of the vessel at each time step within the simulation. 

However, Fisher comments that in order for this appoach to be applicable the 

rates must be constant over time otherwise first order differential equations 

need to be solved as in other continuous approaches. This is a realistic 

assumption to make in many cases because the plant will be designed to 

maintain constant flow rates and through the common use of flow control 

devices between process units. Flow controllers compensate for the changing 

flow characteristics of plant items such as plate heat exchangers where 

product builds up between the plates of the unit over the time for which it is 

operated and reduces the nominal flow rate of the unit. 

If the psuedo- continuous method can be used the model will be more efficient 

than if the state variable approach is used, which is an important 

consideration if modelling a complex plant with a large number of interacting 

units. In a number of examples cited where continuous transfers are modelled 

using integration routines for example Knopf [24], Roth [130], Kuriyan and 

Reklaitis [136] and Young and Reklaitis [137] the transfer rate is kept 

constant so the integration routines could be replaced by an event scheduling 

mechanism. 

6.2,2Yessel Threshold LeYels 

In a process plant simulation the user needs to be able to set threshold levels 

on vessels which correspond to warnings that a level in the vessel has been 

crossed in a particular direction, so that some action can be taken to prevent 

the system "cycling" around a critical level without moving forward, This can 

be done by setting warning thresholds against which state variable values can 

be tested when they are updated during the continuous phase of the 

simulation. Knopf [24] describes the use of in line storage tanks in the 
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simulation of a liquid milk processing plant in which he says To avoid rapid 

on-off cycling of these units, certain threshold levels in the tanks are normally 

set. For example, a tank may have to be 75% full before downstream units can 

begin withdrawing product. In addition, once a tank has become full, an 

arbitrary level of 75% empty may be used before the same product can again 

be put in the tank.' Kuriyan and Reklaitis [136] also describe the setting of 

fixed arbitrary levels to contain the cycling effect in a liquid milk plant. 

Fisher [52] describes the modelling of threshold levels using the constant rate 

scheduled event approach. In addition to the basic maximum and minimum 

critical conditions which exist on a vessel, facilities are provided to model two 

warning threshold levels, one upper and one lower, for rising and falling 

contents levels. For a given nett rate an event is also scheduled for the 

appropriate warning level as well as the critical level so that an appropriate 

action can be taken by the model builder! user if desired. 

6.3.MODELLING OF PLANT LAYOUT AND CONSTRAINTS ON PRODUCT 

ROUTING 

A batch process plant typically consists of a number of plant process and 

transfer units, and storage vessels, in one or more stages, which are directly 

linked together by a network of pipes. Movement of product batches in the 

network is controlled by setting particular configurations of valves open and 

closed to setup specific routes between the plant items. The fact that the items 

are directly linked together limits the number of potential routes which could 

be set up through the plant. It is recognised that these physical constraints on 

the flexibility of the plant are very important in the operation of the plant as 

stated by Ready, Simmonds and Taunton [128] and White [135] for example. 

However, the approaches to modelling the plant network used vary 

considerably in the degree to which this is taken into account. 
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Some models of batch process plants such as that of Seeker [51] ignore the 

constraints of the piping network between plant items altogether, allowing 

complete freedom in the interconnection of vessels. Fisher [52] models the 

storage vessels at each stage of a plant at an aggregate level to overcome 

problems in modelling complex connections between a number of individual 

tanks. J oglekar and Reklaitis [127] describe the modelling of a batch process 

plant as a directed acyclic graph, with the nodes representing plant items, and 

the arcs representing the feasible connections between them. Vaessen [105], 

Hofmeister, Halsz and Rippin [140], Roberts et al. [129], and Ready, 

Simmonds and Taunton [128] all describe object- oriented approaches to the 

modelling of batch process plants which allow users to define the possible 

connections between plant units through slots in the object class instances. 

In addition to describing the possible connections of plant items the system 

must be able to account for the constraints imposed on the connectivity of 

plant items when physical connections are set up between plant items for 

routing purposes. Therefore, these physical connections need to be 

represented. Seeker [51] describes the use of a link procedure, and a LINK 

interaction in his model for connecting vessels together to transfer batches in 

a batch process plant. In the BOSS system [127] when a connection is made 

between two units this is modelled by a transfer line resource. Young and 

Reklaitis [137] describe the use of specific transfer lines assigned to particular 

storage units and raw material sources to limit the number of connections 

that can be made at anyone time. 

6.a.1.DYnamic Connectivity 

Just defining the possible connections and current connections between plant 

items is not enough to model the true restrictions on routing through a plant 

caused by the plant valve arrangements, even if limited transfer resources are 

modelled. Although in an "empty" plant any feasible connection of two or more 
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plant items can be made, once a number of process and Cleaning In Place 

(CIP) routes are set up through the plant, the remaining feasible connections 

of plant items may be substantially reduced because the valve arrangement 

which makes one connection disallows another potentially feasible connection 

even though there are transfer resources available. Thus the problem of 

determining which items could connect to each other while the system is 

running becomes dynamic and dependant on the state of the plant at any 

particular instant. Thus batch plant items are subject to a dynamic 

connectivity constraint which critically affects their availability for use in 

production activities. Representing this constraint and accounting for its 

effects when scheduling using a simulation is the key issue which must be 

addressed in order to produce feasible schedules. 

Modellini Dynamjc Connectivity 

At the process control level a number of areas of research have involved 

modelling batch process plants in great detail. Work has been done on 

modelling the dynamics of batch processes by Walters, Terroux and Waye 

[141]. Research has also been carried out on computer aided operating plan 

synthesis, in which the sequence of operation of the individual valves, and 

adjustment of process parameters required to carry out a particular process 

operation involving a number of plant items are determined. O'Shima [142] 

reviews a number of approaches such as depth first search of the plant 

network to find a route for a process stream between two plant items, 

Lakshmanan and Stephanopoulos [143] describe a non- linear planning 

approach, and Machietto [17] describes a rule-based approach. Work has also 

been carried out by a number of researchers on the use of real- time expert 

systems for on- line control of processes, for example the ESCORT system by 

Sachs, Paterson and Turner [59] which monitors the status of a plant in 

process to aid the plant operator in making control decisions. Hofmann, 

Stanley and Hawkinson [144] describes the features ofG2, which comprises a 
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combined continuous! discrete simulator and a real- time expert system for 

process control. The simulator can be used for testing a real- time knowledge 

base before it goes on- line, or can be run in parallel with the plant control 

system to deduce the internal states of the plant which cannot be measured. 

All these applications related to process control involve modelling every valve 

and sensor involved in a process and accounting for their status over time. At 

the plantwide level of scheduling and batch management, where interest is 

focussed on the co-ordination of all the current and future activity of the plant, 

rather than the detailed control of individual processes, it is desirable that 

"dynamic connectivity" can be modelled without having to represent the status 

of every valve in the plant. There may be several thousand of them, so the 

model is likely to be very inefficient if decisions about routing have to take the 

status of all valves in a potential route into account. An appropriate data 

representation and reasoning procedure is required to take dynamic 

connectivity into account without resorting to a low level modelling approach. 

6A.PRODUCTION RECIPES AND PROCESS ROWING 

A recipe is a specification of the process to be carried out to make a particular 

product. It describes the materials and amounts required at each step in the 

process to make a standard size of batch in terms of a 'Bill of Materials' 

(BOM). A description of the constituent status of the batch before and after 

each step enables the material balance of the system to be maintained. It 

details the duration of each step and their temporal precedence relationships 

so that the batch is processed through the correct sequence of production 

activities and these activities are properly co-ordinated. Temporal information 

may indicate whether activities can overlap, or whether a particular 

intermediate is unstable, and must be used for the next stage of the process 

within some short timescale. Recipes are typically described in terms of a 
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network or sequence of interlinked steps as by Joglekar and Reklaitis [127], 

Vaessen [105], Roberts et al. [129]. 

Cherry and Preston [145] describe the BATCHMASTER system and some 

characteristics of a batch process recipe; 'Splitting and merging of the batch 

may occur, thus dividing the batch into separate blocks. There may also be 

reuse of material from batch to batch (i.e. recycles). The most important 

characteristic for our purposes is that the recipe contains no references to 

particular plant items- it specifies minimum work required to carry out the 

process .. ' 'It can thus form the basis for developing a sequence and a schedule 

to run the process on any set of plant items as it should not need to be 

changed, only extended with plant specific information' . 

The plant specific information details which plant items are suitable to use for 

a specific step in the recipe and can comprise a process route. For example, 

Jogleker and Reklaitis [127] describe the facilities in BOSS; 'The assignment 

of plant items to particular tasks is defined through the process routing 

information, and consists .. for each task, of the i.d.'s of the equipment items 

which are suitable for executing that task.' 

The recipe and routing information must be easy to generate and update. 

Roberts et al. [129] describe a "process specification assistant" for generating 

process plans based on a process specification knowledge base which contains 

rules about chemical reactions, and process plan syntax knowledge. 

Daugherty and Felder [23] discuss the representation of recipe information for 

batch processing as a directed graph, and describe a PROLOG based natural 

language interface for user input of recipe descriptions based on sentences 

made up of a precedence clause, a task clause, a task duration, and the 

resources required. 
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6,5,PRODUCT REPRESENTATION 

As well as representing the physical plant items, their behaviour, and their 

relationship with each other, the product has to be represented in the model. 

In a discrete parts manufacturing simulation, each part may be represented 

individually, or in a batch containing a number of parts. These discrete 

entities may move through the model via queues in front of machines where 

they possibly undergo some transformation or may be combined with one or 

more other parts into a larger assembly. Thus the representation of the 

product in this case is fairly straightforward. A number of approaches to the 

simulation of batch process plants account for the product in the same way by 

describing each batch as a discrete entity which moves through the plant 

being processed at different stages for example Secker [51], Kuriyan and 

Reklaitis [136], and White [135]. However, in a batch process environment, 

processing typically involves starting from a few simple raw materials held in 

bulk, which are processed through a number of stages in intermediate bulk 

batches of variable size which may be merged or split, and then possibly 

packaged into very large numbers of discrete final product units. Thus there is 

a problem of exactly what constitutes a batch of product within the system 

and how to represent it at different production stages in the plant. 

The representation of the product in its final packaging size is typically not a 

practical proposition. Pidd [146] discusses the simulation of automated food 

plants which might be producing 1000 units per minute, and dismisses the 

idea of representing this number of entities even scaled down by a factor of 

100. Instead he says the focus of the simulation should be on the plant items 

as the main entities; 'If the simulation concentrates on the plant sections (for 

example, wrapping machines) rather than the product ... The product may be 

treated as a continuous result of the co-operation of the entities.'. This is a 

feasible approach to take if the main aim of the simulation is to look at typical 

plant behaviour, but where detailed reporting of product progress is required 
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as in a scheduling study the product must be represented at a suitable level so 

that it can be tracked. 

The use of a discrete representation of batches means that compromises have 

to be made in modelling some of the plant processes. Kuriyan and Reklaitis 

[136] describe the representation of product batches in a model of a dairy 

plant by composition and final packaging size in order to evaluate scheduling 

heuristics. The drawbacks of the representation can be seen through an 

example. A single product composition of chocolate milk is represented 

throughout the model as two separate products because of a difference in 

packaging size. They say 'This is not an exact representation of the dairy plant 

since, in reality, the two products can be distinguished from each other only 

after the packaging step begins. Thus, while it is possible, in practise to 

simultaneously store both of the chocolate milk products in single surge tank, 

the simulation model does not permit this.' They say that to model the actual 

plant more accurately a generic chocolate milk product from which both sizes 

could be packed from a single storage tank would have to be modelled. This is 

a very common situation in this type of environment and should be addressed 

by the modelling system. 

The product representation should reflect the fact that material is processed 

at a number of different stages through the plant, so that the output from one 

or more stages becomes one of the inputs for another stage. The size of a batch 

processed at a particular stage will not necessarily correspond with the size of 

a final product batch. Therefore, it may be more appropriate to represent 

batches of intermediate product which are produced in the plant at different 

stages and supply the production process at the next stage with an amount 

required by the process recipe. Barnes and Gardner [40] describe a scheduling 

simulation of an agricultural plant consisting of three stages at which product 

batches from a preceding stage may be combined or split. Therefore, rather 

than define a number of batches which will enter the simulation and progress 
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through the stages, the final products requirement is used to generate 

intermediate product batch requirements at each of the preceding stages with 

corresponding due dates for these stages. 

In some batch process plants, the production scheduling is not driven entirely 

by final product due date, but may also be driven by raw material arrivals. 

For example, in dairy plants which take in raw milk from dairy farms in the 

surrounding area, there is a requirement to ensure that the milk reception 

area of the factory always has sufficient available capacity to take in milk 

irrespective of the final product demand. This requirement drives part of the 

scheduling of the factory, and it is often necessary to move milk out of the 

reception area and process it as stock, to be held in storage further 

downstream in the plant process network. Thus, there may be a requirement 

in the simulation model to represent "stock" which is only assigned to actual 

production requirements when they become known. 

6.G.PLANT SCHEDULING AND CONFIGURATION 

The scheduling problem in batch process plants basically involves matching 

the recipe requirements for a particular product to the plant such that 

temporal and physical constraints are not broken, while keeping to the rules 

under which the plant is being operated. 

6.6.l.Scheduling Approaches 

Where batches of product are represented as discrete entities, scheduling is 

typically based on the use of local priority rules. White [135] describes the 

incorporation of local rules into a batch process simulation to decide what 

batches to progress through the system based on due date, and batch 

characteristics, and how the currently available plant items should be 

configured to achieve this. Young and Reklaitis [137] describe how batches are 
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progressed through a model constructed with BATCHES; 'The flow of batches 

of material through the process is controlled through user specified product

processing sequences and queue- priority disciplines. The former define the 

quantity and order in which the required batches are made, while the latter is 

the mechanism for assigning batches to downstream units during the course 

of recipe execution.' As previously discussed the representation of product 

batches as discrete entities is inappropriate but the use of priority rules forces 

it. Kuriyan and Rekliatis [136] comment on the drawback of using priority 

rules in prohibiting the use of generic intermediate products with a batch size 

different from the final product batch size. The model has to use products 

differentiated throughout by packaging size, because the processing sequence 

of the final product batches is determined by a FIFO queue in front of a 

number of filling machines which process batches based on packaging size. 

In Chapter 3 the limitations of using local dispatching rules for control were 

discussed for scheduling simulation generally. Because of factors such as the 

interlinked nature of batch plants, and the finite intermediate storage 

capacity, the ability to consider the global status of the system is an important 

consideration in scheduling. Secker [51] and Fisher [52] used VIS to allow the 

user of the model to make decisions based on the global status of the model. 

White [135] also describes the use of look- ahead rules, rather than local 

priority rules, which assign batches to plant units on the basis of estimating 

when the batch will finish processing, and when downstream plant items will 

be available. Barnes and Gardner [40] describe a three stage system in which 

the activities of the stages are synchronised. The overall operating strategy of 

the plant is determined by the second stage which is perceived as the 

bottleneck. The batch sequence derived for this stage is used to drive the 

sequencing of the first stage units so that they supply the ingredients for the 

second stage process at the right time. Because the batches in this approach 

are not entities which move through the model from start to finish, it is 

possible to schedule the production of intermediates in batch sizes suitable for 
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the stage, which then feed the production process at the next stage; a more 

natural approach for batch plants. 

6.6.2.Configuration of Process Routes 

As described above the recipe defines the process steps required to produce a 

batch! batches of product, and each step must be assigned to a plant item or 

items during the scheduling process. Cherry and Preston [145] describe the 

assignment of plant items to steps from the recipe to develop a sequence from 

which the plant schedule will be derived; ' .. if the steps can be done in several 

alternative items a considerable problem can arise.' because the assignment 

process becomes combinatorially complex. The actual choice of a plant item or 

items for a step is constrained in a number of ways. Plant items must be in 

the right state, for example the use of clean plant items is an important 

constraint in a lot of batch process plants. The physical layout of the pipe 

network and routing valves in a typical plant constrains the items which can 

be assigned to transfer and continuous process steps to items which can be 

physically linked together in the plant. Dynamic connectivity further 

constrains potential choices at any given time. Temporal requirements mean 

that the assignment process should consider whether items required for 

different steps will be available at the correct time. In some cases the timing 

between steps can be very important, for example between two No Wait steps, 

when the intermediate produced by one step in the process is unstable and 

must be processed at the next step straight away. The schedule must ensure 

that when the first step finishes the plant items will be available, and can be 

reached, for the second step to start immediately. In other cases it will be 

possible to have a delay between steps in the process until plant items become 

available. The finite capacity of intermediate storage is an important 

constraint on whether plant items can be assigned to process steps. Ward 

[147] describes tank management as one of the most important tasks in the 

scheduling of a plant, and the intermediate tank filling policy is often 
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important to the performance of the plant. Knopf [24] describes the use of 

storage tanks to allow upstream and downstream units to operate at different 

rates, and to absorb process fluctuations. A tank filling policy could be fill or 

empty only, or fill and empty. Young and Reklaitis [137] indicated that the 

storage policy could have a significant effect on the capacity of a plant. 

The assignment of plant items to process steps is generally based on user 

preference where choices exist, and is approached in a number of ways. Seeker 

[51] describes the use of "preferred routes" which define a number of vessels at 

the next stage which could be linked to and pumped to. The list of vessels at 

the next stage for a given vessel is searched in priority order, to attempt to set 

up a link. If it is not possible to do this, then the model will stop and request 

input, which will either be an identifier of a non- preferred vessel, or an 

instruction to hold and wait until a vessel at the next stage becomes free. 

Vaessen [105] describes the mapping of product specifications onto the factory 

layout of available equipment which are both represented as directed graphs, 

while taking into account a number of preferences. In Ready, Simmonds and 

Taunton [128] scheduling is rule based, with user written rules expressing the 

scheduling strategy, and equipment preferences. Roberts et aI. [129] describe 

the "batch process manager assistant", which attempts to match equipment to 

a process plan for a batch. The process produces groupings of equipment that 

could be used to manufacture the batch. There may be several different 

groupings for each possible process plan for the same product. The module 

uses the database of current orders, and a knowledge-base which contains 

rules about customer priority, equipment cleaning, process preference, 

equipment history, batch sequencing rules, cost history, cost estimates, and 

other knowledge to aid the user in the selection of the appropriate grouping. 
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6.7.BATCH TRANSFER. PLANT ITEM CO-ORDINATION AND MATERIAL 

BALANCE 

The appropriate modelling of batch transfer and processing through semi

continuous plant units is directly related to modelling the plant configuration 

as described previously. In a typical batch plant, the transfer and continuous 

processing of a batch from one plant unit to another may require that a 

number of plant items are linked into a chain and their individual activities 

are co-ordinated together. The chain may contain branches where product is 

split, or two or more intermediates are combined affecting the material 

balance of the system. 

This requirement to co-ordinate the linked plant items in batch process plants 

for batch transfer and semi-continuous process routing is recognised and 

described by a number of researchers. In the approach of Secker [51] the link 

procedure ensures that vessel contents are correctly updated when a batch 

transfer is made between two linked vessels, and the events associated with 

the transfer are correctly co-ordinated on each vessel. In the model described 

by Morris [138], batches queue in front of a charging unit and a pair of batch 

reactors, and sieze the charging unit and one of the reactors at the same time 

to represent the transfer of a batch into a reactor. White [135] describes the 

modelling of a multiproduct plant in which batches have to wait for "trains" of 

equipment items to become available for them to progress at the filling stage 

of the process; 'Once the batch is released for fill-out it continues to sit in the 

formulation! mix unit until all the necessary equipment is available.' 'Often a 

batch released for fill-out must wait for a fill-out train, holding up the use of 

the formulation! mix unit. Once all of the equipment in the train is available 

and assigned, the batch moves through it; then all of the equipment is cleaned 

and available for use on another batch.'. Kuriyan and Reklaitis [136] describe 

the modelling of batch movement in BOSS for studying the daily production 

scheduling at a multiproduct dairy plant. The transfer of batches throu,' 
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plant is determined by reserving downstream plant items for batches as 

necessary, for example, a pasteurisation task on a batch will not commence 

unless there is a surge tank reserved for it downstream. 

In some cases the transfer of a batch may be via a semi- continuous process 

entity such as a separator, or evaporator which alters the volume of the batch, 

or may split it. The model should be able to calculate these volume changes to 

ensure that the material balance of the system is correctly maintained. 

6.B.MODELLING OF CIP ROUTES 

The need to model the cleaning of plant items is recognised as important in 

correctly representing the performance of the plant [146]. However it is 

usually modelled in a simplified way as an activity which is undertaken by a 

specific plant item with no effect on the rest of the plant. Individual plant 

items which require cleaning are set to clean with a scheduled event to 

indicate the end of the cleaning activity. In fact, the modelling of cleaning 

requires as much consideration as the modelling of batch reactions and batch 

transfer, because it is an integral part of many batch process operations, and 

has a considerable effect on the availability of plant items for production in 

the plant. In a typical set up for a CIP system in a plant such as a dairy, there 

will be one or more CIP units. Each CIP unit will supply the required cleaning 

solutions to one or more CIP circuits which clean specific plant items in the 

plant via one or more cleaning routes. A given CIP route will probably use at 

least part of the pipework used in one or more process routes. Therefore a set 

of relevant structures to represent this Circuitl Routes! Units hierarchy are 

required, and the setting up of cleaning routes, and starting and finish of 

cleaning activities must be properly co-ordinated with the process routes 

which are run. 
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6.9.PISCUSSION 

There are a number of features which are important in modelling of batch 

process plants, and have been addressed to some degree as described in this 

review. However, a number of features need to be taken further than at 

present. 

I.The activities of plant items should be represented so that they will "map" 

onto the process control functions directly. In most cases the use of 

continuous modelling facilities should not be necessary at this level of 

detail, so a psuedo- continuous event scheduling approach will be more 

efficient. 

2.The representation of the plant layout needs to address the problem of 

dynamic connectivity constraints without resorting to the level of 

modelling all the valves in the plant. This is one of the key requirements 

in a system which is going to be used for scheduling and control to ensure 

that it produces an activity schedule for plant resources that is actually 

feasible. Therefore, a mechanism is required in the modelling system for 

determining the dynamic connectivity constraints on any plant item as 

the system runs. 

a.The representation of routing in the plant needs to be flexible with 

respect to the size of route, and numbers of choices which can be 

represented. 

4.The model should be able to co- ordinate the activities of variable 

numbers of plant items linked together in order to correctly represent the 

behaviour of complex transfer and process routes which have been set 

up. 

5.The modelling of CIP routes must be fully addressed in conjunction with 

process routes, as they are often a significant factor in the operation of a 

plant. 
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G.The representation of batches as discrete entities which move through the 

model is not necessarily the most appropriate one for a batch process 

plant. The representation of intermediate batches at different stages 

which feed other stages may be more appropriate in a lot of cases. 

7.The scheduling of the plant should be based on it's global status, rather 

than the use of local priority rules, with user preference for plant item 

assignment to process routes properly represented. The mechanism by 

which plant items are assigned to routes must take into account the 

interlinked nature of plant items and the dynamic connectivity 

constraints. 

B.The management of intermediate storage is an important part of batch 

process management, and the system should address the use of dynamic 

level triggers on storage vessels, and the operating policies which can be 

assigned to individual vessels within a model. 
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CHAPTER 7 THE MODELLING OF BATCH PROCESS PLANTS FOR 

SHORT TERM SCHEDULING AND BATCH MANAGEMENT 

7,Q,INTRQDucTION 

As discussed in Chapter 1, the area of this research is short term scheduling 

and control of batch process plants at the ''batch management" level. This is 

the scheduling of production activities in the plant on individual plant items 

such that the details of the process control level are not represented, but the 

resulting schedule can correctly "map" down onto this level so that it can be 

implemented and managed through the plant, The review chapters covered a 

number of different approaches to research and practise in scheduling and 

modelling in manufacturing systems with reference to the batch process 

industry where appropriate. As described in the review, analytical approaches 

which attempt to develop optimum schedules typically have to make 

simplifying assumptions which mean that the schedules are actually 

infeasible. Researchers in the areas of simulation and artificial intelligence 

have demonstrated that much more realistic models for scheduling can be 

developed which can overcome these simplifying assumptions. They are no 

longer concerned with "optimality", but are concerned with developing a good 

schedule which takes into account the true complexity of the environment and 

the real criteria in scheduling, the most important of which is generally 

considered to be the meeting of due dates. There are a number of features 

which should be in such a short term scheduling tool for a batch process plant 

if it is to produce good feasible schedules which can be implemented in 

practise in the plant. The features of primary importance were described in 

Chapter 6 and can form a specification for a knowledge-based simulation tool. 

The incorporation of many of these features has been addressed by a number 

of systems described in the literature. However, some of the key features of 

batch process plants have not been developed far enough. The main emphasis 

of the work described in this thesis has therefore been carried out in the 
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following key areas concerned with modelling batch process plants at the 

batch! unit level: 

1. The development of a representation scheme for representing the 

structure of a plant at the appropriate level of detail for batch 

scheduling, and the development of procedures to infer the actual 

availability of plant items for production activities subject to the 

constraints imposed by dynamic connectivity. 

2.The development of an approach to the dynamic configuration of routing 

within a plant network, taking into account the constraints on plant item 

availability and preferential considerations for the allocation of plant 

items to routes. 

3. The development of a dynamic simulation to take account of finite 

capacity constraints of a batch plant when developing a schedule based 

on route configuration. 

4.The development of an activity scheduling framework incorporating the 

dynamic configuration of production routes. 

5. The development of a hybrid simulation structure for the implementation 

of these elements as a declarative language based Control Module for 

activity scheduling and route configuration, and a procedurally based 

Simulation Module. 

These features form the basis of a generic system called the Batch Process 

Scheduler (BPS) which will allow realistic feasible schedules to be developed 

for batch process plant management. The development of the plant 

representation scheme, configuration procedures and simulation will be 

described in this Chapter. The framework which has been developed for 

activity scheduling will be described in Chapter 8. The way in which the BPS 

has been implemented as a hybrid knowledge-based simulation will be 

described in Chapter 9. 
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7.1.A GENERIC SPECIFICATION FOR BATCH! UNIT LEVEL 

MODELLING 

The BPS should enable a model of a specific batch plant to be built which 

incoporates sufficient detail to schedule at the level of a ''batch'' so that the 

schedule of batch operations will map down onto the process level of operation 

correctly. Thus the features which are described in this specification were 

developed on the basis that a set of process level operations could be bounded 

by an activity described at the batch level. A model which is to be used for 

scheduling must be data driven as described in Chapter 3. A model of a 

specific plant must be able to be built and altered through data input only in 

order to allow the model of the plant and the way it is scheduled to be 

developed incrementally by the BPS users. Batch plants are often subject to 

change, so in order for the model to remain useful over a long timescale, it 

must be possible to easily change the structural representation and control 

rules. Therefore the BPS must be generic with respect to the plant which it is 

being used to model. 

The manufacture of a given product requires carrying out a number of 

activities or tasks according to a production "recipe". Scheduling and control 

involves determining which activity or activities to carry out at any given 

time, and how to allocate the plant resources to them. The feasibility of the 

schedule fundamentally depends on properly accounting for the constraints on 

resource allocation to activities. Therefore, the knowledge representation in 

the BPS has been developed primarily from the point of view of developing the 

generic features for representing the production activities, plant items and 

structure of the plant, and rules for allocation of resources to production 

activities. The BPS will correctly maintain a model of the status of the plant 

and product under changing dynamic circumstances, so that the allocation of 

resources to activities can only take place if the dynamically changing 

connectivity constraints of a plant are not broken. In addition to this 
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fundamental structure, the features required for the representation of recipes, 

the status of products with respect to production requirements, and reasoning 

about production activities for scheduling have been addressed to develop a 

full specification for the generic BPS. 

7.1.1.Batch Plant Coverage by the BPS 

In order to determine the features which should be incorporated into the BPS 

and enable it to be tested with real data as it was developed, a project was set 

up with Eden Vale, part of Northern Foods pIc, to model a large multiproduct 

dairy situated at Minsterley near Shrewsbury in Shropshire. The specific goal 

of the project from the point of view of Eden Vale was to look at the handling 

of skimmed milk within the factory and the control of its supply to the main 

production areas in the factory. Thus the initial development of the BPS has 

resulted in features that are generic with respect to the Minsterley plant. In 

terms of its coverage of all aspects of all batch process plants it is therefore not 

complete. However, because the Minsterley plant contains a large number of 

features which are common to other batch process plants it is envisaged that 

the BPS could be applied to a wide range of plants with little or no 

modification to the program. In some other cases some expansion of the BPS 

features would be required, which would make it more complete in its 

coverage of batch plants overall. The determination of the generic features 

required in the BPS was partly based on personal experience of the plant, 

partly on the batch plant scheduling literature and partly on information 

collected during data collection and knowledge elicitation at the plant itself. 

The following sections will describe the generic features derived for modelling 

at the batch management level of operation. The reasoning and assumptions 

behind their derivation, and the methodology by which a model of a specific 

plant should be developed and used will be described. Examples will be given 

of the use of these features to model a batch plant for short term scheduling 
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and control based on the data collected and scheduling rules elicited during 

the project at Minsterley. 

7.2.SPECIFICATION FOR THE MODEL AND RESOURCE AIJ,OCATION 

TO PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES SUBJECT TO PHYSICAL CONSTRAINTS 

The basic generic components required to build a model of a batch plant are 

structures to represent the classes of production activities carried out in the 

plant and the classes of plant items used in these activities. Most systems 

which model batch plants contain this type of classification scheme. However, 

in order to produce a feasible schedule, it must be possible to specify the 

structural constraints on the use of resources for activities, and to correctly 

take account of the dynamic connectivity constraints when allocating 

resources to activities. This aspect is treated in a simplified way by the 

systems described in the literature which leads to infeasible and unrealistic 

schedules. 

7.2.1.Batch Plant Production Activity Classification 

Approaches to modelling batch process plants vary somewhat in the 

terminology used to represent the individual production activities carried out 

in a plant. For example, the approach of Cott and Machietto [5] describes 

production procedures which are split into a number of phases such as FILL 

REACTOR I CARRY OUT REACTION I EMPrY REACTOR. The BATCHES 

simulation system of Joglekar [127] describes tasks which are split into sub

tasks to achieve the same thing. Both phases and sub-tasks represent the use 

of resources to carry out some function which is part of the production process 

over a period of time. In this approach, the term production activity has been 

used to represent the use of resources for a particular function at the phase or 

sub-task level of detail, such that the carrying out of production activities will 

correctly "map down" to the process control level of plant operations. 
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Production activities in a batch process plant such as a dairy can be 

represented as belonging to two classes: processing activities and cleaning 

activities. These must be represented at the right level of detail as described 

above. In collecting data on how product was processed through the 

Minsterley plant it became apparent that although a number of plant specific 

processing activities were carried out, they could all be classified as either a 

batch reaction type of activity involving a single plant item, or a semi

continuous process! transfer type of activity involving routing of some sort. A 

batch reaction activity can be viewed as simply holding product in a reaction 

vessel for a period of time equivalent to the overall time for the reaction 

phases and accounting for any process related changes to the product at the 

end of the reaction. A transfer or semi-continuous processing activity typically 

involves linking a number of plant items together serially and in parallel to 

form a route, through which the product moves and may be processed over 

time at a constant or variable rate. In addition semi-continuous processing 

may well involve "splitting" an intermediate product at some point into two or 

more derivatives, or the combination of two or more intermediate products 

into a single final or intermediate product. All that is required of the model of 

the process at this level is that it accounts for the process related changes to 

the product, and correctly maintains the material balance of the system. A 

simple model of reaction processes and semi-continuous processes is all that is 

necessary at the level of batch management because the main concern is how 

the time and resources required to carry out the processes and changes in 

product composition affect the operation of the plant rather than the exact 

details of the processes involved. 

The representation of cleaning activities needs to be treated equivalently to 

processing activities. In a number of areas in which batch plants are used 

cleaning is of particular importance for good product quality and represents a 

considerable constraint on the time during which plant items are available for 
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production purposes. A batch plant typically has a Cleaning In Place (CIP) 

system, which is used to carry out cleaning activities. A cleaning activity can 

be viewed as similar to a product transfer activity typically involving linking a 

number of plant items up into a cleaning route which is then put through a 

cleaning cycle. A typical cycle might include a number of phases such as purge 

out product with rinse water, circulate detergent at a set temperature and 

concentration for a set period, rinse out detergent, and possibly circulate a 

sterilising solution for a set period. However, for the purpose of a batch 

scheduling a relatively simple model in which all the phases of a cleaning 

activity are considered together as a single block of time will give the 

appropriate level of detail. 

An example of a semi-continuous process activity which is common to a 

number of batch processes including dairy processing is separation, in which 

an intermediate product is separated out into two or more component 

products. A specific example of this activity from the Minsterley factory will be 

used throughout this chapter to illustrate how the generic features described 

can be used to build a model for batch level scheduling and control purposes. 

Figure 7.l.a. shows a process flow diagram of the milk reception, dairy and 

main production department storage areas of the Minsterley plant. (Figure 

7.l.b. provides a key to the plant items in this diagram and their descriptions 

defined in the model of the Minsterley plant and used in the examples which 

follow). The dairy department separates milk to provide the main production 

areas with their skimmed milk and cream requirements by a number of 

routes. In the case of the evaporator department, one production activity 

which can be defined is the separation of milk for evaporator skim, sep-milk

ev-skim and this will be used for illustrative purposes throughout this 

chapter. Scheduling this activity involves making choices about routing 

through the plant, and the plant items to be used in a route, and can also 

illustrate the additional complexity that arises when consideration has to be 

given to more than one product. When this activity is carried out milk from 
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the milk storage area of the factory is separated out into its two component 

parts of skimmed milk and cream in the approximate proportion of 9 parts 

skimmed milk to 1 part cream. The skimmed milk resulting from this activity 

is moved down to the evaporator department storage, while the cream is 

moved to a cream storage vessel in the cream department via one of the cream 

standardising tanks illustrated in Figure 7.l.a. 

7.2.2.Plant Unit Classification 

The plant items in a typical batch process plant can be classified according to 

their functions at the batch level which enable them to be used for the 

production activities carried out in the plant. If these basic plant item classes 

and their attributes are defined it is possible to build up a model of a specific 

plant through data only. The plant unit classes attributes have been 

developed based on an analysis of the functions of the different plant items in 

the Minsterley plant and descriptions of plant item functions in the batch 

process literature. Attributes of particular importance in scheduling and 

control relate to the connectivity, capacity, and rate of operation. 

Most of the plant unit classes in a batch process system are "static" units 

through which product moves and is processed and have been defined as 

follows in the BPS: 

1.Vessels with a finite capacity for holding product. These can be further 

classified into two sub-classes; reactor vessels in which some form of 

process reaction can occur, and storage vessels which are used for 

product storage and to break up semi-continuous processes into stages. 

The vessels also enable semi-continuous processes which operate at 

different rates to be linked together by providing a buffer between them. 
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2.Semi-continuous process elements are in-line plant items which move 

product from one point to another at a constant or variable rate and may 

alter the composition of the product while doing so. There are a large 

number of different pieces of process plant which perform a function that 

can be classified in this way. For example, a separator, evaporator and 

pasteuriser can all be generally classified as semi-continuous process 

elements, and then further classified into sub-classes based on more 

specific features than the general classification. Even at the end of a 

process where bulk final product is often packaged into a large number of 

discrete items, the packing machines can essentially be regarded as 

semi-continuous process elements which operate on bulk product at a 

specific rate. 

3.Process lines which provide the routing in the plant to carry product from 

one point to another, either as part of a semi-continuous process or 

simply as part of a product transfer route. These items are passive, 

because they do not have a specific rate associated with them, but take 

on the net rate of the routes in which they are being used. 

A classification for discrete entities which can move through the system has 

also been defined: 

4.Transport entities, which have finite product holding capacity and are 

mainly used for bulk product transfer functions, either between parts of 

the plant which are not directly linked together, or to provide input of 

raw materials and output of finished product from the system. These 

entities move between queues in front of production areas and the plant 

items in the production areas themselves. Therefore, the BPS also 

contains a classification of queues and production areas to enable the 

movement of transport entities to be represented. 
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7.2.3.Plant Structure 

A batch process plant is typically an enclosed network of linked process plant 

items and reaction and storage vessels, with routing in the network controlled 

by the valve configuration of the plant. The structure of the network and the 

valve configuration can impose severe constraints on the potential routing of 

product within the plant. Therefore, the connectivity of plant items is the final 

determinant of whether a particular plant item can actually be included in a 

route, and the representation of this connectivity is a vital attribute for 

entities for the BPS to be able to develop feasible schedules. As described in 

Chapter 6, the connectivity of a plant item is not static, but depends on what 

the current connections made with other plant items are and whether they 

constrain its currently feasible connections. Therefore, the dynamic 

connectivity of plant items must be taken into account when modelling the 

routing for production and cleaning activities in a plant. At any time during a 

scheduling! batch management process the BPS must be able to determine 

whether the relation CAN·CONNECT·TO holds between two plant items 

which could be used as part of a product transfer or semi-continuous 

processing route or a CIP route. The relation CAN·CONNECT·TO is defined 

to mean: 

A Plant Item PI can make a connection to a Plant Item P2 under the 

physical constraints imposed by the current state of the plant. 

There are three aspects of plant representation which need to be considered in 

order to achieve this aim: 

1.The static network showing the feasible connections between plant items 

in an "empty" plant. 

2.The constraints on feasible connections due to dynamic connectivity. 
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3.The plant item connections which are current at any particular point as 

routes are set up. 

The dynamic connectivity within the plant network is controlled by the valve 

configuration. Combinations of valves can be set open and closed to set up a 

particular route through the plant to carry out a product transfer, semi

continuous processing activity or a cleaning activity and this may constrain 

the use of other plant items in other routes. However, there may be several 

thousand valves in a large plant, so it is not desirable to have to model them 

individually for a plant wide application such as scheduling and batch 

management. There is thus a requirement for a suitable knowledge 

representation structure to use as a building block for constructing a model of 

a plant at the right level of detail. Appendix A contains two engineering 

drawings of parts of the Minsterley plant network which has been used to test 

the representation structures and control routine described in this thesis. 

Diagram A.l. provides a schematic representation of the part of the plant 

concerned with milk separation, storage of milk and supply to the various 

production departments. This representation shows all the details of the valve 

arrangements concerned with routing in these parts of the plant. It would be 

undesirable to have to include all this detail in a batch scheduling model as it 

would lead to a complex cumbersome network representation which was 

difficult to understand, to update its status during execution and to modify in 

the light of changes to the real plant. Diagram A.2. shows a process flow 

diagram of the milk, skimmed milk and cream routing in the factory, 

incorporating the parts of the plant represented in Diagram A.t. In this case, 

the level of detail is not enough to be able to correctly model the routing in the 

plant, and its status as scheduling progresses. A knowledge representation 

structure that enables construction of a model of the plant network for batch 

scheduling should have a number of features: 
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1.1t should represent the way that a plant item can directly connect to other 

plant items. 

2.1t should be flexible enough so that the number of feasible connections 

which can be defined is not limited to some arbitrary figure that would 

restrict the number of entities that can be adequately represented. 

3.1t should be "modular", and based on a representation of the entities and 

how they can fit together, rather than a single structure representing the 

whole network. This means that a model can be easily reconfigured in 

line with changes to a real plant. The model can be developed 

incrementally, and different sections of the network can be represented 

at the desired level of abstraction. 

4.From the representation it should be possible to infer the constraints on 

the use of a plant item and other related plant items for routing purposes 

at any point in the scheduling process. 

7.a.AN AND! OR STRUCTURE FOR NE1WORK REPRESENTATION 

A process plant network can be viewed from the point of view of the elements 

in it and the feasible connections that they can make to other plant items, and 

this is typically the approach taken in a number of object-oriented systems for 

batch plant modelling as described by Vaessen [105] Hofmeister et al. [140] 

and others. However, as described in Chapter 6 this representation does not 

fully express the constraints imposed by the valve configuration on different 

combinations of the connections that can be made. 

In the light of this, the objective of the work was to develop a representation 

scheme that compactly and accurately represented plant item connectivity. 

The use of production rules to represent these constraints was rejected 

because, as described in Chapter 4, although feasible it would require a rule to 

represent every constraint on a connection in the plant. This would lead to a 
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rule-base of considerable size that was subject to problems such as 

incompleteness, contradictions and maintenance difficulties. It was the 

authors view that the plant item representation of connections can be 

extended to include these constraints in a compact and accurate manner by 

using an AND/ OR construct in the description. For example, for the simple 

plant network in Figure 7.2.a. Plant Item A can connect to Plant Item B AND 

Plant Item C; Plant Item C can connect to Plant Item A OR Plant Item B. 

Thus the AND/ OR structure is a suitable way of representing the alternative 

feasible connections in the plant, and the degree to which they are constrained 

by other connections which already exist. This provides a suitable mechanism 

to test the relation CAN CONNECT TO between a batch plant equipment 

item and its immediate neighbours in the plant. In the definition of an AND/ 

OR graph as a way of representing a problem solving procedure given by 

Bratko [148] an AND expansion from a node means that all nodes which are 

the immediate children of the node must be solved. In the case described here 

the AND/ OR structure has been used, but the meaning has been slightly 

relaxed to represent the physical structure of batch plant item connectivity. 

Thus the definition of an AND expansion from a node when it is being used to 

represent the physical structure of the plant in terms of the CAN·CONNECT· 

TO relation is: 

up to AND INCLUDING these immediate nieghbours CAN· CONNECT· 

TO this plant item at the same time. 

The definition of an OR expansion from a node in terms of a plant items 

structural representation is: 

one OR other ONLY of these immediate nieghbours CAN.CONNECT.TO 

this plant item at the same time. 
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The view taken of the connections is thus from the perspective of each plant 

item including the constraints on the connection which is compact and simple, 

and easy to visualise. Taking a plant item view of the network gives 

advantages in terms of modularity, because the description of the static 

configuration of the plant can be altered by changing a few affected entities, 

rather than altering a whole network structure. In terms of the user 

describing the plant it enables a natural incremental approach to be taken, 

plant item by plant item. 

7.3.1.Tbe Importance ofa Plant Items Perspective 

This AND/OR description is still not enough to fully represent the dynamic 

connectivity of the plant, because each item's view of its immediate 

neighbours is not the same in terms of feasible connections and the 

constraints on them. For example, consider a directed network of three plant 

items A, B, and C, as illustrated in Figure 7.2.a. in which the valve 

configuration controlling the output from A means that product can flow from 

A to C directly and also via B. From a plant item point of view this can be 

described as: 

Plant item A can connect to B AND C 

Plant item B can connect to C 

as illustrated in Figure 7.2.b. 

However, the view of the the connections from the perspective of plant item C 

and its input valve configuration is: 

Plant item C can connect to A OR B 

as illustrated in Figure 7.2.c. 



Figure 7.2.a. Simple Plant Network 

Figure 7.2.h. Output Connections from A and B 

Figure 7.2.c. Input Connections to C 
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Thus the ability of A or B to connect to C depends on whether there is already 

a plant item connected to C. However, this constraint on the connection can 

only be seen from the perspective of C as A and B are only looking at feasible 

connections from their own perspective of the plant. Associating a direction 

with the connection allows the perspective of the item to be taken into account 

when testing the relation CAN-CONNECT-TO. In order to represent the 

direction of a connection each plant item therefore has to have an INPUT 

"port" and an OUTPUT "port" defined. To determine whether a connection can 

be made between two plant items it is necessary to look at the feasible 

connection from the perspective of both plant items, and in the light of any 

current connections. The basic representation of a plant item is shown in 

Figure 7.3. and this representation is flexible enough to be used to model the 

structure of the plant at the required level of abstraction; the level of detail of 

representation depends on the use of the model. The level of abstraction to 

which the representation is taken depends to a large extent on the complexity 

of the routing within the plant. If a plant item can have permutations of other 

plant items on its input or output, then the level of detail must be closer to the 

valve arrangement of the plant itself, possibly incorporating the modelling of 

valve manifolds as entities and feasible routing from these. The AND! OR 

structure has been applied to modelling the connectivity of the plant items in 

the Minsterley plant network by going to the correct level of detail as 

required. For example, the plant items specific to the skimmed milk routing 

for the sep-milk-ev-skim activity are shown in figures 7.4a.- 7 Ad. It can be 

seen that some plant items only have a single plant item on their input or 

output port. In this case it is treated as a potential AND connection because it 

cannot be constrained by any other connection the plant item already has on 

this port. 

In the terminology of this representation each item has an INPUT and an 

OUTPUT. This does not fix the direction of product flow through the item 

which is independent of the physical plant representation but simply provides 
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a mechanism for testing the feasibility of a connection bewteen two plant 

items from either direction. This is described in detail in Section 7.5 on the 

availability of plant items for routing purposes. 

In order to infer what the constraints on the feasible connections of a plant 

item are the structure of a plant item representation must also include its 

current direct connections to other plant items. In order to allow this to be 

done from each item's perspective of the plant, these current connections must 

be split into current input connections and current output connections. 

Therefore, to fully represent the dynamic connectivity constraints in a plant 

network, each plant item has an attribute to hold its static configuration as an 

AND! OR structure, an attribute to hold its current input connections, and an 

attribute to hold its current output connections. 

7.4.SPECJFICATION OF RESOURCES FOR PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES 

There are often a number of alternative ways of carrying out a particular 

production activity. This could be because of potential alternative choices for 

plant items at a batch reaction stage, or product transfer, or semi-continuous 

process or a CIP route. There may be the possibility of running two or more 

routes in parallel, or carrying out a number of reactions in parallel for a given 

activity. Having determined a classification scheme for production activities, 

and the plant items in a batch process plant, a representation scheme which 

would allow the specification of choices for plant item allocation to these 

production activities is required. 

7.4. 1. Specification of Resources for Batch Reaction Activities 

The alternative ways for carrying out a batch reaction activity are represented 

by the set of reaction vessels which could be used. This also potentially 

represents the number of reactions which could start in parallel or overlap. 
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This is actually physically constrained by the number of routes which are 

available to supply materials required for a reaction and the number of routes 

which are available to remove the products of a reaction. The number of 

reactions which can start within a given timespan is also practically 

constrained by other factors such as No Wait reactions in which the products 

of the reaction must be removed immediately, thus requiring downstream 

plant items to be available. However, the basic physical specification for a 

batch reaction activity is the set of vessels which could be used to carry it out, 

which can be represented as an attribute of the batch reaction activity class. 

7.4.2.Product Routing Specification for Semi-Continuous! Transfer Actiyities 

The number of items involved in a process route may vary considerably, 

ranging from a simple transfer between two immediately adjacent storage or 

reactor vessels, to a complex semi-continuous processing activity involving 

several plant items linked both serially and in parallel. The generic structure 

for the specification of a product transfer or semi-continuous processing 

activity must take into account the variation in length and complexity of the 

routes that could be used to carry it out, and the potential for two or more 

routes to be operating in parallel. 

A natural boundary between each of a series of transfer/ processing activities 

involved in the manufacture of a product can be seen as the input source(s) of 

product(s}, and output sink(s) for product(s) for each activity. There must be 

something to move or process the product from the input(s) to the output(s), so 

a very basic route for a transfer/ processing activity must involve at least one 

source, one processing unit, and one sink. There may well be choices of plant 

items for some of the positions, and these can be simply represented as a list 

of plant items for each position. The representation of sources or sinks for a 

route can include queues from which a transport entity can be taken as the 

actual source or sink if there is one present. This three position structure can 
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therefore form the basic product route. However, as described earlier, a route 

may involve considerably more positions than this, linked both serially and in 

parallel. Therefore, a more flexible approach to describing the routing in the 

plant is required. This has been achieved by incorporating a mechanism by 

which the basic routing structures, which will now be referred to as sub

routes, can be linked together to form long "chains" of route positions with the 

potential for cross linking if necessary. The process activity structure also 

needs to allow for the number of routes that could run in parallel, which is 

achieved by enabling sets of sub-routes to be associated with a particular 

activity. This generic activity! routing structure is shown in figure 7.5. 

Using this linked sub-route structure, the routing for product transfer and 

semi-continuous processing activities within a particular plant can be 

specified. The maximum number of routes which may need to be specified for 

an activity is entirely dependent on the structure of the plant network and the 

potentially feasible connections between plant items. In specifying the routing 

for activities within a plant it is possible that a plant item may not belong 

exclusively to a particular route and may have to be shared among several 

routes serving a particular activity or indeed several activities as well. Also 

not all of the plant items which make up the choices for a route position need 

to have a feasible connection with all the choices in an adjacent route position. 

The route description structures are flexible in that they allow the user to 

specify only those routes that they want to run, or are allowed to run by some 

other control structure such as a low level process control system for example, 

(even if more are physically possible). The structure is robust, both in terms of 

the numbers of routes that are described and the units that can go in them, as 

long as the structural configuration of the plant has been described correctly. 

Figure 7.6a and Figure 7.6b. show the representation of the choices of plant 

item for the three routes which could carry out the process routing for the 

skimmed milk component of the sep-milk-ev-skim activity. This also 

illustrates the way that a number of basic route structures can be linked 
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SUB-ROUTE - E1SI 

OUTPUT CHOICES - LK08 
PROCESSOR CHOICES - SIP1, SIP2 
INPUT CHOICES - LK07 

SUB-ROUTE - E1SS 
OUTPUT CHOICES - LK07 
PROCESSOR CHOICES - SPS1, SPS2, SPS3 
INPUT CHOICES - LK06 

SUB-ROUTE - E1PR 
OUTPUT CHOICES - LK06 
PROCESSOR CHOICES - SEPt, SEP2, SEP3 

INPUT CHOICES - LK05 

SUB-ROUTE - EtST 
OUTPUT CHOICES - LK05 

PROCESSOR CHOICES - RLN1, RLN2 
INPUT CHOICES - MSL1, MSL2, MSL3, MSIA 

All the choices shown for Route 1a are common to Route 1b, and the 
earlier route choices and evaporator silos are also common to Route 2 

Figure 7.6.a. Separate Milk for Evaporator Skim Route 1a 



SEP-MILK-EV-SKIM 

ROUTE la ROUTE Ib ROUTE 2 

SUB-ROUTE - E2ST 
OUTPUT CHOICES - EVSl, EVS2 
PROCESSOR CHOICES- ELN2 
INPUT-CHOICES -LKl2 

SUB-ROUTE - E2SS 
OUTPUT CHOICES - LKl2 
PROCESSOR CHOICES - SPSl, SPS2, SPS3 
INPUT CHOICES - LKll 

SUB-ROUTE - E2PR 

OUTPUT CHOICES -LKll 

PROCESSOR CHOICES - SEPl, SEP2, SEP3 
INPUT CHOICES - LKlO 

SUB-ROUTE - E2ST 
OUTPUT CHOICES - LKlO 
PROCESSOR CHOICES - RLNl, RLN2 
INPUT CHOICES - MSLl, MSL2, MSLa, MSIA 

Figure 7.S.b. Separate Milk for Evaporator Skim Route 2 
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together to form chains representing a full process route. It can be seen that a 

considerable number of the choices across positions in the routes are the same. 

However, this level of abstraction of the routing information is not enough to 

indicate whether or not process items can actually be shared across the routes. 

This is one of the particular problems in a batch process plant; the allocation 

of limited shared resources across a number of activities depends on the 

configuration of the plant network, and the dynamic connectivity constraint 

which was described in Chapter 6. The determination of plant item 

availability for an activity subject to this constraint is described in detail in 

section 7.5. When the representation of the routing for the separation activity 

is expanded to include the cream component as well as the skimmed milk 

component, then the route branches after the position representing the choice 

of separators. There may be a number of potential routes for this part of the 

activity. One composite route for both parts of the activity is shown in Figure 

7.10.a. illustrating the branching after the choice of separators to the cream 

standardising tanks shown in Figure 7.1 (the Minsterley process flow 

diagram). Figure 7.10.b. shows the ANDI OR configuration of the cream 

standardising tanks involved as the sink for the route involved with the cream 

component. 

As described in Chapter 4 constraint propagation is an effective technique for 

ensuring that the consequences of actions taken which result in a change in 

one part of a model are propagated to all other parts of the model that may be 

affected. In the case of the routing structures, as connections are set up 

between plant items the effects must be propagated through the route and 

taken into account by other routes in the model when they are being set up. A 

constraint propagation mechanism that accounts for current connections in 

the plant has been developed for this purpose. It ensures that no more routes 

are ever set up than is physically possible, and only those items which are 

actually physically available will be able to be set up in those routes. This 
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mechanism is the key component of resource allocation to routes and is 

described in detail in section 7.5 on resource allocation. 

7.4.3.Cleanin~ Activity Cleanin~ In Place (CIP) Routin~ Specification 

As carrying out a cleaning activity involves linking together a number of plant 

items, it can be viewed as setting up a cleaning route in the same way as 

setting up a process route. In a typical batch plant there may be a number of 

CIP "sets", which are a set of cleaning units which supply rinse water, 

detergent, and sterilising solution to a particular cleaning circuit in the plant. 

Each circuit can be configured into a number of different routes to clean 

different combinations of plant items. Sometimes the CIP set is simply the 

balance tank of a process plant item such as a pasteuriser to which the 

cleaning fluid is added by a plant operator, but the function is still the same 

as a dedicated CIP set, so it does not need to be modelled differently. 

A hierarchical structure can therefore be defined for CIP routing within the 

model, based on the same activity/ route structure as for process routing. This 

hierarchical structure is defined as CIP Circuitl CIP routes. The individual 

units which make up a CIP set do not need to be represented; it should be 

sufficient at this level of detail to represent a circuit and the CIP routes it 

supplies. Each route will be used to clean a specific plant item or items. As 

once again it is important to build up routes of a variable length, and there 

may be choices for the plant items which could be put into a particular route 

position, the same basic three position structure that is used to build up a 

representation of the process routing can also be used to represent the CIP 

routing within the plant. Hence in the specification of a CIP route each 

position can contain one item or a list of choices which could fill that position. 

Figure 7.7. shows the generic structure for representing a CIP circuit and its 

associated cleaning routes. A number of different plant items may be cleaned 

by different routes on the same circuit supplied by a particular CIP set. 
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Figure 7.7. Generic CIP CircuitJ Route Structure 
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The CIP routing to carry out a cleaning activity on one or more plant items 

may impose constraints on the availability of other plant items for process 

routing in the plant. Therefore, the representation of plant item connectivity 

needs to include CIP connections so that they can be included when 

determining the dynamic connectivity constraints on the availability of a plant 

item. The cleaning of plant items cannot be treated separately from processing 

in this respect. 

7.5.AYAU'ARILITY OF PLANT ITEMS FOR USE IN PRODUCTION 

ACTIVITIES 

Whether a choice of plant item is currently available to be used in a 

production activity is determined by the physical constraints on its use. 

Whether it is actually used depends on preferential factors such as whether it 

has the most capacity, or has already been used as part of the current 

production process. However, it is very important that the physical 

constraints on plant item availability are not breached before any other 

factors are considered or the schedule produced by the BPS will be invalid. 

The availability of a particular plant item for a product transfer, semi

continuous process or CIP activity depends on the activity state of the plant 

item, its current connections in the plant network and the availability of the 

items to which it could connect in the route. A batch reaction activity must be 

carried out in conjunction with some material input activity which involves 

routing, 80 it is the choice made for the routing activity which will determine 

which batch reactor plant item is actually used for the reaction activity. If the 

batch reaction is looked at in isolation, then the choice of items would be 

erroneously constrained only by their activity state. 
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7.5.1.Ayailabilitv Based on Actiyity State 

A plant item from a particular class can have a number of activity states 

defined for it, and its behaviour in terms of the way that it can progress from 

state to state can be defined in terms of an activity cycle. The generic activity 

cycles and states for the classes of plant items defined earlier to model the 

Minsterley factory have been determined based on data gathered at the 

Minsterley plant and descriptions of plant item behaviour in the batch 

processing literature. At any stage of its activity cycle, a plant item from a 

particular class will be in one of its defined states. For example a continuous 

process plant item could be processing, cleaning, waiting dirty or waiting 

clean. A vessel could be filling, emptying, filling and emptying, cleaning, 

waiting empty and clean, or waiting empty and dirty. Some of these states will 

physically preclude a plant item from being a potential choice for an activity. 

Some of these states may make it undesirable to use the choice for the activity 

but do not physically preclude its use. In determining which items are 

currently available as choices for a production activity only those states which 

physically preclude the item should be considered as unbreachable 

constraints. Undesirable states must be subject to preferential considerations 

only when making the final selection of plant items for activities. The only 

activity states which would physically preclude a plant item from being used 

for a batch reaction independently of any routing involved would be if it was 

cleaning, physically empty or out of service. The determination of plant item 

availability for routing taking into account activity state and connectivity is 

described in the next section. 

7.5.2.DeterminatiQn of Plant item availability for Process and alP Routes 

The route representing a particular activity in the plant can be viewed as a 

network structure at a level above the representation of the plant itself. Each 

node in this network represents one of the positions in the route, with the arcs 
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in the network representing direct connections between route positions. Each 

node may hold a number of potential plant items which could be used for this 

position in the route. What must be determined is whether they are physically 

currently available to be assigned to the route; this depends on their activity 

state, and whether they can make a connection to any of the plant items which 

are potential choices in immediately adjacent nodes in the route network. 

Making a connection depends on whether a feasible connection to any of the 

choices in an adjacent route position is defined, and on the additional 

connectivity constraints imposed on the plant item by the current connections 

in the plant network. 

Determining which elements are currently available as a potential choice for a 

route position taking into account the current physical constraints which exist 

can be viewed as a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP). This is because in 

order to find a feasible configuration for a route, each node representing a 

position variable must be assigned a single plant item which does not breach 

node specific constraints and the connectivity relation CAN-CONNECT-TO 

represented by the arcs between the nodes in the network. One of the 

approaches used to aid in the solution of a CSP is to make the network 

representing the problem consistent to a certain degree with respect to the 

constraints acting on the network. Consistency means that the choices at a 

node which breach a particular constraint have been removed from the range 

of potential choices, so an infeasible choice cannot be made. The degree to 

which a network is made consistent is referred to as its n-ary consistency. A 

network may be made consistent with respect to constraints which only apply 

to the nodes in the network; (unary consistency), or with respect to relations 

representing constraints between immediately connected nodes; (binary 

consistency). 

Normally, in a CSP, even if the network is made node and arc consistent for 

binary relations, it does not necessarily mean that a solution to the problem 
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exists; infeasibility can arise because of path inconsistency due to relations 

between nodes that are not directly linked. However, in the case of the routing 

representation of the batch plant network and the availability of plant items 

that can go into a route we are only concerned that immediate plant item to 

plant item connections are feasible. Therefore, if the route network is made 

node and arc consistent so that at least one choice exists for each position 

which can connect with at least one choice in the immediately adjacent 

positions, it will be possible to assign at least one set of plant items which can 

connect to each other. 

On this basis, at any point in the model execution when it is desired to 

attempt to set up a process or CIP route unary and binary constraint checks 

should be done on the route positions in conjunction with constraint 

propagation procedures (Mackworth [87]) in order to check the availability of 

plant items. This will make the route node and arc consistent and will mean 

that, in respect of the physical state of the plant, all the items remaining as 

choices are currently available to be assigned to the route. The intention at 

this stage is not to make connections, but simply to determine if connections 

can be made. It is quite possible that during this initial checking procedure all 

the potential elements will be lost from a route position because they fail the 

constraint checks, making it impossible to configure this route for the activity. 

Making a route consistent with respect to the physical constraints does not 

mean that any combination of the available plant items can be assigned to the 

route. In a route specification it may well be that not all the elements in each 

position can connect to all the elements in an adjacent position, although the 

overall structure of the plant network makes them all valid potential choices 

for the route. In addition, when plant item assignments are made to the 

individual route positions it introduces further constraints on the choices that 

can be made for the remaining positions in the route. The important point 

about ensuring consistency at this stage is to check that at least one 
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configurable route exists and explicitly defining the remaining choices based 

on the current physical constraints. This will be discussed further in section 

7.6. on dynamic route configuration where the procedures for making actual 

choices of plant items and the making of connections are described. There are 

three parts to making a route consistent with respect to the constraints on 

physical availability; unary constraint checking, binary constraint checking, 

and constraint propagation. The following sections will describe the 

implementation of these parts in a procedure developed as part of this 

research for the BPS. 

Unary Constraint Checking 

The first set of physical constraints checked are those based on the activity 

states of the plant items. These can be treated as unary constraints because 

they do not involve a relation with another plant item. Making the route node 

consistent with respect to the unary constraints is straightforward in that all 

that is required is to make a single pass through the network, removing those 

plant items amongst available choices which fail the constraint checks. 

Mackworth [87] describes the NC-l procedure for making a network node 

consistent which is implemented in the BPS as follows: 

procedure NC-l(Pi,n) 

for each route position Pi, from i=1 until i=n do 

remove any plant item choice from Pi which fails one of the unary 

constraint checks 

end NC-l procedure 

The BPS currently checks the following unary constraints based on activity 

state which preclude the physical availability of a plant item for process 

routing purposes. 
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1.A plant item in any position cannot be cleaning. 

2.A plant item in any position cannot be out of service. 

3.1f the plant item is a storage or reactor vessel in an output position of a 

route, it cannot be full or it has been full but not fallen back to a 

"threshold" level where product can reasonably be put back into it. 

4.If the plant item choice is a storage or reactor vessel in an input position 

of a route it cannot be empty or it has been empty but not yet refilled to a 

"threshold" level where product can reasonably be taken out of it. 

5.A queue cannot be empty. 

The checks done in cases 3 and 4 use the notion of falling and rising "triggers" 

or threshold values, in conjunction with the maximum and minimum capacity 

limits of vessels. These triggers were described in Chapter 6 and are used to 

set user defined values on finite capacity vessels to stop the model going into 

an undesirable stop/ start cycle around one of the finite limits. For example, 

consider that a vessel could be used in two routes as a sink for one and a 

source for the next. If the rate of the first route was faster than the rate of the 

second route, then the vessel would eventually hit its maximum finite capacity 

limit, and cause the route to shutdown. However, if the vessel had no falling 

trigger then as soon as the second route removed a small amount of material 

from the vessel it would become eligible to be placed back as the sink in a 

configuration for the first route. It would then fill up to maximum capacity 

again, and cause the first route to shutdown again almost immediately after it 

had started, potentially leading the BPS into a long cycle of the route stopping 

and restarting. By including these rising and falling triggers in the unary 

constraint checks, the potential for the BPS to go into an undesirable startl 

stop cycle is removed as long as the triggers are set to suitable values. 



The unary constraints checks done for cleaning purposes are as follows: 

I.The plant item cannot be processing. 

2.The plant item cannot be cleaning. 

a.The plant item cannot be filling, emptying, or filling and emptying. 

Binary Constraint Checking 
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The relation tested between the choices in adjacent nodes is CAN· 

CONNECT·TO. If a plant item CAN·CONNECT·TO at least one choice in 

each of its immediately adjacent route positions, then it is still physically 

available as a choice for the route under the current constraints that exist. 

The way that the search would progress for a simple serial route with no 

branching is illustrated in figure 7.8. The inputl output ports of an element's 

configuration are used to determine which adjacent position in the route to 

test for feasible connections. In the convention which has been adopted, the 

positions in a serial route are numbered upwards from the route source 

position to the route sink node. In considering whether a plant item is 

available as a choice for some position Pi' its potential output connections are 

checked against the entities which are current choices in position Pi+l' and its 

potential inputs are checked against those entities which are current choices 

in position Pi-t. Entities in the first position of the route will only have their 

potential outputs checked, and entities in the final position in a route will only 

have their potential input connections checked. The actual form of the test of 

the CAN·CONNECT·TO relation between two plant items depends on their 

class and uses the data contained in their configuration attributes and current 

connection attributes. The configuration of the plant item describes the 

constraints on its feasible connections in an "empty" plant. The current 

connection attributes describe the additional constraints on the availability of 

an item due to its use in other routes. As described earlier, the perspective of 

the connection is important, because the configuration of individual plant 



CHOICE N1, .. , CHOICE Nn Route Position N 

f 
CHOICE 31, .. , CHOICE 3n Route Position 3 

f 
CHOICE 21, .. , CHOICE 2n Route Position 2 

CHOICE 11, .. , CHOICE 1n Route Position 1 

The search moves up through the route positions from 1 to N as follows: 

1. REVISE CHOICE 11 to CHOICE 1n against Choices in Position 2. 

2. REVISE CHOICE 21 to CHOICE 2n against Choices in Position 1 and 
Position 3. 

3. REVISE CHOICE 31 to CHOICE 3n against Choices in Position 2 and 
Position 4. 

4. REVISE CHOICE N1 to CHOICE Nn against Choices in Position N- 1. 

Figure 7.8 Single Pass Binary Constraint Check 
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items means that even if a connection appears currently feasible from the 

point of view of one plant item in a pair, it may not be currently feasible from 

the point of view of the other plant item. In order to account for this effect, the 

CAN·CONNECT·TO relation must be tested from the perspective of both 

plant items in two adjacent nodes in a route which is being searched. 

The CAN-CQNNECT·TO Cases 

Plant items such as vessels, semi-continuous process plant items and process 

lines are all static and it is the product that moves through them in the 

system. Transport elements (such as bulk milk transporters) move through 

the system either waiting in queues or being connected to static plant items. 

These differences affect the cases of the test. 

There are three main cases tested in the binary constraint check between two 

static plant items for the CAN·CONNECT·TO relation, with conditions about 

feasible and current connections determining whether the relation is satisfied. 

The basic premise of the tests is that if both items have a potentially feasible 

connection between them as described by their configuration, this mayor may 

not be currently feasible depending on the current connections in the plant. In 

considering whether a plant item can actually make a feasible connection to 

another plant item in an adjacent position in a route, the degree to which 

current connections act as a constraint varies depending on the class and 

configuration of the plant items involved. If the plant item in the adjacent 

position already has a current connection to this plant item in another 

activity/ route then the connection may still be feasible in this route. Process 

lines and storage vessels can share the same current connection across a 

number of routes. For example, a storage vessel may be filled via a single 

input line, which is taking input from two separate sources. However, semi

continuous plant items cannot be used in a number of different production 

activities at the same time, so a current connection in one activity/ route 
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would make them unavailable for any other activity/ routes. In some cases the 

AND/ OR configurations of the plant items involved are such that all the 

current connections of the items must be checked to determine whether the 

potential connection is still feasible. In other cases, the AND/ OR 

configuration of the plant items means that the connection is always feasible 

in terms of the CAN·CONNECT·TO relation so current connections do not 

need to be considered. The test of the CAN·CONNECT·TO relation takes 

these factors into account. 

The following cases test whether Entity1 and Entity2 as potential choices for 

route positions Pi and Pi+l respectively can make a connection. The 

connection must be feasible as an input to Entity1 and as an output from 

Entity2. The first case tests whether the two potential choices already have a 

connection between them. Because some plant items can be shared across 

routes, then they may be able to form part of this route. In the remainder of 

the cases, the severity of the constraining effect of any current connections to 

other plant items is tested where a feasible connection exists. Where a feasible 

connection exists between two items which both describe these connections by 

an AND representation then the constraining effect of other current 

connections is much less severe than when OR connections must be 

considered. This is illustrated in the examples in Figure 7.9a. and Figure 7.9b. 

Case 1 only applies to process lines and storage vessels which can share the 

same connection across a number of routes. 

l.IF Entityl has a current input connection to Entity2 

THEN the relation holds. 



ENTITY 1 Position Pi 

CAN-CONNECT-TO 

ENTITY2 Position Pi-l 

Figure 7.9. CAN-CONNECT-TO Test Between ENTITYl 
and ENTITY2 

CURRENT·OUTPUT· CONNECTION· (Ol'HER-ENTlTY] 

Case 2a) Entityl has Entity2 as a potential AND input, and 
Entity2 has Entityl as a potential OR output. However, 
the test of the relation CAN-CONNECT-TO will fail 
because Entity2 already has a 
CURRENT-OUTPUT-CONNECTION to Other-Entity 

Figure 7.9.a. Example test of 
CAN-CONNECT-TO Case 2a 



CURRENT·INPUT-CONNECTIONB- [OTHER ENTlA, OTHER ENTlB] 

CURRENT"()UTPUT·CONNECTIONS- [OTHER ENT2Al 

Case 2b) ENTITYl has a potential AND input connection to ENTITY2, and 
ENTITY2 has a potential AND output to ENTITYl. In this case 
the CAN-CONNECT-TO relation holds even though both entities 
already have current connections in the directions being tested. 

Figure 7.9.b. Example test of 
CAN-CONNECT-TO Case 2b. 
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Cases 2 and 3 apply to process lines, storage vessels, and semi-continuous 

process plant items. 

2a)IF Entity2 is on the inputs of Entity 1 as an AND connection 

AND Entity2 has OR outputs 

AND Entity2 has no other current output connection 

THEN the relation holds 

2b)lF Entity2 is on the inputs of Entity1 as an AND connection 

AND Entity2 has AND outputs 

THEN the relation holds 

3a)lF Entity2 is on the inputs of Entityl as an OR connection 

AND Entity2 has OR outputs 

AND Entity1 has no other current input 

AND Entity2 has no other current output 

THEN the relation holds 

3b)IF Entity2 is on the inputs of Entityl as an OR connection 

AND Entity2 has AND outputs 

AND Entity1 has no other current input 

THEN the relation holds 

Another set of these cases looks at the output side of Entityl when testing its 

connections against its adjacent output route position. 

Transport entities may be used as source or sink elements for process routes 

which provide input and output to the system or they may be used within the 

system to provide interstage product transfer where a direct link between two 

plant items does not exist. In both these cases they will typically be making a 

connection with a static plant item. However, it would not be practical to 
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represent a large number of transport entities as potential connections to a 

static plant item. Transport entities move through the system via queues 

associated with static plant items. Therefore the queues in the BPS can be 

represented as part of the configuration of the static plant items. When the 

CAN·CONNECT·TO relation is tested between a static plant item and a 

queue listed as a choice in a route position it simply checks whether it has the 

queue as a possible source of a transport entity on its AND/ OR configuration. 

The status of a queue as an available choice only requires a unary constraint 

check on whether it does or does not have any entities in it. 

The test of the CAN·CONNECT·TO relation between one Position Pi and one 

or two adjacent positions Pi+l or Pi-l in the route is embodied in a version of 

Mackworths [87] REVISE procedure. 



procedure REVISE(Pi,Pi-1,Pi+1): 

for a route position Pi do 

if there is a position Pi-1 then 

for each potential choice in Pi do 
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test the relation CAN·CONNECT·TO against potential input 

connections in Pi-1 

if the potential choice in Pi fails the test then remove it from Pi 

and set CHANGES to true 

endif 

endif 

if there is a position Pi+1 then 

for each potential choice in Pi do 

test the relation CAN·CONNECT·TO against potential output 

connections in Pi+ 1 

if the potential choice in Pi fails the test then remove it from Pi 

and set CHANGES to true 

endif 

endif 

end REVISE procedure 

CHANGES is a Boolean variable indicating whether any change occurred to 

the range of choices available for a route position as a result of testing the 

CAN·CONNECT·TO relation. It is used to determine the amount of 

constraint propagation which must occur in the overall procedure to make the 

route consistent as described in the next section. 

ConstnrintFTopaeation 

The REVISE procedure can be applied to each position in a route starting 

from position PI and and moving through to the last position in the route. 
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Immediately after carrying out the REVISE procedure the residual choices in 

a position Pi will remain valid provided that there is no further change in the 

availability of plant items in positions Pi+l onwards. However, as described 

by Mackworth [87] in respect of networks generally this assumption will often 

not hold because there will be changes to nodes checked later in the network 

which affect the consistency of the nodes checked earlier. If there are changes 

in the availability of items in Pi+l after Pi has been revised, then the 

availability of items in Pi and all positions preceding it can no longer be 

guaranteed. In general each time a range of values applicable to a node in a 

network is constrained by a binary relation the effects must be propagated 

through at least some of the other nodes in the network. Mackworth [87] 

describes a number of multi-pass algorithms to do this known as AC-l, AC-2, 

and AC-3. In the most basic case of the AC-l algorithm each time a change is 

made to a node in the network on the basis of a binary relation constraint 

another full pass must be made through the network to propagate the effects 

of the change. When a pass is made through the network which does not 

result in a change then it is arc consistent. Mackworth [87] commented that 

the AC-l algorithm would be very inefficient for large networks, where a 

change to a node might only affect a small portion of the rest of the network. 

The AC-2 and AC-3 algorithms were developed to address this problem by 

only rechecking affected parts of the network. In the case of the BPS as it is 

currently developed, the AC-l algorithm has . been used to test that the 

approach would work as it is the simplest to implement. Also, since the 

representation method used for the routes produces small networks consisting 

of only a few nodes inefficiency because of multiple passes through the whole 

network should not be a major problem. 

The complete procedure based on NC-l, REVISE and AC-l used in the model 

to make a serial route (with no branches) consistent with respect to unary 

constraints and binary connectivity constraints is as follows: 
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Stage I.Carry out a unary constraint check. on each route position through 

the NC-l procedure and remove all plant items which fail the 

appropriate tests. If any route position becomes empty as a result 

of the tests, then exit with failure as the route cannot currently 

be configured. 

Stage 2.Set CHANGES to false to indicate that no change has been made 

to the range of choices applicable to one or more route positions. 

Stage 3. Commence a binary connectivity constraint check of the potential 

route choices remaining in each position through the AC-l 

procedure starting at the input position Pl to the route. For each 

position Pi carry out the REVISE procedure against adjacent 

input and output positions as applicable with the following 

results: 

3a).Remove any potential route choice from the position Pi which 

no longer CAN·CONNECT·TO at least one plant item in 

both adjacent input and output positions Pi-l and Pi+l' 

(The first position PI in the route is only checked against an 

adjacent output, and the last position P n in the route is only 

checked against an adjacent input). 

3b).If a position Pi has had one or more choices removed, then 

"post" the fact that a change has occurred by setting 

CHANGES to true. 

3c).If a position Pi is now so constrained that it has no potential 

choices, then exit from the procedure with failure as the 

route currently cannot be configured. 
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Stage 4.At the end of a pass through the route test whether any CHANGES 

have been posted as a result of the binary constraint check. 

4a)If a CHANGE has been posted, then return to Stage 2 of the 

procedure and carry out another pass through the route for 

the binary constraint check to propagate the effects of the 

change. 

4b)lf no CHANGE has been posted, then exit from the procedure 

with the route now node and arc consistent. 

If the checking of a route successfully exits from the procedure at Stage 4b) 

then for each of the remaining route choices there exists at least one 

configuration of the route including this choice and some set of the other 

remaining route choices. This guarantees that the configuration procedure for 

a route from this point on will not fail because of physical constraints. If the 

procedure exited at Stage 1 or Stage 3c) then at least one route position is now 

empty of choices so no way of configuring the route currently exists. 

7.5.3.Additional Complexity in Routing 

There may be production activities where the routing involves some 

branching. As far as making this sort of route consistent with respect to unary 

and. binary constraints there is no difference from the basic procedure used for 

a serial route. However, the route representation and search mechanism 

required to carry out the procedure are more complex. For example, the 

production activity sep-milk-ev-skim involves two output products skimmed 

milk and cream. If the capacity of the plant for dealing with the cream output 

from separation is considered important then its routing must also be included 

in the representation as well as the skimmed milk routing. This involves 

expanding the route representation. The expanded route representation, 

including one potential branch route to cope with the cream output product, is 

shown in figure 7.10.a. The representation of the separator configurations 
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includes a cream output line and a skimmed milk output line as illustrated in 

Figure 7.4.b. These product output lines now make up the choices in the first 

position of each branch of the route. As illustrated in Figure 7.l0.h. the AND/ 

OR configurations of the standardising cream tanks which are the sink 

choices for this route can only take the cream output lines from separators 1 

and 2. and the cream output line from separator 3 is therefore not included as 

a choice for this branch. When the route consistency procedure is applied to 

this route it works in exactly the same way as before, with changes in the 

branches of the route being propagated back to positions checked earlier. For 

example, when the branch of the cream component route chosen is searched 

there will be no available output connection to a cream output line for 

separator 3 causing it to be lost as a currently available choice. The effects of 

this will be propagated back through the route, possibly causing further loss of 

choices earlier in the route. However, there are other potential routes for the 

cream portion of the separation activity which do involve separator 3, so an 

alternative branch route would have to be considered if it was desired to be 

able to use this separator for operational reasons. Therefore, some initial 

consideration has to be given to the reasons for an activity involving 

branching when determining which composite route to attempt to configure. 

7.6.PREFERENTIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The activity state of plant items and their dynamic connectivity serve to 

represent the physical restrictions on the use of plant items for carrying out 

particular activities and as described above, these attributes can be used to 

determine what plant items are actually available for inclusion in a process or 

CIP route at any point in the operation of a plant. However, it is unlikely that 

a route which could be used for an activity will be so constrained at a given 

point in the operation of the plant that there will only be one choice available 

for each position in the route. Although the structure of the batch plant 

network makes routing a special case of the Constraint Satisfaction Problem 
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in that a route only needs to have unary node and binary arc consistency to be 

sure that a configuration solution exists, not all route position choices will be 

compatible with all other route position choices as described earlier. 

Therefore, a route cannot simply be set up as a permutation of the available 

choices for each position. Resources must be allocated to route positions in 

some order, and each time a resource is allocated to a position from a set of 

choices, the constraining effects of this must be propagated to the other 

choices in the network. Preferential considerations about the allocation of 

plant items to route positions can be taken into account at this stage to find an 

acceptable configuration rather than just a purely feasible one. Preferential 

considerations are situation specific and are related to making choices about 

how to meet operating policies on the use of plant items and the movement of 

product through the plant. For example the age of product held in a vessel was 

determined as an important feature in the Minsterley plant, because the 

quality of product degrades with age. This is a common feature of many batch 

processes ranging from the situation where the product quality degrades 

relatively slowly over time to the No Wait (NW) situation, where the product 

resulting from a particular activity is so unstable that it should be used at the 

next stage of the process immediately. Another common operating policy 

which must be considered as a preferential constraint on the use of an item is 

whether a vessel should be able to be filled and emptied at the same time or 

just filled or emptied. The order in which plant items are allocated is 

important because of the additional constraints imposed on the remaining 

choices in a route as each choice is made. Therefore, the preferential 

considerations should include what the best order to allocate plant items to a 

route is. It is typically the case that when a plant supervisor or operator is 

setting up a route to process a batch of product they will be using some 

decision order based on the current state of the plant and their knowledge of 

the characteristics of the plant item or items. As described in Chapter 4 the 

allocation of plant items to a process route or CIP route using a decision 

ordering to guide the process can be viewed as a configuration problem under 
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resource availability constraints. On this basis the preferential allocation of 

resources to routes under dynamically changing constraints can be achieved 

by coupling a rule-based configuration approach with the network consistency 

and constraint propagation procedure to ensure that the availability of plant 

items for use in routing can always be correctly determined. 

7.6.1.DynAmjc Rule-Based Plant Configuration for Carrying out Production 

Activities 

A powerful and flexible way to represent situation specific preferential 

considerations in a configuration problem is to use production rules as 

described in Chapter 4. They allow a route specific decision order to resource 

allocation to be represented in order to implicitly take the connectivity 

constraints into account which is an important factor in the outcome of the 

process. On this basis, having ensured that only those entities with the 

potential to connect to each other remain as route choices through the 

network consistency and constraint propagation procedure, user defined plant 

configuration rules for the preferential choice of route entities can be applied 

to determine the final configuration of a route. A sample of rules from the 

configuration rule-base for the Minsterley plant in its current form is listed in 

Appendix B. These rules represent how decisions about configuring a route 

are made based on the current system state and the resources which are 

available. The decisions about which plant items to allocate to a particular 

route are plant specific and incorporate things such as the different "fill and 

empty" policies for intermediate storage vessels in different areas of the plant. 

The rule format uses the convention from R1 [89] of defining as a context the 

active configuration goal being pursued, the conditions which must be 

matched and the consequences of the rule firing. The consequences will 

include the selection of an element and the next part of the configuration to be 

achieved through a sub-goal. A sub-set of the rules for configuring a route 

associated with an activity defines a dynamic decision making process for 
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configuring a route, which takes into account connectivity constraints by 

ordering the decisions through the use of contexts. From a number of 

knowledge elicitation sessions at the Minsterley plant with production 

supervisors a small rule-base of process route configuration rules was 

developed for testing on some of the production activity routes in the model of 

the Minsterley plant. Figure 7.11. shows an example of two rules for the 

selection of a milk silo as a source for the activity sep-milk-ev-skim. 

The cycle for applying configuration rules and progressively configuring a 

route is shown in figure 7.12. The choice of one particular element for a choice 

position will constrain the remaining choices due to the existence of the binary 

connectivity constraint, and each time an element is selected the consequences 

are propagated through the route to constrain the choices remaining for 

unfilled positions in the route. Thus it is not possible to select an infeasible 

element for placement in the route. The initial constraint checking of a route 

ensures that if at least one element exists as a choice in each route position it 

will always be possible to configure the route whatever decision order is 

adopted. This means that using a general set of rules a default mechanism for 

configuring a route can be implemented based on an arbitrary decision order 

for selecting plant items for route positions. At their simplest these rules could 

simply specify that the route is configured in order of the route positions and 

the first item in the list of choices for a route position should be selected each 

time. As long as the constraining effects of each plant item selected are 

propagated through the route each time a selection is made the default 

decision ordering will result in a feasible route configuration. This property of 

the approach means that feasible routes can still be configured by the BPS 

even when there are gaps in the configuration rule-base for specific routes. An 

incremental approach to model development can therefore be adopted initially 

using general route configuration rules and introducing more specific cases 

when deemed necessary. A full example of dynamic route configuration 



rule evs3a: 

IF GOAL configure activity sep-milk-ev-skim 
AND SUB-GOAL choose-milk-silo 
AND ROUTE is routela 
AND there are input CHOICES which contain 
grade 2 milk 

THEN sort these CHOICES by age 
AND select the oldest CHOICE 
AND set new SUB-GOAL choose-separator 

This is the more specific case for choosing an input for the separation 
activity. It differentiates between two grades of milk, choosing grade 2, 
(a lower quality grade ), for this activity. It also uses the oldest 
available milk to ensure that it is moved through the plant as quckly as 
possible. The select action triggers binary constraint checking to occur. 

rule evs3b: 

IF GOAL configure activity sep-milk-ev-skim 
AND SUB-GOAL choose-milk-silo 

THEN sort ROUTE CHOICES by age 
AND select the oldest CHOICE 
AND set new SUB-GOAL choose-separator 

This is the default choice. If there is no low quality milk available for the 
activity, then choose the oldest milk available to ensure that it is moved 
through the plant as quickly as possible. 

Figure 7.11. Example Configuration Rules for Sep-milk-ev-skim 
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carried out as part of the BPSs activity scheduling cycle is given at the end of 

this chapter. 

The knowledge elicitation exercise carried out to develop the configuration 

rule-base also indicated a number of plant item attributes which needed to be 

incorporated in the BPS to make it generic for modelling the Minsterley plant, 

and which could be useful in modelling other batch plants. These attributes 

include product age, the time an item was last used, grade of product, and 

actual product type either currently held in or being processed by the plant 

item or last processed by it. These attributes have been incorporated into the 

relevant generic plant item classes. In using the BPS to model other batch 

plants it is likely that the BPS capabilities would need to be expanded (or 

changed) to incorporate plant item attributes specific to that batch plant. 

7.7.MAINTENANCE OF PLANT MODEL STATUS OVER TIME 

The representation structures and mechanisms through which resources can 

be correctly allocated to production activities while taking into account the 

physical constraints based on the current system state have been described in 

the preceding sections, and are vital in order to be able to derive a feasible 

schedule. This configuration procedure must at any point be based on an up

to-date system status. This status is currently based on a dynamic simulation 

model, although it could be based on the status of a real plant if operating in 

real time; and the generic production activity configuration module is 

effectively unaware of how the plant status is derived. 

A dynamic simulation model is an important part of the BPS, both for its use 

in the role of an off-line forward scheduling tool and also to aid in the 

development and testing of the rule-base for scheduling and configuring the 

plant. Therefore a generic simulation model for batch plant operation at the 

level of batchl unit operations has been developed, which can be fully 
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integrated with the production activity configuration and scheduling module. 

It provides an input to the configuration module of current plant status over 

time when it is used in an off-line scheduling mode. The output from the 

simulation provides a schedule of the use of resources for production activities 

over time based on the allocation decisions made by the configuration module. 

From a review of the operation of the Minsterley plant and relevant literature 

on batch process plants it was determined that a generic dynamic simulation 

model providing plant status input to the configuration module should have a 

number of specific features. In addition some features needed to be 

represented for determining a schedule by running the model. Some of these 

features are reflected in attributes associated with specific plant item classes. 

For example representing the processing rate of a semi-continuous process 

plant item as one of its attributes is vital to determine how much product 

flows through the system over a given time when that plant item is allocated 

to a route. Some features required the incorporation of procedures for correctly 

maintaining the dynamic status of the model when a number of process routes 

use the same finite capacity storage vessel as a source or sink. In a highly 

capacity constrained system it is very important that the material balance of 

product moving through different stages is correctly maintained. For a given 

production activity, there may be a change in the product composition, for 

example through separation into two or more components. This requires a 

representation of a product's Bill of Process (BOP), and procedures for 

determining how the volumes of product in the plant are changed through 

processes at different stages. 

7.7.I.Physical Product Representation 

The processing activities are concerned with the movement and processing of 

product through the plant so the physical representation of the product must 

be addressed. As described in Chapter 6, the typical representation of a batch 
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as a discrete entity which moves through the plant from unit to unit is not a 

particularly appropriate one to a batch process environment, where the units 

at different stages can vary considerably in size, and the intermediate 

products held at these stages may be supplying a number of different 

production processes at later stages in the plant. It is not always possible to 

dedicate raw material input to specific final product batches in many batch 

process environments, where the process goes from a few basic raw materials 

to a large number of final products. In an environment such as a dairy, where 

there is a considerable amount of semi-continuous processing, using discrete 

entities to represent a batch of product does not facilitate material balance 

calculations. In most batch plants, the product moving through the processing 

stages can be considered to be a fluid. Although in some cases it may actually 

be a powder, pellets, or even a product which is "set", such as yoghurt, in 

terms of semi-continuous processing and transfer at the level of detail with 

which we are concerned these products are all treated as a fluid and 

transferred or processed at a rate which is usually fixed. Thus the 

representation of the product within the physical plant model is defined as the 

volume of product within storage and reaction vessels, and what the product 

held in the vessels is. The representation of the product in relation to 

production recipes and production requirements should be considered 

separately and this is described in Chapter 8. 

7.7,2,Co-ordination of Plant Item Activity in the Plant Model 

In a simulation model which is going to provide input plant status to a 

configuration module and provide a time phased output of plant activity as a 

short term schedule it is important to correctly co-ordinate the activities of the 

plant items over time. Simulation is primarily concerned with the co

ordination of activities of interacting entities over time through an event 

scheduling mechanism. Events are scheduled on entities which determine 

when they will change state assuming other events do not occur in the 
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meantime which affect this. If an event occurs which does affect an already 

scheduled event, then this already scheduled event can be rescheduled as 

necessary. A change in state may alter the availability of a plant item for 

inclusion in a production activity when unary constraint checking takes place. 

The scheduling of events corresponding to the times at which plant items will 

finish a production activity requires consideration of the specific class of 

production activity involved. In a production activity such as a batch reaction 

which only uses a single plant item it is simple enough to schedule an event 

corresponding to the time when a static phase of the reaction not involving 

product transfer will be completed. When a number of plant items have been 

linked together into a CIP, process or transfer route, the events relating to the 

items in that route must all be scheduled for exactly the same time, so that 

the route will run for an appropriate length of time and the shutdown of the 

route will be properly co-ordinated in time. In the case of a eIP route, this is 

still simple to implement. An event can be scheduled on the elements being 

cleaned corresponding to the length of time that the route should run for 

including all cleaning phases such as water rinses and detergent washes. 

However, in the case of a product transfer or semi-continuous processing 

activity a number of factors have to be taken into account: 

1.The batchsize or amount of material required for the activity. 

2. Any physical change which is involved for the product. 

3. The capacity of the storage vessels involved as both sources and sinks for 

the activity. 

The first two factors require a mechanism to maintain the material balance of 

the plant in relation to a specific batchsize for an activity, and the third factor 

requires that the scheduling of the events related to a processing activity 

takes the physical capacity constraints of the storage and reactor vessels into 

account. For example, storage vessels can be shared by two or more routes, as 
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an input, an output, or both, and only have a finite capacity, so the effects ofa 

vessel reaching a capacity limit must be propagated throughout all affected 

routes. 

Accounting for Production Activity Bat&hsize 

Each process activity which is assigned resources in the model must have a 

Batchsize associated with it to represent how much product is to be 

processed through a route configured for the activity. Initially the simulation 

schedules events on the process elements in a route relating to a particular 

batchsize of product, without taking account of the effects of the capacity of 

finite storage and the actual available materials. The length of time for which 

the route should run is calculated by: 

Batchsize/Process-rate 

where Process-rate is rate of the processor assigned to the route and 

Batchsize is the amount of product to be processed. It is obviously important 

that the Batchsize and Process-rate are both expressed in the same units. 

Calculation of the batchsize for a route takes this into account as well as the 

output product requirement for a route which will have been derived from a 

production recipe and volume of the final product required. This is described 

in detail in Chapter 8. 

It is obviously very important that the finite capacity of the system is taken 

into account. This infinite capacity approach to scheduling events on an 

individual route is taken initially because available storage capacity in a sink 

and available materials in a source cannot be easily determined from a simple 

static analysis of the state of the the plant. The actual available capacity and 

material available for a process changes over time, and may depend on the 

interactions of a number of process routes operating at different rates. Where 
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routes can be configured with shared storage units either acting as a sink for 

one route and a source for another, or being shared across a number of route 

positions, there are a number of factors which could affect the true available 

capacity for a route: 

I.If there are one or more rates set as an input to a source of a route this 

will tend to increase the amount of available raw material. 

2.If there are one or more other routes using the same source for their 

processing activities this will tend to decrease the amount of available 

raw material. 

3.If there are one or more rates set as an output on a sink for a route this 

will tend to increase the amount of available storage capacity. 

4.If there are one or more other routes using the same sink for their 

processing activities this will tend to decrease the amount of available 

storage capacity. 

7.7.3.Finite Capacity of Vessels and Material Balance 

The effects offinite capacity must be taken into account in the operation of the 

simulation, which depends on correctly calculating how the volumes of 

product in vessels change over time as process routes are running. The change 

in a vessels volume over time is represented by setting a net rate on the vessel 

as described by Fisher [52]. The effects of the finite capacity of a vessel are 

accounted for by scheduling capacity specific events on the vessels in the 

system based on its current net rate. The consequences of these events for 

routes which are running in the model are described in the following section 

on finite capacity storage. 

The net rate on any vessel in the system is determined by calculating its input 

and output rates for each route it is being used in. By determining a separate 

input and output rate for each route that a source or sink element is in it 
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becomes easy to alter the overall input and output rate on that element when 

there are any changes to the routes that the element is in. An input or output 

rate is not necessarily the same as the process rate for the route, because the 

process may result in a physical change to the product. Where a production 

activity results in a physical change to the product this must be correctly 

accounted for in the model through a material balance mechanism. The 

material balance of the system can be maintained quite simply if the amount 

of product within the plant at any stage is considered to be a function of the 

rates of processing and the time which the model has been running for, 

adjusted by input factors and yields on the routes through which the product 

is being processed. The input factor and output yield figures used for the 

processing routes which carry out a particular activity are based on a simple 

Bill of Process (BOP) for that activity. For example, the figures required for 

the material balance calculation for the separation of milk into skimmed milk 

and cream are shown in figure 7.13, which shows the proportional yields of 

skimmed milk and cream from the separation of milk. The material balance 

procedures are used to maintain the correct volumes of product in the plant 

items which have capacity to hold it, such as storage vessels and bulk 

transport vehicles. For each process route, the output yield and input 

factor are used to convert the process rate of the process plant item, for 

example a separator or pasteuriser into an Output rate on the source 

element for the route, and a Yield rate on the sink element for the route. The 

process rate of a plant item in a transfer or semi-continuous route is 

converted into an Output rate on the source element as follows: 

Output rate = process rate*input factor 

and the Input rate on a sink element for a route is determined as follows: 

Input Rate = process rate*output yield. 
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Figure 7.13. A Bill of Process for separation of milk 
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In the case of a product transfer in which no structural change occurs to the 

product, both the input factor and output yield on the route can simply be 

set to 1, so the Output rate on the source, and Input rate on the sink are the 

same as the processor element process rate. 

This enables the material balance of the system to be maintained in cases 

where the structure of a product is changed by a process as follows: 

1.An intermediate product may be split into two or more other intermediate 

or final products, in which case there will be two or more routes for the 

output products each with an appropriate yield for the process. 

2.Two or more intermediate products may be combined into a third product, 

in which case there will be two or more routes for the input product each 

with an appropriate input factor based on the proportion of that 

intermediate used in the process. 

a.A single product may be physically changed by a process so that its 

volume is altered. In this case the yield will reflect the change in volume 

seen at the sink element of the route. 

The overall event scheduling procedure is carried out as follows. Once a route 

has been configured, and an appropriate batchsize has been defined for it, 

events relating to the time the route should run for are scheduled on all 

elements in the route by following the links up and down a chain of linked 

sub-routes. At the source and sink positions of the chain, the appropriate 

source output rate, and sink input rate are set up on those entities based on 

the input factor and output yield. These route specific rates are used to 

calculate the amount of product used and produced by the route. They are also 

used to adjust the net rate on the source and sink vessels which may be in use 

in other routes as well as this one so that the finite capacity of the system can 

be properly accounted for. 
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The material balance procedures enable the physical representation of product 

volumes in the system to be correctly maintained, (including known material 

losses if desired), but they must also be related to the production requirements 

of the plant. At the end of the scheduling period, the output of the model 

should show how much product moved through the plant and what production 

activities the product within the plant at different stages was used for. This 

part of product representation is described in Chapter 8. 

7.7A.The Effects of Finite Capacity Storage on Process Routes 

Although a route can be set up and scheduled to run for a period of time to 

process a given batchsize of product with the correct material balance as 

described above, this does not take into account the finite capacity storage in a 

batch process plant. Such capacity limits affect how much raw material is 

actually available for a route, and how much storage space is available for the 

products of a process. The actual availability of raw material to enable a 

specific route configuration to run continuously for the period required to 

process the full batchsize depends on whether the source(s) of the route 

become empty or not during the period for which the route has been scheduled 

to run. Likewise, the availability of storage capacity in the sink(s) of the route 

for an uninterrupted run depends on whether one or more of the sink(s) 

becomes full or not during the process. This does not mean that there is not 

enough raw material or storage capacity available overall to be able to process 

the batch, but if a finite capacity limit is hit on a vessel then any affected 

routes must be reconfigured if possible with other available storage vessels in 

order to continue processing. In some situations, such as liquid milk 

processing, a number of routes through a number of processing stages can be 

set up using shared storage vessels. The effects of one or more vessels at a one 

or more stages becoming full or empty could therefore affect a number of 

routes; events scheduled on them on the basis of a batchsize requirement may 

have to be rescheduled to account for the finite capacity constraints. 
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In order to account for these requirements in the generic model where the 

length of the routes involved in a process! product transfer, and the numbers 

of routes using shared storage is variable, an event rescheduling propagation 

mechanism through the affected chains of sub-routes is used. Whenever a 

vessel hits a maximum or minimum capacity level, the effects are propagated 

to all affected route items through the links in the chain of sub-routes. Two 

cases have to be considered when determining which routes are affected by 

one of these events. If a a vessel hits maximum. contents, then all routes in the 

model which are currently using this vessel as an output will have their route 

specific scheduled events rescheduled to the current system time to account 

for this entity specific event. In addition, route branches which are not 

directly using this storage vessel, but are using the same semi-continuous 

processing plant item because they are part of the same production activity, 

must also be shutdown as a result of this event. For example, in the activity 

sep-milk-ev-skim there are two output product route branches as shown in 

Figure 7.10a, which each have a different sink. If either one of these sinks was 

to hit maximum. capacity when the production activity was being carried out 

the effects would have to propagated through all route branches. If a vessel 

hits minimum contents, then the effects are the same, but act on all routes 

which directly use the vessel as an input, and again indirectly on routes using 

the same procesing element. The procedures are carried out as follows: 
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procedure Vessel Maximum Contents 

for a vessel which has hit maximum contents do 

set the vessel input rate to zero, and appropriately adjust the vessel 

net rate 

for each process route which is currently running with this vessel as 

a sink do 

reschedule to the current clock time the end of this processing 

activity on all plant items in the route including those in any 

branches 

end Vessel Maximum Contents procedure 

procedure Vessel Minimum Contents 

for a vessel which has hit minimum contents do 

set the vessel output rate to zero, and appropriately adjust the vessel 

net rate 

for each process route which is currently running with this vessel as 

a source do 

reschedule to the current clock time the end of this processing 

activity on all plant items in the route including those in any 

branches 

end Vessels Minimum Contents procedure 

Threshold Levels and Fa1line and Risinll "Triuers" 

As described in the section on unary constraint checking, the status of falling 

and rising level triggers are checked to prevent routes being set up which 

could cause the system to continually "cycle" around a finite capacity limit. 

These triggers also have an event scheduled on them on the basis of the net 

rate on the vessel as described by Fisher [52]. When the trigger is hit they 

become available for use in process routes again. 
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7.8.AN EXAMPLE OF THE DYNAMIC CONFIGURATION OF PROCESS 

ROUTES 

This chapter has described the generic modelling features and procedures 

developed for resource assignment to production activities while taking into 

account the true constraints inherent in a batch process plant. The ability of 

the BPS to correctly configure production activities using these procedures 

and taking into account preferential considerations has been tested on a model 

developed of the Minsterley plant skimmed milk routing network. A process 

flow diagram of this network is shown in Figure7. 1a. The AND/ OR 

configuration of the individual plant items in the network which are referred 

to in this example are shown in Figure 7,4.a - d. 

For the purposes of this example a number of batches of skimmed milk needed 

to meet demand for a 24 hour period are 'active' in the system including a 

batch of skimmed milk for the evaporator department with a code of evOl, and 

a batch of skimmed milk for the cottage cheese department ceOl. To produce 

these batches of skimmed milk requires two separation activities to be carried 

out: sep-milk-ev-skim for batch evOl, and sep-milk-cc-skim for batch ce01. 

The first activity/ batch presented for configuration is sep-milk-ev-sldml 

evOl, and a search for a potential route for the skimmed milk component of 

the activity results in the choices shown in Figure 7.14. The configuration of 

this route under dynamic connectivity constraints and other factors affecting 

resource availability will be carried out according to the configuration cycle 

illustrated in Figure 7.12. and as described in the following sections. 

7.8.1.Current State of the Plant 

The activity state of a plant item can represent a constraint on its availability. 

Other plant item attributes are taken into account as part of the preferential 

consideration in assigning a plant item to a route position. At this point in the 
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configuration procedure some key attribute values of the plant items which 

are potential choices for the route are as follows: 

I.Milk Silol (MSLl) contains the oldest milk which is also 'grade 2'. 

2.Milk Sil02 (MSL2) has an activity state of waiting empty and thus has a 

'contents status' of 'fill only'. 

a.Milk Silos a and 4 (MSLa, MSlA) both contain 'grade l' milk, although 

the milk in MSL3 is older than that in MSlA. 

4.At present none of the plant items are in a route which is already running 

so they all have an activity state of waiting either clean or dirty 

Before any preferential considerations are taken into account, the route is 

made consistent with respect to unary and binary constraints using the 

procedure described in section 7.4. During this initial constraint check the 

vessel MSL2 is knocked out as an input choice for the route during the unary 

constraint check because it is empty and is therefore 'fill only'. On entering 

the binary constraint check part of the procedure each route position is 

checked to see if the CAN-CONNECT-TO relation holds for the choices for 

positions in the route, with the outcome in this case that none of the possible 

choices are lost. Thus the BPS enters the rule based phase of the configuration 

process with the route choices as in Figure 7.15. 

7.8.2.Preferential Element Selection 

The rules concerned with configuring this activity were developed from a 

number of knowledge elicitation sessions held with production personnel at 

the Minsterley factory. The documentation associated with these sessions is 

given in Appendix B. Part of the process of developing the rules for the 

configuration of this activity was concerned with determining a suitable 

decision ordering to give the best route configuration possible based on 

preferential considerations while taking into account the connectivity 
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constraints in the plant. The effect of connectivity constraints varies from 

activity to activity. In the case of this activity the choice of the route's source 

has the most constraining effect on the rest of the choices for the route choices 

so the decision order developed for this activity was as follows: 

I.Choose a source for the route, because it is important to move incoming 

raw material through the plant as quickly as possible and to take the 

product grade into account. The choice must therefore be as 

unconstrained as possible. 

2. Choose a separator for the route taking into account any other separation 

activities which also require configuring. 

3. Choose a skim line input for the route. The configuration of the two skim 

line inputs is identical and it does not really matter which one is used. 

However, one must be chosen because the route position containing them 

may not be so constrained due to the state of the plant as to ensure a 

default choice. 

4. Choose a sink for the route. This choice is made last because it is not 

really constrained by the other choices so it can be left until the other 

choices have been made. 

Decision One: Choose Route Source 

The first active goal is to choose a source for the route, and the rule that 

succeeds is to choose a milk silo which contains the oldest milk in order move 

the milk through the plant fast enough to prevent quality problems and to 

clear the milk reception area for incoming milk. On this basis the input choice 

MSLI is selected for the route. The selection of the element automatically 

triggers constraint propagation to occur to determine whether any of the other 

choices no longer apply because they can no longer satisfy the CAN· 

CONNECT·TO relation. The procedure checks through the route positions 

checking the relation. When the second route position is checked against the 
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assignment of MSLI made for position 1 the element choices currently 

available are Raw Milk Line 1 (RLNl) and Raw Milk Line 2 (RLN2). Both 

RLNl and RLN2 can take MSLl as an input via an OR connection and MSLl 

also has a potential OR output connection to RLNI or RLN2. The CAN. 

CONNECT·TO case which applies for RLNI and RLN2 is therefore: 

IF Entity2 is on the inputs of Entityl as an OR connection 

AND Entity2 has OR outputs 

AND Entityl has no other current input 

AND Entity2 has no other current output 

THEN the relation holds 

where Entityl is either RLNl or RLN2 and Entity2 is MSLl. 

Since neither RLNl or RLN2 already have a current input and MSLl has no 

other current output they both remain as choices for the route with respect to 

this check. After checking the other route positions all the choices still remain, 

so the configuration goal next made active is to choose a separator based on 

the decision order represented in the rules. 

Decision Two: Choose a Separator 

In this case the separator chosen is Separator 1 (SEPl) because this will leave 

separator 3 available for the cottage cheese skimmed milk separation activity. 

The selection of this plant item again triggers constraint propagation to occur. 

When position 2 containing RLNl and RLN2 is tested against position 1 

containing MSLI there is no change because the situation is the same as 

described above. Position 2 is then tested against position 3 which now 

contains only SEPl. When the potential outputs of RLNI are checked against 

the potential inputs of SEPl, the case which applies is: 



IF Entity2 is on the outputs of Entity 1 as an AND connection 

AND Entity2 has AND inputs 

THEN the relation holds 
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SEPl is on the output configuration of RLN1 as a potential AND connection, 

and RLN1 is represented as a single potential AND input on the configuration 

of SEP1. RLN1 passes this test with respect to SEP1 so it is kept as potential 

choice for the route. 

When RLN2 is checked against SEPI, none of the CAN·CONNECT·TO cases 

apply because SEPI is not on the output configuration of RLN2, only 

separator 3 (SEP3) is. However, because SEP3 was removed as an available 

choice for the route when SEP1 was selected RLN2 no longer has this as a 

feasible potential output choice, so it fails the test for the CAN·CONNECT. 

TO relation overall against position 3 and is therefore removed as a potential 

choice. The fact that a change has been introduced to the route by removing 

RLN2 is "posted" by the constraint checking procedure and the remaining 

choices in the route are checked. The removal of SEP2 and SEP3 through the 

selection of SEPl causes their skimmed milk output lines, SPS2 and SPS3, to 

be lost through constraint propagation because they no longer have feasible 

inputs. Because a change has been posted the CAN·CONNECT·TO relation 

must be tested through the route again from the beginning to ensure 

consistency, and on the second pass all element choices pass the constraint 

check so element selection succeeds. The status of the choices for route 

positions is now as shown in Figure 7.16. This shows that some route positions 

can become so constrained that there is no need to apply situation specific 

rules to select a plant item for them. There is no need for a rule for the 

selection of the separator input line as RLNl, as this is taken care of by 

constraint propagation which will always result in a single remaining choice 

for this position under the current decision order imposed. There is also no 
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need for a rule for the choice of the Skim Line (SKLN) or the Evaporator Silo 

Input Line (ELN1) as these are both single element choices. 

Decision Three: Choose a Skim Line InPUt 

The Skim line input (SIP1 or SIP2) which is to be used cannot be guaranteed 

to be reduced to a single choice through constraint propagation alone: which 

could only be ensured if another route was already running into the skim line 

using one of these inputs. Therefore, a rule which selects the plant item on the 

arbitrary basis of "first plant item in the choice list" is used in this case which 

results in SIP1 being selected for the route. The constraint propagation 

procedure is carried out again, and the remaining choice which requires 

preferential consideration is made active; that is the choice of an evaporator 

silo. 

Decision Four: Choose the Eyaporator Silo 

In the case of the evaporator silos Evaporator Silo 2 (EVS2) is chosen on the 

basis of 'silo last filled', resulting in a final route configuration as in Figure 

7.17. 

Having configured this route for separating milk to produce skimmed milk for 

the evaporator department the second activity/batch is considered; sep-milk

cc-skiml ceOl. In comparing the route choices for this activity with sep-milk

ev-skim it can be seen that there is a potential conflict for resources which is 

taken care of by the procedures for determining the availability of plant items. 

After the initial constraint checking and choice of an input silo, it can be seen 

from Figure 7.18. that the potential choices remaining for other route 

positions have been considerably reduced due to the connections in the plant 

that now exist for the sep-milk-ev-skim route which has just been configured 

and the choices so far made for this route. This also shows that it is important 
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to be able to define a good decision order because this will have a considerable 

effect on the choices that remain in each position as the configuration 

proceeds. For example, the first decision for sep-milk-cc-skim was 'choose an 

input silo', and the silo was chosen on the basis of milk grade 1 being 

preferred for cottage cheese production leading to the remaining choices as in 

Figure 7.18. after constraint propagation. However if a different decision order 

was used for this route so that the first decision taken was 'choose a 

separator', and SEP2 was chosen on the basis of a particular cream. output 

requirement then constraint propagation would take out all silos except MSL1 

because of the requirement for SEP2 to connect to RLN1 which already has a 

current input connection from MSL1. Thus the only grade of milk available to 

the route would be 2 which is not ideal for cottage cheese production. 

Therefore the development of the rulebase for plant configuration requires a 

careful consideration of the consequences of each choice on the remaining 

choices for a route in the light of the overall operation of the plant. However, 

because of the network consistency and contraint propagation procedure, 

whatever choice is made for a route position will always leave at least one 

valid connection left in immediate route positions. 

7.9.DISCUSSION 

This chapter has described a specification of necessary procedures for a 

generic Batch Process Scheduler (BPS) for the configuration of production 

activities and simulation of batch process operations at the plant unitJ batch 

level. The knowledge representation scheme put forward solves the problem of 

representing the connectivity constraints in a plant network at a suitable level 

of detail. The routing representation scheme and the network consistency and 

constraint propagation procedure enables the configuration of production 

activities to be carried out subject to the current status of the plant. This basic 

procedure ensures that if at least one plant item exists as a choice for each 
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position in a route when it is initially checked before actual configuration, it 

will be possible to configure the route using a procedure of selecting an 

element and propagating the constraints for each position in the route. By 

incorporating this procedure with a rule-based system for the representation 

of preferential considerations in allocating resources to activities and a 

decision order to guide the configuration process the BPS can be used to derive 

the best configuration for an activity under a given set of circumstances. 

A purely rule-based approach could have been used to represent the 

connectivity constraints and their effects on routing within a batch plant 

network. However, this type of approach is subject to a number of potential 

problems such as gaps in the rule-base so that not all circumstances are 

covered, poor performance due to a large rule-base, and difficulties with 

updating and maintenance of the rules. The approach which has been put 

forward overcomes these potential problems. The knowledge representation 

scheme and network consistency procedure ensures that the BPS can infer the 

constraints on a route configuration at any point in the model's execution 

rather than rely on their representation through rules. The BPS is robust in 

that it can cope with gaps in the rule-base and still produce a feasible 

configuration for a route through the use of general default rules, and the 

consistency and propagation procedure. This also allows incremental system 

development rather than having to specify a large rule-base at the outset. The 

procedure also ensures that the size of the rule-base required is considerably 

reduced making its maintenance and updating easier. 

One of the reported problems with a network representation of a problem and 

the use of constraint propagation techniques is that they can require a system 

to do a lot of work when changes occur in the range of a node value. However, 

in the procedure suggested, because the problem can be decomposed into small 

network representations of routes bounded by input and output storage 

vessels the amount of work that the procedure has to do at anyone time is 
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kept to a reasonable level for acceptable response times. This decomposition 

approach is a natural one to adopt, because it analogous to the real situation. 

In a real plant storage vessels are used to decouple semi-continuous processes 

and allow them to operate with a degree of independence from each other. 

The activity configuration module could function as an on-line real-time plant 

configurer, or as part of an off-line forward scheduling system in conjunction 

with a batch plant simulation model. The simulation model developed 

contains some specific features to enable it to be used in this way. It co

ordinates events on chains of plant items making up process routes. It allows 

process routes to share storage so that generic intermediate products can be 

used to supply a number of different processes at the same time. It accounts 

for process related changes to product so that the material balance of the plant 

can be correctly maintained. 
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CHAPTER B ACTIVITY SCHEDULING USING THE CONFIGURATION 

MODEL 

B.O.INTRODUCTION 

The main aim of this research has been to develop modelling constructs for 

scheduling of batch process plants so that the allocation of resources to 

activities and operations over time will properly take into account the physical 

constraints to such allocation that exist, as well as preferential considerations. 

The preceding chapter has described the features required for the dynamic 

configuration of the model at the level of batch! unit activity. These features 

ensure that the assignment of resources to any production activities scheduled 

using this model will be feasible and could be implemented on a real plant. 

Unless a schedule developed by any approach is actually feasible, of course it 

cannot be implemented. Having developed a model which will produce feasible 

assignments of resources to production activities over time, it can form the 

basis of a scheduling system which can be progressively developed to produce 

more acceptable schedules which meet scheduling goals. The ability to develop 

good feasible schedules requires the ability to represent and reason about the 

relations between the production activities required to produce a product. The 

system has therefore been developed with a basic framework for this, which 

has enabled the dynamic plant configuration and time based modelling to be 

tested with simple production requirements, and forms the basis of a more 

comprehensive system. This framework is based on a knowledge 

representation scheme for defining production recipes and representing the 

status of the product in the plant, and uses procedures for reasoning about the 

temporal precedence relations between activities coupled with the use of 

production rules for representing plant specific control information and 

heuristics to guide the decision making process. 
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g.l.REQUIREMENTS FOR KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION FOR 

ACTDQTYSCHEDULINQ 

In order to develop a schedule to meet the production requirements of a plant 

requires knowledge of what activities need to be carried out to manufacture a 

particular product, what the constraints on them being carried out are, how to 

determine which activities can be carried out next, and situation specific 

knowledge about which of these activities should be carried out. The 

constraints on activities can be classified as scheduling restrictions and 

scheduling preferences as described by Fox [67]. Scheduling restrictions 

include causal restrictions such as precedence and resource requirements, and 

physical restrictions such as plant unit capability and connectivity. 

Preferential constraints may be based on the production goals for the system 

such as the requirement to meet due dates or meet product quality 

specifications in terms of No Wait (NW) operations. These constraints can be 

broken in a feasible schedule but must be represented and taken into account 

in conjunction with the scheduling restrictions when determining which 

activities to attempt to assign resources to. The degree to which they are met 

or relaxed! broken determines the acceptability of the schedule. A schedule 

will be feasible if scheduling restrictions are not broken, and acceptable if 

preferential constraints are met to some degree determined by the users of the 

system. For example, a schedule in which product has to wait for an hour after 

a No Wait operation can still be feasible in terms of the assignment of 

resources to activities, but it will probably be totally unacceptable to the users 

of the system. 

The knowledge about the relationships between activities which must be 

carried out to manufacture a particular product is normally represented in the 

form of a production recipe. In addition, in order to determine which products 
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to progress through the plant at any particular stage of schedule development 

requires that their production status is represented. 

S,2.PRODUCTION RECIPES 

A recipe shows the various stages of the process for a product as one or more 

activities to be carried out and gives details of the requirements for processing 

when carrying out these activities. The recipe can be used to indicate 

scheduling restrictions and preferential considerations. The key scheduling 

restriction information required about the production activities at the batch 

scheduling and management level are the precedence relations between 

activities and any requirements for activities to be carried out together. 

Preferential information about activities can include alternative activities 

which can be used to carry out the same stage of a process. The level of 

process detail in the information represented in the recipe must be sufficient 

for scheduling batch! unit operations. At this level we are concerned primarily 

with the volumes of product moving through the plant and the material 

balance of the system. Therefore, information such as material requirements, 

process reaction timings and material balance information must be 

represented to enable decisions to be made about the scheduling of activities. 

Precedence relations between activities can be represented using a temporal 

interval notation as described by Allen [82] and used in heuristic search based 

approaches such as ISIS [67]. The necessity for representing these relations in 

the reactive approach developed here, as opposed to a search based approach, 

is to simply determine whether an an activity is able to start or not rather 

than to infer relations about activities along the whole scheduling horizon 

time line. Therefore, only a small sub-set of the relations described by Allen 

need to be represented. These relations are BEFORE and OVERLAPS as 

illustrated in Figure 8.1. BEFORE is used to indicate that an activity must be 

fully completed before a related activity at the next stage can start. 
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Figure B.1. Temporal Relations Between Activities 
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OVERLAPS is used to indicate that for two or more activities in two different 

stages of the process, the activities at the second stage are able to start before 

the activities at the preceding stage have finished. However, this information 

does not indicate how much of the activities in the first stage should be 

completed before the second stage activities can commence. This is an 

important consideration and will be discussed later. The other scheduling 

restriction that some activities must be carried out together, and the 

preferential information about alternative activities for carrying out a process 

stage are represented using the AND/OR notation as described by researchers 

such as Fox [67]. 

The representation of process and CIP routing for carrying out semi

continuous processing, product transfer and cleaning activities, and the 

complexity in routing which is introduced by separation and blending 

activities, has already been described in Chapter 7. Some activities relating to 

a specific final product may be decomposed into a composite structure of sub

activities in order to represent "split" routes based on the products involved. 

For example, a milk separation activity can be decomposed into a composite of 

two sub-activities relating to the cream component and skimmed milk 

component of the activity. These two sub-activities can then each have 

alternative potential routes associated with them, which can be combined to 

form the overall route associated with the activity. Decomposing an activity on 

the basis of component products enables the status of product batches with 

respect to the activities associated with their production to be maintained as 

will be described in the section 8.3. on product status representation. 

A recipe for the production of batches of skimmed milk concentrate at the 

Minsterley plant is shown in Figure 8.2 using the notations described above. 

The activity sep-milk-evaporators is decomposed into two sub-activities 

sep-milk-ev-skim and sep-milk-bulk-cream. Each of these sub-activities 

has routing associated with it relating to the skimmed milk or cream 
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components, which can be combined to form the complex route associated with 

the activity. 

8.a.PRODUCT REPRESENTATION 

As discussed before, production may progress from large volume batches of 

general intermediate products to smaller volume specific final product batches 

derived from these general intermediate products. For example, as illustrated 

in Figure 8.3., in the manufacture of cottage cheese at the Minsterley plant a 

large number of small specific final product batches are derived from a single 

source of skimmed milk as the generic raw material. It would be totally 

inappropriate in this case to represent all these final products as discrete 

batches which move through all stages of the plant because this is not a 

realistic representation of what happens. In this type of situation the larger 

batches of intermediate raw material simply feed the requirements of the 

smaller batches at the final product stage. In addition, in certain 

environments such as dairy processing, the scheduling function may be driven 

by raw material input to a certain extent, and it may not be possible initially 

to assign all this raw material to final products over the immediate scheduling 

period, so the system must contain some concept of "stock" intermediates. 

Therefore, an intermediate or final product should be able to be represented 

appropriately at any given stage of the production process, indicating how its 

production was arrived at through instantiation of activities concemed with 

its production. A recipe gives a more suitable representation for a batch of 

product than a discrete entity moving through the plant. 

Intermediates and final products can be represented as an instance or partial 

instance of the recipe showing the activities which must be carried out for the 

manufacture of that product. The activities associated with a recipe are 

carried out through the allocation of plant resources, either as single plant 

items, or as linked routes of items. Thus as the activities required for a 
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particular batch of final or intermediate product are carried out, their 

representation within the batch can be linked to the resources used. For 

example, in the specific model of the Minsterley plant developed with the 

system, the primary goal was to look at the scheduling of skimmed milk 

intermediates to the various production areas of the factory. The volume 

requirement for the batches of these intermediates can be determined from 

aggregating the material requirements for specific final products produced in 

these areas. As illustrated in Figure 8.4. a batch of evaporator skimmed milk 

(evOl) can then be represented as an instantiation of the alternative activities 

by which it can be produced from the overall production recipe for skimmed 

milk concentrate (Figure 8.2). The batches of skimmed milk concentrate final 

product (evOla and evOlb) which draw their raw material from this batch are 

represented as instantiations of the activity evap-skim, which is the final 

activity in the production recipe. It can be seen that there are two alternative 

activities by which the batch of evaporator skimmed milk (evOl) can be 

produced, using two alternative sources of raw material; either milk which is 

then separated, or skimmed milk "stock" already separated. Both of these 

activities are shown in the batch representation in the slot 'ACTIVITY 

STATUS' along with the amount of the final product requirement that has 

been produced by each activity and the status of each activity. The format of 

the representation is [activityl volume completed! status]. It is not 

desirable to split a specific volume requirement in advance between these 

activities since scheduling is a dynamic function based on current system 

state. The actual split between the alternatives for the way that the product is 

derived should be determined during the execution of the system rather than 

by a priori specification. At any stage of schedule development the amount of 

product left to be produced by a stage in the manufacture of one or more final 

product batches can be determined from the status of the intermediate 

products associated with that stage, and decisions can be made about how to 

progress the production considering alternative activities and potential 
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Figure 8.4. Intermediate and Final Product Batch Representation 
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process routes. This requires that procedures be incorporated in the model to 

update batch status with respect to the progress of associated activities. 

8,3,1,Updating the Status ora Batch 

At any stage of model execution there will be routes running that have been 

set up to process a particular batchsize of product to carry out a particular 

production activity. It is important to be able to correctly update how much of 

a given batch! activity has been completed when a route shuts down after 

running for a certain time due to finite capacity constraints in the plant. The 

remaining amount of product to be processed can be converted to a 

Remaining Batchsize for the activity as follows: 

Remaining Batchsize = Batchsizel(Processing Rate * Time) 

The actual amount of Product Output from a semi-continuous or product 

transfer stage is given by the following calculation for a route: 

Product Output = Processing Rate*Time*output yield 

The actual amount of input material (Product Used) by a given route is 

given by the following calculation: 

Product Used = Processing Rate*Time*input factor 

Whenever a process route has to shutdown, either because the net batchsize 

on the route has been processed, or the limits of some finite capacity have 

been reached, the status of the activities associated with this stage of the 

batch's production can be updated on the basis of these calculations. 
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8.4.REASONING ABOUT SCHEDULING RESTRICTIONS ON ACTMTIES 

By representing batches offinal products and intermediates within the system 

as partial or complete instantiations of a production recipe which indicate the 

status of the associated activities it can be determined at what stage of 

production a particular product is, which activities could be started, and how 

critical it is that the batch is progressed. 

Using the precedence relations contained in the recipe for a product, and the 

status of the activities associated with a batch of a particular intermediate or 

final product it can be determined whether an activity can start or not. This is 

done by carrying out a search of an activity precedence network in a product 

recipe and using a '100k-up" table which relates the status of linked activities 

to the temporal precedence relation defined between them. The look-up table 

indicates how the precedence relations between activities at two stages and 

the status of activities at the first stage affects the status of any activities at 

the second stage that they lead into. An activity have one of four different 

statuses; cannot-start, can-start, in-progress, and finished. The look-up 

table which describes the effects of the relations BEFORE and OVERLAPS 

on the status of two activities with respect to whether they can start or not is 

shown in Figure 8.5. A production activity can have more than one preceding 

activity leading into it, so the status of all these activities must be taken into 

account before any change in status from cannot-start to can-start is made. 

For example, an activity C is preceded by two activities A and B and the 

relation between A and C is BEFORE, and the relation between Band C is 

OVERLAPS. Even though the relation OVERLAPS simply requires B to be 

in-progress for the status of C to be set to can-start, the relation between A 

and C is more constraining and requires that this activity has finished before 

C could be set to can-start. Therefore, checks of precedence relations between 

two activities which indicate a status of cannot-start for the second activity 



TEMPORAL 
RELATION 

~~G ~----------.~~I __ A_CT __ nnTY ____ ~ 

PRECEDENCE-RELATION TABLE: 

PRECEDING CURRENT NEW 
ACTIVITY ACTnnTY TEMPORAL ACTIVITY 
STATUS STATUS RELATION STATUS 

cannot-start Any-status Any-relation cannot-start 

can-start Any-status Any-relation cannot-start 

in-progress Any-status BEFORE cannot-start 

in-progress cannot-start OVERLAPS can-start 

in-progress in-progress OVERLAPS in-progress 

finished cannot-start Any-relation can-start 

finished can-start Any-relation can-start 

finished in-progress Any-relation in-progress 

finished finished Any-relation finished 

Figure 8.5. Precedence Relation Table and Potential Changes 
to Activity Status 
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take priority to checks which involve the second activity and indicate a status 

of can-start. 

8.5.PREFERENTIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Having determined which activities can start, then preferential considerations 

can be taken into account in deciding whether to actually attempt to start the 

activity at all, and which activities should be considered in priority to others. 

This part of decision making is based on a plant specific strategy, which can 

be expressed through production rules. For example, in the Minsterley plant a 

number of scheduling goals for the supply of the skimmed milk intermediate 

to the factory production areas were derived through interviewing the factory 

management, and these goals were used to develop a small set of strategy 

rules for the plant to drive the activity scheduling process. 

Most scheduling systems use some form of heuristics to guide the direction of 

the schedule generation and these can be accessed by the rules used for 

activity scheduling. One measure used to guide the scheduling system is to 

calculate how critical batches are with respect to meeting due dates. There are 

a number of ways in which an estimate of the criticality of a particular batch 

of product can be assessed, for example with the use of critical path analysis, 

by determining how much total float is left in the time required against the 

time available to carry out the activities for the production of a particular 

product. The determination of the total float available has been incorporated 

into the BPS to give a measure of the criticality of a particular batch when 

assessing its priority 

Other plant specific heuristics could also be used, for example, in the case of 

overlapping activities. The status of overlapping activities is determined from 

the precedence relations as described before. However, for any two stages 

there is a need to determine how far the first stage activities should have 
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progressed before the second can start and be carried out without interruption 

because the first stage has not produced enough input material for the second 

stage. This could be accommodated through a heuristic which relates the rates 

of the two stages, and the production volumes that are required. 

A plant specific rule-base can be used to aid in making decisions about the 

preferential constraints which affect the scheduling of activities in a batch 

process plant. One constraint on activity scheduling which is a particular 

feature of batch processing is product stability. Activities which produce 

unstable intermediates are known as Zero Wait (ZW) or No Wait (NW) 

activities; process reaction and quality considerations dictate that such 

products should be processed immediately or within some known time span at 

the next stage. However, this constraint must be treated as preferential, 

because it is essentially a time constraint which can be broken without 

affecting the physical feasibility of the schedule in terms of the allocation of 

resources to activities. In this case, a heuristic rule could be included to 

incorporate a delay factor between numbers of batches of the product which 

started the activity. Such delay factors could be based on local knowledge or 

by carrying out experimentation with the simulation model. 

8.6.RESOURCE ALLOCATION TO ACTMTIES 

Having determined that an activity should be scheduled then the procedures 

described for dynamic plant configuration must be applied to ensure that the 

allocation of resources to the activity takes into account the particular 

constraints of batch process plants and the preferential constraints at this 

level. 
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B.6.l.Production Actiyity Batch Size 

After allocation of resources to a production activity, the final requirement for 

scheduling is to set an appropriate batch size on a product transfer or semi

continuous process route so that the times associated with the use of the 

resources and physical movement of product through the plant can be 

generated by the simulation model. As described in Chapter 7 the 

determination of this batchsize can be based on a simple Bill of Process (BOP) 

for the products involved in the activity where each activity is assigned an 

input factor and an output yield for calculating the amounts of input 

material used and product output. The input factors and output yields for the 

activities involved in the production of skimmed milk concentrate are 

illustrated in Figure B.2. 

The batchsize set on the route must be defined in equivalent units to the rate 

of the process unit which is being used in the route in order to correctly 

schedule events based on this rate. If the output product is the result of some 

sort of processing rather than a simple product transfer activity, then it is 

likely that the volume of product required from the process will have to be 

converted to a volume of product in the equivalent units used to describe the 

rate at which the process unit runs. For a simple serial route involving a 

single input and output product this is simply a conversion of the required 

output product volume by any output yield factor to convert it into the units 

used by the process unit which sets the rate on the route. For an activity 

involving separation or combination of products then a batch size which will 

be processed by the process entity setting the process rate needs to be 

determined for all the routes involved based on the Bill of Process and this is 

best illustrated by an example. For a separation activity using a single input 

product milk and producing two output products skimmed milk and cream it 

would be possible to describe different batchsizes for the activity based on the 

different product input factors and output yields. However, a batchsize for the 
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activity based on milk volume should be determined in this case because the 

rate of the separator which is used for the activity is described in terms of the 

rate at which it processes milk. On the basis of which output product 

requirement is "driving" the activity a net Batchsize can be calculated as 

follows: 

Batchsize = Remaining Demand/process output yield 

For example, if the main requirement from carrying out the separation 

activity is to produce a specific amount of skimmed milk for a production 

department, then the batchsize set for the activity would be skimmed milk 

requirement/0.9 (where 0.9 is the output yield for the process as shown in 

Figure 8.2.) to give the batchsize in terms of milk. This batchsize can then be 

set on both the skimmed milk production route and the cream production 

route configured for the activity, so that they will both be scheduled to 

complete this activity at the same time. The output yields set on the skimmed 

milk route and the cream route will ensure that the correct amount of 

skimmed milk and cream is produced for the net input batchsize determined 

on the basis of the skimmed milk requirement. The input factor in this case 

will be 1 and will ensure that the correct volume of milk is used by this 

activity. 

It is possible to run more than one process route in parallel for an activity 

relating to a particular batch of product. There is no problem in configuring all 

the available routes assuming that constraints on plant item allocation are not 

broken and it may be desired that the batch requirement is run through two 

or more of these routes as quickly as possible. However, the batchsize for the 

product associated with this activity cannot simply be split equally between 

the routes because they may not necessarily run at the same rate. Therefore, 

in order to synchronise the routes so that the maximum amount of the batch is 

transferred or processed in the minimum amount of time, all the 
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routes involved in the activity should be scheduled based on the net rate of the 

processing units involved in the routes. The overall batch size for the activity 

can then be proportionally assigned to the routes based on this calculated 

running time and each route's individual rate as follows: 

Individual Route Batchsize=Calculated running time*individual 

rate. 

8.7.PISCUSSION 

The control framework developed for the Minsterley plant milk movement 

scheduling problem used as an example in this thesis is based on a small 

strategy rule-base which was set up for the purpose of enabling the activity 

configuration procedures to be tested under dynamically changing plant 

conditions. A simple scheduling strategy has been implemented so far which 

does not ensure that the schedule developed would be as yet of an acceptable 

quality. It does not attempt to process batches of product until they become 

critical on the basis of total float. Schedules developed using this strategy are 

likely to contain production which fails to meet due date by a considerable 

margin and are therefore unlikely to be unacceptable to the plant 

management. However, the difference between schedules produced by this 

system and other systems described in the literature is that because the model 

of the plant contains procedures so that the true constraints on resource 

allocation imposed by the plant network structure are taken into account, and 

preferential considerations are accomodated through the rule-based dynamic 

configuration approach, the schedules produced by the system are feasible and 

could therefore be implemented on the plant. Thus the strategy for reasoning 

about the activities concerned with meeting production requirements can be 

improved and the improvements will be translated into better feasible 

schedules. This approach is therefore more likely to succeed in a real 

environment than the use of an approach which contains a simplified model of 
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the plant which allows physical constraints to be broken. In the latter case 

schedules which appear to be good, for example all production requirements 

are met, may in practise tum out to be infeasible on the plant, so the users are 

unlikely to have confidence in the system. If the system can be seen to produce 

schedules that are reproducible, then users can have confidence that it can be 

implemented on the plant. 
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CHAPTER 9 IMPLEMENTATION OF A GENERIC HYBRID BATCH 

PROCESS SCHEDULER 

9,Q,INTROPUCTION 

In Chapter 5 the reasons for developing a hybrid simulation for short term 

scheduling and control were described, The use of declarative languages for 

simulation has been put forward as a good way to overcome difficulties in 

modelling the intelligent and adaptive behaviour which is desirable in order to 

use simulation for short term scheduling and control applications. This is 

because declarative languages are particularly designed for knowledge 

representation purposes which enables a system developer to concentrate on 

representing the problem and ways to solve it. In a procedural language a 

system developer may have to develop a suitable knowledge representation 

scheme first before the problem and solution methods can be represented. 

Therefore more complex problems can be tackled in a given development time 

using a declarative language. 

The two main representation schemes put forward in the literature on 

knowledge representation using declarative languages are frames (or objects 

or schema) and production rules. Frames are important because they enable a 

compact representation of an entity which can encapsulate all its attributes in 

a single structure making data manipulation easier than if it is spread 

through a number of arrays as is common in a procedural langauge 

representation. Production rules are a natural and flexible way in which to 

encapsulate the user defined preferences and complex control logic. In 

addition both these structures give a system inherent modularity because they 

are independent of the program structure. This is an important consideration 

when developing a generic modelling tool which is going to be sufficiently 

flexible to enable a range of specific models to be built. 
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On this basis the development of simulation systems in declarative languages 

has primarily been driven by the desire to improve the flexibility and ease of 

knowledge representation rather than to significantly change the way in 

which a simulation executes. Therefore the use of a declarative language for 

the procedural parts of a simulation generally only involves the translation of 

the procedural parts of the simulation into the declarative language format. 

This brings no great benefits in terms of simulation execution, but does bring 

some drawbacks such as the use of awkward programming constructs, and 

slow model execution. The use of a mixed language hybrid architecture has 

been put forward by a number of researchers as a way to overcome these 

difficulties by developing the individual parts of a system using the language 

best suited to each system part and then integrating them together into a 

complete system. This approach has been shown to be feasible on a small scale 

by Flitman [123] who commented that the approach needed to be applied to a 

full scale industrial problem to test its true worth. It was decided that the 

hybrid approach was a practical approach to take to the development of a 

generic system to carry out the procedures described in Chapters 7 and 8 for 

the configuration and activity scheduling of batch process plants, as it would 

enable knowledge representation at the required level of detail while still 

retaining the use of a procedural simulation model for maintenance of the 

dynamic plant status during model execution. Implementation of the approach 

involved addressing a number of issues: 

I.The development tools to use for the declarative and procedural parts of 

the BPS. 

2.The hybrid structure and the "split" between the declarative and 

procedural parts of the BPS. 

a.The integration and co-ordination of the different parts oftbe BPS. 

This chapter will discuss how these issues have been addressed, and also the 

testing of the BPS through the development of a model of the Eden Vale 
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Minsterley plant described in Chapter 7. Finally issues related to the use of 

the BPS in a '1ive" scheduling and control environment will be discussed. 

9.I.TOOLS FOR SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

The aim of this project was to build a generic system applicable to the batch 

process industry. Therefore, as discussed by Bhattacharyya, Roy and Huang 

[42], relatively low level development tools were required to implement the 

two parts of the BPS to give as much control as possible during development 

over the structure and execution of each system part and the BPS as a whole. 

However, it was not desired to have to write the data manipulation procedures 

for a frame-based system from scratch, or to have to write an inference engine 

for the application of rules, or to write a simulation executive from scratch 

The development tools used for the BPS were chosen on this basis. 

It was decided to use a general PROLOG development system to implement 

the declarative part of the BPS to give the desired flexibility for knowledge 

representation without being restricted during system development by 

requirements for model structure which might be imposed by the use of a 

higher level tool-kit such as Knowledge-craft or OPS5. A general PROLOG 

system can be relatively easily augmented to include both frames and 

production rules. In order to do this with the PROLOG system used it was 

decided to use the source code for a frame and rule-based tool-kit called 

FOOPS (Forward Chaining Object Oriented Production System) by Merritt 

[149]. This meant that a set of basic frame manipulation procedures and 

inference engine did not have to be developed from scratch, but they were 

"transparent" and the overall generic model structure could be developed as 

required and without compromise. 

The low-level simulation tool-kit SEE-WHY was chosen for the procedural 

part of the BPS in preference to a higher-level tool such as SIMAN or even 
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WITNESS. It gives all the facilities required to build a simulation in terms of 

pre-written FORTRAN routines; for example, for scheduling events on 

entities, updating entity attributes, and displaying simulation execution. In 

particular it includes as part of the tool-kit the entity structure developed by 

Fisher [52] for representing finite capacity vessels and the procedures for 

scheduling psuedo-continuous events on these vessels on the basis of fixed 

input and output rates ensuring that these routines did not have to be written 

from scratch. However it still requires the system developer to write model 

specific event handling routines and the structure of the simulation in 

FORTRAN, so it was flexible enough to allow the generic model structure to 

be developed as desired 

9.2.THE HYBRID STRUCTURE AND SPLIT BETWEEN THE 

PECLARATIVE AND PROCEPURAL PARTS OF THE BPS 

9,2,I,Svstem Execution Structure 

The whole BPS structure is based on discrete event simulation because, as 

described by Roy [8], it is an efficient way in which to carry out forward 

scheduling taking into account finite capacity and the complex interactions 

between the entities in a manufacturing system. One of the key issues of the 

development of the BPS was therefore to determine which "world view" to use 

for the simulation execution, and where to "split" the BPS into its declarative 

and procedural parts. 

A Three Pbase Simulation Structure 

Paul [150] discusses the importance of the executive world view with respect 

to model building and the incorporation of decision logic. He says that in the 

case of the process view, which is the basic executive of many object-oriented 

approaches, the model must be structured very carefully to ' .. get the 
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interrupts and delays and correctly registered' and the model may have to be 

forced to fit the structure. In the case of the event view, because the system is 

not globally updated at the end of every event a problem can occur if several 

events occur at the same time; at the end of a particular event the system will 

reallocate the resources that are released before it knows ' .. what other 

resources are going to be released by the other events that occur at that time.' 

[150] so it is working with an incomplete knowledge base. In both these cases, 

the structure of the model is complex and it is difficult to alter one part 

without causing undesired effects in another part of the model. The common 

objection to the use of the three phase approach has been lack of efficiency. 

However, with significant recent increases in computing power, and the use of 

techniques such as cellular simulation as described by Spinhelli de Carvalho 

[151] to structure the model this objection becomes less powerful than the 

reasons for using the approach. In the case of the three phase approach, the 

conditional phase always has the full global state available to it for decision 

making which is particularly important in modelling a batch process plant 

where so much of the system is interlinked. The model itself is a lot more 

modular and amenable to modification than the other approaches. Therefore, 

the three phase structure was determined to be an appropriate one with which 

to develop a rule-based simulation model for scheduling and control with 

global decision rules, rather than using the object-oriented approach as more 

commonly used for knowledge based simulation in which decision making is 

essentially local to objects and not based on a fully global update of the system 

state. As described by Doukidis [96] if the application of rules in the 'C' phase 

is carried out through an inference engine rather than a traditional three 

phase executive, then the order in which the rules are applied is no longer 

governed by the order in which they are written but determined through the 

use of a conflict set. In the case of route configuration where it is important 

that a route specific decision order for plant item selection can be applied 

which is different from route to route this was an important factor in deciding 

to structure the BPS in this way. The use of a three phase approach in the 
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simulation structure facilitated the mixed language hybrid structure by 

providing a natural "boundary" between the procedural and declarative 

portions of the BPS. The 'e' phase of the simulation which contains the 

complex control logic could be transferred to the declarative portion of the BPS 

where the application of scheduling and configuration rules could be 

controlled by an inference engine. The basic behavioural part of the model 

controlled through the 'A' and 'B' phases of the simulation could still be 

retained in the procedural language with a simpler but more efficient 

simulation executive to maintain the state of the plant correctly. This basic 

execution structure as developed for the BPS is shown in Figure 9.1. 

BPS Data Structure 

The other important issue to address was how to split the plant data between 

the two parts of the BPS. Each module contains some representation of the 

entities which are detailed to the appropriate level through a number of 

attributes. 

Simulation Data Representation 

It was decided to restrict the data representation of the plant entities in the 

Simulation Module to a representation of their individual attributes such as 

finite capacity, activity state, and other individual performance related data 

such as process rate. No data about the connectivity of plant items is included 

in the Simulation Module because PROLOG is much better suited to 

representing their structure and procedures for reasoning about the 

constraints associated with the plant network structure. However, the 

simulation does need to co-ordinate chains of plant items linked together to 

process a given batchsize of product taking into account finite storage capacity 

which may be able to be shared between routes. Also it needs to be able to co

ordinate plant items linked together in a cleaning route to carry out a cleaning 
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activity. Therefore, a simple representation of the process and CIP sub-routes 

was also included in the Simulation Module, together with the link entities to 

connect them together to build up the routes configured by the Control 

Module. The process route! CIP route representation used consists of three 

position sets corresponding to the sub-routes defined for a specific model in 

the Control Module. There is no information defined about what entities could 

make up the positions in a given sub-route. These sub-routes have an 

attribute to hold the batchsize to be processed through whatever route they 

are currently configured for, and an attribute to hold an input factor and an 

output yield in order to correctly maintain the material balance of the plant. 

The information about sub-routes which are to be set up in the model at any 

given point in the BPS execution is supplied from the Control Module in the 

form of a data set which may list one or more sub-routes, the entity which is to 

go into each position in the sub-route, and the batchsize which is to be 

processed by the route overall in the case of a process route or the time for 

which the route is to run in the case of a CIP route. Once a process or CIP 

route has been set up in the simulation according to the configuration derived 

in the Control Module the items in each adjacent position in a set of linked 

sub-routes are treated by the Simulation Module as if they are directly 

connected together for the duration of simulated time for which the process 

route runs. The product batches within the plant are not physically 

represented as entities in the Simulation Module. The SEE-WHY vessel entity 

maintains a record of how much product it contains at any point in model 

execution based on the procedures developed by Fisher [52]. The amount of 

product which is processed through a plant item is simply a function of the 

amount of time that the item is in use for, its rate of operation and associated 

input factors and output yields on routes. The Simulation Module also 

maintains the schedule data in terms of a process route schedule and a CIP 

route schedule. These are based on linked arrays which allow recording of 

data about the sub-routes within the model and the items which are set up in 

them as the simulation progresses. They can be examined at any time during 
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simulation execution and output as a schedule of plant operations at the end 

of the simulation run. 

Control Module Data Representation 

There is a frame hierarchy of plant item classes, although the possibilities for 

inheritance are relatively limited in this case as it is a flat rather than deep 

structure. The entity frame representations include slots for the static feasible 

connections as an AND/ OR structure and current input and output 

connections to allow the BPS to infer the existing constraints from the 

dynamic connectivity of plant items. The attributes of plant items relating to 

their individual dynamic status such as activity state and contents at last 

event are also included as slots on entity frame instances and are updated 

from the Simulation Module as BPS execution proceeds. In addition all the 

control structures for activity configuration and scheduling are fully 

represented as frames in the Control Module. These control structures are 

represented as a hierarchy of product recipes, process activities and potential 

process routes made up of sets of sub-routes. The control hierarchy for CIP 

routing consists of CIP circuits and associated sets of sub-routes making up 

the cleaning routes supplied by the circuits. There is a batch-list of final 

product requirements and batches of final product and intermediates whose 

production is being scheduled or controlled by the BPS are also represented as 

frame instances. In the representations of the process_route sub-route 

structures the key slots are input_choices, processor_choices, and 

output_choices which show what plant items are defined as being potential 

choices for a route. The current_inputs, current-processor, and 

current_outputs slots are used during the route configuration process to 

hold the results of each constraint check through the route and any 

preferential element selection using the configuration rules. The configuration 

procedure terminates when each of these slots only contains a single plant 

item and the route is now configured. Finally there are a number of other 
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frame classes which are important to the operation of the BPS. There is a 

frame to represent the current sequence of configured process sub-routes to be 

passed to the Simulation Module, and a similar one to represent the current 

sequence of CIP sub-routes. There is also a frame to represent the time of the 

last time update carried out by the simulation executive. Examples of specific 

frame instances as PROLOG data structures compatible with the FOOPS 

frame manipulation are shown in Figure 9.2. It can be seen from these 

examples that the use of frames to represent entities and their attributes 

gives a much more coherent and compact representation than the use of 

separate arrays to represent the different data types concerned with all 

entities of all classes, which is the approach which must be used in setting up 

the SEE-WHY model data representation. Also the flexibility of the PROLOG 

frame representation in allowing slot/ facet values to be lists of items (which 

can themselves be lists) has enabled a generic format for the representation of 

the plant network structure and routing to be developed without the necessity 

to set predetermined arbitrary limits as required by the language. For 

example, if arrays were used to represent routes and the choices for each 

position it is unlikely that they could be sized so that all routes in all batch 

plants could be represented with all potential choices represented for each 

position unless it was accepted that there would be a considerable amount of 

"wasted" space in most models defined with the system. 

The user defined plant configuration and scheduling rules are also 

represented in the Control Module in PROLOG in the format specified for the 

FOOPS forward chaining inference engine. Again this format is flexible 

enabling complex decision rules involving any number of conditions and 

actions to be represented. The applicability of rules in the BPS is governed by 

goal contexts which are added and removed from the working memory as 

execution proceeds. Thus most rules have at least one goal as one of their 

conditions, and some have more than one to make the focus of the rule 

selection more specific. Examples of configuration rules in this format are 



1* frame instance representing process route sub-route 'E1ST' holding the route 
positions for the route input in the slot "input_choices", and the separator supply 
lines in "processor_choices" */ 

frinst(process_route,'E 1ST', 
[ako - [val process_route], 
description - [val 'milk storage to seps '], 
links_up - [ val ['E 1PR']], 
links_down - [val 0], 
output_choices - [val Oinks.,...!lP,'LK10']], 
processor_choices - [val ['RLN1','RLN2']], 
mput_choices - [val [,MSL1','MSL2', 

'MSL3','MSIA']], 
current_output - [val 0], 
current-processor - [val 0], 
current_Input - [val 0], 
current-Yield - [val 1.0], 
input_factor - [val 1.0], 
remaininiLbatchsize - [val 0], 
current_batch - 0, 
current_activity - [val sep_milk_ev _silos], 
activity_state_attribute4 - [val 1]],1). 

/* frame instance representing storage vessel Milk Silo 1 'MSL1' */ 

frinst(storage,'MSL1', 
[ako - [val storage], 
description - [val 'milk silo 1'], 
code - [val 'VOl'], 
capacity - [val 227.3], 
contents_at_last_up"date - [val 227.3], 
current_contents - U, 
time_contents_Iast_updated - [val 0], 
current_rate_in - [val 0], 
current_rate_out - [val 0], 
time-product_out - [val 0], 
time-product_in - [val (-350)], 
time_last_stop_fill- [val (-200)], 
time_last_stop_empty - [val 0], 
contents_status - [vall], 
system_event - [val maxcon], 
configuration - [val [,MSL1' ---> and: [i,o], 

i ---> and:['OLN1','OLN2'], 
0---> or:['RLN1','RLN2']]], 

work_area - [val milk_reception], 
current_inputs - [val []], 
current_outputs - [val 0], 
activity_state_attribute4 - [val 2], 
current-product..grade - [val 2], 
product - [val milk]],l). 

Figure 9.2.a. Frame instances in FOOPS Format 



/-. frame instance representing the semi-continuous process element separator 2 
'SEP2' */ 

frinst(continuous,'SEP2' , 
[ako - [val continuous], 
descriptor - [val 'SEP2'], 
code - [val 'POS'], 
configuration - [val ['SEP2' ---> and: [i,o], 

i ---> and: ['RLNl'], 
0---> and: ['SPS2','SPC2']]], 

work_area - [val dairy], 
current_inputs - [val 0], 
current_outputs - [val 0], 
current-process_route - [val 0], 
current_rate - [val O.334/klitre_min], 
activity_state_attrihute4 - [vall]],O). 

/-. frame instance representing the process line 'RLNl' which provides input from 
the milk silos to separators 1 and 2 -./ 

frinst(process_Iine, 'RLNl', 
[ako - [val process_line], 
descriptor - [val 'RLNl'], 
code - [val 'PlS'], 
configuration - [val ['RLNl' ---> and: [i,o], 

i ---> or: ['MSLl','MSL2','MSL3','MSIA'], 
0---> and: ['SEPl','SEP2']]], 

work_area - [val dairy], 
current_inputs - [val 0], 
current_outputs - [val 0], 
current_rate - [val 0], 
current-process_route - [val 0], 
activity_state_attribute4 - [vall]],O). 

Figure 9.2.h. Frame Instances in FOOPS Format 
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shown in Figure 9.3. It can be seen that there are a number of 

call(predicate) conditions and actions in these rules. These are direct calls to 

PROLOG and enable the application of the rules to be integrated with the 

procedures for making the route consistent during configuration and also 

integrated with other procedures which have been written to aid in "filtering" 

route position choices and ordering them according to particular attribute 

values during preferential element selection. 

The overall basis of this flexibility for knowledge representation is the fact 

that an argument to a PROLOG predicate can be a list of items, which can 

themselves be lists and so on. The basic structure of both the frame and the 

rule under FOOPS is simply a predicate with a list as an argument containing 

either the frame structure or the rule structure. The procedures for frame 

manipulation and the forward chaining inference engine provided by FOOPS 

simply act on the data represented by these list structures identified by the 

predicate name as either a frame, frame instance, or a rule. One other 

advantage of using PROLOG for a system database is that it can be treated 

similarly to a relational database. This is due to its inherent procedural 

operating mechanism of depth first search with backtracking and the fact that 

a query will generate all solutions unless the process is terminated by the 

user. It is possible to examine classes of plant items or specific plant items and 

attribute values through specifying a simple query at the PROLOG intepreter 

command line, or a simple procedure written in the program which makes it 

easy to extract data about the status of plant items for decision making 

purposes. 

9.3,BPS OPERATION 

The following sections will describe the building of a specific plant model and 

important features in the execution of each BPS module. The integration of 



'* strategy rule imm.l: updates total float and activity state of product batches */ 

strategy imml: 
[goal- immediate_requirements with [status - active]] 
==> 
[call(immediate_requirements(factory», 
call(immediate_requirements(ex_factory», 
ca1l(delftgoal,immediate_requirements», 
assert(goal - setup_routes WIth [status - active]), 
assert(goal - system_input with [status - active])]. 

/* strategy rule fact!: whose actions call Erocedure "configure_critical_batches" to 
instigate production route configuration , 

strategy factI: 
[goal - setup_routes with [status - active], 
goal - factory ~roduct with [status - active]] 
==> 
[call(configure_critical_batches(skim_concentrate», 
call(configure_critical_batches(cottage_cheese», 
call(delftgoal,factory~roduct», 
call( delftgoal,setup_routes»)]. 

/* configuration rule evs2: for the selection of a separator for configuration of 
process route 1 for supply of skimmed milk to the evaporators. It contains the 
procedure "select_element" as it's main action to select a separator which instigates 
constraint propagation through the rest of the route. It also sets up the next 
configuration decision to choose the skim line input *' 
rule evs2: 
[goal - choose_separator with [status - active], 
goal - sep_milk_ev _silos with [status - active], 
activity - sep_milk_ev _silos with 

[current.goals - Subroutes], 
is_onCE lPR' ,Subroutes), 
process_route - 'ElPR' with 

[current~rocessor - Choices], 
call(filter_choices_NOT(Choices, 

[descriptor - 'SEP3'],Remainingl», 
Remainingi \= 0] 
==> 
[call(select_element(process_route ,'E IPR', 

current~rocessor - C,Remainingl», 
call( delftgoal,choose_separator», 
assert(goal - skim_line_input with [status - active])]. 

Figure 9.3. Strategy and Configuration Rules in FOOPS Format 
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the modules into the three phase structure will then be described in Section 

9.4 .. 

9.3.1.Building a Specific Plant Model 

In order to build a model of a specific plant with the BPS, a user simply 

specifies a database for the Control Module of frame instances of plant 

entities, a control hierarchy of recipes, activities, process sub-routes, CIP 

circuits and CIP sub-routes, and the configuration and scheduling rules in the 

system format. An appropriate data structure for the Simulation Module must 

also be specified as a set of files for simulation sets, process entities, vessel 

entities, transport entities, transport entity routing, and link entities. These 

files are read in by the Simulation Module to create the specific SEE-WHY 

model of the plant. The hybrid model can now be executed to develop a short 

term schedule. 

9.3.2.Control Module Execution 

The Control Module drives the execution through the activity scheduling and 

route consistency and configuration procedures described in Chapters 7 and 8. 

The top level operation of the Control Module is a procedure dialogueS which 

calls the major components of the BPS as follows: 

dialogue8:-
repeat, 
pickup_data(Control), 
release_resources, 
(Control == 'STOP'; 
strategy, 
send_link, 
fail), 
write(1ink terminated'),nl. 

The main procedure calls are all contained within a repeat .... fail loop which 

will continue execution until it receives a control command to 'STOP' when it 
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jumps out of the loop and terminates the current execution of the BPS. The 

procedures pickup_data(Control), release_resources, and send_link are 

concemed with communications, updating the status of the Control Module 

database and transferring the results of Control Module execution to a waiting 

Simulation Module. The main procedure which instigates the scheduling and 

configuration functions is strategy which constitutes the 'e' phase of the 

Control Module operation. The basic operation of this part of the BPS is shown 

in Figure 9.4. 

The Control Module 'C' Phase: The Application of StrateeY Rules 

The procedure strategy initially adds to the working memory an active 

strategy goal which acts as a context to allow the strategy rules in the rule

base to fire. These are user defined rules which direct the BPS to attempt to 

configure particular batch! activity combinations subject to the precedence 

constraints imposed by the production recipes defined in the Control Module 

database. The strategy rule-base for the BPS has so far been developed for the 

purpose of testing the ability of the activity route configuration procedures to 

cope with the real constraints on resource allocation to process routes. The 

rule-base therefore currently consists of a few rules to select batch/activity 

combinations on the single basis of criticality determined through calculating 

the total float on a batch. The first rules which are activated by the strategy 

context call PROLOG procedures to update the status of batches with respect 

to precedence and total float available for their production. The procedure 

pc_check determines whether a batch! activity combination can-start by 

relating the status of the activities in the specific batch frame instance to the 

precedence relations between activities defined in the recipe frame instance. 

The procedures to calculate the total float on a batch were included to give a 

measure of the criticality of a batch of product with respect to meeting its due 

date. Total float was considered a useful measure because as described by 

Elmaraghby [152] it has been shown to produce good results in the scheduling 
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of activities in resource constrained activity networks. The remainder of the 

rules in the current strategy rule-base determine which of the critical batch! 

activity combinations to configure next and invoke the batch! activity 

configuration level of the BPS through a call to the procedure 

configure_activity(Activity ,Batch_code). 

Batch! Actiyitv Configuration 

The call to the procedure configure_activity instigates the most important 

process in determining a feasible schedule with the BPS; it calls the procedure 

find_l'Outes3 which chooses a route for configuration and ensures that it is 

consistent with respect to the relation CAN-CONNECT-TO between route 

position choices throughout the configuration process. The main clause of 

conflpre_activity contains the following procedure calls to configure a 

serial process route: 

configure_activity(Activity,Batch_code):
find_routes3(Activity ,Subroutes,Choices), 
Subroutes \= 0, 
upciate_subroutes3(Subroutes,Choices) 
aadttgoal,Activit,,[status - active]), 
uptitactivity ,Activity, [current..,goals - Subroutes]), 
go(rule), 
batch_code<activity ,Activity,current~oals - Subroutes,Code), 
rem_batch(activity ,Activit;y,current~a1s - Subroutes,Code), 
update_links_up(activity ,Activity,current~oals - Subroutes), 
update_links_down(activity ,Activity,current~oa1s - Suhroutes), 
ujxlate_sequence(activity ,Activity,current~oa1s - Suhroutes), 

The purpose and basic mechanism of each of the procedures in 

configure_activity will be described in the remainder of this section to show 

how procedures described in Chapter 7 have been implemented. 

The main clause of find..routes3 calls the procedures concerned with finding 

a set of subroutes to configure and making the route positions in them 

consistent with respect to the unary constraints and the binary CAN. 
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CONNECT-TO constraint on physical plant item choices. The procedures are 

called as follows: 

find_routes3(Activity,Ordered~oals,FinaCchoices):
activity _search(Activity,G ,Goallist), 
setup_initial_choices3(Goallist, 

Ordered~oals,Initial_choices), 
constraint_check3(Ordered~0a1s, 

InitiaCchoices,Final_choices), 
Ordered~a1s \= O. 

The procedure activity_search does a search of the activity to be configured 

to find a set of sub-routes which can make up a process route. The routes are 

found in the order in which they are written in the activity frame instance slot 

alternative_routes so any prioritisation for routing is determined by that 

sequence in this way. If a set of sub-routes is found which is currently 

available it is output from the procedure as Goallist. Then the procedure 

setup_initial_choices3 carries out two functions to set up the route positions 

and their listed plant item choices for configuration. The procedure orders the 

list of sub-routes in Goallist on the basis of the links between them as 

specified in slots of their frame instances and outputs this as the list 

Ordered-,oals; this ensures that a set of sub-routes to be configured can be 

presented in any order in the Control Module database and the configuration 

procedures will be able to function as required. It then finds the feasible plant 

item choices contained in the sub-route plant item choice slots and sets them 

up in a list of linked positions with the format: 

[[position 1 Choices],[Position 2 Choices], .... ,[Position N Choices]]. 

This list forms the input argument Initial_choices to the procedure 

constraint_checkS, which makes the route consistent using variations of 

Mackworths [87] ncl, REVISE, and acl procedures. The REVISE procedure 

uses the plant item configurations and current connections to infer whether 

the relation CAN-CONNECT-TO holds between two plant items. This can be 

illustrated with an example of one of the tests for a potential connection that 
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was described in Chapter 7. The procedure test_static is used when the plant 

item being tested is a static item such as a vessel, or semi-continuous process 

item. The procedure contains a number of clauses representing the test cases 

for connectivity. The following clause from test_static checks whether a plant 

item Element with OR outputs in its Configuration can make a connection 

to a Choice in an adjacent output route position when the Choice has OR 

inputs: 

test_static(Element,Choice,Configuration):
is_on(o --> or: Elements,Configuration), 
is_on(Choice,Elements), 
getftClass,Element,[current_outputs - CO]), 
CO == 0, 
JetftClass2,Choice,[configuration - CF ,current_inputs - CIl), 
Is_on(i ---> or: Elements2,CF), 
CI == 0,1. 

The first procedure call to is_on checks whether the Element being checked 

has an OR output. One of the advantages of the declarative nature of 

PROLOG can be seen here because the first argument to the procedure can 

simply be specified as the structure of the output list on the plant item frame 

instance configuration slot as ° ... > or: Elements. If there is a list with this 

structure on the Configuration of the plant item the clause makes the next 

call to is_on, which checks to see if the potential connection Choice is on the 

the list of outputs Elements for Element. The clause now tests that the 

Element does not already have a current_connection through the test for 

an empty list "[]" as the value of the current_outputs slot of the Element 

frame instance. The clause then makes the same checks from the perspective 

of Choice to see that the test case holds in both directions. 

A now consistent route is output from the procedure find_routesS in a list 

with the same format as the input argument: 

[[Revised Position 1 Choices],[Revised Position 2 Choices], .... ,[Revised Position 
N Choices]]. 
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It is quite possible that the find_routesS procedure will exit with an empty 

Ordered-loals list because there were no sub-routes available to configure 

or there were no sub-routes which could be made consistent under the current 

constraints on plant item availability. If the constraint_checkS procedure 

exits with a consistent route then it is guaranteed that a route for the activity 

can be configured whatever decision order and plant item selection criteria are 

now adopted as long as the effects of each selection made are propagated 

through the route during the selection process. Therefore, preferential 

considerations can be taken into account, and a route can be configured and 

set up in the process route sequence to be passed to the simulation module 

when the Control module finishes it's current cycle of execution. The rest of 

the procedure calls in configure_activity are concerned with this process. 

The procedure update_subroutes3 updates the current item slots of the sub

routes which will make up the route to be configured with the currently 

available plant item choices which were returned by the tlndJC)utes3 

procedure. 

The next two procedures addf and uptf are procedures defined in FOOPS 

which are used to add an activity configuration goal as the first context for the 

configuration rules, and to update the current-l0als slot of the activity to be 

configured with the list of sub-routes which have been found with a set of 

currently available plant item choices. 

The next procedure call is to go(rule). This is the call to the top level of the 

FOOPS inference engine, and the BPS enters a forward chaining route 

configuration cycle applying relevant rules in the rule-base to configure the 

route based on a situation specific decision order as described in Chapter 7. 

Figure 9.3. shows one of the configuration rules for selection of a plant item 

for a route position in the format required by FOOPS. The key action carried 
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out by this rule is the call to select_element. The main clause in this 

procedure is coded as follows: 

select_element(C,N,S - E,[Head I Taill):
getf{C,N,[S - E]), 
delf_sv(C,N,[S - ED, 
uptf{C,N,[S - [Head]), 
create..goallist( C,N ,Goallist), 
setup remaininlLchoices3( Goallist, 

- Ordered...goals,lntermediates), 
ac3(Ordered...goals,lntermediates,Final), 
update_subroutes3(Ordered...goals,Final). 

The first three procedure calls of getf, delf_sv, and uptf in this clause are all 

FOOPS defined predicates which carry out the updating of the sub-route 

current plant item position slot with the element selected from the currently 

available choices. The next two procedures of create-loallist, 

setup_remaiuiuLchoicesS setup a list of the current state of the route at 

this stage of the configuration process in the format: 

[[Route Position 1 Remaining Choices], .... ,[Route Position N Remaining 
Choices]]. 

The call to the procedure ac3 invokes the binary constraint checking process 

to carry out constraint propagation of the effects of the selection of a plant 

item choice throughout the route. The final procedure call of 

updateJJubroutesS updates the sub-route position slots with the choices 

that now remain as a result of the constraint checking procedure. This 

select_element procedure is very important to the operation of the BPS 

because it ensures that throughout the dynamic configuration process a route 

is always consistent with respect to the remaining available choices in the 

route positions. It is thus the only way that an element should be selected for 

inclusion in a route. It is also the basis of a default route configuration 

procedure, because plant items can be selected for a route in any order and 

under any arbitrary criterion such as "first item on the list of choices", and the 

constraint checking procedures will ensure that the route derived is still 
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feasible under the current constraints on plant item availability that exist in 

the plant. 

Having configured the batch! activity the inference cycle of the go (rule) 

procedure exits, and the remaining procedures in the configure_activity 

clause are called. The procedures batc~code and rem_batch update the 

configured sub-routes with batch code and batchsize that will be processed 

when the route is set up in the simulation. The procedures update_Dilks_up 

and update_llnks_down simply set up link elements in current route 

position slots to link the sub-routes together into the full route. The procedure 

update_sequence adds the data about the configured sub-routes to the 

current_sequence slot of the process sequence frame instance of the BPS. 

The data about the current sequence of sub-routes is set up in the slot with 

the following format which is required by the Simulation Module: 

[[Sub-route-l,Batchsize-l,Position-ll,Position-12,Position-13], 

. 
[[Sub-route-N,Batchsize-N,Position-Nl,Position-12,Position-13]]. 

This enables a sequence of any length to be sent to the Simulation Module. In 

addition the sub-routes can be in any order, the simulation will co-ordinate 

the activities of the plant items in the route by following the link elements 

which indicate how the sub-routes are connected together. As each sub-route 

is added to the sequence its activity state slot value is set to "waiting set up" 

to indicate that it has been configured but not yet passed to the Simulation 

Module. On updating this slot on a process route a "daemon" is fired which 

updates the current connection slots of the plant items in each position in the 

sub-route with their new connections from the route configuration procedure. 

This ensures that the representation of the connections made in the plant 

network is always correctly maintained. It is important that the connections 

in the network resulting from the configuration of a route are updated before 
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any attempt to configure another route is made otherwise the choices for the 

next route may not be properly constrained. 

At this point the configure_activity procedure exits, and the BPS returns to 

the strategy level of operation and any remaining actions to be carried out in 

the rule which just called configure_activity. Any further actions (which 

might include further batch! activity configuration calls) are carried out, and 

the strategy level inference cycle continues until no more strategy rules can 

fire. At this point the send_link procedure is called by the top level 

dialogue8 procedure of the Control Module, and the current process and CIP 

route sequences are sent across to the Simulation Module, and the appropriate 

events scheduled for the processing and cleaning activities which are to take 

place. The Control Module now becomes the passive part of the system and 

simply picks up data about the current plant status through the procedure 

pickup_data(Control) from the Simulation Module until it is reactivated at 

the start of another 'C' phase. 

9.3.3.Simulation Model Execution 

The main features of the SEE-WHY based Simulation Module are concerned 

with the translation of the process and CIP sequence supplied by the Control 

Module into system behaviour over time. It provides plant status information 

to the Control Module and the production schedule of resource use over time 

when the BPS is used in an off-line mode. The Simulation Module does not 

contain any of the configuration or scheduling decision logic; but only 

translates the scheduling decisions made by the Control Module into an actual 

schedule. The key routines concerned with setting up and co-ordinating the 

activities of the plant items represented in the process and CIP sequences will 

be described here. 
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The Simulation Module carries out the 'A' and 'B' phases of the three-phase 

operation structure and the purely procedural part of the 'C' phase. Although 

the SEE-WHY executive is based on the event scheduling world view it can 

easily be set up to operate as a three phase model using a function 

STIME(IMODE) supplied by SEE-WHY. If the function is called with 

!MODE set to 1 it returns the current simulation time. If the function is called 

with IMODE set to 2 it returns the time of the next event on the event list. 

This function can be used as part of an IF .. THEN construct so that the call to 

any consequential events only occurs after all the scheduled events at the 

current simulation time have been processed. This is incorporated in a routine 

called DECIDE which forms the basis for the simulation to carry out the 'B' 

phase of the overall three-phase operation, as illustrated in Figure 9.5. 

DECIDE is called after every scheduled event has been processed but only 

calls the consequential events when the time of the next event on the event 

list is not equal to the current simulation time. After every scheduled event 

that occurs the Control Module database is updated with the results of the 

event on plant item status until there are no more scheduled events at the 

current time. Active control of the system operation is then passed back to the 

Control Module which carries out its activity scheduling and configuration as 

described before. The simulation module simply waits at this point and picks 

up all sequence data which is passed to it from the Control module. The route 

data in the current sequence to be set up in the model is recieved from the 

Control Module is the format described previously, and entered in one of two 

sets of linked arrays depending on whether it is process route or CIP route 

data. Each sub-route which is entered into one of the sequences is set to 

"active" so that the simulation will recognise that it is to be set up during the 

current 'C' phase of the system execution. 

Having received all the current sequence information for the current 

simulation time from the Control Module the simulation model once again 

becomes active and enters it's own part of the 'e' phase. At this point the 
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Consequential events listed in the DECIDE routine are called to set up the 

routes in the model. There are a number of routines which find the plant 

items specified in the sequence data and set them up in the routes. For 

example, "Check Process Element Route Placement" CKPRRT finds and 

places semi-continuous process entities in routes, and "Enable Fill and Empty 

of Vessels" ENFILL finds and places vessel entities in routes. As each route is 

setup with its current plant item configuration it is set to "read" in the current 

sequence. Some plant items such as vessels and process lines can be shared 

across more than one activity process route, and because each route will 

probably be set up to process a different batchsize at a different process rate 

this means that these entities could be required to have a number of events 

scheduled on them. This is handled in the simulation by representing these 

entities in all the routes in which they are placed as a "shadow entity" as 

described by O'Keefe and Davies [33]. Each of these "shadow entitities" is a 

different entity from the "real" plant item entity, and holds a pointer to this 

real entity. This means that route specific events can be scheduled on the 

"shadow entities" and item specific events on the real entitities irrespective of 

the number of routes which are running. 

The IJexx entities which occupy input and output positions in sub-routes are 

used to link the sub-routes making up a route for an activity into a "chain" 

which can be followed by the simulation when scheduling the relevant process 

or clean activity finish times on the entities in the route. Any entities which 

are in adjacent positions in the route, or separated only by a LKxx entity are 

directly connected in the route as configured by the Control Module. The first 

position in a linked chain of sub-routes represents the source of the route, and 

the last position in a chain represents the sink of the route. There are two 

other classes of entity used to set up routes which do not represent "real" 

plant items. These are INPT and OUTP entities which can be placed in the 

.... ~ ... at'"' '''MMIt$ If a ""UN ." .. """"'.~t$~ "t$~ ", m,," ft"~" ~n~. to Ql~ 

route. These are used to represent links to parts of the plant which are not 
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currently represented in the model. For example, there are several parts of 

the Minsterley plant which are not currently represented in the test model, 

but take some of the output from the milk processing and skimmed milk 

routing which is represented. The outputs from the routes which link into 

these areas are therefore represented by OUTP entities. The other use of 

these entities is in split routing where they are used to avoid the double 

placement of some entities in routes and possible problems with material 

balance calculations. In the case where a process element takes input from a 

single source and separates it into two or more components the sub-route 

structure means that the process entity must be represented in two or more 

sub-routes. However, there is only a requirement to represent a single source 

entity for the activity input. Therefore the INPT entity is used as the input to 

the process entity in all other sub-routes. The OUTP entity would be used in 

the same way where there is combination of a number of inputs through a 

single process entity into a single sink entity. The uses of these entities are 

illustrated in Figure 9.6. which gives an example of a route set up for the 

separation of milk in the model. 

The final routine called during the 'C' phase of the Simulation Module is 

"Start Processing" STPROC in which events specific to the "finish processing 

activity route" are scheduled on the entities which have been set up in routes. 

The time at which these events are scheduled for corresponds to the length of 

time that the route should run based on the batchsize passed with the 

configuration data and the process rate of the controlling process entity. Each 

sub-route involved in a process route will have been sent a batchsize from the 

Control Module, but in order to correctly co-ordinate the events in all the 

routes they must all be set to run at the same overall rate for the route which 

is provided by the controlling process entity. The simulation uses a function 

called PROCESS_RATE which is called when the relevant events are 

scheduled on the entities in each active subroute in the process sequence. This 

function follows the links from a particular sub-route to any other sub-routes 
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to which it is linked and returns the overall process rate of the controlling 

process entity. This rate can then be used to schedule the events on the 

particular sub-route entities and set the process rate on shadow entities 

representing process lines which are passive process entities because they do 

not have their own process rate. Sub-routes can be presented in the process 

sequence to the simulation in any order and representing routes of any length 

(although this is effectively limited by the overall size of the process and CIP 

sequence array in the simulation). The mechanism to follow the links from a 

particular sub-route will ensure that the overall route is always correctly co

ordinated. Material balance calculations are also carried out during this 

routine. A shadow vessel acting as a source or sink takes the rate of the 

process entity controlling the route, adjusted by the input factor or output 

yield, and adds this adjusted rate to the net rate on the real vessel that it 

represents. This causes the system events corresponding to the real vessel to 

be re-scheduled if necessary in line with this change. This event scheduling 

process on individual routes assumes that there will be sufficient capacity 

available for the output product from a route and sufficient input material 

available. However, the effects offinite capacity are taken into account when a 

route is nlDDing. This is handled through the SEE-WHY vessel entity system 

events for maximum and minimum contents which are scheduled based on the 

net rate on a real vessel rather than the route specific events scheduled on the 

shadow vessels. 

Having scheduled all events on all active sub-routes for process and CIP 

activities and updated the status of the corresponding plant item 

representations held in the Control Module the simulation enters the 'A' phase 

of the three phase cycle and moves the simulation time forward to the first 

scheduled event held in the event file. This could be an event related to an 

element held in a route or it could be a system event related to a vessel finite 

capacity limit or threshold level trigger. It could also be some other event 

which can be scheduled by the simulation such as the arrival of a vehicle, the 
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end of a batch reaction activity, the end of the simulation scheduling period, or 

an interrupt event. In a system such as this the simulation could be set to run 

for a long period of time without any plant item or route specific event 

occurring. There could be a time missed when it was required to attempt to set 

up another route in the simulation or dismantle some running routes because 

of shift patterns for example. Therefore it is important to be able to schedule 

an interrupt event to account for this type of occurrence. 

After the simulation has moved forward in time to the next scheduled event it 

enters the 'B' phase in which all current events are processed. For each 

scheduled event at the current clock time the appropriate routine is called 

which will update the status of the entity affected in the simulation model and 

also send the relevant status update data to the Control Module. Although the 

DECIDE routine is called after every scheduled event the use of the function 

STIME(IMODE) prevents any of the consequential events being called until 

there are no more currently scheduled events, thus giving the system its three 

phase event behaviour. Most scheduled events occur on entities which are in 

process or CIP routes which are shutting down and being dismantled, and 

result in the entity being removed from the route. In the case of a shadow 

entity the real entity must be updated with the effects of the event. Real 

vessels will have their net rate adjusted by the removal of the route input or 

output rate held by the shadow entity, and their actual activity state may be 

altered as well, changing from "filling and emptying" to "filling only" for 

example. There is effectively no difference in the shutdown of a route because 

it has met its target batch size or because it has had to shutdown due to a 

capacity limit being reached through one of the system events occurring. In 

the second case the route specific process events on the plant items in the 

affected route are simply re-scheduled for the current time and then processed 

at the current time. This means that the number of events to be processed at 

the current simulation time may increase during the 'B' phase as route 

specific events are re-scheduled. However, because of the way that the 
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simulation is structured these events will all still be processed before it moves 

on to any consequential events. Also the remaining batchsize not processed on 

the route is calculated and passed back to the Control Module along with the 

other route and entity data. At the end of the Simulation Module IBI phase 

when the next event time is different from the current simulation time control 

of the system execution is passed back to the Control Module. 

9.3.4.Recording Simulation Execution Information for Scheduling 

As a process route or CIP route is set up in the Simulation Module, the data 

about the configured route is recorded in the schedule arrays so that a 

production schedule can be output from the model at the end of the system 

execution. For each process sub-route which is set up the batchsize to be 

processed and the time at which the route starts processing are recorded. In 

addition the description and code of the plant item in each route position is 

also recorded together with the current contents if the item is a vessel. This 

allows tracing of changes product volumes held in vessels over the duration of 

the simulation. For each CIP sub-route which is set up the plant item in each 

position is recorded together with the time the route starts cleaning. The 

schedule arrays also contain data fields to record information about the time 

when a route finishes processing or cleaning, and in the case of a process route 

the product volume in any vessels in the route and any remaining batchsize 

not processed. 

9.3.5.The Control Module IBI Phase 

The Control Module picks up data about the plant item events during the 

Simulation Module IBI phase and updates the status of its own plant item 

frame instances. It also adds each sub-route which is dismantled into a 

route_shutdown slot of the process sequence frame instance. The Control 

Module uses this data to dismantle its representations of the current routing 
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in the plant, and remove current connections between plant items so that the 

status of the plant will be correctly updated for the next activity scheduling 

and configuration phase. When control is returned to the Control Module the 

top-level procedure dialogueS calls the procedure release_resources to 

carry out this updating of plant routing and network status. The procedure 

release_resources makes the following procedure calls for this purpose: 

release_re80urces:-
re_build_activities, 
getf{process_sequence,M,[activity _shutdown - AS]), 
update_batch_data(AS), 
remove_connections(AS), 
dismantle_subroutes(AS), 
delCsv(process_sequence,M,[activity _shutdown - AS]),I. 

The procedure re_build_activities puts the returned sub-routes in the 

route_shutdown slot of the process sequence frame instance into ordered 

sets of sub-routes corresponding to each activity which is being closed down. 

This is held as a list of activities in the slot activity_shutdown of the process 

sequence. It is necessary to carry out this sorting procedure because the 

events on plant items in sub-routes will not occur in such an order that the 

dismantling sub-route data will be passed back to the Control Module in the 

order in which they make up activities. 

The procedures update_batch_data, remove_connectioDS, and 

dismantle_subroutes all act on this list of ordered sub-route sets. The 

procedure update_batch_data updates the temporal activity status and 

remaining batch size of a product batch which was being processed by a 

particular route. remove_connections_act goes through the sets of sub

routes making up a list of activities being dismantled and removes the current 

connections between plant items in adjacent route positions in each activity. 

The procedure dismantle.-subroutes_act takes the sets of sub-routes from 

the activity list and resets them as available for use in setting up another 

route. 
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Having released the plant resources for use again a single cycle of the three 

phase structure has been completed and the system operation re-enters the 

Control Module 'C' phase where decision making concerned with activity 

scheduling and configuration is carried out as described earlier. 

9.4.MOPW,E INTEGRATION 

The preceding sections have described how the Control Module and 

Simulation Module operate together to carry out off-line scheduling using the 

three phase event structure. In order to co-ordinate the operations of the the 

two parts of the BPS they had to be fully integrated. As described by Flitman 

[123] the integration of PROLOG and a FORTRAN based simulation model is 

feasible and practical through a configuration in which each module is run on 

one of two separate PCs directly connected via an RS-232 cable. Direct 

communication of data between the two modules can be achieved in this 

configuration using a communications interface written in assembly language 

for each module which gives it control of the serial port on the machine on 

which it is running. This approach to integration was taken for this project 

because it was desired to have the Simulation Module and Control Module 

completely separated from each other. One of the aims of the project has been 

to develop the Control Module so that it could in principle be disconnected 

from the simulation and connected to a real plant to act as a batch plant 

management and configuration system in real time. Thus the development of 

the communications interface has been part of this process. Also, having the 

modules operating on separate machines aided system development 

considerably, because the execution of both modules is always 'visible'. This 

enabled the co-ordination between the two modules to be seen easily from the 

point of view of the the effects of Control Module decision making as routes 

are setup in the simulation, and the effects of events on running routes in 

terms of plant status data passed back to the Control Module. 
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Carrying out the integration of the Control Module and the Simulation 

Module involved two parts. The development of the communications link 

between the two modules through an assembler interface for each module, and 

the development of data communications protocols between the two modules 

80 that they would be correctly co-ordinated in the three phase operation and 

in the transfer of specific collections of data. 

9,4,1.Deyelopment oftbe Communications Link 

It was desired to make the communications link between the two modules as 

flexible as possible 80 that it would be easy to set up the appropriate data 

transfer and co-ordination protocols. Also it was desired to make the BPS 

amendable by a systems developer without having to resort to coding in 

assembly language each time an amendment was made. Flitman describes the 

development of PROLOG predicates and FORTRAN callable routines written 

in assembly language for the transfer of data in his system, and the same 

approach was adopted here to give the desired flexibility. For each data type 

which could be used in the system a piece of assembly code has been written to 

carry out a data transfer in both directions using a Data Available (DAV)I 

Data Acknowledge (DAK) handshake as described by Craine and Martin [153]. 

For example in the SEE-WHY model interface there is a piece of assembly 

code for transfer of a 2-byte integer from FORTRAN via the serial port to some 

receiving device connected to the RS-232 cable, and the code is directly 

callable from the SEE-WHY program as a subroutine SENDINT(Integer). In 

the PROLOG model interface there is a corresponding piece of assembly code 

for receipt of a 2-byte integer from some device connected to serial port of its 

machine via an RS-232 cable; again the code is directly callable from the 

PROLOG program as a predicate recint(Integer). The assembly code 

required for each class of data transfer required for the operation of the 

system was written and then linked to and compiled with the PROLOG or 
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FORTRAN module code. For each type of data transfer in one module there is 

a "mirror" in the other language to carry out the transfer through the correct 

handshake. Having done this each module now contains a set of data transfer 

predicates or routines which are directly callable from the respective language 

as shown in Figure 9.7. With these predicates and routines it was possible to 

incrementally develop the required co-ordination and data transfer between 

the two modules. 

9.4,2,Pata Transfer and Module Co-ordination 

When the BPS is operating in integrated mode one of the modules is always 

active while the other is waiting and receiving status updates from the active 

module. Transfer of sets of data between the two modules is achieved using 

specific "protocols". Whenever a module is waiting it may receive a protocol 

number from the active module. In response to this it calls up its appropriate 

"mirror" protocol to carry out the data exchange required. This data transfer 

co-ordination is shown in Figure 9.B. which shows the pickup_data(Control) 

procedure. A specific protocol in each module simply consists of a set of calls to 

the appropriate data type transfer predicates! routines which are required for 

the data exchange. For example, when the Simulation Module is waiting one 

of the data transfers that occurs is an update of the process route sequence 

with a set of configured sub-routes from the Control Module. This is a fairly 

complex data transfer involving all classes of data type, and it is not known in 

advance by the Simulation Module how many lines of sequence data it will be 

receiving. However, using the basic protocol format each line of the sequence 

can be correctly received by the simulation embedded in a procedure to take 

all the lines that are due to be sent. This receiving protocol as it exists in the 

Simulation Module and the corresponding sending protocol in the Control 

Module are shown in Figure 9.9 .. There are a number of other protocols that 

have been developed for communications between the two modules including 

plant item status updates in the Control Module (such as vessel contents 



PROLOG predicates 

recint(Integer )<----

sendint(Integer )---> 

recatom(Atom)<-----

sendatm(Atom)------> 

re~elll(Relll)<------

sendrelll(Real)-----> 

FORTRAN routines Purpose 

SEND_INT(INTEGER) send a two byte 
integer from FORTRAN 
to PROLOG 

REC_INT(INTEGER) send a two byte 
integer from PROLOG 
to FORTRAN 

SEND_DATA(CHAR*4) send a four character 
atom from FORTRAN to 
PROLOG 

REC_CHAR(CHAR·4) send a four character 
atom from PROLOG to 
FORTRAN 

SENDREAL(REAL) send a four byte real 
number from FORTRAN 
to PROLOG 

RET_REAL(REAL) send a four byte real 
number from PROLOG to 
FORTRAN 

Where ---> indicates the direction of the data transfer. 

Figure 9.7. Basic Data Transfer Predicates and Routines 
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when a change in state occurs), and a routing status update when routes 

shutdown in the Simulation Module. Using the basic protocol format the co

ordination between the two modules was also easily acheived. At any point in 

the BPS operation a waiting module is set as the active module on receipt of a 

protocol number -1. This co-ordination through these protocols to achieve the 

system integration with a three phase operating structure is shown in Figure 

9.10. 

The data link between the two modules is also easily terminated at the end of 

a scheduling session, or if it is desired to interrupt model execution for any 

reason. The waiting module receives a protocol number -2 to indicate that the 

link is terminated, and the two modules then return to their top-level and 

wait for user interaction. 

9.5.CURRENT Bps IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING 

As discussed in earlier chapters it was evident from other work in the areas of 

batch plant scheduling, simulation of batch plants, and AI based techniques 

for scheduling that there has been a considerable amount of work done at the 

level of activity scheduling of batch plants and manufacturing systems 

generally. However, it appeared that the configuration of batch plants to carry 

out production activities was treated in a simplified manner which would 

result in infeasible schedules. The aim of the research has been to address this 

through the modelling approaches described, and to demonstrate the 

applicability of these approaches through a hybrid implementation. It has not 

been the intention during this project to build up a comprehensive rule-base 

for configuration or activity scheduling of the Minsterley plant although these 

would have to be covered in a full-scale implementaion of the BPS in an 

industrial environment. The testing of the BPS has therefore been carried out 

for the following purposes: 
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1.To test the ability of the BPS through its knowledge representation 

scheme and constraint checking procedures to configure production 

routes through a plant network in the light of actual dynamically 

changing constraints on plant item availability. 

2.To test the ability of the BPS to cope with the use of resources which are 

shared across production routes and to cope with the effects of finite 

capacity in such circumstances. 

3.To test the ability of the BPS to co-ordinate correctly the activities of 

variable numbers of plant items linked together in production routes and 

correctly maintain the material balance of the plant. 

4. To test the synchronisation between the two modules so that the Control 

Module can correctly react to changes in plant status, and the simulation 

can correctly respond to control data from the Control Module. 

Some examples from the Minsterley plant model database and the results 

from a trace of system execution which are listed in full in Appendix C will be 

used to illustrate that the system can successfully carry out the tasks of 

configuring production routes under changing dynamic conditions so that it 

can form the basis of a full-scale activity scheduling system which will produce 

feasible schedules and which can therefore be applied in a real environment. 

9.S.l.Plant Structure and Routine Representation 

Appendix C (9.1.) shows part of the Control Module database for the 

production routing concerned with the separation of milk for the evaporator 

and cottage-cheese production departments in the Minsterley plant. 

In the plant item representations the number of slots varies according to the 

information which is considered important for decision making purposes. 

However, all plant items have the three slots which enable the current 

availability of a plant item with respect to the CAN· CONNECT-TO relation 
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to be derived. These are configuration, current_outputs, and 

current_inputs. It can be seen that the varied configurations of the plant 

items in the Minsterley plant can all be represented through the AND/OR 

data structure described in Chapter 7. In addition the vessel plant item 

representations also have a contents_status slot which will contain an 

indication of whether the item is physically available for filling and emptying 

or just one of these depending on which of the finite capacity limits or 

threshold trigger limits have currently been reached. It can be seen that there 

is flexibility in the numbers of plant items that can be defined for a route 

position. Also there a number of plant items which are common to a number of 

different routes so the correct representation of the connectivity of the plant 

items themselves is vital if they are to be correctly allocated to routes during 

the execution of the BPS. 

9.5.2.Route Configuration and Co-ordination of Module Execution 

Appendix C (9.1.) shows the status of the plant at a point when there are no 

routes configured in it. Appendix C (9.2.) shows a single part-cycle of the 

Control Module through the 'C' phase represented by it's screen output 

starting from this initial status. The following section will describe the screen 

output at specific points marked as (Point N) to show the route configuration 

procedure and the synchronisation of data transfer between the two modules. 

(Point 1). The Control Module receives protocol -1 from the Simulation Module 

so that it becomes the active module. On becoming active the top-level 

procedure dialogueS calls the procedure strategy as described earlier which 

adds the goal strategy with status "active" into working memory and the 

Control Module attempts to apply strategy rules using the forward chaining 

inference engine from FOOPS. 

(Point 2). The first rule stl fires adding the goal immediate_requirements 

with status "active" to working memory. 
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(Point 3). This goal is required as a context for the rule imml: to fire, which 

calls a procedure to carry out a Total Float (TF) calculation for all batches 

which are currently in the working memory. The procedure updates their 

urgency status to critical if they have a TF of zero or it is negative. The 

procedure also updates the temporal activity status of each critical batch. 

(Point3 - Point 4). On this part of the trace the updating of the cottage-cheese 

batch ceOl occurs through the actions of rule imml. Its urgency slot is set to 

critical, and its temporal activity status is returned as Usep_milk..cc_sUost 

c8ll.Jltart, past_sldm...cc_ vats! cannot_start)]. 

(Point 5 - Point 6). The actions of imml are completed with the addition of 

goals as contexts to focus the direction of the Control Module in configuring 

production routes for processing batches of product. The specific details of 

route configuration on the trace are described by comments in the format 1* 

comment *!. Initially the focus is on configuring routes for unloading milk 

(batches umOl, um02, and um03) but the calls to the procedure 

configure_activity made by the rule inpta for these batches fail to find any 

route which can be configured because the milk reception area input queue 

RECQ and unloading bays contain no transport vehicles. Thus the rule inpt3 

fires which refocusses the configuration process on activities for critical 

batches in the factory through the goal factory -product with status active. 

(Point 7.). The strategy rule factI is put into the working memory conflict set. 

Its purpose is to trigger the configuration of routes for supplying skimmed 

milk for internal factory production requirements. The actions of this rule 

contain several calls to a procedure configure_activities, which makes a call 

to the main configuration procedure configure_activity for each critical 

batch of a particular product type. 

(Point S.) The first call to configure_activity is for the activity! batch 

combination sep_~ev _silost ev02. Configuration of a process route for 

this activity now proceeds as described in the example of the dynamic route 

configuration in Chapter 7. The procedure first finds that the route made up 

from the set of subroutes E1ST, EIPR, E1SS, E1SI, EILN, and E1SL is 
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available and carries out initial unary and binary constraint checking on the 

route positions. 

(Point 9 - Point 10). Having determined that the route is available the Control 

Module now makes a second call to the FOOPS forward chaining inference 

engine for the purpose of considering preferential element selection rules. A 

number of rules concerned with the selection of plant items for positions in 

this route fire until the configuration of the route is complete with a single 

plant item in each route position. The key point about all the rules that tire to 

select a plant item for a route position is that the procedure call 

select_element instigates binary constraint checking to occur to ensure that 

the route is always consistent with respect to the remaining route choices. 

(Point 10 - Point 11). The configuration of the route is now complete, and the 

sub-routes making it up are added to the current process sequence to be 

passed to the simulation. This process triggers a daemon sequence_update 

to fire each time a sub-route is added which updates the current connections 

of the plant items in that sub-route. 

(Point 11. - Point 12). Routes for processing a second batch of evaporator 

skimmed milk and cottage cheese skimmed milk are also configured. The 

Control Module keeps moving between the strategy level and the 

configuration level during this process until after the last call to 

configure_activity, the rule fact1 completes its actions and the strategy level 

inference procedure completes. 

(Point 13). The top-level procedure of the Control Module moves forward to the 

send..link procedure to update the waiting Simulation Module with the 

current process and CIP sequence. 

(Point 14). The procedure send..current_sequence is called and it can be 

seen that the current sequence to be sent consists of a set of configured sub

routes with the appropriate format for the Simulation Module. 

(Point 15 - Point 16). The first call to the data transfer protocol number 4 is 

made to send the first line of the process sequence to the Simulation Module. 

Calls continue to be made until there are no more lines to be sent and the 
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current_sequence slot is empty. There is now a call to the procedure 

send_CIP _sequence. 

(Point 17). All sequence data has now been sent across to the Simulation 

Module, and the Control Module enters a waiting phase causing the 

Simulation Module to become active. The format of a sequence which has been 

received by the simulation can be seen in Photo.9.1. which shows sub-routes 

associated with the routes configured by the Control Module and the 

batchsizes which have been set on them. At this point the simulation enters 

its part of the 'C' phase and sets the plant items up in the routes as specified 

by the sequence data. As each plant item is set up in a route position its status 

is updated within the simulation and the required update data is sent back to 

the Control Module via an appropriate data transfer protocol. 

(Point 18). An example of a protocol to update the status of a plant item in the 

Control Module is shown here. Protocol 5 updates the status of the cottage 

cheese silo (CCS2) with its current net rate of 0.301 klitres min-I and activity 

state 7 "filling". 

(Point 19). Protocol 5 is also called here to update the status of Milk silo 3 

(MSLS) the source for the route. It can be seen that its net rate is set to -0.334 

klitres min-1 and it's activity state to 8 "emptying". Apart from being negative 

because it is is an output rather than an input rate, the value of this rate is 

different from that set on CCS2 because the rate on CCS2 was adjusted by 

the yield factor of 0.9 for the route to represent the separation of milk into 

skimmed milk and cream. 

(Point 20). At this point updating of Milk silo 1 (MSLl) occurs due to its 

inclusion as the source of route 2 for separation of milk to the evaporator silos. 

It's net rate is set to -0.334 klitres min-I which is the process rate of the route. 

(Point 21). At this point updating of MSLI occurs again because it has also 

been included as the source for route 1 for separation of milk down to the 

evaporator silos. This makes it a shared resource and it can be seen that its 

net rate has now altered to -0.668 klitres min-I the combined process rate of 

both routes. 
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(Point 22). Updating of plant item statuses from the simulation model 

finishes. The status of the process routes and individual plant items resulting 

from this part of the Control Module execution cycle is shown in Appendix C 

(9.3.) for route 1 to the evaporator skimmed milk storage silos. The batch for 

which this route was configured was ev02, and it can be seen that the status of 

the activity sep_milk_ev_silos has been set to ill-Progress. Route 1 

consisted of the set of sub-routes EIST, EIPR, EIBS, EISI, EILN, and 

EISL, and these sub-routes were configured with the plant items shown in 

the current_input, current-processor, and current_output slots to give 

the route: 

MSLl->RLNl->SEPl->SPSl->SIPl->SKLN->ELNl->EVS2 

In looking at the status of some of the plant items in this route it can be seen 

that they have been updated in terms of their current_connections to form 

the current status of the plant network. For example MSLI which is the 

source for this route and the other evaporator supply route shows RLNI as its 

current_output connection which actually appears twice as a slot value. 

Likewise RLNI shows MSLI twice as an input connection. This is because 

the connection has been made in two routes. As a route shuts down after 

completing some or all of its set batch size the resources used by the route 

must be "released" back to the Control Module. If a connection has been made 

in more than one route then this representation allows one instance of the 

connection to be undone by simply removing one item from the current 

connection slot of each of the participating plant items leaving any other 

instances of the connection still intact. RLNl shows two current_outputs to 

SEPI and SEP2 which is in line with it's AND output configuration. 

This route configuration can be seen in the Simulation Module in Photo 9.2. 

The screen shows a simple representation of the process flow in the 

Minsterley plant on the left hand side in which the configuration of the main 
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plant items can be seen, and the routing associated with the plant on the 

right. The sub-routes making up route 1 to the evaporator storage silos can be 

seen on the far right of the screen. They have been configured with the plant 

items listed above. The representation also shows :LKxx elements which link 

the sub-routes together into the route, and the placement of the separator in a 

sub-route (EICM) to represent its cream output as well as the skimmed milk 

output of the main part of the route. 

The simulation is still active and moves forward into the 'A' phase of the three 

phase cycle and moves the system time forward up to the time of the first 

scheduled event when the Control Module is updated again and becomes the 

active component in the BPS execution again. Photos 9.3. shows the 

progression of the simulation forward from this point and some resulting 

routes which are configured primarily on the basis of arriving milk vehicles 

for unloading. When the simulation has moved forward in time to 119 minutes 

a system event occurs when the evaporator skim silo EVS2 hits high level. 

This causes the re-scheduling of all events concerned with affected routes and 

the immediate shutdown of the two evaporator supply routes which are re

configured as in Photo 9.4. with Evaporator silo 1 (EVSl) as the sink for both 

routes. When the simulation has moved forward in time again to time = 271 

the required batchsizes for the two evaporator skim supply routes are 

completed and these routes shutdown. In the resulting Control Module 

execution, the activity evap_sldm passes the precedence constraint checks for 

both the skimmed milk concentrate batches and two routes for these batches 

are configured as in Photo 9.5. The routes are set up with different Evaporator 

skim silos as inputs because the silo configurations only allow them to make 

an output connection to one evaporator. The system then moves forward again 

continuing with the three phase execution cycle until the simulation is halted 

at time = 303 after the cottage cheese supply route has been re-configured 

because CCS2 hit maximum contents. Appendix C (9.4.) shows the output 

from the simulation up to this time as recorded in the schedule arrays when 
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routes were set up and shutdown. A partially developed schedule can be 

displayed by the Simulation Module as shown in Photo 9.6. For each sub-route 

that has run or is running in the model it shows the plant items that it was 

configured with, and information about the amount of product processed and 

moved through storage vessels. This output contains the relevant information 

to act as a schedule to be used in a plant for setting up production routes and 

is feasible to be implemented because no physical constraints on plant item 

availability have been broken in deriving it. The information from the Control 

Module database concerning the status of product batches and process routes 

with respect to product could be used to provide the scheduling information 

about the product that would be required in a full scale implementation of the 

BPS. 

9.6.USE OF THE BPS IN A REAL ENYffiONMENT 

There are a number of issues which would have to be addressed to implement 

the BPS in a real environment, for example the validation of a model, the 

initialisation of a model with real plant data for scheduling, and the control of 

the schedule on-line. 

9.6.l.Model Validation 

The work carried out during this project on validation bas been concerned 

with whether the logic of the model is correct and whether the data used to 

represent plant items and routing is correct so that the output from the BPS 

would be feasible. This bas been assessed by analysing trace output data from 

both the simulation and the Control Module to see whether physical 

constraints on plant item availability are broken during the configuration 

process and whether the two modules interact together correctly. This should 

be distinguished from experimentation with the control rules to attempt to 

produce better schedules than are currently being developed by some existing 
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scheduling system. This would be an iterative process involving two levels of 

assessment; how good are the route configurations developed by the BPS, and 

how good are the overall schedules developed by it. On the basis of the results 

from a particular run under a particular set of conditions decisions would 

have to be made about whether the control rules should be changed or 

whether working practise in the plant should be changed. 

9.6.2.Mode1 Initialisation 

Initialisation of a model is currently carried out manually by setting up the 

status of the plant items, routes, product batches and production 

requirements in the respective system data files. However, it is certainly 

desirable that the initialisation of a regularly used scheduling system should 

be as automated as possible with links to a higher level planning system for 

initialisation of production requirements and automation of the initial plant 

status. The initialisation of the plant status is more of a difficult issue than 

linking into the production planning system. Most literature on using 

simulation based systems for scheduling assumes that the scheduler will be 

run at the time that the schedule is required to start. In this case with direct 

links to the plant control systems, for example where the simulation is used 

for emulation purposes as described by Harmonosky [56], its status always 

reflects that of the real plant. Alternatively, initialisation could be based on 

simply "dumping" the real data to the simulation when required as described 

by Nurse and Chrystall [154]. However, although on-line data capture gives 

the assurance that the inital status of the simulation will be accurate, it might 

be desirable to carry out the scheduling function some time in advance of the 

start of the actual production period. How the model should be initialised in 

these circumstances is a matter which has not really been satisfactorily 

resolved in the literature. The model could be initialised by using the final 

simulation status from the last scheduling run, although this would require a 

significant assumption that this schedule is still currently being implemented 
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and is still valid. Udo Graefe et al. [155] describe the use of a simulation for 

validating schedules produced by a separate scheduling module, which is 

initialised using its last saved state, plus the new schedule to test, and a bill of 

operations. Using some approach based on the results of a simulation run the 

initialisation can still be automated by integration with a higher level 

planning system for production requirements and due dates, but it must be 

recognised that the accuracy of the initial status of the plant will become less 

sure the further in advance the scheduling is done. 

9.6.a.Schedule Monitoring and Dynamic Rescheduling 

A simulation derived schedule must be used in conjunction with schedule 

monitoring to ensure that the schedule developed by the simulation is carried 

out, and to determine what course of action to take when the schedule and 

reality deviate too far from each other. Bhattacharyya, Roy and Huang [6] 

propose the use of a simulation based scheduler to initially develop a schedule 

for a plant off- line, and then to constantly monitor it and make dynamic 

rescheduling decisions on the basis of the current status. The aim of this 

dynamic rescheduling is to retum back as close as possible to the original plan 

from any disturbances which occur during its execution. They describe the 

role of the on- line scheduler in terms of three functions; to assess the extent 

of any deviation which may have occurred from the original plan; to devise an 

action plan to get the schedule back to its original schedule if possible; and to 

modify the original plan if recovery is not possible. Where only minor 

modifications are required to the original plan, the simulation may be used to 

update the timing of the plan on- line. If rescheduling of jobs is required, then 

the simulation is run off- line again, but in this case one of the objectives is to 

keep changes from the original plan to a minimum, so rescheduling is based 

on the original work- to- list as far as possible. In order for a system to 

function in this way it requires rules to assess the extent of any deviation and 

what course of action to take, knowledge about these different courses of 
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action, and how the flexibility and responsiveness of the system determines 

the constraints within which modifications can be made to the original plan. 

The knowledge representation scheme as implemented as a frame-based 

system in PROLOG can successfully capture the nature of the connectivity 

constraints of the configuration of a variety of plant items. It can represent 

production routing which varies both in length and the numbers of plant items 

which can be choices for route position without arbitrary restrictions caused 

by the representation structure. 

It can be seen from the trace of the BPS execution and the status of plant 

items and routes over time that it can successfully configure production routes 

through a complex batch process plant taking into account the dynamic 

connectivity constraints that exist on plant item availability. The Simulation 

Module is able to co-ordinate correctly the activities of variable numbers of 

plant items linked together in production routes and correctly maintain the 

material balance of the plant through rate adjustments via input factors and 

output yields. The communications link between the two modules has enabled 

the model execution to be set up as a three phase structure such that decision 

making is based on a full update of plant status and the two modules are fully 

integrated into a hybrid system. Using any other approach than the three 

phase structure would be inappropriate in the case of a batch plant model 

because it is 80 inter-linked. To make any meaningful control decisions the 

status of all entities at a particular time in the routes which are setting up or 

dismantling must be updated completely to correctly take account of plant 

item connections and plant items which are being shared across routes. 

There are some drawbacks to the hybrid approach which have become 

apparent or been confirmed from this system implementation. Each module 
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has to have access to appropriate data structures which necessitates some 

duplication of data. In order to maintain consistency this data should 

originally come from a single source. However, in the current implementation, 

for historical development reasons each module's data is set up from a 

separate set of files. Setting up the communications link between the two 

modules of the system also confirmed one of the other drawbacks cited for 

hybrid systems; namely making data types compatible between languages. 

For example in the version of PROLOG that was used the Real data is held 

only in double precision format of eight bytes in length, whereas the SEE

WHY Real data is in single precision format of four bytes in length. In order to 

make Real data transfer possible between the two modules the Assembly 

routines for the PROLOG communications interface contain code to convert an 

incoming four byte single precision Real number into an eight byte double 

precision number and code to convert an outgoing eight byte double precision 

number into a four byte single precision Real number. It was thought better to 

have to transfer only four bytes at any time rather than eight to minimise the 

risk of any data corruption during the transfer. There have been no problems 

with the operation of the link on this basis. In Flitmans thesis [123] he 

commented that another drawback was trying to duplicate the list structure of 

PROLOG in FORTRAN because it could contain varied data types and 

additional data structures which could not be duplicated in FORTRAN. In the 

BPS the data transfer is structured so that the receiving module always 

knows what data type is coming to it next through the use of the protocols for 

different data transfer requirements so there is no need to try and duplicate 

complex data structures from one module to another. The PROLOG module is 

primarily in use because it allows the construction of complex data structures 

which cannot easily be achieved in FORTRAN and the system is set up so that 

there shoUld be no requirement to attempt to duplicate them in the 

FORTRAN module. 
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The three phase structure provides a natural boundary between the two 

modules and makes amending the BPS and the way that the two modules are 

co-ordinated relatively easy. The Control Module can also be operated for a 

given plant status completely independently of the Simulation Module to 

configure a set of production routes. Therefore it would appear very feasible 

that it could act as real-time batch management system in its own right. 

One of the charges levelled against rule-based scheduling systems is the 

difficulty in covering all situations that could be encountered. An aim of 

developing the BPS has been to account for gaps in a rule-base through the 

structure of the model which has been achieved through the knowledge 

representation scheme and constraint reasoning processes developed. 
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CHAPrER 10 CONCWSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 

The work in this thesis has been concerned with the development of a generic 

Batch Process Scheduler (BPS) to produce good feasible short term schedules 

that can be implemented for production control in a real batch process plant. 

This will ensure that the batch management and process control levels in a 

Production Planning and Control hierarchy can function correctly. The specific 

issues that were addressed in relation to the objectives for the work were: 

1.The representation of a batch plant network, and the dynamic 

connectivity constraints within it. 

2.The configuration of routes subject to these constraints and preferential 

considerations. 

3. The scheduling of activities to meet production goals. 

4.Accounting for the constraints imposed by the finite capacity of the plant. 

5. The development of a hybrid structure to implement the BPS. 

10,1,CONCWSIONS 

The first issue has been addressed through the development of a new 

representation scheme for plant items using an ANDI OR structure. This 

representation enables the feasible connections of plant items to be modelled 

at an appropriate level of detail for the scheduling of operations without 

resorting to modelling every valve and process control device which would 

make the representation too cumbersome for this purpose. The ANDI OR 

structure is a natural way to view the feasible connections of plant items, and 

its modularity makes it suitable for a generic tool because it makes updating 

and maintenance of a plant network representation easy. The development of 

a procedure for determining whether two plant items can make a connection 

at any time based on the ANDI OR representation and their current plant 

connections has effectively dealt with problem of dynamic connectivity. The 
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development of an accurate model of the constraints on a plant network 

simply relies on defining the feasible connections for each plant item. This 

gives considerable advantages over representing these constraints as rules 

which refer to particular states of the network to determine whether 

connections are currently feasible. The AND! OR representation is much more 

robust than this approach because the potential constraints on connections 

are directly represented through the data, so the BPS will not suffer from 

problems such as gaps in the rule-base or contradictory rules. 

It has been recognised that the allocation of plant items to production 

activities involving routing can be viewed as a configuration problem in which 

resources are limited and their availability changes dynamically. This has 

been addressed by a new representation scheme for routes as simple networks 

and the development of a procedure to make any route consistent with respect 

to the plant items which are currently available as choices for the positions in 

it. This enables the feasibility of configuring a route to be determined at any 

point in the BPS execution. In addition it guarantees that a route can be 

configured if it is made initially consistent and still has at least one plant item 

choice remaining in each position. Thus a feasible configuration can be derived 

by a simple procedure of selecting a plant item for each position in any order, 

and propagating the effects through the rest of the network before making the 

next selection. By incorporating this procedure with a rule-based approach, to 

take preferential considerations into account and impose a decision order to 

implicitly take account of the constraining effects of making a choice, the best 

feasible allocation of resources to a production activity can be derived. In 

addition, because a route can be configured with a simple procedure as 

described above it enables a default general set of rules to be employed. Thus 

the BPS can have gaps in the configuration rule-base for specific activities and 

it will still be able to make feasible allocations of plant items to production 

routes. This makes the BPS more robust than a purely rule-based system and 

enables a configuration rule-base to be built up incrementally. 
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The activity scheduling of a plant to meet production goals has been addressed 

through the development of a framework incorporating control structures, a 

suitable product representation based on a production recipe, procedures to 

reason about constraints on activities, and scheduling rules. The product 

representation developed gives an advantage over other schemes in which 

batches are discrete entities because it is more natural and flexible, for 

example, allowing the representation of generic intermediates feeding a 

number of different processes. Although this part of the system development 

needs more work in the area of the rules used for scheduling, the 

incorporation of the dynamic route configuration procedures ensures that even 

using a simple and incomplete rule-base the BPS will still produce feasible 

schedules. Thus the scheduling rule-base can be incrementally developed to 

produce better schedules. 

The constraints imposed by the finite capacity of a plant have been addressed 

by the development of a dynamic simulation model with procedures to c0-

ordinate the activities of chains of plant items linked together in routes, and 

account for finite capacity limits in intermediate storage vessels being 

reached. The model can cope with the use of shared resources across routes 

and correctly maintain the material balance of system. Used in coJ\junction 

with the Control Module to dynamically configure production routes its output 

represents a feasible and realistic allocation of resources to production 

activities over time which can be used to control a plant and ensures that the 

batch management level of the Production Planning and Control hierarchy 

can function properly. 

The issue of a suitable hybrid structure for the implementation of the BPS has 

been addressed through the development of a three phase structure for 

execution. This provides a natural split between the two modules, and enables 

the Control Module to operate on the basis of a global update of plant status 
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from the Simulation Module. The integration of the two modules has been 

achieved through the development of a set of flexible data transfer procedures 

which mean the system can be incrementally developed as required without 

resorting to low level assembler programming. The structure of the hybrid 

BPS means that the Control Module could be disconnected from the 

Simulation Module with the potential to act as an on-line scheduler and batch 

management system. 

10.2 FURTHER WORK 

There are some issues still to be addressed to meet fully the objectives of the 

research, and some issues which have arisen as a result. 

l.The activity scheduling rule-base requires considerable development in 

order for the system to produce good schedules. It has been developed in 

its current form principally to test the production activity configuration 

procedures and drive the BPS through its exectution cycle to test the 

hybrid structure of the system. 

2.There are some aspects of the BPS as it is currently developed which need 

to be expanded, for example the ability to handle routes with branches as 

well as serial routes. This expansion does not involve any major changes 

to the principles of operation of the system but is required to make it 

fully applicable as a scheduling tool in a real environment. 

3.In order for the BPS to be implemented as a real time scheduler and 

batch management tool, a number of other issues would need to be 

addressed, such as the interface of the system to a process control 

system, and how it should operate in this mode. As discussed by 

Bhattacharrya, Roy and Huang [6], if it was managing a plant on the 

basis of a schedule developed off-line, it would need to be able to assess 
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the extent of any deviations from the schedule and how to react to them. 

For example, if the deviation was small, then an approach such as the 

POMA algorithm, developed by Cott and Machietto [5], to adjust the 

start times of operations in the plant might be sufficient. In the case of a 

larger deviations such as the breakdown of a plant item or delays in raw 

material supplies, part or all of schedule might need to be redeveloped 

using the BPS in its off-line scheduling mode. 
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APPENDIX B DOCUMENTATION RELATING TO ELICITATION OF 
SCHEDULING AND CONFIGURATION RULES 

To: Mr.G.Wilkinson 
Mr.A.Warden 
Mr.D.Potter 

From: W.R.GoodaIl 

Date: 2519/92 

MINSTERLEY MILK HANDLING SYSTEM GOALS: 

The following list of goals have been derived from the meetings held so far 
regarding the rules to control the milk handling simulation model. 

A set of rules for meeting each goal needs to be developed, and a hierarchy of 
goals is needed to represent a strategy to drive the application of scheduling 
and plant configuration rules as the simulation is running. 

For example if the top level goal for the system is considered to be: 

'Meet service level requirements to user departments and customers' 

then rules relating to the satisfaction of this goal should be applied before 
rules relating to a goal such as: 

'Minimise time spent by product in storage'. 

Therefore the goals as listed need to be evaluated for completeness and 
importance, and then put into a hierachy representing the control strategy for 
the plant. This should result in a strategy which ensures that the key goals for 
the control of the plant are satisfied first, with goals lower down in the 
hierarchy 'refining' the schedule with desired characteristics. 

When carrying out this evaluation it can be seen that many of the goals in the 
list are actually sub-goals of other goals or can be broken down into goallsub
goal structures e.g. 

'Meet factory milk requirements with priority over ex-factory requirements' 

could be broken down into the following structure: 

Goal:Meet factory and ex-factory milk requirements 
Subgoal:Meet immediate factory requirements 
Subgoal:Meet future factory requirements 
Subgoal:Meet immediate ex-factory requirements 
Subgoal:Meet future ex-factory requirements 

Some of the goals relate to plant configuration rather than overall operating 
strategy e.g. 

Goal:Meet system quality requirements 
Subgoal:Minimise the age of milk within the system 
Subgoal:Use the 'oldest'milk-first 

implies that the rules for choice of storage vessels as the source for a route 
should always choose the oldest milk first (although the exception is cottage 
cheese), and therefore the structure of a hierarchy for these goals represents a 
strategy for the use of resources in routes. 

The following list of goals was derived from three meetings held at Minsterley 
over the last nine months. 



Top Level General Goals: 

Meet service level requirements to user departments and customers. 

Meet system quality requirements. 

Maximise the utilisation of key assets. 

Minimise time spent by product in storage. 

Minimise the active period of system input. 

General Goals related to milk handling: 

100% service level. 

Minimise the age of milk within the system. 

Control stock to balance the requirement to supply customers against space to 
accept supplies. 

Predict final stock levels in advance. 

Control the separation end point. 

Meet targets for final stock levels within upper and lower bounds. 

Create windows in production for staff release. 

Maintain milk reception contractual obligations at a level of 100%. 

SPecific goals related to the control of the system: 

Handle ex-farm milk at milk reception in the time window [0900 -> 1800]. 

Handle accomodation milk at milk reception in the time windows 
[0800 -> 0900] and [1900 -> 0300]. 

Segregate enough Class 'A' milk (today's ex farm delivery) at milk reception to 
meet cottage cheese requirements. 

Ensure that the age of milk for despatch is <= 36 hours old.(?from what point 
is the age of the milk measured ?). 

For other production area requirements: 
Keep the age of the milk to a minimum. 
Use the 'oldest' milk first. 

Maintain a fill only policy for milk silos and skim silos. 

Maintain an empty/clean policy for milk silos and skim silos. 

Meet cottage requirements without supplying excess stock. 

Meet cottage cheese requirements with a continuous period of separation. i.e. 
don't mix requiremnts of raw and pasteurised skim which necessitate a clean 
when going from raw -> pasteurised. 

Keep departments running. 

Meet factory milk requirements with priority over ex-factory requirements. 



Meet immediate factory requirements with priority over stock for later use 
within the factory. 

Meet requirement for stock within the factory for later use with priority over 
ex-factory requirements. 

Possible Rules relating to goals: 

The order of these goals/rules as they are written is not important. That is 
dependent upon the strategy, to be decided, for attempting to satisfy the goals. 

A basic goal/rule structure to form a single strategy to meet service level goals 

Goal:Meet immediate factory requirements 

(The following rules interpret this goal as referring to the situation of a 
product requirement becoming critical) (1 when can a product be considered 
critical 1). 

IF there is an immediate requirement for a batch of product 
AND the resources to supply this product are free 
THEN set up and configure the relevant subroutes to supply this batch of 
product 

IF there is an immediate requirement for a batch of product 
AND the resources to supply this product are NOT free 
AND there is an activity in production of a lower priority product to this one 
which utilises the resources required 
THEN shut down the currently_running activity and set up and configure the 
relevant subroutes to supply this batch of product with the free'd resources. 

IF there is an immediate requirement for a batch ofJ>roduct 
AND the resources for the relevant activity are NOT free 
AND there is an activity in the sub-route sequence which has not yet been 
started for a product of lower priority which utilises the resources required 
THEN remove the lower priority product activity from the sequence 
AND set up and configure the relevant subroutes to supply this batch oC 
product with the free'd resources 

Goa1:Meet immediate ex-Cactory requirements 

IF there is an immediate requirement for ex-factory product 
AND the resources for the relevant activity are free 
THEN set up and configure the subroutes to achieve this requirement 

IF there is an immediate requirement Cor ex-Cactory product 
AND the resources Cor the relevant activity are NOT free 
AND there is an activity in production of a lower priority product to this one 
which utilises the resources required 
THEN shut down the currently_running activity and set up and configure the 
relevant subroutes to supply this batch oCproduct with the free'd resources. 

IF there is an immediate requirement Cor ex-factory product 
AND the resources for the relevant activity are NOT free 
AND there is an activity in the sub-route sequence which has not yet been 
started for a product of lower t>riority which utilises the resources required 
THEN remove the lower prionty product activity from the sequence 
AND set up and configure the relevant subroutes to supply this batch of 
product with the free'd resources 



Goal:Meet future factory requirements 

(The following rules interpret this goal as meaning to recognise where conflict 
for resources such as plant/storage/milk could occur because of product 
requirements which may at some stage exceed the capacity of the resources 
i.e. by doing a capacity analysis of the plant and identifying potential problem 
areas, the smoothing of resource utilisation can be carried out to prevent later 
problems occurring) 

IF there is a requirement for a product at some time in the future 
AND there are other product requirements with activities which require the 
same resources (i.e. there may be a conflict for resources) 
AND these resources are currently free 
AND there are some activities for the product which could be carried out early 
on these critical resources wihout breaching quality constraints 
THEN set up and configure the relevant activities now 

Goal:Meet future ex-factory requirements 

IF there is a requirement for an ex-factory product at some time in the future 
AND there are other product requirements with activities which require the 
same resources (i.e. there may be a conflict for resources) 
AND these resources are currently free 
AND there are some activities for the product which could be carried out early 
on these critical resources wihout breaching quality constraints 
THEN set up and configure the relevant activities now 

Process suhroute confieuration rules: 

These should specify an order for the choice of resources for a particular 
activity and relate to the goals for choice of resources. 

The order of choice is controlled by specifying configuration sub-goals for the 
route. This is particularly important because each choice made has a bearing 
on the remaining choices that can be made. Other goals for preferential choice 
of entities in route positions should also be taken into account. 

Are there different cases for these activities when the order of decision making 
will be different? e.g. source/processor/sink for one case and 
sink/processor/source for another case. 

For routes where there is only one choice possible for a position in the original 
data then no specific rule is required for configuration of this position. 

Each time a choice is made the choices for the remaining positions will be 
updated automatically to represent the additional constraints imposed on 
them by the reduced connections now possible. This will simplify the amount 
of information which needs to be expressed in the rules about each position. 

In addition to further simplify the rules, if a silo is empty it must be clean to 
be a choice for filling/emptying. 

IT as a result of other choices made for positions in the route only one choice 
remains for the next position then this will become the choice by default: 

Default choice rule: 

IF there is only one choice for this position 
THEN set up the subroute with this element and set the goal to configure the 
remainder of the route. 



Activity unload milk: 

Goal:Configure activity unload_milk 

IF the activity is unload milk 
THEN the first sub-goal is choose a milk silo 

Sub-goal:Choose a milk silo: 

IF the vehicle to be unloaded is a bulk farm tanker 
AND there is a milk silo currently being filled with Grade 'A' milk 
THEN choose this silo to fill into 

IF the vehicle to be unloaded is a bulk farm tanker 
AND there is NO milk silo currently being filled with Grade 'A' milk 
AND there is an empty silo 
THEN choose this silo to fill into 
AND set subgoal choose silo input line 

IF the vehicle to be unloaded is an accomodation vehicle 
AND there is currently a silo being filled with Grade 'B' milk 
THEN choose this silo to fill into 

IF the vehicle to be unloaded is an accomodation vehicle 
AND there is NO milk silo currently being filled with Grade 'B' milk 
AND there is an empty silo 
THEN choose this silo to fill into 
AND set subgoal choose silo input line 

Subgoal: choose silo input line 

IF there is a choice between the two input lines 
THEN choose the first one found 

Actiyity separate milk to cottaee cheese: 

(These rules take into account th~_p!eference to use Grade 'A' milk for cottage 
cheese and will use a silo that is filling if there is no other choice) 

Goal: Configure activity separate milk to cottage cheese 

IF the activity is separate milk to cottage cheese 
THEN the first subgoal is choose a milk silo for cottage cheese supply. 

Subgoal:Choose a milk silo for cottage cheese supply. 

IF there is a silo choice containing Grade 'A' milk 
AND this choice is NOT filling 
THEN choose this silo for cottage cheese supply 
AND set the second subgoal choose a separator 

IF there is a silo choice containing Grade 'A' milk 
THEN choose this silo for cottage cheese supply 



Subgoal:Choose a separator to separate milk to cottage cheese 

IF the factory milk intake is high 
AND there is a choice for the separator 

including separator 3 
THEN choose separator 3 for this route 
AND set third subgoal choose a cottage cheese silo for input 

IF the factory milk intake is low 
AND there is a choice of separator as either separator 1 or separator 2 
THEN choose the separator which can run longest 
AND set third subgoal choose a cottage cheese silo for input 

Subgoal:Choose a cottage cheese silo for input 

IF there is a cottage cheese silo choice which is empty 
THEN choose this silo for input 

IF there is NOT a silo which is empty 
AND there is a choice which is NOT currently emptying 
AND this choice contains the freshest skim 
THEN choose this silo for input. 

IF there is NOT a silo which is empty 
AND there is a choice which is currently emptying 
THEN choose this silo for input. 

Activity separate milk to evaporator silos: 

Goal:confi~e activity separate milk to eva~rator silos 
(Two possible routes which can run in parallel- evaporator line 1, and 
evaporator line 2) 

Subgoal: configure evaporator line 1 route: 

The availability of the processor determines whether a choice is possible for 
the source for this route as milk or skim. 
Possible cases: 
Case 1.The evaporator line skim pump and at least one separator are 
available --> The choice for source could be milk or skim 
Case 2.0nly the evaporator line skim pump is available --> the choice for 
source can only be skim 
(The case that only a separator is available will not arise, because if the skim 
pump is in use or not available then it must be pumping skim down to the 
evaporators, or the line is cleaning) 
Need to know what the decision makingj>rocess would be in case 1: i.e. How 
will the source be decided upon? How will the processor be decided upon? 

Therefore first need to set the context for the decisions about configuring this 
route: 

Case 1: 

IF the processor could be the evaporator skim pump or a sep'arator 
AND conditions best suit the the movement of millt from mIlk reception 
THEN set the subgoal use milk 

IF the p~ssor could ~ the evapora~r skim pump or a separator 
AND conditions best swt the use of skim from skim storage 
THEN set the subgoal use skim from skim storage 



Subgoal: use milk 

IF the subgoal is use milk 
THEN set the subgoal choose a separator 

Subgoal: choose a separator 

IF the choice is between sep 112 and sep3 
THEN choose from sep1l2 based on given criteria (? how is this choice made ?) 
AND set subgoal choose milk silo 

IF the choice is between sepl and 2 
THEN choose the separator based on given criteria (? how is this choice made 
1) 
AND set subgoal choose milk silo 

Subgoal: choose milk silo 

IF there is a choice which is emptying 
THEN choose this silo 
AND set the subgoal choose the evaporator skim storage 

IF the choices are not emptying 
AND there is one which contains the 'oldest' milk 
AND this silo is NOT also being filled 
mEN choose this silo for the sub-route 
AND set the sub-goal choose the evaporator skim storage 

Subgoal: choose the evaporator skim storage 

IF there is a choice which meets the policy for evaporator skim storage use 
mEN choose this silo for the subroute. 

Case 2 only the evaporator skim pump is available: 

IF the only processor is the evaporator skim pump 
THEN set this up in the sub-route and set the subgoal choose skim silo 

Subgoal: choose skim silo 

(The only case that needs to be considered here is whether there is a choice 
which is not filling, the case of fill and empty is the default) 

IF there is a choice which is NOT filling 
AND this choice contains the 'oldest' skim 
THEN put this choice into the sub-route 
AND set the sub-goal choose the evaporator skim storage 

Subgoal: configure evaporator line 2 route: 

(In this case the only source is milk, but the processor should be chosen first to 
reflect the preference for the use of seps 112) 

IF the subgoal is configure evaporator line 2 
mEN set subgoal choose the separator 

(The rules for entity choice will then be the same as above for the relevant 
sub-goals) 



Activity: separate milk to the skim silos: 

(these rules are based on up to two separators being able to go into one skim 
silo via the skim silo input line, therefore there are two routes which can 
operate to one skim silo in parallel) 

Goal: configure activity separate milk to skim silos 

IF the goal is configure separate milk to skim silos 
THEN set the subgoal choose the separator 

Subgoal: choose the separator 

IF the choice could be sep 112 or 3 
THEN choose se]) 1 or 2 depending upon which is currently 'best' 
AND set subgoal choose milk silo 

IF the choice could be between sep 1 or 2 
AND one of them is currently 'best' 
THEN choose this one and set the subgoal choose milk silo 

Subgoal: choose milk silo 

IF there is a choice which is emptying 
THEN choose this silo 
AND set the subgoal choose skim silo 

IF there is a choice which is NOT filling 
AND contains the 'oldest' milk 
THEN choose this silo 
AND set the subgoal choose skim silo 

Subgoal: choose skim silo 

IF there is a choice which is filling 
THEN choose this silo 

IF there is a choice which is empty 
THEN choose this silo 



APPENDIX B A SAMPLE OF STRATEGY AND CONFIGURATION RIlLES 

/* strategy rules */ 

/* set up a goal to supply immediate factory requirements */ 

strategy stl: 
[goal - strategy with [status - active]] 
==> 
[assert(goal - immediate_requirements with [status - active]), 
call( delftgoal,strategy»]. 

/* assess critical batches and assert goal to configure 
those which are criticalprocedures */ 

strategy imml: 
[goal- immediate_requirements with [status - active]] 
==> 
[call(immediate_requirements(factory», 
call(immediate_requirements(ex_factory», 
ca1l(delftgoal,immediate_requirements», 
assert(goal - setup_routes WIth [status - active]), 
assert(goal - system_input with [status - active])]. 

/* call configuration of milk input routes */ 

strategy inpta: 
[goal- setup_routes with [status - active], 
goal - system_input with [status - active], 
batch - Code with [product - milk, 

urgency - critical, 
temporaCactivity _status - TS], 

is_on([Activity,can_start], TS)] 
==> 
[ca1l(configure_activity(Activity,Code»]. 

strategy inpt3: 
[goal - setup_routes with [status - active], 
goal - system_input with [status - active], 
queue - 'RECQ' with [current_members_na - Cmna], 
Cmna==O] 
==> 
[call(delftgoal,system_input», 
assert(goal - factory-product with [status - active])]. 

/* call configuration procedures for all critical batches of 
factory product */ 

strategy factI: 
[goal - setup_routes with [status - active), 
goal - factory -product with [status - active]) 
==> 
[ca1l(configure_critical_batches(skim_concentrate», 
call(configure_criticaCbatches(cottage_cheese», 
call( delftgoa1,factory -product», 
ca1l(delftgoal,setup_routes»]. 



/* example configuration rules */ 

/* configuration of route 1 to supply 
evaporator skimmed milk */ 

/* assert goal to choose milk silo */ 

rule evsl: 
[goal - sep_milk_ev _silos with [status - active], 
activity - sep_milk_ev_silos with [current...,goals - Subroutes], 
is_onCE 1ST' ,Subroutes), 
process_route - 'ElST' with [current-:fkt - Choices], 
call(filter_choices(Choices,[product - . ],Choices2», 
Choices2 \= []] 
==> 
[assert(goal - choose_milk_silo with [status - active])]. 

/* choose silo with milk grade 2 and assert a goal 
to choose a separator */ 

rule evs3a: 
[goal - choose_milk_silo with [status - active], 
goal - sep_milk_ev _silos with [status - active], 
activity - sep_milk_ev_silos with [current...,goals - Subroutes], 
is_onCE 1ST' ,Subroutes), 
process_route - 'ElST' with [current_':£ut - Choices], 
Call(filter_choices(Choices,[product - . k],Choices2», 
Choices2 \= [], 
call(filter_choices(Choices2, 

[current-product...,grade - 2],Choices2a», 
Choices2a \= 0] 
==> 
[call{sort_choices{ Choices2a, time-product_in,-I,Choices3», 
call{select_element{process_route,'E 1ST', 

current_input - CI,Choices3», 
call{ delftgoal,choose_milk_silo», 
assert(goal - choose_separator with [status - active])]. 

/* choose a separator other than separator 3 if possible 
and assert a goal to choose a skim line input *j 

rule evs2: 
[goal - choose_separator with [status - active], 
goal - sep_milk_ev _silos with [status - active], 
activity - sep_milk_ev_silos with [current...,goals - Subroutes], 
is_onCE IPR' ,Subroutes), 
process_route - 'EIPR' with [current-processor - Choices], 
Call{filter_choices_NOT(Choices, 

Remainingl \= OJ 
[descriptor - 'SEP3'],Remaining1», 

==> 
[call{select_element{process_route ,'E IPR', 

current.J)rocessor - C,Remainingl», 
call{delftgoal,choose_separator) ), 
assert(goal - skim_line_input with [status - active])]. 



1* choose a skim line input and assert a goal to choose 
evaporator silo */ 

rule evs5a: 
[goal - skim_line_input with [status - active], 
goal - sep_milk_ev _silos with [status - active], 
activity - sep_milk_ev _silos with 

[current~oals - Suhroutes], 
is_on('EISI' ,Suhroutes), 
process_route - 'EISI' with [current-processor - Choices]] 
==> 
[call(select_element(process_route, 'E lSI', 

current-processor - CP ,Choices», 
call( delftgoal,skim_line_input», 
assert(goal- evap_silo with [status - active])]. 

1* choose an evaporator silo which was last filled and 
exit with configuration complete */ 

rule evs5: 
[goal - evap_silo with [status - active], 
goal - sep_milk_ev _silos with [status - active], 
activity - sep_milk_ev _silos with 

[current...goals - Subroutes], 
is_on('ElSL' ,Subroutes), 
process_route - 'ElSL' with [current_output - Choices]] 
==> 
[call(80rt_choices(Choices,time_last_stop_fill,I,Choices2», 
call(select_element(process_route, 'E lSL' ,current_output - CO,Choices2», 
call( delftgoal,evap_silo», 
call( delftgoal,sep_milk_ev _silos) )]. 

1* configuration of evaporator supply route 2 *1 

1* assert a goal to choose a milk silo *1 

rule evs7: 
[goal - sep_milk_ev _silos with [status - active], 
activity - sep_milk_ev _silos with [current...goals - Subroutes], 
is_on('E2PR' ,Subroutes)] 
==> 
[assert(goal - choose_milk_silo with [status - active])]. 



1* choose a milk silo with grade 2 milk and assert a goal 
to choose a separator */ 

rule evs9a: 
[goal- choose_milk_silo with [status - active], 
goal - sep_milk_ev _silos with [status - active], 
activity - sep_milk_ev _silos with 

is_on('E2ST' ,Subroutes), 
[current...,goals - Subroutes], 

process_route - 'E2ST' with [current_input - Choices2], 
call(filter_choices(Choices2, 

Choices2a \= 0] 
[current-product-JP'ade - 2],Choices2a», 

==> 
[call(80rt_choices(Choices2a,time-product_in,-l,Choices3», 
call(select_element(process_route,'E2ST', 

current_input - CI,Choices3», 
call(delftgoal,choose_milk_silo», 
assert(goru - choose_separator with [status - active])]. 

1* choose a separator other than separator 3 if possible 
and assert a goal to choose an evaporator silo */ 

rule evsS: 
[goal- choose_separator with [status - active], 
goal- sep_milk_ev _silos with [status - active], 
activity - sep_milk_ev_silos with [current..,goals - Subroutes], 
is_on('E2PR' ,Subroutes), 
process_route - 'E2PR' with [current-processor - Choices], 
call(filter_choices_NOT(Choices, 

Remainingl \= []] 
[descriptor - 'SEP3'],Remainingl», 

==> 
[ca1l(select_element(process_route ,'E2PR', 

current-processor - C,Remainingl», 
call(delftgoal ,choose_separator», 
assert(goal - evap_silo with [status - active])]. 

1* choose an evaporator silo on the basis of time last filled 
and exit with the route configured *1 

rule evsll: 
[goal - evap_silo with [status - active], 
goal- sep_milk_ev_silos with [status - active], 
activity - sep_milk_ev _silos with 

is_on('E2SL' ,Subroutes), 
[current..,goals - Subroutes], 

process_route - 'E2SL' with [current_output - Choices]] 
==> 
[call(sort_choices(Choices,time_last_stop_fill,l,Choices2», 
call(select_element(process_route, 'E2SL', 

call( delftgoal,evap _silo», 
call(delf{goal,sep_millcev_silos»]. 

current_output - CO,Choices2», 

1* configuration rules for skimmed milk supply to the 
cottage cheese department *1 



/* assert a goal to choose a milk silo */ 

rule ccsl: 
[goal - sep_milk_cc_silos with [status - active], 
activity - sep_milk_cc_silos with [current~oals - Goals]] 
==> 
[assert(goal - choose_milk_silo with [status - active])]. 

/* choose a milk silo with grade 1 milk and assert a goal 
to choose a separator */ 

rule ccs2a: 
[goal- choose_milk_silo with [status - active], 
goal - sep_milk_cc_silos with [status - active], 
process_route - 'CCST' with [current_input - Choices], 
call(filter _choices( Choices, 

Remainingl \= OJ 
[current-product..grade - l],Remainingl», 

==> 
[caIl(sort_choices(Remainingl,current_contents,l,Choices2», 
call(select_element(process_route, 'CCST', 

current_input - CI,Choices2», 
call( delttgoal,choose_milk_silo», 
assert(goal - choose_separator with [status - active])]. 

/* choose any separator available and assert a goal 
to choose a cottage cheese silo */ 

rule ccs3: 
[goal - choose_separator with [status - active], 
goal - sep_milk_cc_silos with [status - active], 
process_route - 'CSPl' with [current-processor - Choices]] 
==> 
[caIl(select_element(process_route,'CSPl' , 

current-processor - CP,Choices», 
call( delttgoal,choose_separator», 
assert(goal - choose_cc_silo with [status - active])]. 

/* choose a cottage cheese silo with least contents */ 

rule ccs4: 
[goal - choose_cc_silo with [status - active], 
goal - sep_milk_cc_silos with [status - active], 
process_route - 'CSLS' with [current_output - Choices]] 
==> 
[caIl(delftgoal,choose_cc_silo», 
call(80rt_Choices(Choices,current_contents,-1,Choices2) ), 
call(select_element(process_route,'CSLS', 

current_output - CO,Choices2»]. 

/* exit with cottage chees supply route configured */ 

rule ccs5: 
[goal - sep_milk_cc_si1os with [status - active]] 
==> 
[caIl(delf(goal,sep_milk_cc_silos»]. 



APPENDIX C (9.1). PLANT DATABASE AT TIME ZERO NO ROUTES 
CONFIGURED 

1* active product batches in the system *' 
Frame: batch Instance: evO 1 
Slot: ako - [val batch] 
Slot: batch_code - [val ev01] 
Slot: urgency - [val non_critical] 
Slot: product - [val skim_concentrate] 
Slot: activity_status-

[val [sep_milk_ev _silos 0 [0 0 ]] 
[evap_skim 0 [0 0 ]]] 

Slot: total_float - [val 0] 
Slot: temporaCactivity_status-

Time stamp: 0 

[val [sep_milk_ev _silos can_start ] 
[evap_skim cannot_start ]] 

Frame: batch Instance: ev02 
Slot: ako - [val batch] 
Slot: batch_code - [val ev02] 
Slot: urgency - [val non_critical] 
Slot: product - [val skim_concentrate] 
Slot: activity_status-

[val [sep_milk_ev_silos 0 [0 0]] 
[evap_skim 0 [0 0 ]]] 

Slot: total_float - [val 0] 
Slot: temporal_activity _status -

[val [sep_milk_ev _silos cannot_start ] 
[evap_skim cannot_start ]] 

Time stamp: 0 

Frame: batch Instance: cc01 
Slot: ako - [val batch] 
Slot: urgency - [val non_critical] 
Slot: batch_code - [val ceOl] 
Slot: product - [val cottage_cheese] 
Slot: activity_status-

[val [s:b_:lk_cc_silos 0 [0 0]] 
[past_ . _cc_vats 0 [0 0 ]]] 

Slot: total_float - [val 0] 
Slot: temporal_activity _status -

[val [sek~lk_cc_silos can_start] 
[past_s . _cc_ vats cannot_start ]] 

Time stamp: 0 



/* storage vessels */ 
/* milk silos ttl 

Frame: storage Instance: MSL1 
Slot: aka - [val storage] 
Slot: description - [val milk silo 1] 
Slot: code - [val VO 1] 
Slot: capacity - (val 227.300] 
Slot: contents_at_last_update - [val 227.300] 
Slot: current_contents - [] 
Slot: time_contents_Iast_updated - [val 0] 
Slot: current_rate_in - [val OJ 
Slot: current_rate_out - [val 0] 
Slot: time-product_out - [val 0] 
Slot: time..J>roduct_in - [val-350] 
Slot: time_Iast_stop_fill- [val-200] 
Slot: time_Iast_stop_empty - [val 0) 
Slot: contents_status - (val 1] 
Slot: system_event - [val maxcon] 
Slot: configuration - [val MSLl---> and: [i,o] 

i ---> and : [OLNl,OLN2] 
a ---> or : [RLNl,RLN2) ) 

Slot: work_area - [val mil~reception] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ) 
Slot: current_outputs - [val] 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 • [val 2] 
Slot: current-product...,grade - [val 2] 
Slot: product - [val milk] 

Time stamp: 1 

Frame: storage Instance: MSL2 
Slot: ako - [val storage] 
Slot: description - [val milk silo 2] 
Slot: code - [val V02] 
Slot: capacity - [val 227.300] 
Slot: contents_at_Iast_update - [val 0] 
Slot: current_contents - D 
Slot: time_contents_Iast_updated - [val 0] 
Slot: current_rate_in - [val 0] 
Slot: current_late_out - [val 0] 
Slot: time...,product_out - [val 0] 
Slot: time...,product_in - [val 0] 
Slot: time_Iast_stop_fill- [val 0] 
Slot: time_last_stop_empty - [val 0] 
Slot: contents_status - [val 2] 
Slot: syst".e1D-.event - [val mincon] 
Slot: configuration - [val MSL2 --> and: [i,o] 

i ---> and : [OLN1,OLN2] 
0---> or: £RLNl,RLN2J] 

Slot: work_area ~ [val milk_reception] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ] 
Slot: activity_state_8ttribute4 - [vall] 
Slot: current..j)roduct...,grade - [val 0] 
Slot: product - [val milk) 

Time stamp: 1 



Frame: storage Instance: MSL3 
Slot: ako - [val storage] 
Slot: description - [val milk silo 3] 
Slot: code - [val V03] 
Slot: capacity - [val 227.300] 
Slot: contents_at_last_update - [val 210] 
Slot: current_contents -n 
Slot: time_contents_Iast_updated - [val 0] 
Slot: current_rate_in - [val 0] 
Slot: current_rate_out - [val 0] 
Slot: time-product_out - [val 0] 
Slot: time-product_in - [val-200] 
Slot: time_Iast_stop_fill- [val 0] 
Slot: time_Iast_stop_empty - [val 0] 
Slot: contents_status - [val 0] 
Slot: system_event - [val maxcon] 
Slot: configuration - [val MSL3 ---> and: [i,o] 

i ---> and : [OLNl,OLN2] 
o ---> or : [RLN1,RLN2] ] 

Slot: work_area - [val milk_reception] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ] 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [val 2] 
Slot: current..,product$ade - [val 1] 
Slot: product - [val milk] 

Time stamp: 1 

Frame: storage Instance: MSL4 
Slot: ako - [val storage] 
Slot: description - [val milk silo 4] 
Slot: code - [val V04] 
Slot: capacity - [val 227.300] 
Slot: contents_at_Iast_update - [val 0] 
Slot: current_contents -n 
Slot: time_contents_last_updated - [val 0] 
Slot: current_rate_in - [val 0] 
Slot: current_rate_out - [val 0] 
Slot: time..,product_out - [val 0] 
Slot: time-product_in - [val 0] 
Slot: time_Iast_stop_fill - [val 0] 
Slot: time_Iast_stop_empty - [val 0] 
Slot: contents_status - [val 2] 
Slot: system_event - [val mincon] 
Slot: configuration - [val MSL4 ---> and: [i,o] 

i ---> and : [OLN1,OLN2] ° ---> or : [RLN1,RLN2] ] 
Slot: work_area - [val milk_reception] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ] 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [vall] 
Slot: current..,product$ade - [val 0] 
Slot: product - [val milk] 

Time stamp: 1 



1* cottage cheese skimmed milk storage silos *' 
Frame: storage Instance: CCS1 
Slot: ako - [val storage] 
Slot: description - [val cc skim silo 1] 
Slot: code - [val V05] 
Slot: capacity - [val 90.920] 
Slot: contents_at_last_update - [val 20] 
Slot: current_contents - [] 
Slot: time_contents_Iast_updated - [val 0] 
Slot: current_rate_in - [val 0] 
Slot: current_rate_out - [val 0] 
Slot: time-product_out - [val 0] 
Slot: time-product_in - [val 0] 
Slot: time_Iast_stop_fill- [val 0] 
Slot: time_Iast_stop_empty - [val 0] 
Slot: contents_status - [val 0] 
Slot: system_event - [val maxcon] 
Slot: configuration - [val CCS1---> and: [i,o] 

i ---> and: [CRLN] 
o ---> and : [CPST] ] 

Slot: work_area - [val cottage_cheese] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ] 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [val 2] 
Slot: current-productgrade - [val 1] 
Slot: product - [val skim] 

Time stamp: 0 

Frame: storage Instance: CCS2 
Slot: ako - [val storage] 
Slot: description - [val cc skim silo 2] 
Slot: code - [val V06] 
Slot: capacity - [val 90.920] 
Slot: contents_at_last_update - [val 0] 
Slot: current_contents - II 
Slot: time_contents_Iast_updated - [val 0] 
Slot: current_rate3n - [val 0] 
Slot: current_rate_out - [val 0] 
Slot: time.Jlroduct_out - [val 0] 
Slot: time-product_in - [val 0] 
Slot: time_Iast_stop_fill- [val 0] 
Slot: time_Iast_stop_empty - [val 0] 
Slot: contents_status - [val 0] 
Slot: system_event - [val mincon] 
Slot: configuration - [val CCS2 ---> and : [i,o] 

i ---> and : [CRLN] 
0---> and: [CPST]] 

Slot: work_area - [val cottage_cheese] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val] 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [vall] 
Slot: current-product~ade - [val 1] 
Slot: product - [val skim] 

TIme stamp: 0 



1* evaporator skimmed milk storage silos *1 

Frame: storage Instance: EVS 1 
Slot: ako - [val storage] 
Slot: description - [val evaporator skim silo 1] 
Slot: code - [val V07] 
Slot: capacity - [val1S1] 
Slot: contents_at_last_update - [val 0] 
Slot: current_contents - [] 
Slot: time_contents_Iast_updated - [val 0] 
Slot: current_rate_in - [val 0] 
Slot: current_rate_out - [val 0] 
Slot: time-product_out - [val 0] 
Slot: time-product_in - [val 0] 
Slot: time_Iast_stop_fill - [val -100] 
Slot: time_last_stop_empty - [val-10] 
Slot: contents_status - [val 2] 
Slot: system_event - [val mincon] 
Slot: configuration - [val EVS1 ---> and : [itO] 

Slot: work_area - [val evaporators] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ] 

i ---> and : [ELN1,ELN2] 
o ---> or : [EVR1,EVR2] ] 

Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [vall] 
Slot: current-product-il"ade - [val 0] 
Slot: product - [val skim] 

Time stamp: 0 

Frame: storage Instance: EVS2 
Slot: ako - [val storage] 
Slot: description - [val evaporator skim silo 2] 
Slot: code - [val VOS] 
Slot: capacity - [val 90.920] 
Slot: contents_at_last_update - [val 20] 
Slot: current_contents - U 
Slot: time_contents_Iast_updated - [val 0] 
Slot: current_rate_in - [val 0] 
Slot: current_rate_out - [val 0] 
Slot: time...,product_out - [val 0] 
Slot: time-product_in - [val-50] 
Slot: time_Iast_stop_fill- [val 0] 
Slot: time_Iast_stop_empty - [val 0] 
Slot: contents_status - [val 0] 
Slot: system_event - [val mincon] 
Slot: configuration - [val EVS2 ---> and : [i,o] 

Slot: work_area - [val evaporators] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ] 

i ---> and : [ELN1,ELN2] 
0---> or: [EVR1,EVR2]] 

Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 2] 
Slot: current-product...,grade - [val 2] 
Slot: product - [val skim] 

Time stamp: 0 



1* semi-continuous process plant items *1 
1* separators and skimmed milk outputs *1 

Frame: continuous Instance: SEP1 
Slot: ako - [val continuous] 
Slot: descriptor - [val SEP1] 
Slot: code - [val P07] 
Slot: configuration - [val SEP1 ---> and : [i,o] 

Slot: work_area - [val dairy] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ] 

i ---> and : [RLN1] 
o ---> and : [SPSl,SPCl] ] 

Slot: current_rate - [val 0.334 I klitres_min] 
Slot: current-process_route - [val] 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 1] 

Time stamp: 0 

Frame: process_line Instance: SPS1 
Slot: ako - [val process_line] 
Slot: descriptor - [val SPSl] 
Slot: code - [val P34] 
Slot: configuration - [val SPS1---> and : [i,o] 

i ---> and: [SEP1] 
0---> or: [SIP1,SIP2,CRLN,ELN2]] 

Slot: work_area - [val dairy] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0] 
Slot: current.J)rocess_route - [val] 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [vall] 

Time stamp: 0 

Frame: continuous Instance: SEP2 
Slot: ako - [val continuous] 
Slot: descriptor - [val SEP2] 
Slot: code - [val P08] 
Slot: configuration - [val SEP2 ---> and: [i,o] 

Slot: work_area - [val dairy] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ] 
Slot: CUlTent.J)rocess_route - [val ] 

i ---> and : [RLN1] 
0---> and: [SPS2,SPC2]] 

Slot: CU1Tent_rate - [val 0.334 I klitre_min] 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [vall] 

Time stamp: 0 

Frame: process_line Instance: SPS2 
Slot: ako - [val process_line] 
Slot: descriptor - [val SPS2] 
Slot: code - [val P35] 
Slot: configuration - [val SPS2 ---> and: [i,o] 

i ---> and : [SEP2] 
o --> or : [SIP1,SIP2,CRLN ,ELN2] ] 

Slot: work_area - [val dai!'l] 
Slot: currentjnputs - [val J 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0] 
Slot: current-process_route - [val ] 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [vall] 

Time stamp: 0 



Frame: continuous Instance: SEP3 
Slot: ako - [val continuous] 
Slot: descriptor - [val SEP3l 
Slot: code - [val P09] 
Slot: configuration - [val SEP3 ---> and: [i,o] 

Slot: work_area - [val dairy] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ] 

i ---> and : [RLN2] 
° ---> and : [SPS3,SPC3] ] 

Slot: current_rate - [val 0.334/ klitres_min] 
Slot: current...Jlrocess_route - [val] 
Slot: activity_state_attrihute4 - [vall] 

Time stamp: 0 

Frame: process_line Instance: SPS3 
Slot: ako - [val process_line] 
Slot: descriptor - [val SPS3] 
Slot: code - [val P36] 
Slot: configuration - [val SPS3 ---> and : [i,o] 

i ---> and: [SEP3l 
0---> or: [SIP1,SIP2,CRLN,ELN2]] 

Slot: work_area - [val dairy] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0] 
Slot: current...Jlrocess_route - [val ] 
Slot: activity_state_attrihute4 - [vall] 

Time stamp: 0 

/* evaporators */ 

Frame: continuous Instance: EVR1 
Slot: ako - [val continuous] 
Slot: descriptor - [val EVR1] 
Slot: code - [val P10] 
Slot: configuration - [val EVR1---> and : [i,ol 

Slot: work_area - [val evaporators] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ] 

i ---> and: [EVSl,EVS2] 
o ---> and : [OUTP] ] 

Slot: current-process_route - [val ] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0.252/ klitres_min] 
Slot: activity _state_attrihute4 - [val 1] 

Time stamp: 0 

Frame: continuous Instance: EVR2 
Slot: ako - [val continuous] 
Slot: descriptor - [val EVR2] 
Slot: code - [val P1l] 
Slot: configuration - [val EVR2 ---> and: [i,o] 

i ---> and: [EVS1,EVS2] 
o ---> and : [OUTP] ] 

Slot: work_area - [val eva~rators] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val] 
Slot: current-process_route - [val ] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0.151/ klitres min] 
Slot: activity _state_attrihute4 - [val 1] 

Time stamp: 0 



1* process lines *' 
1* evaporator supply lines *' 
Frame: process_line Instance: ELNI 
Slot: ako - [val process_line] 
Slot: descriptor - [val ELNl] 
Slot: code - [val P2l] 
Slot: configuration - [val ELNI ---> and : [i,o] 

i ---> or : [SKMl,SKM2,SKM3,SKLN] 
o ---> or : [EVSl,EVS2] ] 

Slot: work_area - [val evaporators] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0] 
Slot: current-J)rocess_route - [val ] 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 1] 

Time stamp: 0 

Frame: process_line Instance: ELN2 
Slot: ako - [val process_line] 
Slot: descriptor - [val ELN2] 
Slot: code - [val P22] 
Slot: configuration - [val ELN2 ---> and : [i,o] 

Slot: work_area - [val evaporators] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0] 

i ---> or : [SPSl,SPS2,SPS3] 
0---> or: [EVSl,EVS2]] 

Slot: current-J)rocess_route - [val] 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [vall] 

Time stamp: 0 

1* raw milk supply lines to separators from milk silos *' 
Frame: process_line Instance: RLNI 

Slot: ako - [val process_line] 
Slot: descriptor - [val RLNl] 
Slot: code - [val PlB] 
Slot: configuration - [val RLNl---> and: [i,o] 

Slot: work_area - [val dairy] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0] 

i ---> or : [MSLl,MSL2,MSL3,MSlA] 
0---> and: [SEPl,SEP2]] 

Slot: current-J)rocess_route - [val ] 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 1] 

Time stamp: 0 

Frame: process_line Instance: RLN2 
Slot: ako - [val process_line] 
Slot: descriptor - [val RLN2] 
Slot: code - [val P19] 
Slot: configuration - [val RLNl---> and: [i,o] 

Slot: work_area - [val dairy] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0] 

i ---> or : [MSLl,MSL2,MSL3,MSlA] 
0---> and: [SEP3]] 

Slot: current-J)rocess_route - [val] 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 1] 

Time stamp: 0 



'* milk reception unloading bay manifold output lines to milk silos *' 
Frame: process_line Instance: OLNI 

Slot: ako - [val process_line] 
Slot: descriptor - [val OLNl] 
Slot: code - [val P27] 
Slot: configuration - [val OLNl---> and: [i,o] 

i ---> and : [MLNl,MLN2,MLN3] 
o ---> or : [MSLl,MSL2,MSL3,MSIA] ] 

Slot: work_area - [val milk_reception] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0] 
Slot: current-process_route - [val ] 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [val 2] 

Time stamp: 1 

Frame: process_line Instance: OLN2 
Slot: ako - [val process_line] 
Slot: descriptor - [val OLN2] 
Slot: code - [val P28] 
Slot: configuration - [val OLN2 ---> and: [i,o] 

i ---> and : [MLNl,MLN2,MLN3] 
0---> or: [MSLl,MSL2,MSL3,MSIA]] 

Slot: work_area - [val milk_reception] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0] 
Slot: current-process_route - [val ] 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [vall] 

Time stamp: 1 

1* milk reception unloading bay lines to milk silo input manifold 
output lines *' 

Frame: process_line Instance: MLNI 
Slot: ako - [val process_line] 
Slot: descriptor - [val MLNl] 
Slot: code - [val P24] 
Slot: configuration - [val MLNI ---> and : [i,o] 

i ---> or : [BYlA,BYlB] 
o ---> or : [OLNl,OLN2] ] 

Slot: work_area - [val milk_reception] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0] 
Slot: current-process_route - [val ] 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [vall] 

Time stamp: 1 



Frame: process_line Instance: MLN2 
Slot: ako - [val process_line] 
Slot: descriptor - [val MLN2] 
Slot: code - [val P25] 
Slot: configuration - [val MLN2 ---> and: [i,o] 

i ---> or : [BY2A,BY2B] 
o ---> or : [OLN1,OLN2] ] 

Slot: work_area - [val milk_reception] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0] 
Slot: current.J)rocess_route - [val ] 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 1] 

Time stamp: 1 

Frame: process_line Instance: MLN3 
Slot: ako - [val process_line] 
Slot: descriptor - [val MLN3] 
Slot: code - [val P26] 
Slot: configuration - [val MLN3 ---> and: [i,o] 

i ---> or : [BY3A,BY3B] 
o --> or : [OLN1,OLN2] ] 

Slot: work_area - [val milk_reception] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0] 
Slot: current.J)rocess_route - [val ] 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 1] 

Time stamp: 1 

1* cottage cheese skimmed milk supply line *' 
Frame: process line Instance: CRLN 

Slot: ako - [val-process_line] 
Slot: descriptor - [val CRLN] 
Slot: code - [val P29] 
Slot: configuration - [val CRLN --> and: [i,o] 

i ---> or : [SPS1,SPS2,SPS3] ° ---> or : [CCS1,CCS2] ] 
Slot: work_area - [val cottage_cheese] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0] 
Slot: current.J)rocess_route - [val] 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 1] 

Time stamp: 0 

'* general skimmed milk distribution supply line *' 
Frame: process_line Instance: SKLN 

Slot: ako - [val process_line] 
Slot: descriptor - [val SKLN] 
Slot: code - [val P20] 
Slot: configuration - [val SKLN ---> and: [i,o] 

Slot: work_area - [val dairy] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0] 

i ---> and: [SIPl,SIP2] 
o ---> or : [SKMl,SKM2,SKM3,ELN1] ] 

Slot: current.J)rocess_route - [val] 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 1] 

Time stamp: 1 



1* skimmed milk supply line manifold input lines *' 
Frame: process_line Instance: SIPt 
Slot: ako - [val process_line] 
Slot: descriptor - [val SIPI] 
Slot: code - [val P30] 
Slot: configuration - [val SIPt ---> and: [i,o] 

Slot: work_area - [val dairy] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0] 

i ---> or : [SPSt,SPS2,SPS3] 
o ---> and : [SKLN] ] 

Slot: current-process_route - [val ] 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [vall] 

Time stamp: 1 

Frame: process_line Instance: SIP2 
Slot: ako - [val process_line] 
Slot: descriptor - [val SIP2] 
Slot: code - [val pal] 
Slot: configuration - [val SIP2 ---> and : [i,o] 

Slot: work_area - [val dairy] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0) 

i ---> or : [SPS1,SPS2,SPS3] 
o ---> and : [SKLN] ] 

Slot: current-process_route - [val ] 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 1] 

Time stamp: 1 

'* milk reception area unloading bays *' 
Frame: transport_bay Instance: BYlA 

Slot: ako - [val transJ)Qrt_bay) 
Slot: descriptor - [val BYlA) 
Slot: code - [val PO 1) 
Slot: configuration - [val BYlA ---> and : [i,o) 

i ---> or : [BLKR,ACCM] 
o ---> or : [MLN1] ] 

Slot: work_area - [val milk_reception] 
Slot: source_queues - [val RECQ] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val) 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0.455] 
Slot: current-process_route - [val ] 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [vall] 

Time stamp: 1 



Frame: transport_bay Instance: BY1B 
Slot: ako - [val transport_bay] 
Slot: descriptor - [val BYlB] 
Slot: code - [val P04] 
Slot: configuration - [val BY1B ---> and : [i,o] 

i ---> or : [BLKR,ACCM] 
o ---> or : [MLN1] ] 

Slot: work_area - [val milk_reception] 
Slot: source_queues - [val RECQ ] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0.455] 
Slot: current-process_route - [val ] 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [vall] 

Time stamp: 1 

Frame: transport_bay Instance: BY2A 
Slot: ako - [val trans~rt_bay] 
Slot: descriptor - [val BY2A] 
Slot: code - [val P02] 
Slot: configuration - [val BY2A ---> and : [i,o] 

i ---> or: [BLKR,ACCM] 
o ---> or : [MLN2] ] 

Slot: work_area - [val milk_reception] 
Slot: source_queues - [val RECQ] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0.455] 
Slot: current-process_route - [val ] 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 1] 

Time stamp: 1 

Frame: transport_bay Instance: BY2B 
Slot: ako - [val trans~rt_bay] 
Slot: descriptor - [val BY2B] 
Slot: code - [val P05] 
Slot: configuration - [val BY2B ---> and : [i,o] 

i ---> or : [BLKR,ACCM] 
o ---> or : [MLN2] ] 

Slot: work_area - [val milk_reception] 
Slot: source_queues - [val RECQ ] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0.455] 
Slot: current-process_route - [val ] 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [vall] 

Time stamp: 1 

Frame: transport_bay Instance: BY3A 
Slot: ako - [val transPQrt_bay] 
Slot: descriptor - [val BYaA] 
Slot: code - [val P03] 
Slot: configuration - [val BY3A ---> and: [i,o] 

i ---> or : [BLKR,ACCM] 
o ---> or : [MLN3] ] 

Slot: work_area - [val milk_reception] 
Slot: source_queues - [val RECQ ] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0.455] 
Slot: current-process_route - [val] 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 1] 

Time stamp: 1 



Frame: transport_bay Instance: BY3B 
Slot: ako - [val transport_bay] 
Slot: descriptor - [val BY3B] 
Slot: code - [val POS] 
Slot: configuration - [val BY3B ---> and : [i,o] 

i ---> or: [BLKR,ACCM] 
o ---> or : [MLN3] ] 

Slot: work_area - [val milk_reception] 
Slot: source_queues - [val RECQ] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0.455] 
Slot: current.j)rocess_route - [val] 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [vall] 

Time stamp: 1 

'* process route sub-routes making up production activity routes *' 
1* sub-routes for evaporator skimmed milk supply route 1 *' 
Frame: process_route Instance: E1SL 

Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description-

[val skim to evap silos via evap line 1] 
Slot: links_up - [val ] 
Slot: links_down - [val E 1LN ] 
Slot: output_choices - [val EVSl EVS2] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val ELN1] 
Slot: mput_choices - [val links_down LK09] 
Slot: current_output - [val] 
Slot: current-processor - [val ] 
Slot: current_mput - [val ] 
Slot: current..,Yield - [val 0.900] 
Slot: input_factor - [vall] 
Slot: remainiDLbatchsize - [val 0] 
Slot: current_batch - 0 
Slot: current_activity - [val sep_milk_ev _silos] 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [vall] 

Time stamp: 1 

Frame: process_route Instance: E 1LN 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val skim line routing] 
Slot: links_up - [val ElSL ] 
Slot: links_down - [val EISI ] 
Slot: output_choices - [val links_up LK09] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val SKLN] 
Slot: mput_choices - [val links_down LK31] 
Slot: current_output - [val] 
Slot: current....processor - [val ] 
Slot: current_mput - [val ] 
Slot: currentJield - [val 1] 
Slot: input_factor - [val 1] 
Slot: remaininLbatchsize - [val 0] 
Slot: current_batch - 0 
Slot: current_activity - [yal sep_milk_ev _silos] 
Slot: activity _state_attrihute4 - [val 1] 

Time stamp: 1 



Frame: process_route Instance: E1S1 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val skim line inputs] 
Slot: links_up - [val EILN] 
Slot: links_down - [val E1SS] 
Slot: output_choices - [val links_up LK31] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val SIPI SIP2] 
Slot: Input_choices - [val links_down LK32 ] 
Slot: current_output - [val ] 
Slot: current....processor - [val ] 
Slot: current_mput - [val ] 
Slot: currentJield - [val 1] 
Slot: input_factor - [val 1] 
Slot: remainiDLbatchsize - [val 0] 
Slot: current_batch - 0 
Slot: current_activity - [val sep_milk_ev _silos] 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [vall] 

Time stamp: 1 

Frame: process_route Instance: EISS 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val skim line routing] 
Slot: links_up - [val E1SI] 
Slot: links_down - [val EIPR] 
Slot: output_choices - [val links_up LK32] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val SPSI SPS2 SPS3] 
Slot: input_choices - [val links_down LK33] 
Slot: current_output - [val ] 
Slot: current-processor - [val ] 
Slot: current_input - [val ] 
Slot: currentJield - [val 1] 
Slot: input_factor - [val 1] 
Slot: remainiDLbatchsize - [val 0] 
Slot: current_batch - [] 
Slot: current_activity - [val sep_milk_ev _silos] 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [vall] 

Time stamp: 1 

Frame: process_route Instance: EIPR 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val se~rators to skim outputs] 
Slot: links_up - [val E1SS] 
Slot: links_down - [val EIST ] 
Slot: output_choices - [val links_up LK33] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val SEPI SEP2 SEP3] 
Slot: mput_choices - [val links_down LKI0 ] 
Slot: current_output - [val] 
Slot: current-processor - [val ] 
Slot: current_mput - [val ] 
Slot: currentJield - [val 0.900] 
Slot: input_factor - [val 1] 
Slot: remaininLbatchsize - [val 0] 
Slot: current_batch - 0 
Slot: current_activity - [valsep_milk_ev silos] 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 1] -

Time stamp: 1 



Frame: process_route Instance: E1ST 
Slot: aka - [val process_route] 
Slot: description-

[val skim or milk storage to seps or pump] 
Slot: links_up - [val E1PR] 
Slot: links_down - [val ] 
Slot: output_choices - [val links_up LK10] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val RLN1 RLN2] 
Slot: input_choices - [val MSLI MSL2 MSLa MLS4] 
Slot: current_output - [val ] 
Slot: current...processor - [val] 
Slot: current_mput - [val ] 
Slot: current..,yield - [val 1] 
Slot: input_factor - [val 1] 
Slot: remainilijLbatchsize - [val 0] 
Slot: current_batch - [J 
Slot: current_activity - [val sep_milk_ev _silos] 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [vall] 

Time stamp: 1 

1* sub-routes for evaporator skimmed milk supply route 2 "Ill 

Frame: process_route Instance: E2SL 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description-

[val skim to evap silos via evap line 2] 
Slot: links_up - [val ] 
Slot: links_down - [val E2SS] 
Slot: output_choices - [val EVSl EVS2] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val ELN2] 
Slot: mput_choices - [val links_down LKll] 
Slot: current_output - [val FREE] 
Slot: current...processor - [val FREE] 
Slot: current_mput - [val FREE] 
Slot: current..,.Yield - [val 0.900] 
Slot: input_factor - [vall] 
Slot: remainiIlLbatchsize - [val 0] 
Slot: current_batch - 0 
Slot: current_activity - [val sep_milk_ev _silos] 
Slot: activity_state_attrihute4 - [vall] 

Time stamp: 1 

Frame: process_route Instance: E2SS 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [valsep skim outputs] 
Slot: links_up - [val E2SL] 
Slot: links_down - [val E2PR J 
Slot: output_choices - [val links_up LKll] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val SPSl SPS2 SPS3] 
Slot: Input_choices - [val links_down LK34] 
Slot: current_output· [val] 
Slot: current-processor· [val ] 
Slot: current_mput - [val ] 
Slot: currentJield - [vall] 
Slot: input_factor - [val 1] 
Slot: remaininlLbatchsize - [val 0] 
Slot: current_batch - [] 
Slot: current_activity - [valsep_milk ev silos] 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [vall] -

Time stamp: 1 



Frame: process_route Instance: E2PR 
Slot: alto - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val separators to evap line 2] 
Slot: links_up - [val E2SS ] 
Slot: links_down - [val E2ST ] 
Slot: output_choices - [val links_up LK34] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val SEP1 SEP2 SEP3 ] 
Slot: mput_choices - [val links_down LK12] 
Slot: current_output - [val] 
Slot: current~rocessor - [val ] 
Slot: current_mput - [val ] 
Slot: current...,yield - [val 0.900] 
Slot: input_factor - [val 1] 
Slot: remainin(Lbatchsize - [val 0] 
Slot: current_batch - 0 
Slot: current_activity - [val sep_milk_ev _silos] 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [vall] 

Time stamp: 1 

Frame: process_route Instance: E2ST 
Slot: alto - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val milk storage to seps] 
Slot: links_up - [val E2PR] 
Slot: links_down - [val ] 
Slot: output_choices - [val links_up LK12] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val RLN1 RLN2 ] 
Slot: Input_choices - [val MSL1 MSL2 MSL3 MLS4] 
Slot: current_output - [val] 
Slot: current..processor - [val ] 
Slot: current_mput - [val ] 
Slot: current...,yield - [val 1] 
Slot: input_factor - [vall] 
Slot: remainiDLbatchsize - [val 0] 
Slot: current_batch - 0 
Slot: current_activity - [val sep_mllk_ev_silos] 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 1] 

Time stamp: 1 

1* sub-routes for cottage cheese skimmed milk supply route *' 
Frame: process_route Instance: CSLS 

Slot: alto - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val cc line to silos] 
Slot: links_up - [val ] 
Slot: links_down - [val CSSS ] 
Slot: output_choices· [val CCS1 CCS2 ] 
Slot: processor_choices • [val CRLN ] 
Slot: mput_choices· [val links_down LK07 ] 
Slot: current_output - [val ] 
Slot: current..processor - [val ] 
Slot: current_mput - [val ] 
Slot: currentJield - [val 0.900] 
Slot: input_factor • [vall] 
Slot: remaininLbatchsize· [val 0] 
Slot: current_batch· 0 
Slot: current_activity - [val sep_milk_cc_silos] 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4. [vall] 

Time stamp: 1 



Frame: process_route Instance: CSSS 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val ~ep skim outputs] 
Slot: links_up - [val CSLS ] 
Slot: links_down - [val CSPl] 
Slot: output_choices - [val links up LK07] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val SPSl SPS2 SPS3] 
Slot: input_choices - [val links_down LK35) 
Slot: current_output - [val ] 
Slot: current-processor - [val ] 
Slot: current_input - [val ] 
Slot: current..,yield - [val 1] 
Slot: input_factor - [vall] 
Slot: re~batchsize - [val 0] 
Slot: current_batch - [] 
Slot: current_activity w [val sap milk cc_silosJ 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 :""[vallJ 

Time stamp: 1 

Frame: process_route Instance: CSPI 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - l val S5!parators to sep line] 
Slot: links_up - [val CSSS] 
Slot: links_down - [val CCST] 
Slot: output_choices - [val links_up LK35) 
Slot: processor_choices - [val SEPI SEP2 SEP3] 
Slot: mput_choices· [val links_down LK08] 
Slot: current_output - [val] 
Slot: current.processor - [val ] 
Slot: current_input - [val ] 
Slot: current-Yield - [val 0.900] 
Slot: input_factor - [vall] 
Slot: remainillf-batchsize - [val 0] 
Slot: current_batch - 0 
Slot: current_activity - [val sep_milk_cc_silosl 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 . [vall] 

Time stamp: 1 

Frame: process_route Instance: CCST 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description. 

[val milk silos to separators for cc skim] 
Slot: links_up - [val CSP! ] 
Slot: links_down - [val ] 
Slot: output_choices - [val links_up LK08 ] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val RLN! RLN2] 
Slot: mput_choices· (val MSLI MSL2 MSL3 MSlA ] 
Slot: current_output - [val] 
Slot: current-processor - [val ] 
Slot: current_mput - (val ] 
Slot: current-,Yield - [val 1] 
Slot: inpu.t_factor • [vall] 
Slot: remaining..batchsize· (val 0] 
Slot: current_batch - [] 
Slot: current_activity - [val sep_milk_cc_silos] 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [vall] 

Time stamp: 1 



/* sub-routes for milk unloading route 1 */ 

Frame: process_route Instance: B lSL 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val put bay 1 milk to a silo] 
Slot: links_up - [val ] 
Slot: links_down - [val B1ML] 
Slot: output_choices - [val MSL1 MSL2 MSLa MSIA] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val OLN1 OLN2] 
Slot: Input_choices - [val links_down LK02 ] 
Slot: current_output - [val MSIA MSL3 MSL2 MSL1 ] 
Slot: current-processor - [val OLN1 OLN2] 
Slot: current_input - [val links_down LK02 ] 
Slot: current...,yield - [val 1] 
Slot: input_factor - [vall] 
Slot: remaininLbatchsize - [val 0] 
Slot: current_batch - [] 
Slot: current_activity - [val unload_milk] 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 1] 

Time stamp: 1 

Frame: process_route Instance: B1ML 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val milk line] 
Slot: links_up - [val B1SL] 
Slot: links_down - [val B1VH ] 
Slot: output_choices - [val Jinks_up LK02] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val MLN1 ] 
Slot: mput_choices - [val links_down LK01 ] 
Slot: current_output - [vallin!t~!lP LK02] 
Slot: current-processor - [val MLN1] 
Slot: current_mput - [val links_down LK01 ] 
Slot: current...,yield - [val 1] 
Slot: input_factor - [val 1] 
Slot: remaininLbatchsize - [val 0] 
Slot: current_batch - [] 
Slot: current_activity - [val unload_milk] 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [vall] 

Time stamp: 1 

Frame: process_route Instance: B 1 VH 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val unload milk from vehicle at bay 1] 
Slot: links_up - [val B1ML ] 
Slot: links_down - [val ] 
Slot: output_choices - [val links_up LK01] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val BYlA BY1B ] 
Slot: mput_choices - [val RECQ RClA RC1B] 
Slot: current_output - [val links_up LK01 ] 
Slot: current-proces80r - [val BYlA BY1B ] 
Slot: current_mput - [val RECQ RClA RC1B ] 
Slot: current...,yield - [val 1] 
Slot: input_factor - [vall] 
Slot: remainillLbatchsize - [val 0] 
Slot: current_batch - [] 
Slot: current_activity - [val unload_milk] 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [vall] 

Time stamp: 1 



/* sub-routes for milk unloading route 2 */ 

Frame: process_route Instance: B2SL 
Slot: alto - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val put bay 2 milk to a silo] 
Slot: links_up - [val ] 
Slot: links_down - [val B2ML ] 
Slot: output_choices - [val MSL1 MSL2 MSLa MSIA] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val OLN1 OLN2] 
Slot: Input_choices - [val links_down LK04] 
Slot: current_output - [val] 
Slot: current-processor - [val ] 
Slot: current_mput - [val ] 
Slot: currentJield - [val 1] 
Slot: input_factor - [val 1] 
Slot: remainillLbatchsize - [val 0] 
Slot: current_batch - [] 
Slot: current_activity - [val unload_milk] 
Slot: activity _state_attrihute4 - [vall] 

Time stamp: 1 

Frame: process_route Instance: B2ML 
Slot: alto - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val milk line] 
Slot: links_up - [val B2SL ] 
Slot: links_down - [val B2VH ] 
Slot: output_choices - [val links_up LK04] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val MLN2] 
Slot: mput_choices - [val links_down LK03 ] 
Slot: current_output - [val ] 
Slot: current-processor - [val ] 
Slot: current_mput - [val ] 
Slot: currentJield - [val 1] 
Slot: input_factor - [val 1] 
Slot: rell18ininLbatchsize - [val 0] 
Slot: current_batch - 0 
Slot: current_activity - [val unload_milk] 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [vall] 

Time stamp: 1 

Frame: process_route Instance: B2VH 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val unload milk from vehicle at bay 2] 
Slot: links_up - [val B2ML ] 
Slot: links_down - [val] 
Slot: output_choices - [val links_up LK03] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val BY2A BY2B] 
Slot: input_choices - [val RECQ RC2A RC2B ] 
Slot: current_output - [val ] 
Slot: current-processor - [val] 
Slot: current_mput - [val ] 
Slot: currentJield - [val 1] 
Slot: input_factor - [vall] 
Slot: remaining..batchsize - [val 0] 
Slot: current_batch - 0 
Slot: current_activity - [val unload_milk] 
Slot: activity _state_attrihute4 - [val 1] 

Time stamp: 1 



1* sub-routes for milk unloading route 3 */ 

Frame: process route Instance: B3SL 
Slot: ako - [val-process_route] 
Slot: description - [val put bay 3 milk to a silo] 
Slot: links_up - [val ] 
Slot: links_down - [val B3ML ] 
Slot: output_choices - [val MSL1 MSL2 MSLa MSIA] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val OLN1 OLN2 ] 
Slot: mput_choices - [val links_down LK06] 
Slot: current_output - [val] 
Slot: current-processor - [val ] 
Slot: current_mput - [val ] 
Slot: current...,yield - [val 1] 
Slot: input_factor - [val 1] 
Slot: relllElininLbatchsize - [val 0] 
Slot: current_batch - [] 
Slot: current_activity - [val unload_milk] 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 1] 

Time stamp: 1 

Frame: process_route Instance: B3ML 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val milk line from bay to manifold] 
Slot: links_up - [val B3SL ] 
Slot: links_down - [val B3VH ] 
Slot: output_choices - [val links_up LK06] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val MLN3] 
Slot: mput_choices - [val links_down LK05] 
Slot: current_output - [val] 
Slot: current-processor - [val ] 
Slot: current_mput - [val ] 
Slot: currentJield - [val 1] 
Slot: input_factor - [val 1] 
Slot: remaininLbatchsize - [val 0] 
Slot: current_batch - 0 
Slot: current_activity - [val unload_milk] 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [vall] 

Time stamp: 1 

Frame: process_route Instance: B3VH 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val unload milk from vehicle at bay 3] 
Slot: links_up - [val B3ML ] 
Slot: links_down - [val ] 
Slot: output_choices - [val links_up LK05] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val BY3A BY3B ] 
Slot: mput_choices - [val RECQ RC3A RC3B ] 
Slot: current_output - [val ] 
Slot: current-processor - [val ] 
Slot: current_mput - [val ] 
Slot: current...,yield - [val 1] 
Slot: input_factor - [val 1] 
Slot: remainiDLbatchsize - [val 0] 
Slot: current_batch - 0 
Slot: current_activity - [val unload milk] 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [v8i 1] 

Time stamp: 1 



APPENDIX C (9.2) CONTROL MODULE CONFIGURATION CYCLE 

1* (Point 1) *1 
protocol: -1 

1* (Point 2) *1 
conflict set: st1 
rule selected: stl 
1* rule conditions matched *1 
(goal - strategy with [status - active]) 11 

adding - (goal - immediate_requirements with [status - active]) 
rule fired: st1 

conflict set: imm1 
rule selected: imml 
1* rule conditions matched */ 
(20al - immediate_requirements with [status - active]) / 2 
1* (Point 3) */ 
1* the procedure immediate_requirements is called by the rule */ 
batch: cottage_cheese ccOl is critical . 
solving branch :sep_milk_cc_silos ---> and : [past_skim_cc_ vats] 
end node: past_skim_cc_ vats ---> end 
result of precedence check : 
[[sep_milk_cc_silos / can_start,past_skim_cc_ vats / cannot_start]] 
/* (Point 4) */ 
batch: cottage_cheese cc02 is not yet critical 
batch: skim_concentrate evOl is critical 
solving branch :sep_milk_ev _silos ---> and : [evap_skim] 
end node: evap_skim ---> end 
result!~&recedence check: 
[[sep_ . _ev _silos / can_start,evap_skim / cannot_start]] 
batch: skim concentrate ev02 is critical 
solving branCh :seli~lk_ev _silos ---> and : [evap_skim] 
end node: evap_s· --> end 
result of precedence check: 
[[sep_milk_ev _silos / can_start,evap_skim / cannot_start]] 
batch : milk umOl is critical 
end node: unload_milk ---> end 
result of precedence check: 
[unload_milk / can_start] 
batch: milk um02 is critical 
end node: unload_milk ---> end 
result of precedence check : 
[unload_milk / can_start] 
batch: milk um03 is critical 
end node: unload_milk ---> end 
result of precedence check: 
[unload_1nilk / can_start] 
batch: skim_for_bottling hcOl is not yet critical 
batch: skim_for_bottling hc02 is not yet critical 
1* (Point 5) */ 
adding - (goal - setup_routes with [status - active]) 
adding - (goal - system_input with [status - active]) 
rule fired: imm1 

conflict set: inpt3 inpta inpta inpta 
rule selected: mpta 
/* rule conditions matched *1 
(goal - setup_routes with [status - active]) 1102 
(goal - system_~put with [statu~ - active]) 1103 
(batch - um03 With [product - milk,urgency - critical 
temporal_activitl_status - [[unload_milk, can_start]]]) / 83 
is_on([ unload_milk,can_start],[[ unload_milk,can_start]]) / 0 



1* call to configure_activity *1 
Configuration of activity: unload_milk 
Goallist: 
[BIVH,BIML,BlSL] 1* a set of sub-routes for the activity *1 
Ordered...,goals: 
[BIVH,BIML,BlSL] 1* put into order *1 
Initial_choices: 1* the initial route position choices *1 
[[MSLl,MSL2,MSL3,MSL4], 1* Position 5 *1 
[OLNl,OLN2], 1* Position 4 *1 
[MLNl], 1* Position 3 *1 
[BYIA,BYIB], 1* Position 2 *1 
[RECQ,RCIA,RCIB]] 1* Position 1 *1 
Intermediate_choices: 1* the results of the unary 
[[MSL2,MSL3,MSIA], constraint check *1 
[OLNl,OLN2], 
[MLNl], 
[BYIA,BYIB], 
[]] 1* There are no vehicles in the system so 

RECQ, RCIA, and RCIB are removed and this 
route fails as a candidate for this 
activit *1 

1* Two other routes are now testefbut also fail for the same reasons *1 
Goallist: 
[B2VH,B2ML,B2SL] 
Ordered..goals: 
[B2VH,B2ML,B2SL] 
Initial_choices: 
[[MSLl,MSL2,MSL3,MSL4], 
[OLNl,OLN2], 
[MLN2] , 
[BY2A,BY2B], 
[RECQ,RC2A,RC2B]] 
Intermediate_choices: 
[[MSL2,MSL3,MSL4], 
[OLNl,OLN2], 
[MLN2], 
[BY2A,BY2B], 
[]] 
Goallist: 
[B3VH,B3ML,B3SL] 
Ordered..,goals: 
[B3VH,B3ML,B3SL] 
Initial_choices: 
[[MSLl,MSL2,MSL3,MSL4], 
[OLNl,OLN2], 
[MLN3], 
[BY3A,BY3B], 
[RECQ,RC3A,RC3B]] 
Intermediate_choices: 
[[MSL2,MSL3,MSL4], 
[OLNl,OLN2], 
[MLN3], 
[BY3A,BY3B], 
[]] 
Goallist: 
[] 
1* configure_activity exits having failed to find a route which can be configured *1 
confi~tion of activity: unload_milk on batch: um03 has failed 
rule fired: inpta 



conflict set: inpt3 inpta inpta inpta 
rule selected: mpt3 
1* rule conditions matched *1 
(goal - setup_routes with [status - active]) I 102 
(goal - system_input with [status - active]) I 103 
(queue - RECQ with [current_members_na - 0]) 10 
([J == 0) I 0 
1* (Point 6) *1 
adding - (goal- factory-product with [status - active]) 
rule fired: inpt3 
1* (Point 7) *1 
conflict set: factI 
rule selected: factI 
1* rule conditions matched *1 
(goal - setup_routes with [status - active]) I 102 
(goal - factory -product with [status - active]) 1104 
1* configure_activity is now called again *1 
Configuration of activity: sep_milk_ev _silos 
Goa1list: 
[E lSL,ElLN,E lSI,E ISS,E IPR,EIST] 
Ordered..goals: 1* subroutes are put in order *1 
[ElST,E lPR,E lSS,E lSI,E ILN ,EISL] 
Initial_choices: 
[[EVSl,EVS2], 
[ELNI], 
[SKLN], 

1* route choices as defined in 
route data *1 

[SIPl,SIP2], 
[SPSl,SPS2,SPS3], 
[SEPI,SEP2,SEP3], 
[RLNl,RLN2], 
[MSLl,MSL2,MSLa,MSIA]] 
Intermediate_choices: 1* the results of unary constraint check *1 
[[EVSI,EVS2], 
[ELNI], 
[SKLN], 
[SIPl,SIP2], 
[SPSl,SPS2,SPS3], 
[SEPI,SEP2,SEP3], 
[RLNl,RLN2], 
[MSLI,MSLa]] 1* MSL2 and MSlA are both lost because they 

are empty *1 
Remaini...!!.~choices: 1* results offirst binary constraint check *1 
[[EVSI,l!;VS2], 
[ELNl], 
[SKLN], 
[SIPI,SIP2], 
[SPS 1,SPS2,SPS3], 
[SEPl,SEP2,SEP3], 
[RLNl,RLN2], 
[MSLI,MSL3]] 
C~es:_OOO55448 1* Changes remains uninstantiated 80 no change 

has been made to the route *1 
Final_choices: 1* these are the choices now currently available 
[[EVSl,EVS2], to the route *1 
[ELNI], 
[SKLN], 
[SIPl,SIP2], 
[SPSl,SPS2,SPS3], 
[SEPl,SEP2,SEP3], 
[RLNl,RLN2], 
[MSLl,MSL3]] 
1* configure_activity now calls rule-based element selection to be carried out *1 



1* (Point 8) *1 
conflict set: evs1 
rule selected: evs1 
1* rule conditions matched *1 
(goal- sep_milk_ev_silos with [status - active]) I 117 
(activity - sep_milk_ev_silos with [current..Jroals-

[E lST,E 1PR,E lSS,E lSI,E 1LN,E lSL]]) 1118 
is_on(E1ST,[E1ST,E1PR,E1SS,E1SI,E1LN,E1SLD I ° 
(process_route - E1ST with [current_input - [MSL1,MSL3]D 1106 
call(filter_choices([MSL1,MSL3],[product - milk],[MSL1,MSL3]» I ° 
([MSL1,MSL3] \= D) I ° 
1* this rule adds the first decision directing context *1 
adding - (goal - choose_milk_silo with [status - active]) 
rule fired: evs1 

conflict set: evs3b evs3a evs1 
rule selected: evs3a 
1* rule conditions matched *1 
(goal - choose_milk_silo with [status - active]) 1119 
(goal - sep_milk_ev _silos with [status - activeD 1117 
(activity - sep_milk_ev _silos with [current...,.goa1s -

[E1ST,E1PR,E1SS,E1SI,E1LN,E1SL]]) 1118 
is_on(E1ST,[E1ST,ElPR,E1SS,ElSI,ElLN,ElSLD I ° 
(process_route - E1ST with [current_input - [MSL1,MSL3]]) 1106 
c811(ftlter_choices([MSLl,MSL3],[product - milk],[MSLl,MSLa]» / 0 
([MSLl,MSLa] \= D) I 0 
call(filter_choices([MSLl,MSLa],[current.product$ade - 2], 

[MSLl]) I ° 
([MSLl] \= D) I ° 
1* the rule which has fired is looking for a milk silo with Grade 2 milk and calls 
select element on Milk Silo 1 *1 
Selecting Element: MSLI 
1* this instigates binary constraint check */ 
Intermediate_choices: 1* choices remaining *1 
[[EVSl,EVS2], 
[ELN1], 
[SKLN], 
[SIP1,SIP2], 
[SPS1,SPS2,SPS3], 
[SEP1,SEP2,SEP3], 
[RLNl,RLN2], 
[MSLl]] 1* the selected element *1 
RemaininLchoices: /* results of the binary constraint check */ 
[[EVSl,EVS2], 
[ELNl], 
[SKLN], 
[SIP1,SIP2], 1* No additional constraints introduced 
[SPS1,SPS2,SPS3], through the selection of MSLI */ 
[SEP1,SEP2,SEP3], 
[RLNl,RLN2], 
[MSLl]] 
Changes: _OOO5CAF4 
/* second rule action introduces new context 
to choose a separator *1 
adding - (goal - choose_separator with [status - active]) 
rule fired: evs3a 



conflict set: evs2 evs2a evs1 
rule selected: evs2 
1* rule conditions matched *1 
(goal - choose_separator with [status - active]) I 134 
(goal - sep_millcev _silos with [status - active]) I 117 
(activity - sep_milk_ev _silos with [current..,.goals -

[E 1ST,E 1PR,E 1SS,E 1SI,E 1LN,E lSL]]) I 118 
is_on(E 1PR,[E 1ST ,E1PR,E lSS,E lSI,E 1LN,E lSL]) I 0 
(process_route - E1PR with [current-processor-

[SEP1,SEP2,SEP3]]) I 125 
call(filter_choices_NOT([SEP1,SEP2,SEP3],[descriptor - SEP3], 

[SEP1,SEP2,SEP3]» I 0 
([SEPl,SEP2] \= 0) / ° 
1* call to select_element Separator 1 *1 
Selecting Element: SEPI 
Intermemate_choices: 1* choices remaining */ 
[[EVSl,EVS2], 
[ELNl], 
[SKLN], 
[SIP1,SIP2], 
[SPSl,SPS2,SPS3], 
[SEPl], 1* SEPI is selected element *1 
[RLN1,RLN2], 
[MSL1]] 
RemaininLchoices: 1* results of binary check *1 
[[EVSl,EVS2], 
[ELNl], 
[SKLN], 
[SIPl,SIP2], 
[SPS1], 1* SPS2, SPS310st as choices *1 
[SEP1], 
[RLNl], 1* RLN2 lost as choice *1 
[MSLl]] 
C~es: true 1* a Change in the route is posted *1 
Rem81ning..choices: 1* constraint propagation through 
[[EVS1,EVS2], second binary check *1 
[ELNl], 
[SKLN], 
[SIPl,SIP2], 
[SPSl], 
[SEPl], 
[RLNl], 
[MSL1]] 
Changes: _OOO3D69A /* No Change is posted 

constraint checking exits *1 
1* New context to choose a skim line input */ 
adding - (goal - skim_line_input with [status - active]) 
rule fired: evs2 

conflict set: evs5a evsl 
rule selected: evs5a 
1* rule conditions matched */ 
(goal - skim_line_input with [status - active]) / 149 
(goal - sep_milk_ev _silos with [status - active]) I 117 
(activity - sep_milk_ev_silos with [current.,.goa1s-

[ElST,EIPR,ElSS,E1SI,EILN,E1SL]]) 1118 
is_on(ElSI,[E1ST,EIPR,ElSS,E1SI,E1LN,ElSL]) / 0 
(process_route - ElS1 with [current...,processor - [SIP1,SIP2]]) /144 



1* element selected on default criterion of "first in list" *' 
Selecting Element: SIPl 
Intermediate_choices: 
[[EVS1,EVS2], 
[ELN1], 
[SKLN], 
[SIP1], 1* selected element *1 
[SPS1], 
[SEP1], 
[RLNl], 
[MSL1]] 

ffEVsjr,~.qg~~ices: 
[ELN1], 
[SKLN], 
[SIP 1], 
[SPS1], 
[SEP1], 
[RLN1], 
[MSL1]] 
Changes: _OOOADA4E 1* No change is posted *1 
1* New context choose an evaporator silo *1 
adding - (goal - evap_silo with [status - active]) 
rule fired: evs5a 

conflict set: evs5 evs 1 
rule selected: evs5 
1* rule conditions matched *1 
(goal - evap_silo with [status - active]) I 164 
(goal - sep_milk_ev _silos with [status - active]) I 117 
(activity - sep_milk_ev _silos with [current...,.goals -

[E 1ST ,E1PR,E lSS,E lSI,E 1LN ,E1SL]]) I 118 
is_on(E1SL,[E1ST,E1PR,E1SS,E1SI,E1LN,E1SL]) I 0 
(process_route - E1SL with [current_output - [EVS1,EVS2]]) 1163 
1* Evaporator silo 2 chosen on basis of current contents */ 
Selectmg Element: EVS2 
Intermediate choices: 
[[EVS2], -
[ELN1], 
[SKLN], 
[SIP 1], 
[SPS1], 
[SEP1], 
[RLN1], 
[MSL1]] 
RemaininLchoices: 
[[EVS2], 
[ELN1], 
[SKLN], 
[SIP 1], 
[SPS1], 
[SEP1], 
[RLN1], 
[MSL1]] 
Changes: _OOO95C64 

rule fired: evs5 

1* selected element *1 

1* No Changes posted. N.B. any element 
lost at this point it would indicate 
a problem with system data because the 
configuration is now complete with a 
single plant item in each position *1 

1* the rule has removed all contexts associated with this route configuration so the 
conflict set is now empty and the inference cycle finishes *1 
conflict set: 
inference cycle done 



1* (Point 10 ) *' 
daemon as_update-pr on process route: E1ST 
daemon sequence_update 
updating tlie sequence with: E 1ST 
daemon as_update-pr on process route: ElPR 
daemon sequence_update 
updating the sequence with: E1PR 
daemon as_update-pr on process route: E1SS 
daemon sequence_update 
updating the sequence with: E1SS 
daemon as_update-pr on process route: E1SI 
daemon sequence_update 
updating the sequence with: E1S1 
daemon as_update-pr on process route: E1LN 
daemon sequence_update 
updating the sequence with: E1LN 
daemon as_update-pr on process route: E1SL 
daemon sequence_update 
updating the sequence with: E1SL 
1* (Point 11) *' 
1* second call to configure activity for skimmed milk supply to the evaporator 
department *' 
CoooF.ation of activity: sep_milk_ev _silos 
Goallist: 
[E2SL,E2SS,E2PR,E2ST] 
Ordered-ioals: 
[E2ST,E2PR,E2SS,E2SL] 
Initial choices: 1* choices defined in route data *' 
[[EVSf,EVS2], 
[ELN2] , 
[SPS1,SPS2,SPS3], 
[SEPl,SEP2,SEP3], 
[RLN1,RLN2], 
[MSL1,MSL2,MSL3,MSIAll 
Intermediate_choices: 1* results of unary constraint check *' 
[[EVS1,EVS2], 
[ELN2], 
[SPSl,SPS2,SPS3], 
[SEPl,SEP2,SEP3], 
[RLN1,RLN2], 
[MSL1,MSL3]] '* MSL2 and MSL410st on the basis of being 

empty *' 
Remaining,.,choices: 1* results of binary constraint check *' 
[[EVSl,EVS2], 
[ELN2], 
[SPS2,SPS3], 
[SEP1,SEP2,SEP3], 
[RLN1,RLN2], 
[MSL1,MSL3]] 
Changes: true 

'* SPSl is lost as a choice because it 
is already connected to ELNl and 
cannot make another connection to 
ELN2 *' 1* A Change is posted so constraint propagation 
must occur *' 

1* Although SPS1 was lost on this pass it's immediate input SEPl was not even 
though it is already in use in anotlier route and can only make a connection for 
skim routing to SPS1. This is because the direction of the binary constraint check 
passes up tlie route from MSL1 to EVS2. Therefore when SEPl was being checked 
against potential output connections SPS1 still existed as a choice. This shows the 
P!'Oblem with only JlUlking a single pass through the network as described by 
Mackworth that changes later in the network can make the parts checked earlier 
inconsistent again. Therefore constraint propagation is reqwred. *' 



RemaininLchoices: 1* results of second binary check *1 
[[EVS1,EVS2], 
[ELN2], 
[SPS2,SPS3], 
[SEP2,SEP3], 
[RLNl,RLN2], 
[MSL1,MSL3]] 
Changes: true 

1* SEPI is lost on this pass as it now no 
longer has a potential output choice *1 

'* A Change is posted so constraint propagation 
must occur again *1 

Remajn~lbchoices: 1* Results of third binary check *1 
[[EVS1,EVS2], 
[ELN2], 
[SPS2,SPS3], 
[SEP2,SEP3], 
[RLNl,RLN2], 
[MSL1,MSL3]] 
Changes: _OOO7C872 1* No more Changes *1 
Final_choices: 1* Currently available choices for this route *1 
[[EVS1,EVS2], 
[ELN2], 
[SPS2,SPS3], 
[SEP2,SEP3], 
[RLNl,RLN2], 
[MSL1,MSL3]] 
1* configure_activity instigates preferential element selection *1 
conflict set: evs7 
rule selected: evs7 
/* rule conditions matched *1 
(goal- sep_milk_ev_silos with [status - active]) I 258 
(activity - sep_milk_ev_silos with [current..,..goals-

[E2ST ,E2PR,E2SS,E2SL]]) I 259 
is_on(E2PR,[E2ST ,E2PR,E2SS,E2SL]) I ° 
adding - (goal - choose_milk_silo with [status - active]) 
rule fired: evs 7 

conflict set: evs9b evs9a evs7 
rule selected: evs9a 
/* rule conditions matched *1 
(goal - choose_milk_silo with [status - active]) I 260 
(goal - sep_milk_ev _silos with [status - active]) / 258 
(activity - sep_milk_ev _silos with [currentgoals -

[E2ST,E2PR,E2SS,E2SL]]) I 259 
is_on<E2ST ,[E2ST,E2PR,E2SS,E2SL]) I ° 
(process_route - E2ST with [current_input - [MSL1,MSL3]]) I 251 
ciill(filter_choices([MSLl,MSL3],[current.J)roduct...grade - 2], 

([MSLl] \= D) / 0 
/* Milk Silo 1 is again chosen as the source element for this 
route *1 
Selecting Element: MSLI 
Intermemate_choices: 1* initial route choices remaining *1 
[[EVSl,EVS2], 
[ELN2], 
[SPS2,SPS3], 
[SEP2,SEP3], 
[RLNl,RLN2], 
[MSLl]] 1* element selected */ 

[MSL1]» I ° 



RemaininLchoices: /* results of first binary constraint check *' 
[[EVSl,EVS2], 
[ELN2], 
[SPS2], 
[SEP2], 
[RLNl], 
[MSLl]] 

/* SPS3 lost *' 
/* SEP3 lost *1 
/* RLN2 lost *1 

Changes: true 1* A change is posted *1 
1* On this first binary constraint check three items were lost because they all relied 
on each other for a connection, but were lost from the lower positions of the route 
upwards unlike the situation before with SPSl and SEPl. In this case RLN2 was 
lost because it could not take an input from MSLl, and not other silo choices now 
exist. SEP3 was then lost because it can only take an input connection from RLN2, 
and SPS3 was lost because it can only take an input from SEP3. *1 
RemaininLchoices: /* result of second binary constraint check *1 
[[EVSl,EVS2], 
[ELN2], 
[SPS2], 
[SEP2], 
[RLNl], 
[MSLl]] 
Changes: _0003EB8A /* No Change posted this time *1 
1* New context is to choose a separator *1 
adding - (goal - choose_separator with [status - active]) 
rule fired: evs9a 

conflict set: evsB evsBa evs7 
rule selected: evs8 
/* rule conditions matched *1 
(goal - choose_separator with [status - active]) I 271 
(goal - sep_milk_ev _silos with [status - active]) I 258 
(activity - sep_milk_ev _silos with [current..Loals -

[E2ST ,E2PR,E2SS,E2SL]]) I 259 
is_on(E2PR,[E2ST,E2PR,E2SS,E2SL]) / ° 
(process_route - E2PR with [current.J)rocessor -

[SEP2,SEP3]]) I 125 
ca1I(filter_choices_NOT([SEP2,SEP3],[descriptor - SEP3], 

[SEP2]» I ° 
([SEP2] \= D) / ° 
(Drocess_route - E2PR with [current.J)rocessor - [SEP2]]) I 266 
1* Separator 2 is chosen as the only available item *1 
Selecting Element: SEP2 
Intermediate_choices: 
[[EVSl,EVS2], 
[ELN2], 
[SPS2], 
[SEP2], 
[RLNl], 
[MSLl]] 
RemajD~choices: 
[[EVSl, S2], 
[ELN2] , 
[SPS2], 
[SEP2], 
[RLNl], 
[MSLl]] 
Changes: _OOO5AD30 /* No Change posted */ 
1* The selection of SEP2 did not introduce any new constraints because it was a 
single plant item choice anyway */ 
/* Final context added is to choose an evaporator silo */ 
adding - (goal - evap_silo with [status - active]) 
rule fired: evs8 



conflict set: evs11 evs7 
rule selected: evs11 
1* rule conditions matched *1 
(goal - evap_silo with [status - active]) 1282 
(goal - sep_milk_ev _silos with [status - active]) 1 258 
(activity - sep_milk_ev_silos with [current..goa1s-

[E2ST ,E2PR,E2SS,E2SL]]) 1 259 
is on(E2SL,[E2ST ,E2PR,E2SS,E2SL]) 1 0 
(process_route - E2SL with [current_output - [EVS1,EVS2]]) 1281 
1* Evaporator silo 2 chosen on the same basis as route 1 *1 
Selecting Element: EVS2 
Intermeaiate_choices: 
[[EVS2], 
[ELN2], 
[SPS2], 
[SEP2], 
[RLN1], 
[MSL~]]. . 
RemaJDJDLcholceS: 
[[EVS2], 
[ELN2], 
[SPS2], 
[SEP2], 
[RLN1], 
[MSL1]] 
Changes: _00077818 1* No Change posted *1 
rule fired: evs11 

conflict set: 
inference cycle done 
1* This route configuration is complete and the route is added to the process 
sequence and the plant connections are updated *1 
daemon as_update-pr on process route: E2ST 
daemon sequence_update 
updating tile sequence with: E2ST 
daemon aB_update-pr on process route: E2PR 
daemon sequence_update 
updating the sequence with: E2PR 
daemon as_update-pr on process route: E2SS 
daemon sequence_update 
updating the sequence with: E2SS 
daemon as_update-pr on process route: E2SL 
daemon sequence_update 
updating tile sequence with: E2SL 

1* the rule factI makes it's second call to configure activity for the supply of 
skimmed milk to the cottage cheese department *' 
Configuration of activity: sep_milk_cc_silos 
Goallist: 
[CSLS,CSSS,CSPl,CCST] 
Ordered..,g9a1s: 
[CCST,CSPl,CSSS,CSLS] 
1* The initial choices for this route are very similar to those of the evaporator supply 
routes *' Initial_choices: 
[[CCS1,CCS2], 
[CRLN], 
[SPSl,SPS2,SPS3], 
[SEP1,SEP2,SEP3], 
[RLN1,RLN2], 
[MSL1,MSL2,MSL3,MSIA]] 



Intermediate_choices: 1* Results of unary constraint check *1 
[[CCSl,CCS2], 
[CRLN], 
[SPSl,SPS2,SPS3], 
[SEPl,SEP2,SEP3], 
[RLNl,RLN2], 
[MSLl,MSL3]] 1* MSL2 and MSL410st *1 
Remainin~choices: /* Result of first binary check *1 
[[CCSl,CCS2], 
[CRLN], 
[SPS3], 1* SPSl and SPS2 are lost *1 
[SEPl,SEP2,SEP3], 
[RLNl,RLN2], 
[MSLl,MSL3]] 
Changes: true 1* A change has been posted *1 
1* SPSl and SPS2 were lost because they could not make a connection to CRLN on 
the basis of their current outputs. However, SEPl and SEP2 were not lost on this 
pass because of the direction of the checking *1 
Remai~choices: /* Result of second binary check *1 
[[CCSl,CCS2], 
[CRLN], 
[SPS3], 
[SEP3], 1* SEPl and SEP2 are now lost *1 
[RLNl,RLN2], 
[MSLl,MSL3]] 
C~es: true 1* A change has been posted *1 
RemaminLchoices: /* result of third binary check *? 
[[CCSl,CCS2], 
[CRLN], 
[SPS3], 
[SEP3], 
[RLN2], /* RLNl is now lost because of the previous 
[MSLl,MSL3]] loss ofSEPl and SEP2 *1 
Chan,es: true 1* A change has been posted *1 
RemmninLchoices: 1* Result of fourth binary check *1 
[[CCSl,CCS2], 
[CRLN], 
[SPS3], 
[SEP3], 
[RLN2], 
[MSL3]] 1* MSLl is now lost because RLNl no longer exists *1 
Changes: true /* A change has been posted *1 
Remainin~choices: /* Result of a fifth binary check *1 
[[CCSl,CCS2], 
[CRLN], 
[SPS3], 
[SEP3], 
[RLN2], 
[MSL3]] 
Changes: _OOO69Cl8 1* No change is posted *1 
Final_choices: 1* Final choices remaining are 
[[CCSl,CCS2], considerably reduced *1 
[CRLN], 
[SPS3], 
[SEP3], 
[RLN2], 
[MSL3]] 
1* The fact that five passes to propagate constraints had to be made indicates the 
potential severity of connectiVlty constraints and also the potential risk of 
unnacceptable performance time if the route structures were too big *1 



/* Preferential element selction is now instigated as before */ 
conflict set: ccs5 ccs1 
rule selected: ccs 1 
/* rule conditions matched */ 
(goal - 8ep_milk_cc_silos with [status - active]) / 348 
(activity - sep_milk_cc_silos with [current,..goals -

[CCST,CSP1,CSSS,CSLS]]) / 349 

adding - (goal - choose_milk_silo with [status - active]) 
rule fired: ccs1 

conflict set: ccs5 ccs2a ccs1 
rule selected: ccs2a 
/* rule conditions matched */ 
(goal - choose_milk_silo with [status - active]) / 350 
(goal - sep_milk_cc_silos with [status - active]) / 348 
(process_route - CCST with [current_input - [MSLa]]) / 341 
c8.lI(filter_choices([MSLa],[currentJ)roductgrade - 1],[MSLa]» / 0 
([MSLa] \= D) / 0 

Selecting Element: MSLa 
Intermeaiate_choices: 
[[CCS1,CCS2], 
[CRLN], 
[SPS3], 
[SEP3], 
[RLN2], 
[MSLa]] 

Nc~~t3'&~~ices: 
[CRLN], 
[SPS3], 
[SEP3], 
[RLN2], 
[MSLa]] 
Changes: 
000ADE04 

adding - (goal - choose_separator with [status - active]) 
rule fired: ccs2a 

conflict set: cesS ccsS ccs 1 
rule selected: ccs3 
/* rule conditions matched *' 
(goal - choose_separator with [status· active]) , 361 
(goal - 8ep_milk_cc_silos with [status - active]) / 348 
(process_route - CSP1 with [currentJ)rocessor - [SEP3]]) / 356 

Selecting Element: SEP3 
Interme<Jiate_choices: 
[[CCS1,CCS2], 
[CRLN], 
[SPS3], 
[SEP3], 
[RLN2], 
[MSLa]] 
RemaininLchoices: 
[[CCS1,CCS2], 
[CRLN], 
[SPS3], 
[SEP3], 
[RLN2], 
[MSLa]] 
Changes: 
_OO04l'23C 



adding - (goal - choose_cc_silo with [status - active]) 
rule fired: ces3 

conflict set: ces5 ccs4 ccs 1 
rule selected: ccs4 
,. rule conditions matched *' 
(goal - choose_cc_silo with [status - active]) , 372 
(goal - 8ep_milk_cc_silos with [status - active])' 348 
(process_route - CSLS with [current_output - [CCSl,CCS2]]) / 371 

Selecting Element: CCS2 
Intermediate_choices: 
[[CCS2], 
[CRLN], 
[SPS3], 
[SEP3], 
[RLN2], 
[MSLa]] 
RemaininLchoices: 
[[CCS2], 
[CRLN] , 
[SPS3], 
[SEP3], 
[RLN2], 
[MSL3]] 
Changes: 
_00076CC4 
rule fired: ces4 

conflict set: ces5 ccs 1 
rule selected: ccs5 
,. rule conditions matched *' 
(goal - sep_milk_cc_silos with [status - active]) , 348 

rule fired: ces5 

conflict set: 
inference cycle done 

daemon as_update.J)r on process route: CCST 
daemon sequence_update 
updating the sequence with: CCST 
daemon as_update.J)r on process route: CSPI 
daemon sequence_update 
updating the sequence with: CSPI 
daemon as_update.J)r on process route: CSSS 
daemon sequence_update 
updating the sequence with: CSSS 
daemon as_update.J)r on process route: CSLS 
daemon sequence_update 
updating the sequence with: CSLS 
,. (Point 12) *' 
rule fired: factI 

conflict set: 

,. (Point 13) *' 
inference cycle done 
send-process_sequence 
,. (point 14) *' 



current_sequence: 
[[CSLS,126,LK07, ,CRLN,CCS2, ], 
[CSSS,126,LK35, ,SPS3,LK07, ], 
[CSPl,126,LK08, ,SEP3,LKa5, ], 
[CCST,126,MSL3, ,RLN2,LK08, ], 
[E2SL,91,LKl1, ,ELN2,EVS2, ], 
[E2SS,91,LK34, ,SPS2,LKl1, ], 
[E2PR,91,LK12, ,SEP2,LK34, ], 
[E2ST,91,MSLl, ,RLN1,LK12, ], 
[ElSL,91,LK09, ,ELN1,EVS2, ], 
[EILN,91,LK31, ,SKLN,LK09, ], 
[ElSI,91,LK32, ,SIP1,LK31, ], 
[ElSS,91,LK33, ,SPS1,LK32, ], 
[EIPR,91,LK10, ,SEP1,LK33, ], 
[ElST,91,MSLl, ,RLN1,LK10, ]] 
'*(point 15) *' 
protocol 4 
line_no: 1 
send-process_sequence 

. 
protocol 4 
line_no: 14 
send-process_sequence 
current_sequence: 
o 
1* (point 16) *' 
send_cip_sequence 
current_sequence: 
[[CSKA,15,SKlA, ,PNIU,PNIU, ]] 
protocol 12 
line_no: 1 
send_cip_sequence 
current_sequence: 
o 
'*(point 17) *' 
send_link ends 
I*(point 18)*' 
protocol: 5 
name: CCS2 
code :V06 
current_rate: 0.301 
activity state : 7 
protocol: 9 
name: CCS2 
code :V06 
contents: 0.000 
protocol: 6 
name:CRLN 
code: P29 
activity state : 5 
daemon as_update-pr on process route: CSLS 
protocol: 6 
name :SPS3 
code: P36 
activity state: 5 
daemon as_update-pr on process route: CSSS 
protocol: 6 
name:SEP3 
code: P09 
activity state : 5 
daemon as_update-pr on process route: CSPI 



/*(point 19) ./ 
protocol: 5 
name :MSL3 
code: V03 
current_rate: -0.334 
activity state: 8 
protocol: 9 
name :MSL3 
code: V03 
contents: 210.000 
protocol: 6 
name :RLN2 
code: P19 
activity state: 5 
daemon as_update-pr on process route: CCST 
protocol: 5 
name: EVS2 
code: V08 
current_rate: 0.301 
activity state: 7 
protocol: 9 
name: EVS2 
code: V08 
contents: 20.000 
protocol: 6 
name: ELN2 
code: P22 
activity state: 5 
daemon as_update-pr on process route: E2SL 
protocol: 6 
name:SPS2 
code: P35 
activity state: 5 
daemon as_update-pr on process route: E2SS 
protocol: 6 
name:SEP2 
code: P08 
activity state : 5 
daemon as_update-pr on process route: E2PR 
protocol: 5 
name: MSL1 
code: VOl 
/*(point 20) ./ 
current_rate: -0.334 
activity state : 8 
protocol: 9 
name: MSLI 
code: VOl 
contents: 227.300 
protocol: 6 
name: RLN1 
code: P18 
activity state: 5 
daemon as_update-pr on process route: E2ST 
daemon as_update.J)r on process route: E1ST 
protocol: 5 
name: EVS2 
code: V08 
current_rate: 0.601 
activity state: 7 
protocol: 9 
name :EVS2 
code: V08 
contents: 20.000 



protocol: 6 
name :ELNl 
code: P21 
activity state: 5 
daemon as_update-pr on process route: E1SL 
protocol: 6 
name:SKLN 
code: P20 
activity state : 5 
daemon as_update-PI' on process route: EILN 
protocol: 6 
name: SIP1 
code: P30 
activity state: 5 
daemon as_update-pr on process route: E1S1 
protocol: 6 
name:SPS1 
code: P34 
activity state: 5 
daemon as_update-pr on process route: E1SS 
protocol: 6 
name:SEP1 
code: P07 
activity state: 5 
daemon as_update-pr on process route: E1PR 
I*(point 21)*1 
protocol: 5 
name : MSL1 
code: VOl 
current_rate: -0.668 
activity state : 8 
protocol: 9 
name: MSL1 
code: VOl 
contents: 227.300 
protocol: 6 
name:RLN1 
code: P18 
I*(point 22) *1 
activity state: 5 



APPENDIX C (9.3). RESULTS OF CONFIGURATION CYCLE 

1* active batches with updated activity statuse./ 

Frame: batch Instance: evO 1 
Slot: temporaCactivity_status-

[val [sep_milk_ev _silos in"'progress ] 
[evap_skim cannot_start]] 

Slot: urgency - [val critical] 
Slot: total_float - [val-712.950] 
Slot: activity_status-

[val [sep_milk_ev_silos 0 [0 -440.495]] 
[evap_skim 0 [272.455 10 ]]] 

Slot: ako - [val batch] 
Slot: batch_code - [val ev01] 
Slot: product - [val skim_concentrate] 

Time stamp: 501 

Frame: batch Instance: ev02 
Slot: temporal_activity_status-

[val [s~l;:lk_ev _silos in"'progress ] 
[evap_ . cannot_start ]] 

Slot: urgency - [val critical] 
Slot: total_float - [val-712.950] 
Slot: activity_status-

[val [sep_milk_ev_silos 0 [0 -440.495 ]] 
[evap_skim 0 [272.455 10 ]]] 

Slot: ako - [val batch] 
Slot: batch_code - [val ev02] 
Slot: product - [val skim_concentrate] 

Time stamp: 527 

Frame: batch Instance: ce01 
Slot: temporal_activity _status -

[val[s:e,~lk_cc_silosin...progress] 
[past_ . _cc_vats cannot_start]] 

Slot: urgen9' - [val critical] 
Slot: total_float - [val-B39.156] 
Slot: activity status-

- [val [sekl~lk_cc_Bilos 0 [0 -461.910]] 
[~st_s . _cc_vats 0 [377.246 10 ]]] 

Slot: ako - [val batCh] 
Slot: batch_code - [val ce01] 
Slot: product - [val cottage_cheese] 

Time stamp: 479 



/* storage vessels with updated connections and activity 
statuses */ 

Frame: storage Instance: MSL1 
Slot: time_contents_last_updated - [val 0] 
Slot: contents_at_last_update - [val 227.300] 
Slot: code - [val VO 1 ] 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 8] 
Slot: current_rate_in - [val-0.668] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val RLN1 RLN1] 
Slot: ako - [val storage] 
Slot: description - [val milk silo 1] 
Slot: capacity - [val 227.300] 
Slot: current_contents - 0 
Slot: current_rate_out - [val 0] 
Slot: time..J>roduct_out - [val 0] 
Slot: time-product_in - [val-350] 
Slot: time_Iast_stop_fill- [val-200] 
Slot: time_last_stop_empty - [val 0] 
Slot: contents_status - [val 1] 
Slot: system_event - [val maxcon] 
Slot: configuration - [val MSL1---> and: [i,o] 

i --> and : [OLN1,OLN2] 
o ---> or : [RLN1,RLN2] ] 

Slot: work_area - [val milk_reception] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current-product$Rde - [val 2] 
Slot: product - [val milk] 

Time stamp: 532 

Frame: storage Instance: MSL2 
Slot: ako - [val storage] 
Slot: description - [val milk silo 2] 
Slot: code - [val V02] 
Slot: capacity - [val 227.300] 
Slot: contents_at_last_update - [val 0] 
Slot: current_contents - 0 
Slot: time_contents_last_updated - [val 0] 
Slot: current_rate_in - [val 0] 
Slot: current rate out - [val 0] 
Slot: time_-I)1:Oduct_out - [val 0] 
Slot: time-product_in - [val 0] 
Slot: time_Iast_stop_fill- [val 0] 
Slot: time_last_stop_empty - [val 0] 
Slot: contents_status - [val 2] 
Slot: system_event - [val mincon] 
Slot: configuration - [val MSL2 ---> and: [i,o] 

i ---> and : [OLNl,OLN2] 
0---> or: [RLNl,RLN2]] 

Slot: work_area - [val milk_reception] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ] 
Slot: activity_state_attrihute4 - [vall] 
Slot: current-product;ade - [val 0] 
Slot: product - [val milk] 

Time stamp: 1 



Frame: storage Instance: MSLa 
Slot: time_contents_Iast_updated - [val 0] 
Slot: contents_at_last_update - [va1210.000] 
Slot: code - [val V03 ] 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 8] 
Slot: current_rate_in - [val -0.334] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val RLN2] 
Slot: ako - [val storage] 
Slot: description - [val milk silo 3] 
Slot: capacity - [val 227.300] 
Slot: current_contents - 0 
Slot: current_rate_out - [val 0] 
Slot: time..,product_out - [val 0] 
Slot: time.,.product_in - [val-200] 
Slot: time_Iast_stop_fill- [val 0] 
Slot: time_Iast_stop_empty - [val 0] 
Slot: contents_status - [val 0] 
Slot: system_event - [val maxcon] 
Slot: configuration - [val MSL3 ---> and : [i,o] 

i ---> and : [OLN1,OLN2] 
o ---> or : [RLN1 RLN2] ] 

Slot: work_area - [val millcreception] , 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ] 
Slot: current..,product-il'ade - [vall] 
Slot: product - [val milk] 

Time stamp: 477 

Frame: storage Instance: CCS2 
Slot: time_contents_Iast_updated - [val 0] 
Slot: contents_at_last_update - [val 0.000] 
Slot: code - [val V06 ] 
Slot: time..,product_in - [val 0] 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 7] 
Slot: current_rate_in - [val 0.301] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val CRLN ] 
Slot: ako - [val storage] 
Slot: description - [val cc skim silo 2] 
Slot: capacity - [val 90.920] 
Slot: current_contents - 0 
Slot: current_rate_out - [val 0] 
Slot: time..,product_out - [val 0] 
Slot: time_last_stop_fill- [val 0] 
Slot: time_last_stop_empty - [val 0] 
Slot: contents_status - [val 0] 
Slot: system_event - [val mincon] 
Slot: configuration - [val CCS2 ---> and : [i,o] 

i ---> and : [CRLN] 
o ---> and : [CPST] ] 

Slot: work_area - [val cottage_cheese] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val] 
Slot: current..,productgrade - [vall] 
Slot: product - [val skim] 

Time stamp: 462 



Frame: storage Instance: EVS2 
Slot: time_contents_Iast_updated - [val 0] 
Slot: contents_at_last_update - [val 20.000] 
Slot: code - [val V08 ] 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [val 7] 
Slot: current_rate_in - [val 0.601] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val ELN2 ELNI ] 
Slot: ako - [val storage] 
Slot: description - [val evaporator skim silo 2] 
Slot: capacity - [val 90.920] 
Slot: current_contents - 0 
Slot: current_rate_out - [val 0] 
Slot: time,J>roduct_out - [val 0] 
Slot: time,J>roduct_in - [val-50] 
Slot: time_Iast_stop_filI- [val 0] 
Slot: time_Iast_stop_empty - [val 0] 
Slot: contents_status - [val 0] 
Slot: system_event - [val mincon] 
Slot: configuration - [val EVS2 ---> and : [i,o] 

i ---> and : [ELNl,ELN2] 
o ---> or : [EVRl,EVR2] ] 

Slot: work_area - [val evaporators] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ] 
Slot: current-product...,grade - [val 2] 
Slot: product - [val skim] 

Time stamp: 509 

'* semi-continuous process plant items with updated activity 
status and connections */ 

1* separators and skimmed milk outputs *' 
Frame: continuous Instance: SEPI 

Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 5] 
Slot: code - l val P07 ] 
Slot: current,J>rocess_route - [val ElPR] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val SPSl ] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val RLNI ] 
Slot: ako - [val continuous] 
Slot: descriptor - [val SEPl] 
Slot: configuration - [val SEPI ---> and : [i,o] 

i ---> and : [RLNl] ° ---> and : [SPSl,SPCl] ] 
Slot: work_area - [val dairy] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0.334' klitres_min] 

Timestamp: 529 

Frame: process_line Instance: SPSl 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [val 5] 
Slot: code - L val P34 ] 
Slot: current-process_route - [val E ISS ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val SIPl] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val SEPl ] 
Slot: ako - [val process_line] 
Slot: descriptor - [val SPSl] 
Slot: configuration - [val SPSl---> and : [i,o] 

Slot: wor~area - [val dairy] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0] 

Time stamp: 525 

i ---> and : [SEPl] 
0---> or: [SIPl,SIP2,CRLN,ELN2]] 



Frame: continuous Instance: SEP2 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [val 5] 
Slot: code - [val P08 ] 
Slot: current,..process_route - [val E2PR ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val SPS2] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val RLNI ] 
Slot: ako - [val continuous] 
Slot: descriptor - [val SEP2] 
Slot: configuration - [val SEP2 ---> and: [i,o] 

i ---> and : [RLNl] 

Slot: work_area - [val dairy] 
o --> and : [SPS2,SPC2] ] 

Slot: current_rate - [val 0.3341 klitre_min] 
Timestamp: 496 

Frame: process_line Instance: SPS2 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 5] 
Slot: code - [val P35 ] 
Slot: current,..process_route - [val E2SS ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ELN2 ] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val SEP2 ] 
Slot: ako - [val process_line] 
Slot: descriptor - [val SPS2] 
Slot: configuration - [val SPS2 ---> and : [i,o] 

i ---> and: [SEP2] 

Slot: work_area - [val dairy] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0] 

Time stamp: 492 

0--> or: [SIPl,SIP2,CRLN,ELN2]] 

Frame: continuous Instance: SEP3 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [val 5] 
Slot: code - [val P09 ] 
Slot: current,..process_route - [val CSPl] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val SPS3 ] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val RLN2 ] 
Slot: ako - [val continuous] 
Slot: descriptor - [val SEP3] 
Slot: configuration - [val SEP3 ---> and: [i,o] 

i ---> and: [RLN2] 
o ---> and : [SPS3,SPC3] ] 

Slot: work_area - [val dairy] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0.3341 klitres_min] 

Time stamp: 474 

Frame: process_line Instance: SPS3 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 5] 
Slot: code - [val P36 ] 
Slot: current,..process_route - [val CSSS ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val CRLN] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val SEP3 ] 
Slot: ako - [val process_line] 
Slot: descriptor - [val SPS3] 
Slot: configuration - [val SPS3 ---> and : [i,o] 

Slot: work_area - [val dairy] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0] 

Time stamp: 470 

i ---> and: [SEP3] 
0---> or: [SIPl,SIP2,CRLN,ELN2]] 



1* process lines with updated activity status and connections *' 
Frame: process_line Instance: ELNI 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [val 5] 
Slot: code - [val P2l ] 
Slot: current-process_route - [val E 1SL ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val EVS2 ] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val SKLN ] 
Slot: ako - [val process_line] 
Slot: descriptor - [val ELNI] 
Slot: configuration - [val ELNI---> and : [i,o] 

i ---> or : [SKMl,S:Kl\1:2,SKM3,SKLN] 
o ---> or : [EVSl,EVS2] ] 

Slot: work_area - [val evarorators] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0 

Time stamp: 513 

Frame: process_line Instance: ELN2 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 5] 
Slot: code - [val P22 ] 
Slot: current-process_route - [val E2SL ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val EVS2 ] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val SPS2 ] 
Slot: ako - [val process_line] 
Slot: descriptor - [val ELN2] 
Slot: configuration - [val ELN2 ---> and : [i,o] 

i ---> or : [SPSI,SPS2,SPS3] 

Slot: work_area - [val evaporators] 
Slot: current rate - [val 0] 

Time stamp: 488 

0---> or: [EVSI,EVS2]] 

Frame: process_line Instance: RLNI 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 5] 
Slot: code - [val PIS] 
Slot: current-process_route - [val E2ST E 1ST] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val SEP2 SEPl] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val MSLI MSLl] 
Slot: ako - [val process_line] 
Slot: descriptor - [val RLNl] 
Slot: configuration - [val RLNI ---> and : [i,o] 

i ---> or: [MSLI,MSL2,MSL3,MSlA] 
0---> and: [SEPI,SEP2] ] 

Slot: work_area - [val dairy] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0] 

Time stamp: 533 

Frame: process_line Instance: RLN2 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 5] 
Slot: code - [val P19 ] 
Slot: current-process_route - [val CCST] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val SEP3 ] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val MSL3 ] 
Slot: ako - [val process_line] 
Slot: descriptor - [val RLN2] 
Slot: configuration - [val RLN1---> and: [i,o] 

Slot: work_area - [val dairy] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0] 

Time stamp: 481 

i ---> or: [MSLI,MSL2,MSL3,MSIA] ° ---> and : [SEP3] ] 



Frame: process_line Instance: CRLN 
Slot: activity _state_attrihute4 - [val 5] 
Slot: code - L val P29 ] 
Slot: current...,process_route - [val CSLS ] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val CCS2 ] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val SPS3 ] 
Slot: ako - [val process_line] 
Slot: descriptor - [val CRLN] 
Slot: configuration - [val CRLN ---> and: [i,o] 

i ---> or : [SPSl,SPS2,SPS3] 
0---> or: [CCSl,CCS2]] 

Slot: work_area - [val cottage_cheese] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0] 

Timestamp: 466 

Frame: process_line Instance: SKLN 
Slot: activity_state_attrihute4 - [val 5] 
Slot: code - [val P20 ] 
Slot: current-process_route - [val ElLN] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val ELNl ] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val SIPl ] 
Slot: ako - [val process_line] 
Slot: descriptor - [val SKLN] 
Slot: configuration - [val SKLN ---> and : [i,o] 

i ---> and: [SIPl,SIP2] 

Slot: work_area - [val dairy] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0] 

Time stamp: 517 

o ---> or : [SKMl,BKM2,SKM3,ELNl] ] 

Frame: process_line Instance: SIPl 
Slot: activity_state_attrihute4 - [val 5] 
Slot: code - [val P30 ] 
Slot: current-process_route - [val E lSI] 
Slot: current_outputs - [val SKLN ] 
Slot: current_inputs - [val SPS 1 ] 
Slot: ako - [val process_line] 
Slot: descriptor - [val SIPl] 
Slot: configuration - [val SIPl---> and : [i,o] 

i ---> or: [SPSl,SPS2,SPS3] 
o ---> and : [SKLN] ] 

Slot: work..area - [val dairy] 
Slot: current_rate - [val 0] 

Time stamp: 521 

'* configured process routes *' 
/* sub-routes making up evaporator skimmed milk supply route 1 *' 



Frame: process_route Instance: E lSL 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [val 5] 
Slot: current_input - [val LK09 ] 
Slot: remainiDlLbatchsize - [val 91] 
Slot: current_batch - [val ev02] 
Slot: current_output - [val EVS2] 
Slot: current.,.processor - [val ELN1] 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val skim to evap silos via evap line 1] 
Slot: links_up - [val ] 
Slot: links_down - [val E 1LN ] 
Slot: output_choices - [val EVS1 EVS2] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val ELN1 ] 
Slot: input_choices - [val links_down LK09] 
Slot: currentJield - [val 0.900] 
Slot: input_factor - [vall] 
Slot: current_activity - [valsep_milk_ev_silos] 

Time stamp: 512 

Frame: process_route Instance: E 1LN 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 5] 
Slot: current_input - [val LK31 ] 
Slot: current_output - [val LK09] 
Slot: remainiI1lLbatchsize - [val 91] 
Slot: current batch - [val ev02] 
Slot: current::processor - [val SKLN ] 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val skim line routing] 
Slot: links_up - [val E1SL] 
Slot: links_down - [val E1SI] 
Slot: output_choices - [val links_up LK09] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val SKLN ] 
Slot: mput_choices - [val links_down LK31] 
Slot: currentJield - [val 1] 
Slot: input_factor - [val 1] 
Slot: current_activity - [val sep_milk_ev _silos] 

Time stamp: 516 

Frame: process_route Instance: E lSI 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 5] 
Slot: current_input - [val LK32 ] 
Slot: current_output - [val LK31] 
Slot: remainiDILbatchsize - [val 91] 
Slot: current_batch - [val ev02] 
Slot: current..,processor - [val SIPI] 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val skim line inputs] 
Slot: links_up - [val EILN] 
Slot: links_down - [val EISS] 
Slot: output_choices - [val links_up LK3l] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val SIPl SIP2] 
Slot: mput_choices - [val links_down LK32] 
Slot: currentJield - [vall] 
Slot: input_factor - [vall] 
Slot: current_activity - [val sep_milk_ev _silos] 

Time stamp: 520 



Frame: process_route Instance: E1SS 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 5] 
Slot: current_input - [val LK33 ] 
Slot: current_output - [val LK32] 
Slot: remainiDLbatchsize - [val91] 
Slot: current_batch - [val ev02] 
Slot: current...,processor - [val SPSI] 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val skim line routing] 
Slot: links_up - [val EISI] 
Slot: links_down - [val E IPR ] 
Slot: output_choices - [val links_up LK32] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val SPSl SPS2 SPS3] 
Slot: input_choices - [val links_down LK33 ] 
Slot: currentJie1d - [vall] 
Slot: input_factor - [vall] 
Slot: current_activity - [val sep_milk_ev _silos] 

Timestamp: 524 

Frame: process_route Instance: EIPR 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 5] 
Slot: current_input - [val LKlO ] 
Slot: current_output - [val LK33] 
Slot: remainiIlLbatchsize - [val9l] 
Slot: current_batch - [val ev02] 
Slot: current...,processor - [val SEPl] 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val separators to skim outputs] 
Slot: links_up - [val EISS] 
Slot: links_down - [val E1ST] 
Slot: output_choices - [val links_up LK33] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val SEPI SEP2 SEP3] 
Slot: mput_choices - [val links_down LKIO] 
Slot: current-Yield - [val 0.900] 
Slot: input_factor - [vall] 
Slot: current_activity - [val sep_milk_ev _silos] 

Time stamp: 528 

Frame: process_route Instance: ElST 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4. [val 5] 
Slot: current_output - [val LKIO] 
Slot: remainiDLbatchsize - [val91] 
Slot: current_batch - [val ev02] 
Slot: current-processor - [val RLNl] 
Slot: current_mput - [val MSLl] 
Slot: aka - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val milk storage to seps] 
Slot: links_up - [val E lPR ] 
Slot: links_down - [val ] 
Slot: output_choices - [val links_up LKIO] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val RLNI RLN2 ] 
Slot: mput_choices - [val MSLI MSL2 MSL3 MLS4] 
Slot: currentJield - [vall] 
Slot: input_factor - [vall] 
Slot: current_activity - [valsep_milk_ev_si1os] 

Time stamp: 505 



1* sub-routes for evaporator supply route 2 */ 

Frame: process_route Instance: E2SL 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 5] 
Slot: current_input - [val LK11 ] 
Slot: remaininLbatchsize - [val 91] 
Slot: current_batch - [val ev01] 
Slot: current_output - [val EVS2 ] 
Slot: current-processor - [val ELN2 ] 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val skim to evap silos via evap line 2] 
Slot: links_up - [val ] 
Slot: links_down - [val E2SS] 
Slot: output_choices - [val EVS1 EVS2] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val ELN2 ] 
Slot: mput_choices - [val links_down LK11] 
Slot: current...,yield - [val 0.900] 
Slot: input_factor - [vall] 
Slot: current_activity - [val sep_milk_ev _silos] 

Time stamp: 487 

Frame: process_route Instance: E2SS 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 5] 
Slot: current_input - [val LK34 ] 
Slot: current_output - [val LK11] 
Slot: remainiQLbatchsize - [val 91] 
Slot: current_batch - [val evO 1] 
Slot: current-processor - [val SPS2 ] 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val sep skim outputs] 
Slot: links_up - [val E2SL] 
Slot: links_down - [val E2PR] 
Slot: output_choices - [val links_up LK11] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val SPSI SPS2 SPS3] 
Slot: mput_choices - [val links_down LK34 ] 
Slot: current...,yield - [val 1] 
Slot: input_factor - [val 1] 
Slot: current_activity - [val sep_milk_ev _silos] 

Time stamp: 491 

Frame: process_route Instance: E2PR 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [val 5] 
Slot: current_input - [val LK12 ] 
Slot: current_output - [val LK34] 
Slot: remainiQLbatchsize - [val 91] 
Slot: current_batch - [val evOl] 
Slot: current-processor - [val SEP2 ] 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val sepmltors to evap line 2] 
Slot: links_up - [val E2SS ] 
Slot: links_down - [val E2ST ] 
Slot: output_choices - [val links_up LK34 ] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val SEPI SEP2 SEP3] 
Slot: mput_choices - [val links_down LK12 ] 
Slot: current...,yield - [val 0.900] 
Slot: input_factor - [val 1] 
Slot: current_activity - [valsep_milk_ev_silos] 

Time stamp: 495 



Frame: process_route Instance: E2ST 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 5] 
Slot: current_output - [val LK12] 
Slot: remaininLbatchsize - [val 91] 
Slot: current_batch - [val ev01] 
Slot: current-processor - [val RLN1 ] 
Slot: current_mput - [val MSL1 ] 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val milk storage to seps] 
Slot: links_up - [val E2PR ] 
Slot: links_down - [val ] 
Slot: output_choices - [val links_up LK12] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val RLN1 RLN2] 
Slot: input_choices - [val MSL1 MSL2 MSL3 MLS4] 
Slot: current.,.yield - [val 1] 
Slot: input_factor - [vall] 
Slot: current_activity - [val sep_milk_ev _silos] 

Time stamp: 502 

1* cottage cheese skimmed milk supply route */ 

Frame: process_route Instance: eSLS 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [val 5] 
Slot: current_input - [val LK07 ] 
Slot: remainiDLbatchsize - [val 126] 
Slot: current_batch - [val ce01] 
Slot: current_output - [val eeS2 ] 
Slot: current..,processor - [val CRLN ] 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val cc line to silos] 
Slot: links_up - [val] 
Slot: links_down - [val esss ] 
Slot: output_choices - [val eeSl eeS2] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val eRLN ] 
Slot: mput_choices - [val links_down LK07 ] 
Slot: current.,.yield - [val 0.900] 
Slot: input_factor - [val 1] 
Slot: current_activity - [val sep_milk_cc_si1os] 

Time stamp: 465 

Frame: process_route Instance: CSSS 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [val 5] 
Slot: current_input - [val LK35 ] 
Slot: current_output - [val LK07] 
Slot: remainiDLbatchsize - [val 126] 
Slot: current_batch - [val ceO 1] 
Slot: current...,processor - [val SPS3 ] 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val sep skim outputs] 
Slot: links_up - [val eSLS] 
Slot: links_down - [val CSP1 ] 
Slot: output_choices - [val links_up LK07] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val SPS1 SPS2 SPS3] 
Slot: mput_choices - [val links_down LK35] 
Slot: currentJield - [val 1] 
Slot: input_factor - [val 1] 
Slot: current_activity - [val sep_milk_cc_si1os] 

Time stamp: 469 



Frame: process_route Instance: eSP1 
Slot: activity_state_attribute4 - [val 5] 
Slot: current_input - [val LK08 ] 
Slot: current_output - [val LK35] 
Slot: remainiIlg..batchsize - [val 126] 
Slot: current_batch - [val ccO 1] 
Slot: current-processor - [val SEP3] 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val s~parators to sep line] 
Slot: links_up - [val esss ] 
Slot: links_down - [val CCST] 
Slot: output_choices - [val links_up LK35] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val SEP1 SEP2 SEP3] 
Slot: input_choices - [val links_down LK08] 
Slot: currentJield - [val 0.900] 
Slot: input_factor - [val 1] 
Slot: current_activity - [val sep_milk_cc_silos] 

Time stamp: 473 

Frame: process_route Instance: CCST 
Slot: activity _state_attribute4 - [val 5] 
Slot: current_output - [val LK08] 
Slot: remainiIlg..batchsize - [val 126] 
Slot: current_batch - [val ceO 1] 
Slot: current-processor - [val RLN2 ] 
Slot: current_mput - [val MSLa ] 
Slot: ako - [val process_route] 
Slot: description - [val milk silos to separators for cc skim] 
Slot: links_up - [val CSP1] 
Slot: links_down - [val ] 
Slot: output_choices - [val links_up LK08] 
Slot: processor_choices - [val RLNl RLN2 ] 
Slot: mput_choices - [val MSL1 MSL2 MSL3 MSL4 ] 
Slot: current,Jield - [val 1] 
Slot: input_factor - [val 1] 
Slot: current_activity - [val sep_milk_cc_silos] 

Time stamp: 480 



BATCH SEQUENCE 
PROCESS ROUTES 
STATUS ROUTE INITIAL REM/NG START LINKED PRIORITY INDEX INDEX 

NAME BATCH BATCH TIMED TIME 1 2 
I strt 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I CSLS 126.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I CSSS 126.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I CSP1 126.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I CCST 126.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E2SL 91.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E2SS 91. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E2PR 91. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E2ST 91. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E1SL 91. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E1LN 91. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E1SI 91. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E1SS 91. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E1PR 91. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E1ST 91. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B1SL 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B1ML 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B1VH 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B2SL 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B2ML 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B2VH 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B3SL 481.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B3ML 481.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B3VH 481.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B1SL 481.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B1ML 481.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B1VH 481.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B2SL 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B2ML 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B2VH 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E2SL 51.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E2SS 51.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E2PR 51.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E2ST 51.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E1SL 51.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E1LN 51. 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E1SI 51. 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E1SS 51.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E1PR 51.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E1ST 51. 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
R EPR2 91. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
R EPR1 91.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
R CSLS 25.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 

R CSSS 25.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
R eSP1 25.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 

R CCST 25.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
eIP ROUTES 
I step 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 

I CSKA 0.0 15.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 

PROCESS ROUTE SCHEDULE 
ROUTE START STOP REM/NG ELEMENT CONTENTS ELEMENT ELEMENT CONTENTS 

SAVE TIME BATCH 1 /CODE TIME 2 3 
/REST 

1 CSLS 0.0 126.0 LK07 0.0 CRLN CCS2 0.0 

0 302.5 25.0 R37 0.0 P29 V06 90.9 

0 
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2 CSSS 

R49 

3 CSP1 

R38 

4 CCST 

R39 

5 E2SL 

R22 

6 E2SS 

R48 

7 E2PR 

R23 

8 E2ST 

R24 

9 E1SL 

R41 

10 E1LN 

R47 

11 E1SI 

R46 

12 E1SS 

R45 

13 E1PR 

R42 

14 E1ST 

R43 

15 B1SL 

R01 

16 B1ML 

R02 

17 B1VH 

R03 

0.0 

302.5 

0.0 

302.5 

0.0 

302.5 

0.0 

118.0 

0.0 

118.0 

0.0 

118.0 

0.0 

118.0 

0.0 

118.0 

0.0 

118.0 

0.0 

118.0 

0.0 

118.0 

0.0 

118.0 

0.0 

118.0 

40.0 

81.8 

40.0 

81.8 

40.0 

81.8 

126.0 LK35 

25.0 

126.0 LK08 

25.0 

126.0 MSL3 

25.0 V03 

91.0 LK11 

51.6 

91.0 LK34 

51. 6 

91.0 LK12 

51. 6 

91.0 MSL1 

51. 6 VOl 

91. 0 LK09 

51. 6 

91. 0 LK31 

51.6 

91.0 LK32 

51. 6 

91. 0 LK33 

51. 6 

91. 0 LK10 

51. 6 

91.0 MSL1 

51.6 VOl 

500.0 LK02 

481. 0 

500.0 LK01 

481.0 

500.0 ACCM 

481.0 TR09 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

210.0 

109.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

227.3 

148.5 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

227.3 

148.5 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

19.0 

0.0 

SPS3 

P36 

SEP3 

P09 

RLN2 

P19 

ELN2 

P22 

SPS2 

P35 

SEP2 

p08 

RLN1 

P18 

ELN1 

p21 

SKLN 

P20 

SIP1 

P30 

SPS1 

p34 

SEP1 

p07 

RLN1 

p18 

OLN1 

p27 

MLN1 

P24 

BY1A 

POl 

LK07 

LK35 

LK08 

EVS2 

V08 

LK11 

LK34 

LK12 

EVS2 

V08 

LK09 

LK31 

LK32 

LK33 

LK10 

MSL4 

V04 

LK02 

LK01 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

20.0 

90.9 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

20.0 

90.9 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

28.9 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 



18 B2SL 
o 

R04 
o 

19 B2ML 
o 

R05 
o 

20 B2VH 
o 

R06 
o 

21 B3SL 
o 

R07 
o 

22 B3ML 
o 

R08 
o 

23 B3VH 
o 

R09 
o 

24 B1SL 
o 

R01 
o 

25 B1ML 
o 

R02 
o 

26 B1VH 
o 

R03 
o 

27 B2SL 
o 

R04 
o 

o 

o 
o 

o 

o 

o 

o 
o 

28 B2ML 

R05 

29 B2VH 

R06 

30 E2SL 

R22 

31 E2SS 

R48 

60.0 500.0 LK04 

112.7 476.0 

60.0 500.0 LK03 

112.7 476.0 

60.0 500.0 ACCM 

112.7 476.0 TRIO 

90.0 481.0 LK06 

117.9 468.3 

90.0 481.0 LK05 

117.9 468.3 

90.0 481.0 BLKR 

117.9 468.3 TR01 

90.0 481.0 LK02 

118.8 467.9 

90.0 481.0 LK01 

118.8 467.9 

90.0 481.0 BLKR 

118.8 467.9 TR02 

112.7 500.0 LK04 

142.4 486.5 

112.7 500.0 LK03 

142.4 486.5 

112.7 500.0 BLKR 

118.0 

118.0 

142.4 486.5 TR03 

272.5 

272.5 

51.6 LK11 

0.0 

51.6 LK34 

0.0 

32 E2PR 118.0 
o 

51. 6 LK12 

0.0 
o 

o 

o 

R23 272.5 

33 E2ST 

R24 

118.0 

272.5 

51. 6 MSL1 

0.0 VOl 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

24.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

12.7 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

13.1 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

OLN1 

P27 

MLN2 

P25 

BY2A 

P02 

OLN1 

P27 

MLN3 

P26 

BY3A 

P03 

OLN1 

P27 

MLN1 

P24 

BY1B 

P04 

OLN1 

P27 

MLN2 

0.0 P25 

13.5 BY2B 

0.0 P05 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

ELN2 

P22 

SPS2 

P35 

0.0 SEP2 

0.0 P08 

148.5 

45.3 

RLN1 

P18 

MSL4 

V04 

LK04 

LK03 

MSL4 

V04 

LK06 

LK05 

MSL4 

V04 

LK02 

LK01 

MSL4 

V04 

LK04 

LK03 

EVS1 

V07 

LK11 

LK34 

LK12 

9.1 

63.7 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

32.7 

70.8 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

32.7 

71.5 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

63.7 

82.3 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

92.9 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 



34 E1SL 118.0 51.6 LK09 0.0 ELNl EVSl 0.0 
0 

R41 272.5 0.0 0.0 P21 V07 92.9 
0 

35 E1LN 118.0 51.6 LK31 0.0 SKLN LK09 0.0 
0 

R47 272.5 0.0 0.0 P20 0.0 
0 

36 E1SI 118.0 51.6 LK32 0.0 SIP1 LK31 0.0 
0 

R46 272.5 0.0 0.0 P30 0.0 
0 

37 E1SS 118.0 51. 6 LK33 0.0 SPS1 LK32 0.0 
0 

R45 272.5 0.0 0.0 P34 0.0 
0 

38 E1PR 11S.0 51. 6 LK10 0.0 SEP1 LK33 0.0 
0 

R42 272.5 0.0 0.0 P07 0.0 
0 

39 E1ST 118.0 51. 6 MSL1 148.5 RLN1 LK10 0.0 
0 

R43 272.5 0.0 VOl 45.3 P1S 0.0 
0 

40 EPR2 272.5 91. 0 EVS1 92.9 EVR2 OUTP 0.0 
0 

R17 0.0 0.0 V07 0.0 P11 0.0 
0 

41 EPR1 272.5 91. 0 EVS2 90.9 EVR1 OUTP 0.0 
0 

R16 0.0 0.0 VOS 0.0 P10 0.0 
0 

42 CSLS 302.5 25.0 LK07 0.0 CRLN CCS1 20.0 
0 

R37 0.0 0.0 0.0 P29 V05 0.0 
0 

43 CSSS 302.5 25.0 LK35 0.0 SPS1 LK07 0.0 
0 

R49 0.0 0.0 0.0 P34 0.0 
0 

44 CSP1 302.5 25.0 LKOS 0.0 SEP1 LK35 0.0 
0 

R38 0.0 0.0 0.0 P07 0.0 
0 

45 CCST 302.5 25.0 MSL3 109.0 RLN1 LKOS 0.0 
0 

R39 0.0 0.0 V03 0.0 P18 0.0 
0 

CIP ROUTE SCHEDULE 
INDEX CIRCUIT ROUTE START STOP ELEMENT CODE ELEMENT CODE TIME 

NAME NAME TIME TIME 1 2 TO 
RUN 

1 DARE CSKA 10.00 25.00 STKR TR19 
0.00 



APPENDIX C (9.4) SCHEDULE OUTPUT 
BATCH SEQUENCE 

PROCESS ROUTES 
STATUS ROUTE INITIAL REM/NG START LINKED PRIORITY INDEX INDEX 

NAME BATCH BATCH TIMED TIME 1 2 
I strt 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I CSLS 126.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I CSSS 126.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I CSP1 126.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I CCST 126.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E2SL 91.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E2SS 91.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 

I E2PR 91.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E2ST 91. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E1SL 91.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E1LN 91.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E1SI 91.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E1SS 91.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E1PR 91. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E1ST 91.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B1SL 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B1ML 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B1VH 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B2SL 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B2ML 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B2VH 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B3SL 481.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B3ML 481.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B3VH 481.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B1SL 481.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B1ML 481.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B1VH 481.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 a 0 
I B2SL 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 a 0 
I B2ML 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I B2VH 500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 a 0 
I E2SL 51.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E2SS 51. 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E2PR 51.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E2ST 51. 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E1SL 51. 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
I E1LN 51.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 a 0 
I E1SI 51.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 a 
I E1SS 51.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 a 
I E1PR 51. 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 a 
I E1ST 51.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 a 
R EPR2 91. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
R EPR1 91. a 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 

R CSLS 25.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
R CSSS 25.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
R CSP1 25.0 0 .. 0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
R CCST 25.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
eIP ROUTES 
I step 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 a 0 

I CSKA 0.0 15.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 

PROCESS ROUTE SCHEDULE 
ROUTE START STOP REM/NG ELEMENT CONTENTS ELEMENT ELEMENT CONTENTS 

SAVE BATCH jCODE TIME TIME 1 2 3 

/REST 
1 CSLS 0.0 126.0 LK07 0.0 CRLN CCS2 0.0 

0 302.5 25.0 R37 0.0 P29 V06 90.9 



o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 
o 

o 
o 

o 

o 
o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 
o 

o 

o 

2 CSSS 

R49 

3 CSP1 

R38 

4 CCST 

R39 

5 E2SL 

R22 

6 E2SS 

R48 

7 E2PR 

R23 

8 E2ST 

R24 

9 E1SL 

R41 

10 E1LN 

R47 

11 E1SI 

R46 

12 E1SS 

R45 

13 E1PR 

R42 

14 E1ST 

R43 

15 B1SL 

R01 

16 alML 

R02 

17 B1VH 

R03 

0.0 

302.5 

0.0 

302.5 

0.0 

302.5 

0.0 

118.0 

0.0 

118.0 

0.0 

118.0 

0.0 

118.0 

0.0 

11B.0 

0.0 

118.0 

0.0 

118.0 

0.0 

118.0 

0.0 

118.0 

0.0 

118.0 

40.0 

81.8 

40.0 

81.B 

40.0 

81. 8 

126.0 LK35 

25.0 

126.0 LK08 

25.0 

126.0 MSL3 

25.0 V03 

91.0 LK11 

51. 6 

91.0 LK34 

51. 6 

91. 0 LK12 

51. 6 

91. 0 MSL1 

51. 6 VOl 

91. 0 LK09 

51. 6 

91.0 LK31 

51.6 

91. 0 LK32 

51. 6 

91.0 LK33 

51. 6 

91. 0 LK10 

51.6 

91.0 MSL1 

51.6 VOl 

500.0 LK02 

481.0 

500.0 LK01 

481.0 

500.0 ACCM 

481.0 TR09 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

210.0 

109.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

SPS3 

P36 

SEP3 

P09 

RLN2 

P19 

ELN2 

P22 

SPS2 

P35 

SEP2 

POB 

227.3 RLN1 

148.5 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

227.3 

148.5 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

19.0 

0.0 

P18 

ELN1 

P21 

SKLN 

P20 

SIP1 

P30 

SPS1 

P34 

SEPl 

P07 

RLN1 

P1B 

OLN1 

p27 

MLN1 

P24 

BY1A 

POl 

LK07 

LK35 

LK08 

EVS2 

V08 

LK11 

LK34 

LK12 

EVS2 

VOB 

LK09 

LK31 

LK32 

LK33 

LK10 

MSL4 

V04 

LK02 

LK01 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

20.0 

90.9 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

20.0 

90.9 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

2B.9 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 



18 B2SL 
o 

R04 
o 

19 B2ML 
o 

R05 
o 

20 B2VH 
o 

R06 
o 

21 B3SL 
o 

R07 
o 

22 B3ML 
o 

R08 
o 

o 
o 

o 
o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 
o 

o 
o 

o 

o 
o 

o 

o 

23 B3VH 

R09 

24 B1SL 

R01 

25 B1ML 

R02 

26 B1VH 

R03 

27 B2SL 

R04 

28 B2ML 

R05 

29 B2VH 

R06 

30 E2SL 

R22 

31 E2SS 

R48 

32 E2PR 

R23 

33 E2ST 

R24 

60.0 500.0 LK04 

112.7 476.0 

60.0 500.0 LK03 

112.7 476.0 

60.0 500.0 ACCM 

112.7 476.0 TRIO 

90.0 481.0 LK06 

117.9 468.3 

90.0 481.0 LK05 

117.9 468.3 

90.0 481.0 BLKR 

90.0 

90.0 

90.0 

112.7 

112.7 

112.7 

118.0 

118.0 

118.0 

118.0 

117.9 468.3 TR01 

118.8 

118.8 

118.8 

142.4 

142.4 

142.4 

272.5 

272.5 

272.5 

272.5 

481. 0 LK02 

467.9 

481.0 LK01 

467.9 

481. 0 BLKR 

467.9 TR02 

500.0 LK04 

486.5 

500.0 LK03 

486.5 

500.0 BLKR 

486.5 TR03 

51.6 LK11 

0.0 

51.6 LK34 

0.0 

51.6 LK12 

0.0 

51.6 MSL1 

0.0 VOl 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

24.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

12.7 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

13.1 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

13.5 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

148.5 

45.3 

OLN1 

P27 

MLN2 

P25 

BY2A 

P02 

OLN1 

P27 

MLN3 

P26 

BY3A 

P03 

OLN1 

P27 

MLN1 

P24 

BY1B 

P04 

OLN1 

P27 

MLN2 

P25 

BY2B 

P05 

ELN2 

P22 

SPS2 

P35 

SEP2 

P08 

RLN1 

P18 

MSL4 

V04 

LK04 

LK03 

MSL4 

V04 

LK06 

LK05 

MSL4 

V04 

LK02 

LK01 

MSL4 

V04 

LK04 

LK03 

EVS1 

V07 

LK11 

LK34 

LK12 

9.1 

63.7 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

32.7 

70.8 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

32.7 

71.5 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

63.7 

82.3 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

92.9 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 



34 E1SL 118.0 51.6 LK09 0.0 ELN1 EVS1 0.0 
0 

R41 272.5 0.0 0.0 P21 V07 92.9 
0 

35 EILN 118.0 51.6 LK31 0.0 SKLN LK09 0.0 
0 

R47 272.5 0.0 0.0 P20 0.0 
0 

36 E1SI 118.0 51. 6 LK32 0.0 SIP1 LK31 0.0 
0 

R46 272.5 0.0 0.0 P30 0.0 
0 

37 E1SS 118.0 51. 6 LK33 0.0 SPS1 LK32 0.0 
0 

R45 272.5 0.0 0.0 P34 0.0 
0 

38 EIPR 118.0 51. 6 LK10 0.0 SEP1 LK33 0.0 
0 

R42 272.5 0.0 0.0 P07 0.0 
0 

39 E1ST 118.0 51.6 MSL1 148.5 RLN1 LK10 0.0 
0 

R43 272.5 0.0 VOl 45.3 P18 0.0 
0 

40 EPR2 272.5 91. 0 EVS1 92.9 EVR2 OUTP 0.0 
0 

R17 0.0 0.0 V07 0.0 P11 0.0 
0 

41 EPR1 272.5 91. 0 EVS2 90.9 EVR1 OUTP 0.0 
0 

R16 0.0 0.0 V08 0.0 P10 0.0 
0 

42 eSLS 302.5 25.0 LK07 0.0 CRLN CCS1 20.0 
0 

R37 0.0 0.0 0.0 P29 V05 0.0 
0 

43 esSS 302.5 25.0 LK35 0.0 SPS1 LK07 0.0 
0 

0.0 R49 0.0 0.0 P34 0.0 
0 

44 esP1 302.5 25.0 LK08 0.0 SEP1 LK35 0.0 
0 

R38 0.0 0.0 0.0 P07 0.0 
0 

25.0 MSL3 109.0 45 eeST 302.5 RLNl LK08 0.0 
0 

0.0 P1B R39 0.0 0.0 V03 0.0 
0 

CIP ROUTE SCHEDULE 
INDEX CIRCUIT ROUTE START STOP ELEMENT CODE ELEMENT CODE TIME 

NAME NAME TIME TIME 1 2 TO 
RUN 

CSKA 10.00 25.00 STKR TR19 1 DARE 
0.00 



APPENDIX C SIMULATION OUTPUT 

PROCESS AND CIP SEQUENCE 
l! f ~,(, W ,~ ( .... I T _ 

INDEX STATUS ROUTE INITIAL RHI/NG START LINKED PRIORITY ROUTES INDEXED 
NAME BATCH BATCH TII1ED TIME 1 2 

1 I strt 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
2 R CSlS 126.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
3 R CSSS 126.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
4 R CSP1 126.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
5 R CCST 126.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
6 I E2Sl 91.00 0.0 0.0 0 .0 1 0 0 
7 I E2SS 91.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
8 I E2PR 91.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
9 I £2ST 91.00 0.0 0 .0 0.0 1 0 0 

10 I E1Sl 91.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
11 I E1lN 91.00 0.0 0.0 B.O 1 0 0 
12 I E1S1 91.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
13 I E1SS 91.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
14 I E1PR 91.00 0.0 O.ll O.B 1 0 0 
15 I £lST 91.00 0.0 0.0 0 .0 1 0 0 
16 1 B1Sl 500.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0 0 
17 I BUll 500.00 0.0 O.ll 0.0 1 0 0 
18 I B1UH 500.00 0.0 0.0 B.B 1 0 0 

Photo 9.1 

Photo 9.2. 



APPENDIX C SIMULATION OUTPUT 
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The Development of a Hybrid Knowledge Based Simulation System 
for Scheduling and Control in the Batch Process Industry 

R.Roy and W.R.Goodall 
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Abstract 
An approach to short term scheduling and control in the batch process industry 
using hybrid Discrete Event Simulation is presented. The system can be used to 
develop feasible short term schedules according to user defined scheduling rules. 
The benefits of the hybrid approach and the implementation of the system are 
discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The batch process industry includes food, brewing, fine chemicals, and 
pharmaceuticals. These areas are characterised by the production of a diverse 
range of final products starting from a few basic raw materials, which are 
processed in batches according to production recipes. A batch process plant 
typically consists of a network of process and storage vessels, linked by pipework 
through continuous process plant such as separators and heat exchangers. 
Output from the plant may be bulk liquid or powder products, or high volume 
discrete packaged consumer goods such as yoghurt. The recipes determine for 
the final product and any intermediate products, the processing tasks to be 
carried out, their order, and the plant requirements and processing conditions. 

A plant may have a configuration to allow flexibility in batch routing, and the 
production of several products at the same time in parallel campaigns [1], 
however, its operation is restricted by constraints such as finite storage capacity, 
precedence between process stages, the time critical nature of some operations, 
and requirements for cleaning of the pipework, process plant and vessels. 
Although a plant may be optimally designed and scheduled to satisfy 
long/medium term forecasts of product demand, short term fluctuating demand 
patterns pose problems of day to day scheduling and control which still need to 
be addressed and there is a considerable amount of research interest in this area 
[2,3,4], which is the focus of this paper. 

2. DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION AND SHORT TERM SCHEDULING 

Discrete Event Simulation is a long established Operational Research (OR) 
technique used for the analysis of the operating characteristics of ma nu fac turing 
systems. More recently the use of simulation for short term production 
scheduling has been investigated [5,6]. A model is built which rc prl' ~ l' nts the 
dynamics and constraints of a manufacturing system, and which a sched uler can 
use experimentally to develop realistic, feasible short term producti on :-:d lCdules. 



Different approaches have been suggested for the experimental development of 
schedules and are discussed in [6]. The simulation is run using a set of rules 
which govern the sequencing of batches/jobs and choice of resources within the 
system. The event trace from the simulation, output in a suitable format, is a 
detailed schedule of the movement of batches/jobs and use of resources over time. 
The scheduler can examine the output and decide if it is acceptable. If 
unacceptable, alterations can be made to the parameters of the simulation to run 
it again, and through an iterative approach the scheduler can decide on the best 
schedule produced in relation to the objectives for the system. The chosen 
schedule can be released for use within the plant for production activity control 
and monitoring of plant performance. 

3. KNOWLEDGE BASED SIMmATION 

In recent years it has been recognised that simulation has a lot in common with 
the area of Artificial Intelligence (AI) [7 J in that both approaches seek to 
represent explicit knowledge about the world through objects, their attributes 
and interrelationships. Researchers have concluded that simulation can benefit 
considerably from the use of AI techniques for example in aiding model 
developers through the use of an Intelligent Front End (IFE) to allow natural 
language input to a model generator [8] or the analysis and interpretation of 
simulation results [9]. The strong similarity between simulation models and the 
branch of AI known as Expert Systems has also been recognised [10], in that 
both are modular, both contain rules concerned with the behaviour of a system 
and both have an independent inference mechanism or executive that applies the 
rules and effects changes in the state of the system. Thus, the common purpose 
of both simulation and knowledge based or expert systems in providing a 
framework for representation of the behaviour of a manufacturing system is 
obvious, and the power of the latter, through the use of declarative languages 
such as PROLOG and Lisp, in representing the rules governing such behaviour 
is well established. However, unlike simulation, knowledge based systems do not 
provide a dynamic model dealing with the changes in the status of the 
manufacturing system over time. It has been concluded that the inclusion of a 
time advance mechanism within the knowledge based system framework will 
enable simulation models to be developed that can benefit from increased 
expressiveness in the rulebase, and flexible data structures. This approach has 
been used in the area of simulation for scheduling and control for example in 
[11], which uses PROLOG to model a Flexible Manufacturing System, and it's 
on-line control system. 

4. HYBRID APPROACH TO MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

Transferring all aspects of simulation modelling into the declarative format is 
not necessarily the definite direction to take [12], and there are positive features 
of the traditional procedural languages used for simulation which will be lost, 
such as the well developed event list management mechanisms, the efficient 
handling of large amounts of numeric computation which is a feature of most 
simulation models, and the already developed toolkits for graphical simulation 
such as SEE-WHY [13J. Therefore using a hybrid approach to exploit the 
strengths of both formats appears to be a promising way to develop a knowledge 
based simulation for a given application and this is the approach adopted for the 
system described in this paper. 



5. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The function of batch process scheduling is the assignment of equipment and 
process routes in a time coordinated manner for the processing of intermediate 
and final product batches through the plant to meet, if possible, the production 
goals for the plant. For a multiproduct plant this is a complex problem taking 
into account flexibility for batch routing, and constraints such as finite capacity 
and cleaning requirements. The scheduling function is generally carried out 
according to a set of heuristic rules. These rules may have been developed locally 
based on practical experience, or they may be based on priority dispatching 
rules, or other heuristics. The system developed is designed to allow the use of 
whatever rule based scheduling techniques are relevant to the particular plant 
being modelled, and to allow experimentation to develop a set of applicable 
scheduling rules, so that on input of a batch requirement list to the system the 
output will be a detailed feasible schedule of plant activity. 

The system has a hybrid modular architecture, consisting of a database, control 
rulebase, and control inference mechanism implemented in PROLOG, with an 
interface to a dynamic simulation model of the domain implemented in 
FORTRAN using the Visual Interactive Simulation (VIS) toolkit SEE-WHY. It is 
a generic system, meant for user development by data input without the need for 
programming. A generic system is specific enough to cover the logic of the 
domain at which it is directed, but also flexible enough to allow many different 
models from that domain to be built using the same program so it does not 
become redundant when the real system is changed. 

The database contains the domain entity specifications as frames. These are 
data structures [14], which represent the different classes of entity which make 
up the batch process domain, their hierarchical relationships, and their relevant 
characteristics, for example continuous process elements, storage vessels, 
incubation vessels, process lines, and transportation elements which are 
combined either into process sub-routes, for moving and processing batches 
through the plant, or cleaning routes as necessary. Also non-entity data such as 
the process recipes, and a 'planner' to handle the batch list and the current 
sequence of sub-routes, are represented by frames. To build up a model the 
system carries out a dialogue with the user to create specific instances of these 
frames, which are held in working memory and represent the system state in the 
simulation run. Once an initial model has been developed with frame instances, 
in subsequent sessions the initialisation dialogue with the user can be restricted 
to amendments, for example a daily update of the batch requirement list. 

While this detailing of the generic system can be achieved using linked 
FORTRAN data arrays for each data type, (and was for the initial development 
of the system), PROLOG allows a more coherent and flexible data structure to be 
used. In the PROLOG environment the data about an entity is either stored 
directly in a frame instance, or can be inherited from a more general frame 
instance which details common characteristics of the entity class, or can be 
inferred from the application of rules. Because any particular data field or slot 
can contain a list of complex data items of any size, the ability to model the true 
complexity of the system is greatly enhanced. For example the use of an enti~y. in 
a possible route is constrained by it's configuration with respect to other entities 
in the plant. This configuration can easily be modelled as an AND/OR structure 
in PROLOG, and held in a slot of the entity frame instance. Figure 1 represents 
part of a plant configuration in which three Separators can output to two out of 
three Storage Vessels. The configuration of Output Line One is shown with 
respect to the Separators and the Vessels, as an AND/OR graph in Figure 2. 
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The simulation module contains the logic relevant to a batch process 
environment to move the system forward dynamically in time, for example it 
contains the logic to schedule events for the end of a processing activity based on 
the elements which make up process-routes. Related sub-routes which comprise 
a process within the network are linked during the simulation to ensure 
coordination between the activities as necessary. The module also makes use of 
the SEE-WHY facilities for graphics so that the user can follow the progress of 
the simulation. The simulation model uses the same data used to build up the 
frame instances to ensure consistency within the system. As the simulation 
moves forward in time, when there is a change in state represented by an event 
it updates the slot values of the PROLOG frame instances with relevant dynamic 
data via the PROLOGIFORTRAN interface. 

The rulehase contains the domain specific rules as developed by the user for 
scheduling the production of batches, and handling other domain specific 
situations, for example determining queue assignments for transportation 
elements in the system, taking into account the production recipes/procedures, 
system goals, and constraints. 

The control module handles the application of the rules based on the system 
state to produce a sequence of process and cleaning routes, and the elements 
which will make them up, to be passed to the simulation. The simulation model 
is then activated, and the model moves forward in time to generate a new system 
state for the scheduling cycle to continue. At the end of the scheduling period, or 
at any point the user chooses, reports can be generated on batch status within 
the plant; and a predictive time phased schedule, as a complete 'Bill of Process' 
listing routes, elements , start and end times for activities, product types, batch 



sizes etc .. This can be used to operate the plant, against which progress can be 
monitored for control. 

The system is designed specifically to be interactive for incremental rule 
development and improvement by the user/system builder. These facilities are 
comprehensive to allow the user as much flexibility as possible in decision 
making, either through unprompted interaction at any point in a simulation run, 
or through prompted interaction from the model. 'Demons' triggered by events 
and changes in attribute values specified by the user, ensure that the user has a 
chance to react at key points which might otherwise be missed. Event tracing 
and the output from the VIS model can be used for validating the rulebase on 
initial implementation ofa system and at any stage of incremental development. 

6. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SYSTEM 

The system has been developed in collaboration with a major manufacturer of 
dairy products using one of their multiproduct sites as a model. This has 
highlighted some of the issues that arise in the actual implementation of such a 
system, for example the importance of being able to keep the model up to date. 
Since the start of the project, major changes have been made to a portion of the 
process network, but the generic format of the model has ensured that it did not 
become redundant as a result of this. The gathering of data to build the model is 
time consuming, but brings benefits through improved understanding of the 
plant, and the data is now recorded and available for any use that can be made 
of it. The development of a .correct and 'good' rulebase is obviously a critical 
factor in the value of the system to the user, and a 'top down' approach was 
adopted for this project, using a series of interviews to get management 
objectives followed by interactive use of the model to develop the rulebase. It is 
important in this process that the system does not simply become a mimic of an 
already existing manual system, which may not be developing particularly good 
schedules anyway, so one of the objectives should be to assess current scheduling 
methods and incorporate appropriate scheduling practise from the literature. 

Regular system demonstrations and communication between the system 
developer and the system users helps to build confidence and ensure that the 
system will do what is required of it. A gradual program of implementation 
should be adopted. In the first instance the system is used as a strategic tool to 
look at the general operation of the plant and identify critical areas. Confidence 
in the scheduling capabilities is increased by the reproduction of manually 
developed schedules. Then schedules developed by the system on a stand alone 
basis can be critically evaluated without being implemented, before the system is 
actually put 'on-line' to develop schedules for use on a day to day basis. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

The aim of Discrete Event Simulation for scheduling is to provide the user with 
information on what is achievable, and what is not, in terms of the operation of a 
plant to meet a set of objectives under a particular configuration and operating 
rules/constraints. The system described in this paper will improve the flexibility 
available to represent the structure, constraints, and operating rules of a real 
system through the use of the declarative format of AI while retaining the useful 
features of procedurally based simulation systems. 

Since the control module is completely separated from the simulation module, it 
should be possible to interface the former to the real system to act as a real-time 
controller; the control module would then act on dynamic system status data 
from the plant rather than the simulation model. However, this would need 



further research on various issues. In the case of a deviation from the schedule 
should the objective be to direct the operations back towards the original 
schedule and what rules are required to achieve this? When should the 
simulation model be activated (e.g. in the case of a major plant breakdown)? 
These are some of the issues that need to be addressed to achieve the goal of 
developing a true on-line scheduler. 
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